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INTRODUCTION

The roles and missions of the Johnson Space Center (JSC) include

significant portions of the Agency's Space Shuttle, Space Station Freedom, Space

Exploration Initiative, and Science and Technology Programs. In particular, the

Center has unique capabilities in program management, space operations, lunar

and planetary geoscience, and all aspects of human presence in space. The success

of JSC, in major part, can be attributed to the unique facilities that have evolved

in support of the Agency programs and to the depth and breadth of expertise

provided by the Center personnel. Although JSC is considered a NASA

development center, its involvement in research and technology (R&T} programs

continues to be crucial from two aspects: (1) training and development of highly

qualified employees able to specify and monitor the development, testing, and

operations of complex space systems, and (2) providing systems ensuring safety of

humans in space and cost-effective mission operations. In view of this, JSC is

conducting significant space-related R&T development in accordance with its

roles and mission.

In an effort to streamline the R&T planning and management process

during the past year, JSC has implemented the strategy shown on the following

chart:

Requirements

Technology Opportunities
• Universities

• Code R/M/S/C

• In-House Ideas

• CDDP *
• IR&D **

• National and

International

Research Labs/Centers

• SBIR ***

TECHNOLOGY CUSTOMERS

Space [ Programs/--I iI I Pr6jects I

m_

Technology Coordination

• Operational Programs (e.g.,
Space Shuttle)

• Development Programs {e.g.,
SpaceStation)

• Future Programs (e.g., ACRV,
SEI, etc.)

Recommendations

Technolok,_/Program

-_ • Coordinated Require-

ments

• Special Emphasis

Technology Plans

• Advocacy Plan

t
Technology Criteria

• Strategic Planning

• Program Priorities

• In-House Capabilities/

Resources

• Technology Feasibility

• Available Sponsors

*CDDP = Center Director's Discretionary Program * *[R&D = Internal Research and Development

* *SBIR = Small Business hmovation Research

This process continues to be beneficial in the identification of R&T thrusts which

are deemed important for the Agency's programs, as well as those essential to

support the roles and missions of JSC. Over the year 1990, JSC has communicated
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R&T thrusts identified through this process to NASA Headquarters by means of

RTOP submissions and working groups/committees in which JSC participates.

This interaction has resulted in a focused and prioritized implementation of,JSC

R&T efforts. In the future, we anticipate providing comprehensive inputs to the

Agency programs and plans, as well as developing interdependent programs with

other NASA centers, government agencies, educational and research institutions,
and industry.

The Johnson Space Center Research and Technology (R&T) Report is

published to highlight the Center activities during the past year. This report

serves to communicate within and outside the Agency our significant R&T efforts,

as well as to inform Headquarters' R&T program managers and their constituents

of the significant accomplishments that have promise in future Agency programs.

While not inclusive of all R&T efforts, the report represents a comprehensive

summary of JSC's activities with the corresponding technology focal points
identified in the Index.

The JSC R&T annual report is organized in four sections:

• The Life Sciences Section provides a review of the broad range of
applied medical programs in support of life sciences and human presence in space.

These projects represent substantial commitment on the part of JSC to provide

excellent support for the Agency's tong range plans, including lunar outpost and
manned missions to Mars.

• The Solar System Sciences Section contains a sampling of the projects in

support of human exploration ofthe solar system. This R&T effort deals with the

characteristics, origin, and evolution of the debris, terrestrial planets, asteroids,
and satellites (the rocky objects located in the solar system). In addition, the

research on the practical use of the planetary resources to support and maintain

human presence and expansion into the solar system is covered.

• The Space Transportation Technology Section dwells on the projects

that support human systems and space operations associated with the Agency's
transportation infrastructure. The JSC has made significant progress in the

design and development of human spacecraft and associated technologies in

support of the Agency's advanced operations. Closed-loop life support systems will

be necessary for the Agency's long range programs. The JSC efforts in support of
this vital Agency goal are included in this section.

• The Space Systems Technology Section encompasses technical areas

which include human factors/man-machine cooperation, extravehicular activity;

control and guidance; materials and structure, automation and robotics; on-orbit

assembly and construction; servicing; life support; propulsion; power; thermal,

and communications and tracking. The technology dimensions cover those
considered evolutionary and emerging, as well as the mission-driven ones. The

JSC has made outstanding contributions in the software simulations of hardware

systems and functions and human-machine interfaces, which have become

invaluable tools in the specification and prediction of systems level performance.

This report was developed under the guidance of the Chief Technologist,

New Initiatives ()ffice, and represents a coordinated endeavor with JSC line
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organizations, most notably the Administration, Information Systems, Space and

Life Sciences, and Engineering Directorates. The schedule for this report

represents a formidable challenge, as most of the work had to be performed during

the months of December 1990 and January of this year. The authors of the

individual reports are therefore commended for their timely efforts. Personnel
listed below have coordinated the technical inputs in specific sections and written

summaries for their respective sections. Detailed questions may be directed to me,

the section coordinators, or the principal investigators listed in the index.

J. L. Homick, Ph.D./Code SD, Life Sciences

(713) 483-7108

Thomas Wilson, Ph. D./Code SN, Solar Systems Sciences
(713) 483-2147

Wayne L. Ordway/Code ET, Space Transportation TechnoLogy
(713) 483-6626

Phil M. Deans/Code EA, Space Systems Technology
(713} 483-1017

Ku_ar Krishen, P)a(D.
C_ief Technologist
New Initiatives Office
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Life Sciences

The NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) con-

ducts a broad range of applied medical programs in

support of Life Sciences goals. These goals ensure

the health and performance of humans in space, first

by characterizing the medical consequences of space-

flight, and second by developing research and tech-

nology programs focused on validating countermea-

sures for biomedical problems precipitated by space-

flight exposure. A further goal is to exploit the

unique properties of space environment as a means
of increasing and improving fundamental knowledge

in medicine and biology.
The Extended Duration Orbiter Medical Pro-

gram, which endeavors to protect the space crews'

ability to perform egress, entry, and landing after

lengthy Space Shuttle flights, is well under way.

NASA, contractor, and advisor teams in the areas of

environmental health, biomedicine, cardiovascular

medicine, exercise, muscle, and neurophysiology are

implementing studies to develop and test flight
countermeasures and countermeasure hardware.

Defining the requirements for Space Station

Freedom continues as the Station design evolves.
Medical hardware for the crew health care sub-

system is under development. Microbiologists are

developing an automated system to detect, count,

and identify microorganisms in environmental and

clinical specimens in space and to test their sensitiv-

ity to antimicrobial agents. Some prototype instru-

ments for testing air and water quality have been

flown onboard the Space Shuttle. Toxicologists are

working with the National Research Council to es-

tablish new limits for both short-term and long-term

exposure to potential atmospheric contaminants.

Work continues on developing and evaluating

techniques and hardware for Freedom's Health

Maintenance Facility, including provision of respira-

tory and surgical support for injured crewmembers,

inhalational drug delivery systems, and production
of sterile intravenous fluids from potable water on-
board Freedom.

For research at the cellular level, the Biotech-

nology Program continues to develop its fully auto-
mated cell culture system. This system has been

designed to simulate some of the fluid-mechanical

conditions of microgravity; it also can be used in

microgravity for raising high-fidelity tissue models

and other applications. In vitro biochemical studies

are under way to understand the functioning of the

blood-brain barrier in response to microgravity-
induced fluid shifts.

Physiological studies in fiscal year 1990 have
included evaluations of a new drug and an alterna-

tive drug-delivery system for preventing or ameli-

orating motion sickness; development of a method for

determining nutritional (caloric) requirements for

humans during space travel; exploration of how ex-

posure to microgravity affects postural equilibrium;

and evaluation of how exercise affects later perform-

ance during extravehicular activities.

The following sections describe these and other

research and technology efforts in the Life Sciences
area.
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Ventilator Function in Hyperbaric

Conditions

TM: Charles W. Lloyd, Pharm. D./SD2
Ph William T. Norfleet, M.D./SD2

Joey B. Boyce0 M.D./SD2
Reference LS 1

Respiratory support for one injured crewmem-
ber onboard Space Station Freedom is required in
three areas:

• At the Health Maintenance Facility (HMF),

• Within a transport vehicle, and

• Withinthe Hyperbaric Airlock [HAL].

This paper reports on a study that sought to obtain
performance data for an HMF-type ventilator

(Siemens Servo 900C) and a transport-type venti-

lator (AutoVent 2000) in a hyperbaric environment.

The objective was to determine set versus delivered

expired-minute volume (V(dot)E), breathing fre-
quency (f), and tidal volume (Vt).

Experiments were performed in a multiplace
chamber complex. Data were collected at ambient

pressures of 1.0, 2.8, and, in the case of the 900C, 6.0

atmospheres absolute pressure (ATA). Air was

supplied to the ventilators at 50 psi above ambient

chamber pressure. The 900C was arranged to deliver

gas from the inspiratory limb into a 2-liter anes-

thesia bag, then into the expiratory limb of the

ventilator, and, finally, through the ventilator gas

exhaust into a gas collection system. The AutoVent
was configured to exhaust directly into the gas

collection device; all sources of gas leakage from the

patient valve assembly were occluded. Gas delivered
by the ventilators was collected into a 10-liter Ohio

rolling seal spirometer. Output of a potentiometer

connected to the spirometer was recorded by a Grass

polygraph located outside the chamber. Measure-

ments of V(dot)E, Vt, and f were determined by ex-

amination of the polygraph tracings. Calibration of

the gas-monitoring system was accomplished before
each round of data collection with a 2-liter volu-

metric syringe. The following settings were main-

tained on the 900C throughout experimentation:

Working Pressure = 80 cm H20, Mode = Volume

Control, Inspiratory Time = 33 percent, Inspiratory

Pause -- 10 percent, PEEP = 0 cm H20, Trigger
Sensitivity = -20 cm H20, and [nspiratory Pres-

sure Level = 0 cm H20. This device was enclosed in

a nitrogen-purged Lexan box for prevention of

electrical fires. The setting, Tidal Volume = 1200

mL, was maintained on the AutoVent throughout

experimentation.

Data concerning V(dot)E delivered by the 900C

are shown in figure 1. Operating the 900C involves

setting first the V(dot)E, then the f; Vt is implicit

from these settings. The abscissa in figure 1 displays

set f. Delivered f was very close to set f (data not
shown}. The left-most bar of each group of bars

relates set V(dot)E. Delivered V(dot)E data at each

of three ambient pressures are grouped to the right of

each "SET" bar. The group of data labeled "Max"
was obtained when the 900C was set to deliver

A V(dot)E = 99 L/rain, and

A tidal volume (via adjustment of f) that
resulted in a peak inspiratory pressure (PIP) of

40 cm H20.

These settings forced the ventilator to deliver as

much gas as possible. As can be seen in this figure,

delivered V(dot)E was very close to set V(dot)E at 1

ATA, but it fell short at raised ambient pressures.

The 2.8 ATA produced over 20 L/min. Data derived

from the AutoVent are displayed in a similar man-
ner in figure 2. Set and delivered V(dot)E were ap-

proximately equal at 1 ATA, but performance drop-

ped off at 2.8 ATA to an extent somewhat greater

than that of the 900C. Figure 3 is of greater clinical

significance. Again, the unit performed well at 1

ATA but suffered significant degradations of per-
formance at 2.8 ATA. A maximal Vt of less than 400

mL was maintained, a figure which is inadequate for

ventilation of a 70-kg adult. In view of these data,
tests of this ventilator at 6 ATA were not deemed
worthwhile.

The Siemens Servo 900C uses a servo feedback

design to adjust the operation of scissor valves to

maintain set ventilatory parameters. A pneumo-

tachograph in the gas circuit provides this feedback.

Because pneumotachographs are sensitive to

changes in gas density, it is not surprising that the

900C performance varied with ambient pressure.
Despite this limitation, the overall unit performance

would permit adequate ventilation of a 70-kg adult

under most clinical circumstances at ambient pres-

sures of at least 6 ATA. The experimental design

imposed a severe load on the 900C through the use of
a 2-liter anesthesia bag as the "test lung." The PIPs

of 50 cm H20 were observed. Despite this simulation

of poor pulmonary compliance, the unit delivered gas

in close approximation to set parameters during

experiments at 1 ATA. This supports the contention



that degradationsin performanceseenat raised
ambientpressuresalsowouldhavebeenseenif less
severepulmonarydiseasehadbeensimulated.

In thisstud),,extensiveprecautionsweretaken
to preventan electricalfire inducedby the 900C.
Althoughthe ventilatorprovidedadequategasde-
livery, this deviceis not idealfor usein hyperbaric
conditions.TheAutoVent2000is a compact,pow-
erful ventilator which delivered gas in close
approximationto set parametersat 1 ATA. Its

performancein hyperbaricconditionswas inade-
quate,probablyasa resultof the inherentdesignof
this constant flow, time-cycled pneumatic
systemconditions.TheAutoVent2000isacompact,
powerful ventilator which deliveredgas in close
approximationto set parametersat 1 ATA. Its
performancein hyperbaricconditionswas inade-
quate,probablyasa resultof the inherentdesignof
thisconstantflow,time-cycledpneumaticsystem.
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Figure 1. Minute ventilation volume using the Siemens 900C ventilator.
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Phase I Evaluation of Aerosolized

Medications During Parabolic Flight

TM: Charles W. Lloyd, Pharm. D./SD2

PI- Charles W. Lloyd, Pharm. D./SD2
William J. Martin, Pharm. D./St. John

Hospital; Detroit, Mich.
John Gosbee, M.D./SD2

Reference LS 2

Onboard Space Station Freedom (SSF), an ex-

tensive inventory of pharmaceuticals, including

aerosolized medications, will support the Crew

Health Care System medical functions. Regarding

aerosolized medications, inhalation devices are an

efficientand minimally invasive method for deliv-

ering drug products to the respiratory tract and, in

some cases, to systemic circulation. These drug

products are in either an aerosolized liquid or sus-

pension and may be delivered by

• Standard spray bottle,

• Pump spray bottle, and/or

• Pressurized spray bottle.

The concern with aerosol devices is that they

may not consistently deliver the manufacturer's pre-
set dosage (i.e., inhalation, puff, nozzle actuation) in

zero-g conditions. To better characterize the effects

microgravity may have on these products and to

determine if they would be a viable means for deliv-

ering drug products on SSF, they were tested during

parabolic flight onboard the KC-135 aircraft.

The goal of this evaluation was to determine

visually if an aerosolizing device is an acceptable
method of drug delivery in a zero-g environment.

The experiment was designed to compare patterns of

spray dispersion under control one-g and zero-g con-

ditions. Part of the experiment consisted of an at-

tempt to determine the total volume of drug product

available when used in a zero-g environment.

The experiment was performed inside an acryl-

ic glove box (see figure) to ensure the safety of the

investigators during parabolic flight. The proced-
ures were initially run in a one-g setting to deter-

mine the appropriate setup for the high-speed film-

ing. During one-g testing, it was determined that all

products were position-dependent. In each case, the

device failed to function properly within several

actuations of the devices. The drug products were
selected based on device function:

• Afrin ® (standard spray bottle)

• Nostril ® (pump spray bottle)

• Cetacaine ®, Ventolin ®(pressurized spray bottle)

During the first set of 10 parabolas, each of the half-

full containers was used, and the spray dispersion

was filmed. In all cases, at least three actuations of

the device were filmed. The Cetacaine ® spray device

appeared to function normally, and the spray stream
remained continuous throughout each actuation.

During parabolas six and seven, the Ventolin ® inhal-
er was filmed with no notable failures. The pump

spray container was evaluated early and late during

parabolas eight and nine. The operator stated that

the device appeared to fail when the fluid shifted up
into the neck of the bottle. The failure was charac-

terized as occurring sporadically and late in the

parabola.

Starting with parabola three of the second set,
the full containers were used in the order outlined

above. Each device was filmed early in the first

parabola and late during the second parabola. All

devices, except the standard spray bottle, appeared
to function without failure. When the standard

spray bottle was used, it was actuated with the noz-

zle tip pointing either slightly upward or outward,

with the tip level to the base of the glove box. This

device appeared to function properly in an intermit-
tent fashion. Three types of spray patterns were not-

ed throughout the flight:

Normal mist spray which forms a v-pattern as

the spray leaves the nozzle. This usually occur-

red when the device was nearly full and the noz-

zle tip was pointed upward.

A simple narrow stream of liquid. This occurred
if the nozzle tip was pointed outward, level with

the base of the glove box. It appeared to occur

when fluid moved up into the neck of the bottle.

• Slight bubbling and little or no fluid. This occur-
red more as the bottle was used.

During the last set of parabolas, it was assumed that
all of the containers were nearly empty, and the
Cetacaine ® and Ventolin ® inhalers continued to

function without a failure.

The volume of fluid in the partially filled con-

tainers was believed to represent normal overfill.

The residual volume of the full containers suggested
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that there was insufficient flight time to use properly
the entire contents of these devices.

After reviewing the film and photographs, it
was determined that pressurized aerosol containers
appeared to function better than either the standard
squeeze-type or pump-type bottles. It was reported
in the biomedical findings of the Apollo Program
that the standard squeeze-type dropper bottle did not
function well; however, no comments were made re-
garding the other type of aerosol bottles evaluated in

this experiment.
During future parabolic flight evaluations of

aerosols, it is recommended that a more accurate
measure of the device function be required. Clear
containers should be used to better characterize the

effects of zero-g on the fluids in these containers.

Enclosed work space for zero-g evaluation of aerosols.
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On-Orbit Formulation of Intravenous

Fluids

TM: Charles W. Lloyd, Pharm. D./SD2

PI: Gerald J. Creager/SD2

Charles W. Lloyd, Pharm. D./SD2

J. Ogle/Baxter Healthcare
Reference LS 3

Intravenous (IV) fluid administration is a fun-

damental aspect of terrestrial medicine and is ex-

pected to remain a valuable adjunct in spaceborne

practice. The IV fluids represent a bulky, heavy

cargo if carried to space in the terrestrial form. In
conjunction with the design of the Space Station

Freedom (SSF) Health Maintenance Facility, NASA

is developing a technique to produce sterile IV fluids

using potable SSF water and sterile concentrates
that conform to the United States Pharmacopoeia

Volume XXI (USPXXI) and the National Formulary

Volume XVI.

Potable water is purified, using either convent-
ional or new technologies: a passive column purifica-

tion system which removes macroscopic particulates,

organic compounds, ionic species, and endotoxins; a
reverse osmosis system with membrane filtration; or

an ion chelation technology. A submicron filter is

utilized in all systems to provide sterilization imme-

diately prior to introduction into the final container

(bag).
The IV fluid formulation has been studied ex-

tensively to determine the best method to use in

microgravity. Evaluations of powder mixing and
dissolution, packaging, sterility, and ease of use were

undertaken. The options included powders and con-
centrates in the final container, concentrates added

to a container of sterile water, dissolution of powders

with sterile water and reintroduction of the additive,

in-line Cflow-thru") dissolution and mixing of pow-

ders prior to the bag, and flow-thru mixing of liquid
concentrates.

The system selected accomplishes fluid formu-

lation, utilizing in-line mixing of liquid concentrates.

This system was selected because of the relative ease

of handling for the operator, simplification of ster-

ility and sterility assurance, and simplification of the

final container design. In addition, concerns about

the dissolution of powders without external mixing

devices or increased temperatures caused redirection

to liquid concentrates for this process. The water

purifier output, which meets USPXXI standards for
water for injection, is routed through a series of

plastic tubes containing the concentrate for the
desired IV fluid. The tubes are packaged in a

serpentine pattern that promotes nonturbulent flow
within the package, improving mixing of the con-

centrate with the purified water. A final sterilizing

filter of 0.22 micron mean pore size is interposed

between the formulation package and the final con-

tainer. Although this filter does not provide for re-

moval of viruses, this was considered an acceptable

program risk. Terminal mixing occurs within the

bag caused by the fluid flow. The IV bag filling is
terminated by volume limiting within a fabric con-

tainment garment. The volume of the garment is

sized to 1 liter. The system is shown in the first

figure. The next figure shows the formulation pack-

ages for 5 percent dextrose and 0.9 percent sodium
chloride.

The mass and volume required for storage of

this system is reduced significantly when compared
to the volume of a conventional bag (1 liter) of IV

solution. The typical IV formulation package re-

quires less than 100 ml volume and has a mass of less
than 150 grams, including packaging. The (empty)

IV bag masses 100 grams and requires _65 ml volume.
The mass and volume of the water purification

system are dependent on the final design selected,
but will be less than 10 liters volume and 15 kg mass,

with a capacity to produce over 200 liters total pur-
ified water for formulation of IV fluids.

In designing the system for spaceflight use, par-
ticular attention was paid to the problem of liquid

spills in microgravity. An innovative use of valved
connectors was proposed to reduce the possibility of

inadvertent leakage from the various components of

the system on orbit. Standard 1/8-turn threaded

plastic connectors CLuer-locks") equipped with pres-
sure-actuated valves were incorporated onto the IV

bags to provide dripless connections. This design
differs from the terrestrial IV bag in that the Earth-

based application utilizes a sharp spike to connect

the tubing that carries the fluid from the IV bag to

the patient.
The system developed for IV fluid formulation

in microgravity is an innovative response to the

requirements placed on technology for use onboard
the SSF.
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Prototype Jnflight IV fluid system.

Liquidconcentratesfor use in fluid formulation.
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Development of a Surgical Support

System for Space Station Freedom

TM: Roger D. BUlica, M.D./SD2
PI: Roger D. Billlca, M.D./SD2

Frank T. Eichstadt/MDSSC
Reference LS 4

Human surgery has yet to be performed during

spaceflight. However, with increasing man-hours in
space, prolonged mission duration, and expanded
activities, including construction tasks, the need for
surgicalcapabilitiesisinevitable.The Health Main-

tenance Facilitybeing developedfor Space Station

Freedom isplanned tocontaina levelofsurgicalcap-

abilitythatcan handleminor surgicalneeds such as

repairoflacerationsand management oftrauma. It

ishoped that the experiencegained in developing

and using thisfacilitywillpreparethe way formore

extensive surgical capabilitiesfor future space

exploration.

The firstphases of investigationintosurgical

requirementsand facilitieshave focusedon thebasic

needsofmedicalrestraint,patientand surgeonprep-
aration(such as creatinga sterileoperatingfield,

patientdraping,gloving,and gowning),lighting,and
instrumentation. With the design of a functional

medical restraintsystem (MRS), ithas been found

thatmost ofthe otherfunctionsrequiredtoperform

minor surgerycan be done simplyand effectivelyin

zero-gwith minimal modificationto Earth-based

practices.
The exceptionto thisrelianceon traditional

methodology has been in the area of hemostasis
(controlofbleedingand preventionoffluidloss)and

maintenance ofa clearfield-of-viewforthe surgeon.

Zero-gpresentsunique challengesin areas offluid

behaviorthatseriouslyaffectthesurgeon'sabilityto

providehemostasisand maintain a sterileand clear

field.Many oftheproceduresusedforthesetaskson

Earth relyupon gravity.
Therefore,in additionto providingthe usual

surgicalequipment, instruments,and supplies,a

stepwiseapproachisproposedforprovidingtheneed-

ed supportsystem forconductingsurgery in micro-

gravity.This surgicalsupportsystem consistsofa
modular three-tierapproach thatprovidesadaptable

methods forconductinga varietyofsurgicalproced-

ures.The levels,ortiers,ofsupportemployed forany

given procedurewould depend on the complexityof

the procedureand the degreeofhemostasisand fluid

controlanticipated.

TierIconsistsoftheMRS, surgicalpreparatory

materials to create a sterilefield,localsurgical

1-11

drapes (adhesive),instrument restrainttray,and

localsuctioncapability.This tierwould providecap-

abilityformost minor proceduressuch as repairof

small lacerations.Limitedamounts ofbleedingand

fluidlosscan be managed easilythrough the use of

localabsorbentbarriers(gauze,etc.)and localsuc-

tion.Thisisverysimilartotraditionalmedicalprac-

ticefoundinany clinicoremergency room.

Tier2 isaccomplishedthrough theadditionofa

laminar flow/particlecontainment deviceto Tier 1

(firstfigure).This devicehas been testedin KC-135

parabolicflightand functionstocontainerrantfluid

droplets,particles,and cauteryfumes that may be

createdinmore complicatedproceduresordentalop-

erations.Italsoassistsinpreventingenvironmental

contaminationfrom affectingtheoperativesite.

Tier 3 providesa clear,inclusivechamber that

surroundstheoperativeareadefinedby TiersIand 2

(secondfigure).This surgicalcanopy concept has

been testedin KC-135 parabolicflightand isunder-

going furtherdesigndevelopment. Itprovidessur-

geon and equipment accesstothesurgicalfieldwhile

maintaining a controlzone to keep environmental
contaminantsoutofthesterilefield.Italsoassistsin

preventingblood,fluids,or infectiousmaterialfrom

escaping into the Space Stationenvironment. It
would be utilizedin the most complex procedures

where vigorousfluidlossor arterialbleedingisan-

ticipatedor in instancesofinfectedwounds or need
forwound irrigation.

Laminar flow/particle containment device being used in sim-

ulated surgery during KC-135 flight. Directional laminar

airflow originates from under the instrument tray (left).

Suction collection occurs through funnel trap(right). Handheld

local suction also is employed (center).
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Surgical canopy allows controlled access to sterile operating field while providing laminar flow and suction.
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Zero-Gravity Flight
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The properties of fluids and the function of an
intravenous (IV) administration set have been inves-

tigated in the development of health care delivery

capabilities for space travel, although venipuncture
and successive administration of IV fluids into a

human had not been demonstrated successfully. It

was hypothesized that there might be potential

changes to procedures followed in one-g for the suc-

cessful completion of this process.

A flight experiment onboard the NASA KC-135

aircraft was performed to test the difficulty of secur-

ing an IV catheter in zero-g flight, evaluation of

procedural techniques for training the Crew Medical
Officer (CMO), and selection of appropriate hard-

ware and supplies for use in space. The IV placement

was accomplished on one human subject by two sep-

arate Crew Medical Officers (CMOs), and the com-

plete fluid administration system was activated to

measure system performance. Procedures were per-

formed only during zero-g to maintain appropriate

evaluation of the process. Two successful venipunc-
tures were executed, with the IV pump experiencing
intermittent failure to function on the second

administration.

In determining the difficulties associated with

IV access in a microgravity environment, it was

found that the technical skill required of the CMO
does not differ from that for one-g. Most critical for

successful completion are the proper placement and

restraint of the CMO and patient, organization of the

supplies and equipment, and placement of materials

within easy reach. The venipuncture itself is highly

dependent upon the current technical skill of the

CMO for successful completion.

Evaluation of the various methods of securing

an IV catheter and attached tubing for infusion

showed that the techniques used in one-g before

transporting a patient are appropriate for use in the

microgravity setting. Unrestrained, free-floating

tubing should not create a problem except in cases of

sterile field or with excessive patient movement.

Assessment of the various materials available for

securing an indwelling IV catheter led to the recom-

mendation to use transparent transpore tape, which

is easily torn to preferred size and shape for appli-

cation, is easily removed, and maintains appropriate

adhesive properties.

Verification of the integrated fluid therapy

administration system was completed as predicted

with the system functioning well from end to end.

The two major difficulties encountered during flight
were

• Priming the fluid administration tubing with the

fluid bag, and

• A mechanical problem with the pump on the sec-

ond insertion attempt.

After catheter insertion, the pump functioned well

with continuous instillation of fluid during various

movements of the patient's extremity. The pump

and administration set were easily installed, pro-

grammed, and activated. The CMO preference was

the only difference noted in catheter usage. The

guidewire, closed-system catheter appeared to con-

tain all fluids well. The angiocatheter did not con-

tain the drainage of insertion fluids; however, it was

easily prevented with CMO technique.
Several recommendations for further inves-

tigation evolved during this test:

• A method should be developed for collection and

management of the numerous small tip/cap cov-

ers on the ends of tubing and fluid bags.
• Velcro or another measure for securing the fluid

bag to the pump should be made available.
• Difficulty in purging the fluid bag into the tub-

ing should be investigated further to discover the

cause, and this information should be used in the

design of all future bags/tubing for space travel.
• Stable restraint of the CMO is essential for suc-

cessful completion of this procedure.
• Placement of audio or other switches on the pos-

terior of the pump should be removed from the

design of the pump. Failure during the second
insertion was discovered to be related to pressure

against the audio switch when the pump was
secured to the aircraft.

• Additional investigation of packaging content

and access to the numerous small items required

for indwelling venous catheter insertion should

be made in one-g prior to performance on the

Space Shuttle mission.
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Excellentfunctioningof the guidewirecatheter
in fluidcontainment for IV accesssuggestsa

strong preference for considerationon Space
Station.

Trainingofthe CMO in thisskillcan be accom-

plishedeasilyin one-g. However, thisskillis

idealforinstructionin microgravity,as itinte-

gratesnumerous concerns for patientposition-

ing,CMO restraint,supplyaccess,fluidcontain-

ment, equipment activation,and waste manage-

ment ofalltypes(wet,dry,and sharp).

Placement ofan IV catheterin microgravityis
easilyaccomplishedby someone who iswelltrained

and currentintheskill.The procedureisa represen-

tativetask ofone very likelytooccuron the Space

Stationand would be easilyutilizedformicrogravity

trainingfor the CMO prior to flight. This will

providethe crew witha solidperspectiveon theinte-

grationof proceduresin zero-g,and can be easily

accomplishedwithinthe restraintsimposed by para-

bolicflight.Such a processutilizesunderstandingof

techniquesrequiredfor CMO restraint,equipment
accessand utilization,supply management, waste

disposal, fluid containment, troubleshooting,

human-machine interface,and patientpositioning.

)

Priming the IV administration set by forcing fluid through the

tubing.

Starting an IV onboard the KC-135.
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The therapeutic effect of a drug is a function of
its intrinsic activity and its bioavailability in the

body. Bioavailability, in turn, is affected by the
route of administration. While intravenous (IV) ad-

ministration of a drug provides instantaneous avail-

ability, it is not always possible to administer medi-

cations by this route during spaceflight because of

technical and operational constraints, as well as the

greater risk of toxic effects from high concentrations

of potent drugs. Many drugs achieve good systemic

bioavailability after intranasal administration. This

route would be particularly appropriate for use in

spaceflight, where crewmembers can easily self-

administer drugs such as scopolamine that require a
relatively small dose for biological activity.

Scopolamine is administered orally (PO) for the

control &space motion sickness. Earlier studies con-

ducted in our laboratory indicated that absorption of

oral scopolamine is highly variable among subjects,

that oral doses are metabolized presystemically by

the liver, and that less than 25 percent of an oral
dose is bioavailable. As an alternative to the oral

form, we developed an intranasal (IN) dosage form
and tested its effectiveness by observing the degree

of suppression of salivary flow rate, which is an indi-

cator of the pharmacodynamic effect of the drug.

Scopolamine (0.4 mg) was IV, IN, or PO admin-

istered to 12 healthy male subjects. Serial blood and
saliva samples were then collected for 12 hours, and

urine for 24 hours, after dosing. Samples were

analyzed for scopolamine concentration using com-

bined reverse-phase liquid chromatography and a

competitive receptor-binding assay. The time course

of the pharmacodynamic effect of the drug was deter-

mined by calculating salivary flow rate (SFR) as a

function of time. Plasma concentrations of scopola-
mine after IN and PO administration showed that

the drug is absorbed rapidly and reaches peak con-

centrations 19 to 40 minutes after administration by

these routes (first figure). However, the availability

of an oral dose was quite low compared to the IN dose

(7.9 percent PO versus 69 percent IN in one subject).

The concentration over time corresponded well to

salivary flow rate over time in all subjects (second

figure). The relative effectiveness (reduction in SFR)

of the three dosage forms was estimated from the

area under the effect-time curve [AUC] after IV, IN,

and PO administration as percent suppression of

SFR compared to the control. The IN suppressed

SFR similarly to IV (57 percent and 59 percent, re-

spectively). The PO, in contrast, produced only 24

percent suppression. This indicates that an IN scopo-
lamine dose will be as effective as an IV dose. Bio-

availability of the IN dose calculated from plasma

concentration data (0.82) and from SFR data (0.89)

were in good agreement. In contrast, preliminary

analyses show that less than 10 percent of the PO
dose was bioavailable.

This study suggests that IN administration of

scopolamine may prove to be a noninvasive, fast, and
effective treatment for motion sickness and for other

disorders requiring anticholinergic therapy. This
route of administration provides an alternative for

administering other drugs with low systemic avail-

ability associated with gastrointestinal stability or

first-pass metabolism. Intranasal administration of

operationally useful medications holds great promise

for future space medical operations, since it elimi-

nates the impracticality of parenteral dosage forms
and the unreliability of some oral dosage forms

during flight.
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Extended duration manned spaceflight pre-
sents a novel set of environmental conditions in

which microorganisms will interact with spacecraft
and crewmembers. The potential effects of this inter-

action include fouling of the environmental control

system; degrading of spacecraft structural compo-
nents such as seals, adhesives, and electronic cir-

cuits; producing toxic/noxious metabolic by-products;
and causing invasive or allergic disease in crew-

members. The control of microorganisms in terres-

trial or spaceflight environments involves several

capabilities: detection, enumeration, identification,

and, in the case of pathogens from clinical specimens,

antimicrobial sensitivity testing. Conventional pro-

cedures for analysis of microbial samples require

technical skill, many supplies, and take days to

weeks to perform. Many of these procedures are un-
suitable for use in a spaceflight situation owing to

constraints on storage space, crew time, and equip-

ment availability.

During the past decade, numerous advances
have been made toward the automation of microbial

detection, enumeration, identification, and anti-

microbial sensitivity testing procedures. After num-

erous literature searches and market surveys, the

AutoMicrobic System manufactured by VITEK

Systems was selected for further evaluation. During

1987, a collaborative effort between the NASA John-

son Space Center (JSC) and VITEK Systems, Inc.,
resulted in a unit known as the Automated Microbi-

ology System II (AMS II), a miniaturized version

that would fit into a Space Shuttle middeck locker.
The AMS I! system as proposed for Space Sta-

tion Freedom (SSF) is composed of three units: the

card filler module, the reader incubator, and the

reader-incubator computer. In a preliminary effort

to produce a flight-compatible version of the AMS II,

a reader-incubator module has been developed. In

1990, the NASA JSC Microbiology Laboratory has

focused on developing the card filler module and test-

ing it in microgravity. A prototype has been devel-

oped (as seen in the first figure) and preliminary

tests have been completed successfully in the labora-

tory and during brief periods of simulated micro-

gravity onboard NASA's KC-135 aircraft.

During KC-135 parabolic flights, it was noted

that the introduction of small bubbles during the fill

cycle does not interfere with the identification of mi-

croorganisms if the bubbles adhere to the sides of the

plastic chamber. However, larger bubbles can inter-

fere if they obstruct the optical path, necessitating

further evaluation and refinement of the card-filling

mechanism during longer periods of microgravity.

To achieve this objective, we plan to test the card

filler module during the Space Transportation Sys-

tem flight STS-44 mission in mid-1991 as a devel-

opment test objective.

The efficiency of two card-filling mechanisms
will be evaluated: an automatic vacuum pump con-

tained within the card filler module, and a hand-

operated vacuum pump for use during power failure.
Using both of these filling mechanisms, two types of
test cards will be inoculated with a colored saline

solution to avoid on-orbit use of viable organisms. A

nonseptumized card will be inoculated using the au-
tomated vacuum chamber by means of a test tube/

transfer tube assembly designed to contain the fluid

during vacuum inoculation. A septumized card will
also be inoculated using the Sample Receiving Card

Loading Device (SRCLD). The SRCLD will enable
containment and transfer of inoculum fluid by means

of injection by needle. The transfer assembly and the
SRCLD each have been modified for optimal fluid

transfer within the parameters conferred by a micro-

gravity environment. Each fluid transfer system
and card-filling mechanism will be evaluated under

microgravity conditions for near bubble-free card fill.
Ground-based evaluation of each card fill will be ac-

complished by analyzing photographic and voice-

recordings from the astronauts during card-filling.
Evaluation of the AMS II card filler module

under prolonged microgravity conditions will allow

optimization of this equipment for use during
extended-duration spaceflight. Perfection of the

card filler module, an essential component of the

AMS II for SSF, will be a major achievement in

facilitating crew health maintenance and environ-

mental monitoring.
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Prototype card filler module for use with the AMS II.
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Determining Energy (Caloric)

Requirements in Space
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Studies ofenergy utilization(calories)by crew-

members during Skylab flightssuggested that living

in space requires at leastas much energy as does liv-

ing on Earth. However, the relativeroles ofenergy

expenditure at rest and in exercise during flight

have yet tobe examined.

The Nutritional Biochemistry Laboratory and

the Stable Isotope Mass Spectrometry Laboratory

are developing a state-of-the-artmethod to deter-

mine energy expenditures by individual crewmem-

bers. This method involves the use of water labeled

with two stable(nonradioactive)isotopesofhydrogen

(2H, deuterium) and oxygen (180, "heavy oxygen").

Both isotopes occur naturally and are nontoxic at the

levels used. Subjects drink a small amount of the

labeled water, and the labels are traced in their sa-

livaand urine over a period ofdays. The rate ofdis-

appearance of 180 isused to calculate CO2 produc-

tion,with a correctionfor water turnover (calculated

from the disappearance of 2H). The corrected CO2

value isconverted toenergy expenditure in calories.

At the NASA Johnson Space Center, the ratios of

hydrogen to deuterium (H/D) and 160 to 180 are de-

termined using the Finnigan MAT 251 stable isotope

mass spectrometer (fig.I). Analytical capabilitiesto

purify H/D and 160/180 from biological samples

(urine, saliva) are being developed and validated.

Vacuum extraction and purificationlines have been

developed and are now being tested with known

laboratory standards.

Although this method has been used success-

fully in normal human populations and hospital

patients, it has not been used in space medicine

research. In order to adapt this method to space-

flight, parameters unique to spaceflight must be

evaluated. One such parameter is the level of 2H and

180 found in the potable water produced by the

Orbiter's fuel cells (fig. 2). Hydrogen and oxygen re-

servoirs supply the fuel cell, which generates water

as a by-product of power generated. We are ana-
lyzing the isotopic composition of the hydrogen and

oxygen supplied to the fuel cells and the resultant

composition of the fuel cell potable water as a func-
tion of time throughout a mission.

Data from the few Space Shuttle missions stud-

ied to date are depicted in figure 3. The dotted lines

represent 2H and 180 content in the gas tanks from

the Space Transportation System (STS) flight

STS-35; the data points represent labels found in the

fuel-cell-produced water from three earlier missions.

In addition, STS-32 service water (water brought to

the Space Shuttle before launch) had an isotopic com-

position similar to meteoric precipitation in Florida.
Water produced by the fuel cells on both STS-28 and

STS-33 was isotopically enriched relative to the

starting composition on STS-35. The extensive en-

richment of the STS-34 water may be due to evapo-

ration before analysis. The cause of this enrichment
is unknown; however, analysis of samples from a

single flight, including the hydrogen and oxygen

supplied to the fuel cells and the water produced by
the fuel cells, will indicate whether the enrichment
results from fuel cell reactions. Once the source of

enrichment is identified, the isotopic composition of

Orbiter-produced fuel-cell water might be predicted

simply by analyzing the fuel-cell gases prelaunch.
This would allow more accurate assessment of the

amount of isotopes being consumed by crewmembers,

which, in turn, would improve the accuracy of the

doubly labeled water method for determining energy

expenditure.
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The Finnigan MAT251 stable isotope mass spectrometer.
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As mission lengthand the number and com-

plexityofpayloadexperimentsincrease,so does the

probabilityofthermodegradationcontingencies(e.g.,
fire,chemicalrelease,and/orsmoke from overheated

components or burning materials).When thermo-

degradationoccursonboard a spacecraft,potentially

hazardouslevelsoftoxicgasescouldbe releasedinto
the internalatmosphere. Therefore,itisimperative

thata means be providedtoassessthe qualityofthe

airfollowingsuch an eventand tomonitorthe effec-
tivenessofdecontaminationefforts.The information

collectedby such instrumentationwould be used to

help determine when the crew can safelyremove

theirbreathingapparatus.
Space Shuttle experiencehas clearlydemon-

stratedthe likelihoodof thermodegradation even

during relativelyshort missions. During Space
TransportationSystem (STS) flightSTS-6, wiring

behind apanelbecame overheated,producingnotice-

able odor in the cabin and ultimatelyresultingin

fusionofthewires.On STS-28,~2 cm ofa teleprinter

cablewere completelyburned beforethecircuitshut

down. Most recently,on STS-35,two digitaldisplay
unitsfailed,releasingtheodorsofburned electronics

intothe cabinofthe Space Shuttle.In allcases,the

crews sufferedno apparent illeffects;however, this

possibilitymust be addressedforfuturemissions.

An instrument to be flown on every mission

must be small,lightweight,compact, easy to use,

reliable,portable,and consume littlepower. These
features were incorporatedinto the combustion

products analyzer (CPA), which was developed by
Enterra Instrumentation Technologies under the

guidance ofthe ToxicologyLaboratoryat the NASA

Johnson Space Center.The CPA monitorsfourgases

thatare the most hazardous compounds likelytobe

releasedduringthermodegradationofsyntheticma-

terials:hydrogen fluoride,hydrogen chloride,hy-

drogen cyanide,and carbonmonoxide. The levelsof

thesecompounds serveasmarkers toassisttoxicolo-

gistsindeterminingwhen the atmosphere issafefor

the crew tobreathe followinga thermodegradation
event.

The CPA (shown inthefigure)has fourelectro-

chemicalsensors,one foreachgas,a pump topullair
over the sensors,and an alarm thatsounds iflevels

exceeda presetmaximum. The electrochemicalsen-

sorsofthe CPAs are unique in theirsizeand zero-g

compatibility. The immobilized electrolytes in each
sensor permit the instrument to function in space
and eliminate the possibility of electrolyte leaks.
The sample inlet system of the CPA is equipped with
a particulate filter that prevents clogging from air-
borne particulate matter. Other features include a
digital readout that displays gas concentrations and
various warning signals (low battery, low flow) that
can be conveyed to the crew. The instrument can be
set to scan the concentrations of all four gases, or it
can monitor one gas continuously.

As shown in the figure, the CPA is a compact,
portable instrument that uses minimal power (_30
hours per battery set). Preliminary evaluations of
the CPA have been encouraging; tests in a combus-
tion atmosphere are planned for the future. Devel-
opment efforts include adding a data logger and a
microprocessor to provide more signal-processing
capability. The same attributes that make the CPA
ideal for use on spacecraft will also be valuable in
commercial markets, such as for instruments to be

used by firemen entering burning or smoldering
buildings.

The combustion products analyzer.
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During manned spaceflight missions, the capa-

bility of identifying and quantifying airborne com-

pounds is required in the event of a chemical spill,
thermodegradation, or other accidental contamina-

tion of the spacecraft atmosphere. At present, archi-

val sampling of the internal atmosphere with subse-

quent ground-based analysis is the only means avail-

able for determining spacecraft air quality; however,

ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) is a promising tech-
nology that could be used to automatically identify

small amounts of the complex atmospheric mixtures

that would be found in spacecraft atmospheres dur-

ing contingencies as described above.

Our experience with archival samples and crew

comments from past missions has provided ample
evidence of the need for real-time detection, iden-

tification, and quantitation of volatile organic com-

pounds (VOCs) during flight. As an example, on

STS-35, the failure of two digital display units

released a pungent odor into the cabin atmosphere;
however, there was no way to identify the compounds

causing the odor. The increasing mission length

envisioned for the extended duration Orbiter, coupl-

ed with the greater complexity and number of exper-

iments projected in this program, further highlight

the necessity of onboard device(s) that can detect,

identify, and quantify VOC contamination in the

cabin. Such devices must be small (less than a single

middeck Space Shuttle locker), lightweight, easy to

operate, must consume little power, and be capable of

analyzing samples from remote locations.

Instruments that can detect total hydrocarbon

concentration are relatively small and portable, but

they have disadvantages such as unresponsiveness

to freons. Gas chromatography/mass spectrometry

(GC/MS) is currently the primary candidate for air

sample analysis onboard spacecraft. Unfortunately,

GC/MS instrumentation is large, heavy, requires

much power, is complicated to operate, and needs

frequent maintenance. Many of these limitations

stem from the vacuum system in the analyzer region.

In contrast, a Volatile Organic Detector and Ana-
lyzer (VODA) based on GC/IMS will be able to meet
the dual function of detection and identification/

quantitation. And, because the VODA is small, it

can fit into a single middeck Space Shuttle locker.

The principle of ion mobility spectrometry, the

cornerstone of the VODA, is illustrated in the first

figure. An air sample passes into the ionization

region, where ionized dopant molecules transfer a

charge to the sample molecules. The ionized sample

molecules are then pulsed into a "drift region" where
the faster molecules traverse the gradient electric

field faster than larger molecules, thus providing

separation and a means of compound identification.

Selectivity or universality of response can be achiev-

ed by careful selection of the dopant gas. Operation
at atmospheric pressure is the major advantage of

the IMS, which eliminates the need for a vacuum

system.

Although GC/IMS has been considered promis-

ing for some time, technical limitations have pre-
vented use of the system for air quality analysis.

Under the guidance of scientists at the NASA John-

son Space Center, a team of experts has been assem-

bled in the technical areas of IMS (Graseby Analy-

tical), sampling and gas chromatography (Louisiana

State University), and data management and testing
(New Mexico State University). This team is cur-

rently constructing a breadboard GC/IMS for later

development of a VODA. The retention-time data

generated by the GC and the mobility spectra gen-

erated by the IMS provide the means for the VODA

to identify each compound in a complex mixture.
The VODA (second figure) is being designed to func-

tion in a total hydrocarbon mode in which the sample

enters directly into the ionization region, and the

total VOC level is measured by monitoring the mag-

nitude of the reactant ion peak. The VODA can also

operate in the identification and quantitation mode,

in which the preconcentrated sample is separated on

a GC before entering the ionization region. In the

latter configuration, compounds reaching the IMS

detector would be automatically identified by

comparison to reference spectra stored in the IMS

computer.
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The goalofthiseffort,a small,sensitive,and re-

liablechemical analyzer forVOCs, shouldfindim-

mediate applicationsin NASA programs such as the

Space Stationand the Space ExplorationInitiative.
This technology could be transferredeasily to

waste-sitemonitoring,industrialmonitoring,and

occupational hygiene, where small portable in-

strumentsthatcan detectand quantitatea range of
VOCs could fillthe void that now existsin these

fields.
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Sample Collection Device for Rapid

Immunological Identification of

Group A Strep

TM: Clarence F. Sams, Ph.D./SD4

PI: David Bernstein/New Horizons Diagnostics
Reference LS 11

Long-duration space missions will require an

onboard capability for identificationof microorgan-

isms inbiologicaland environmental samples. This

capability will be necessary for medical support of

flightcrews and for monitoring recycled water sys-

tems and the closed spacecraft environment. Cur-

rent methods require numerous reagents, sample

transfers,and washing steps that are impractical in

microgravity and complicate the controlofwaste and

resources. In addition, many tests require skilled

operators and complex diagnostic equipment. Using

immunochemistry-based diagnostics has simplified

the identificationof some organisms considerably.

These tests are based on antibody recognition of

specifictarget organisms and the subsequent devel-

opment of a visual signal. While these techniques

offerspecificityand ease ofuse, they usually require

severaltransfer and washing steps and are oflimited

utilityin a spacecraft environment. A seriesof self-

contained microbial test kits based on immuno-

labeling technology are currently being designed

under a Small Business Innovative Research grant.

This report summarizes preliminary results using

thissimple device toidentifygroup A streptococci.

The testdevice consists of a cylindricalplastic

housing that encloses a seriesofcompartments sep-

arated by frangible seals (see firstfigure). At one

end ofthe housing isa plasticend-cap that contains a

dacron-tipped swab. The swab isused to take a med-

icalsample or to swab a site suspected of microbial

contamination. The swab is then slipped back into

the housing and pushed through the seals,reacting

with the reagents. The contents are mixed by

rotatingthe assembly insidethe housing. All liquids

are absorbed by the swab, eliminating potential

contamination ofthe outside environment. After the

required incubation time, the applicator is pushed

through the next seal to contact the base of the de-

vice. The reagent mix diffusesthrough a filteronto a

membrane, which concentrates the appropriate com-

ponents and generates a visual marker for positive

identification(second figure). A control spot is in-

cluded topermit assessment ofthe validityofthe test

and aid in interpretation.A positivetestgenerates a

colored spot,and the controlspot isclear or slightly

stained.

The test is based on the use of colloidalgold-

labeled antibodies to specificcomponents of the tar-

get organism. The labeled antibodies specifically

recognize these components (antigens) and bind to

them with great affinity.After the incubation per-

iod,the resulting antibody/antigen complex isdrawn

through a filterto remove particulates and concen-

trate on a capture membrane. The capture mem-

brane contains a second antibody bound to the

membrane that binds the antibody/antigen complex

but does not bind free antibody. The binding to the

capture-membrane antibody concentrates the colloi-

dal gold-coupled antibody/antigen complex, which

produces a red spot. The controlmembrane contains

no membrane-bound antibody and permits free diffu-

sion of the antibody/antigen complex through the

membrane. This spot then serves as a controlforthe

nonspecificbackground. Initialtrialswith this sys-

tem for group A streptococcihave provided positive

identifications of < 5 X 106 organisms in only

7 minutes.

This technology provides a simple and rapid

test for identifying microorganisms. This self-

contained testcan be performed by unskilled person-

nel and requires no complex analytical equipment.

Current plans include configuring the device for

shelf-lifeat room temperature for up to 1 year,

making this technology applicable to operations in

remote or primitive fieldsitesofall types. Further

development includes expanding the device's reper-

toireof detectable organisms, including viruses, as

well as the presence of bacterial toxins or other bio-

logicalcompounds.
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Endothelin Production by Blood-Brain

Barrier Endothelial Cells

TM: Clarence F. Sams, Ph.D./SD4

PI: Peggy A. Whitson, Ph.D./SD4
M. Helen Huls/SD4

Yu-Ming Chen, Ph.D./SD4
Reference LS 12

Exposing humans to microgravity produces a
number of physiological changes, including a redis-
tribution of the fluids from the extremities to the
thorax and head. The body responds to this fluid
shift via a number of endocrine mechanisms, many of
which are not well understood. The blood-brain

barrier (BBB) is composed of specialized endothelial
cells with characteristic structural features that se-

verely limit access to the brain of the components in
circulation. The characteristics of the BBB and the

function it performs are modulated by the presence of
glial cells. For instance, the formation of the tight
intercellular junctions are known to be induced by
the presence of the neighboring glial cells. The exact
mechanisms by which these cells modulate the cells
composing the BBB are not precisely known. The
integrity/functionality of the BBB may be altered
during the dramatic fluid shift that occurs in micro-
gravity.Using an in vitromodel system,itisposs-
ibletoexamine themechanisms involvedinthecom-

plexregulationofBBB function.
Endothelins(ETs)area familyofpeptides,orig-

inallyisolatedfrom medium conditionedby vascular

endothelialcells,and are the most potentvasocon-
strictorsknown. A betterunderstanding of the

mechanisms regulatingET productionwillprovide
beneficialdatainunderstandingthepotentialroleof
this hormone in the dramatic fluidredistribution

that occurswith spaceflight.At leastfour distinct

endothelinshave been identified,includingET 1,

ET2, ET 3, and vasoactiveintestinalcontractor

[VIC]. Common structuralcharacteristicsof these

peptidesinclude

• The presence of two disulfide bonds forming a po-
lar, charged loop, and

• Similar sequences.

Changes in the loop structure or the carboxy-
terminal residues ofendothelins significantly reduce

their biologic activity. The ET 1 is produced by
vascular endothelial cells, while ET 3 has been iso-
lated from brain tissues. A number of autoradio-

graphic or immunoassay studies have identified ET

binding sitesin variousregionsof the brain. The

productionof ETs can be modulated by thrombin,
calcium ionophore,angiotensin,arginine-vasopres-

sin,and epinephrine. This study was initiatedto
characterizethe immunoreactive that ET secreted

from BBB endothelialcellsand determine whether

glialcellsmodulate ET productionby thesecells.
We characterizedthe immunoreactive endo-

thelin(ir-ET)producedby primary BBB endothelial

cellsin a 2-stepprocess.First,HPLC was used to

separatecellproductsby hydrophobicityand size.
Next,threeantibodieswere used toidentifythe spe-

cifictypesofET. Figure1 illustratestheHPLC elu-

tionprofileof standardsforET 1,ET 2,ET 3, the

precursorpeptidesbig ET [1-38]and big ET [1-39],

and the ET fragments ET [22-38]and ET [22-39],

which are generatedfrom cleavageofthe precursor

peptides. Panels B-D depictthe immunoassay re-
sultsofthe HPLC-fractionatedmedium using anti-

bodiesspecificforET 1 and 2,ET 3,and big ET, re-

spectively.The majorityof the ir-ET was detected

with the antibody that recognizesboth E D 1 and
E D 2. However, theelutiontimeofthe peak corres-

ponded to ET 1. The ET 3 levelswere 1/40of the

comparable ET 1 values(panelsB and C) and sug-

gestthatthe ir-ET 3 detectedrepresentsanti-ET 3

antibodybindingnonspecificallyto ET 1. In addi-
tion,ir-bigET (panelD) did notappear tobind spec-

ificallyin any of the HPLC fractions.Thus, these
dataindicatethatthe majorityofthe ir-ETdetected

inBBB endothelialcellmedium correspondstoET 1.

In the second part of the study, we added

medium containing glial cell products to the BBB
endothelial cells to examine the glial cell effect on
ET production. We found that the presence of glial
cell products decreased ET production. Figure 2
illustrates a 47 percent and a 67 percent decrease in

ET production after 6 or 24 hours of treatment with
glial cell products as compared to control medium.
These data suggest that glial cells may play a

regulatory role in modulating ET production in brain
microvessel endothelial cells. Thus, ET production

by the BBB endothelial cells and the resultant mod-
ulation of vasoconstriction in the vasculature may be

under the influence of glial cells.
Conclusions from these studies include the

following:

• Primary cultures of bovine BBB endothelial cells
release ET 1 into the medium.

• Glial cell products caused a decrease in the
release of ET from BBB endothelial cells.
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These data suggest that thisin vitroculture

system may be valuableinunderstandingthemech-
anisms by which ET productioninbrainendothelial

cellsisregulated.Furtherstudyoftheseregulatory

mechanisms will clarifyinformation concerning

brainphysiologyand contributetoour understand-

ingofthealteredphysiologicalconditionsinducedby

spaceflight.

HPLC Characterization of endothelin-like immunoreactivity: A

linear (40 min) gradient of 20-60 percent acetonitrile in 0.1 per-

cent trifiuoroacetic acid was maintained at a flow rate of 1

ml/min for the separation of the ET peptides. Panel A illustrates

the elution profile of the synthetic standards ET 1, ET 2, ET 3, big

ET [1-38], big ET [1-39], and ET fragments [22-38] and [22-3g].

Panel B shows the ET immunoreactivity of an antibody that

detects ET 1 and 2. One fraction contained 900 fmole of ir-ET and

corresponded to the ET 1 synthetic standard, eluting at 24 min.

Panels C and D depict the ET immunoreactivity using antibodies

that detect primarily ET 3 or big ET, respectively. No definitive

peaks were observed with either antibody (note the difference in

scale from Panel B).
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ET production following treatment of BBB endothelial (ells with
glial cell products (GCCM): GCCM was prepared over a 48-hour
period. The GC(M was then supplemented with serum, glucose,
glutamine, and the pH readjusted. This medium containing glial
(ell products and the control-conditioned medium were sterile-
filtered and added to the endothelial cells. Duplicate cells were
assayed for ET Immunoreactivity after 8 or 24 hours. The GCCM
not exposed to the endothelial cells was also assayed to
eliminate possible interference from the medium. This figure
depicts the ET product/on after 6 and 24 hours of GCCM
treatment (filled bars) relative to the control {hatched bars) at
each time. A 47 percent decrease and a 67 percent decrease in
fmole ET produ¢ed/million cells after 6 and 24 hours, respectively,
was noted.
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Johnson Space Center Biotechnology:

Cell Culture Process

TM: Glenn F. Spaulding, M.D./SD4
PI: David A. Wolf, M.D./CB

Ray P. Schwarz/SD4
Reference LS 13

Current microgravity cell culture techniques

are unable to facilitategrowth beyond 24 hours due

to a lack of metabolic support. Mass transfer and

maintenance of nutrient support in concert with

metabolic waste removal isofparamount importance

for sustained cellgrowth beyond 24 hours. Ifmeta-

bolicparameters are not monitored and maintained,

artifactualresultsare likelytooccur as a function of

metabolic stressleading toambiguous or misleading
results.

The NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) ad-

vanced ground-based bioreactorsystem (fig.1),with

fullmetabolic support, has been developed as a core

facilityto stimulate academic and industrialdevel-

opment ofmicrogravity. Ground-based growth inthe

JSC bioreactors will become an important firststep

for investigators to further the biological applica-

tionsofmicrogravity, especiallyinthe areas oftissue

growth, viralculture,therapeuticsdevelopment, and

human organ transplant.

The JSC has advanced cellculture technologies

in the vital areas of growth/differentiation,meta-

bolic support, and shear reduction, through its

development of an integrated closed-loop culture

system (fig.2). Hardware configuration centers

around independent subsystems, closed-loop con-

trolledwith master-slave multiprocessing. The four
essentialelements are a bioreactor vesselforcellular

containment; a flow injectionanalyzer for nutrient

mixing and analysis (fig.3); a gas control loop for

partialpressures support (fig.4); and a processing

contro| computer for supervision, data acquisition,

and data storage (fig.5).

A key feature in emulating microgravity isthe

reduction ofdestructive shear forces.Concentric cyl-

inders rotating at low revolutions per minute alle-
viate most of the shear adversitieswhile maintain-

ing nutrient perfusion;the core cylinder provides for

nutrient dispersion. Metabolic by-products flow into

the main loop and through the flow injection ana-

lyzer. Housed in the analyzer subsystem are pH and

reference electrodes for acid/base adjustments, an

oxygen electrode for 02 regulation, and a glucose-

monitoring unit. Glucose ismeasured by the ortho-

toluidine method, utilizinga specialized spectrom-

eter. Oxygen isregulated directly,while pressures of

C02 and N2 are interpolatedfor regulation. Inte-

grated support is mediated via a standard bus

master-slave multiprocessing. Each processor func-

tions independently, the master computer facilitat-

ing data transfer,acquisition,and storage. Inherent

to the system ishigh-faulttolerance. Once sterilized

using standard ethylene oxide sterilizationmethods,

the JSC bioreactor becomes a fully automated cell

culturesystem.

Outer wail
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inner wall

Or/ve gears
• 0
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Figure 1. The JSC rotating wall perfused bioreactor vessel.
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Telemicrobiology: A Ground-Based

System to Perform Microbiology Tasks

in Extraterrestrial Human Habitats

TM: Duane L. Pierson, Ph.DJSD4

PI: Duane L.Pierson, Ph.D./SD4

Saroj K. Mishra, Ph.D./SD4
Laura L. Mallary/SD4
B.W. Newburger/Corabi Telemetrics, Inc.
R.S. Weinstein, M.D./Corabi Telemetrics,

Inc.
Reference LS 14

Establishing a permanently manned orbitingor

stationary base is an essential prerequisite to the

success ofspace exploration initiatives.Extraterres-

trialhuman habitats such as Space StationFreedom,

a lunar base, or a colony on Mars undoubtedly will

have closedenvironmental systems. Continual habi-

tation,crew exchange, docking of resupply vehicles,

and the presence of biologicalexperiments and ex-

perimental plants and animals onboard will con-

tributeto the microbial load in these closed environ-

ments. The unique ability of microorganisms to

adapt rapidly to environmental changes could affect

missions in many ways. Although only a small num-

ber of microorganisms are known to cause serious

diseases in humans with normal immune systems,

the listof potential pathogens becomes almost end-

less if the exposed population is immunologically

compromised. The available evidence suggests that

human immunocompetence may be adversely affect-

ed during long-duration missions. Prolonged expo-

sure to large numbers of microbial propagules in a

confined area may alsoprovoke seriousallergicreac-

tions. Furthermore, uncontrolled microbial growth

could lead to colonization and destruction of a wide

range of materials through the process of bio-

degradation and pollution of the internal environ-

ment through the production of toxic metabolic by-

products.

Because of the finitecapacity of the environ-

mental control system for removal of potentially

harmful microorganisms, itisimperative tomonitor

the number and type of microorganisms present in

the environment regularly. Currently available

methods require growing microorganisms on various

culture media. The finalqualitativeand quantita-

tive assessments are made when the colonies are

fullydeveloped; several setsof subcultures on selec-

tive/differentialmedia may be required for specific

identification.These procedures are quite acceptable

ifsupplies are plentifuland the tasks are performed

by trained microbiologists; however, they could be

hazardous ifperformed by amateurs. Thus, in view of

limited work space, supplies, expertise, and crew

time, itwould be highly desirable to shiftthe bulk of

the workload to a ground-based microbiology lab-

oratory.

Telemicroscopy provides a means of achieving

this goal. Until recently,itwould have been hard to

imagine that Earth-based microbiologistscould oper-

ate a microscope located in a distant planetary base,

examine a specimen, and relay a diagnosis. Tele-

microbiology, which encompasses modern telecom-

munication electronics,telerobotics,and classicalmi-

crobiology, makes itpossible now to operate a mi-

croscope from a distance of several thousand miles.

The telemicrobiology system can be divided into two

subsystems, the distant and base units. The distant

unit consists of a telerobotic-compatible,multifunc-

tional,advanced research microscope fittedwith a

computer-controlled high-resolution camera. The

base unit consistsof an image analysis and enhance-

ment system that includes high-quality video mon-

itors,an image database, and a teleroboticcontrol

system (seefigure).
Corabi Telemetrics and the NASA Johnson

Space Center Microbiology Laboratory have jointly

evaluated the Corabi system for telepathology for its

potential for use during long-term manned space

missions, specifically,to provide accurate, timely

evaluation of environmental and clinicalspecimens.

For environmental specimens (e.g.,air or water), a

known volume ofthe sample will be passed through a

0.2 micron (pore size)membrane filter.The mem-

brane will be treated with microbe-enhancing rea-

gents and mounted on a microscope slide. Similarly,
wet mounts or stained smears can be prepared from

surface samples, pure cultures,or clinicalspecimens

such as throat swabs, blood,or any other body fluid.

The prepared slide willbe placed on the mechanical

stage of the microscope by a crewmember, and the

digitizedimage willbe downlinked to a ground-based

microbiology laboratory. Using the teleroboticsys-

tem, scientistsat the base unit can focus on the spec-

imen, move the mechanical stage, change the objec-

tive,and thus evaluate the entireslide.The digitized

image can also be relayed to other centers or
reference labs for real-time consultations. Using an

image analysis system, cellular parameters such as

size,shape, area, cellwall type, cytoplasm ratio,and

number of cells, collectivelyor within a defined

group, can be determined. The image isstored in a

memory bank that can be preprogrammed with

images of commonly encountered microorganisms or
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othercellularfeatures.The computer can automat-

icallymatch the image inquestionwith thedescrip-

tionsof speciesstoredin itsmemory, and assistin

presumptiveidentification.The image alsocouldbe

recalledfor analysisor furtherconsultationsat a
laterdate.

The feasibilityof performing standard micro-

biologicalprocedures on a permanently manned

I Reference Lab
or
Consultant

orbitingor stationarybase willbe limitedby the

availabilityofspace,supplies,expertise,and time.

These proceduresare critical,and suitablealterna-

tivesmust befound toensurethehealthand safetyof

thecrewmembers. Telemicrobiologyoffersa possible
solutionthatcombines the bestavailablecommun-

icationsand microscopictechnologyto give crew-

members accesstoground-basedexpertise.
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Telemicrobiology network.
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Analysis of Eye, Head, and Body

Movement During Locomotion

TM: Millard F. Reschke, Ph.D./SD5

PI: Jacob J. Bloomberg, Ph.D./SD5

Deborah Harm, Ph.D./SD5

Brian T. Peters/SD5

Reference LS 15

The Neuroscience Research Laboratory at the

NASA Johnson Space Center conducts investiga-

tions of human sensory-motor adaptation to micro-

gravity. Astronauts adapt to the microgravity

environment of spaceflight by reinterpreting the

relationship between sensory input and motor out-

put. However, this neural recalibration isinappro-

priate fora terrestrialone-g environment, leading to

inappropriate postural, gait, and ocular responses

upon return to Earth. Astronauts returning from

Space Shuttle missions have experienced postural

and gait instabilitiesand illusionary self and sur-

round motion during head movement.

A new seriesof experiments has been initiated

that investigateshow head, body, and gaze stability

are affectedby exposure tospaceflight.These inves-

tigationsare operationally significant,as itisimper-

ative to determine if sensory-motor adaptation to

microgravity affects the ability of astronauts to

escape from the Space Shuttle during emergency

conditions. The objectivesofcurrent research are to

characterize microgravity-induced alterationsin as-

tronaut head and body movement along with gaze

stabilityduring walking, running, and jumping -

tasks that are relevant to egress from the Space

Shuttle. These studies will aid the development of

countermeasures that willreduce the impact ofthese

sensory-motor modifications.

A video-based motion analyzing system devel-

oped by Motion Analysis Corporation (Santa Rosa,

Calif.)is being used to measure and analyze head

and body movement during walking, running, and

jumping tasks. This system tracks passive spherical

retroreflective targets (shown in the first figure)

placed on the head and body and can analyze their
interrelationships producing a 3-dimensional bio-

mechanical assessment of head and body movement.

Data are collected using a series of video

cameras. The video signal from each of the cameras

is fed to a video processor where the outlines of the

various targets are extracted and passed to the

system host computer for analysis. The system con-

sistsof four video cameras, a Sun SPARC computer

workstation, a video processor, four VCRs, video

monitors, a 32-channel Analog Data Acquisition Sys-

tem, and associated analysis software.

The parameters being measured by this system

include

• Linear and angular acceleration, velocity, and

displacement of the head, shoulders, hips,knees,

ankles,and feet;

• Angular movement of the head with respect to

space and the restofthe body;

• Predominant frequency ofhead movement; and

• Bearing ofallbody target movements relativeto

a reference targeton the head.

This system can track the 3-dimensional position of

any ofthe body targets towithin 0.5 ram.

The major advantage of this method of data

collectionisthat itisnoninvasive. Itrequires no en-

cumbering measuring devices attached to the legs,

torso,or head, thus allowing subjects toperform loco-

motion tasks in as natural a manner as possible. In

addition, this system is capable of providing near

real-time data reduction and analysis, permitting

quick turnaround from testing to presentation of

results.

The video motion analysis system can also be

used to record ocular target acquisitionperformance

during walking and running. This isachieved using

a small head-mounted camera that records eye move-

ment. In this case, eye movement is calculated by

tracking the center ofthe pupil.

Alternatively, for supporting studies, a mag-

netic scleralsearch coilsystem willbe used torecord

eye movements. With this system, a subjectis sur-

rounded by an electromagnetic fieldthat induces a

voltage in a small coilembedded in a contact lens.

The voltage isproportional tothe area ofthe coilper-

pendicular to the magnetic field.This system isex-

tremely accurate (+ 0.5deg),does not have a shifting

baseline and gain, and can be used to record eye

movements in three dimensions (horizontal,vertical,

and torsional).
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The Effect of In-flight Exercise on

Decompression Sickness During

Extravehicular Activities

TM: James M. Waligora, M. S./SD5
PI: K. Vasantha Kumar, M. D./National

Research Council

James M. Waligora, M.S./SD5
Reference LS 16

The two runs were separated by a period of 2 weeks
or more. The order of administration of the two runs

was randomized, where approximately half of the

subjects were given control run first, exercise run

second; and the other half were given exercise run

first, control run second.

Out of 78 exposures (39 pairs of runs), there

were 15 cases of DCS - all being type I pain-only

bends. Within the crossover design, no residual or

carryover effects between the two periods were de-
tected. The occurrence of DCS was as below:

The primary objective of this study was to
examine the effect of exercise undertaken prior to

decompression on the incidence of altitude decom-

pression sickness (DCS). The effect of such exercise

is unknown and is crucial in prescribing inflight

exercise for astronauts on long-duration space mis-

sions without increasing the hazard of DCS during
extravehicular activities (EVA).

The study was designed as a two-period, cross-
over trial where each individual was tested twice at

altitude. The experimental run required the subjects

to exercise at their predetermined, individual anae-
robic threshold levels for 30 minutes each day (see

figure), and the control run required no exercise or

physical activity for a period of 3 days prior to

altitude exposure. On the fourth day (under both

runs), the subjects were exposed to an altitude of

_6 400 m (21 000 ft., 6.5 psi) in the hypobaric chamber
without prior denitrogenation. At altitude, they

exercised for 3 hours, simulating an EVA while

breathing 100 percent oxygen (second figure). They

were monitored for circulating microbubbles by pre-

cordial Doppler device and also for symptoms of DCS.

Symptoms No Symptoms

Control 7 32

Prior Exercise 8 31

Tests for treatment effects based on untied

responses showed p = 0.56, for both symptoms and

microbubbles. We also examined the data using

sequential analysis techniques. The skew sequential
design for detecting 10 percent excess preference

under the experimental run, with p = 0.05 (one-

sided) and power of 95 percent, also showed there
was no difference between the two treatments.

In summary, no significant differences were de-

tected between preexposure exercise and control

with reference to DCS (both symptoms and micro-

bubbles). However, these results are limited by the
amount of exercise (30 minutes at anaerobic thresh-

old each day X 3 days) and time interval between
exercise and exposure (16 to 20 hours) in this study.

Under the crossover trial, no statistically significant

differences on DCS were observed within subjects

due to prior exercise.
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Test subject performing exercise on the treadmill at anaerobic

threshold level with cardiopulmonary monitoring.

Two test subjects performing exercise simulating EVAs (fore-

ground), while a third subject is being monitored for circulating

microbubbles with the precordial Doppler device inside the hypo-

baric chamber.
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Dynamic Posturography Laboratory

TM: Millard F. Reschke, Ph.D./SD5

PI: Millard F. Reschke, Ph.D./SD5

William Paloski, Ph.D./SD5
Reference LS 17

A laboratory for the study of postural equili-
brium control in astronaut and normative test

subjects has been established at the NASA Johnson

Space Center. Control ofpostural equilibrium is nor-

mally maintained through central nervous system

integration of sensory inputs from the visual, ves-

tibular, and proprioceptive systems. During space-

flight, however, these systems adapt to the micro-

gravity environment, and, upon return to the terres-

trial environment, a period of neurosensory readap-

tation to one-g must occur before normal postural

equilibrium control returns.
The primary purpose of the Dynamic Postur-

ography Laboratory is to obtain quantitative data

regarding the magnitudes, time constants, and

dependence on specific mission-related activities of
these effects in order to assess accurately the degree

to which inflight alterations in postural equilibrium

control may affect postflight crew operations. These

data will be used to guide development of counter-

measures designed to offset any untoward effects of

neurosensory adaptation during extended-duration
missions. Secondary purposes for this laboratory in-

clude testing normative subjects to establish com-

parative databases for astronaut studies, evaluating

the efficacy of Preflight Adaptation Trainer proto-

cols, and developing quantitative models of postural

equilibrium control.

All subject testing in the Dynamic Posturog-
raphy Laboratory is performed using a modified ver-

sion of the Equitest posture platform system devel-

oped by Neurocom International for clinical diag-

nosis of disorders in balance control. The Equitest

system consists of a computer-controlled, motor-driv-
en dual footplate capable of both rotational and

translatioa movements, and a computer-controlled,
motor-driven visual surround capable of rotational

movements about the subject's ankles. Force trans-

ducers located beneath the dual footplate are used to

monitor and record the subject's weight distribution

and reaction torques during standard postural equi-

librium testing.

As a means of improving the sensitivity of the

posture platform system to subtle changes in pos-

tural equilibrium control, the Equitest system has
been modified to monitor and record

• The EMG activity of the medial gastrocnemius,

tibialis anterior, hamstrings, quadriceps, para-

spinals, and rectus abdominus muscle groups;
and

• Dynamic changes in hip position, shoulder posi-

tion, and head angular velocity.

The Equitest system computer provides auto-

mated movement coordination and sensory organ-

ization test procedures. A typical Dynamic Postur-
ography Laboratory test session consists of four

movement coordination tests followed by six sensory

organization tests.

In the movement coordination tests, the subject

is presented with four types of sudden support sur-

face perturbations, each repeated either three or five

times in succession. The support surface perturba-
tions include forward and backward translations

(maximum translation = 7 cm), and toes up and toes
down rotations (maximum tilt angle = 10°). The

translations are repeated three times in succession,

and the rotations are repeated five times in suc-

cession. During these tests, the rapid support sur-

face perturbations provide stepwise external stimuli

to the subject's posture control system. The dynamic
postural responses of the subject to this sudden per-
turbation are monitored and recorded for a 2.5-sec

period following the perturbation.

In the sensory organization tests, the subject

attempts to maintain upright postural equilibrium
control, while the footplate, the visual surround, or

both are driven to tilt in response to the subject's

normal postural sway. This "sway-referencing" has

the effect of hulling ankle proprioceptive or visual

feedback, thereby distorting the subject's posture

control sensory inputs. The following six sensory
conditions are each repeated three times in random
order:

• Normal vision, fixed support surface

• Absent vision (eyes closed), fixed support surface
• Sway-reference vision, fixed support surface

• Normal vision, sway-referencesupport surface

• Absent vision (eyes closed), sway-reference sup-

port surface

• Sway-reference vision, sway-reference support
surface

During these tests, the dynamic postural ac-

tions of the subject are monitored and recorded for

20-sec periods, while the subject attempts to main-

tain a stable, upright stance under normal and ab-

normal sensory input conditions.
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A seriesofparameters isroutinely derived from

each of the movement coordination and sensory or-

ganization test procedures in order to evaluate the

performance of the subject. Among the parameters

routinely derived for the movement coordination

tests are

• Staticand dynamic symmetries;

• Force and EMG latencies;

• Sway, strength,and EMG amplitudes; and

• Adaptation and strategy.

Among the parameters routinely derived for the sen-

sory organization testsare

• Sway amplitudes,

• Strategy, and

• Equilibrium.

Studies performed in the Dynamic Posturog-

raphy Laboratory should provide the quantitative

data required to accurately assess the degree to

which inflight neurosensory adaptations may affect

postflight postural equilibrium control, and to guide
development of countermeasures designed to offset

any untoward effects of this adaptation on postflight

crew operations.
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Effect of Prolonged Lower Body

Negative Pressure and Saline

Ingestion on Plasma Volume During

Bed Rest

TM: Suzanne Fortney, Ph.D./SD5

PI: SuzanneFortney, Ph.D./SD5
Nitza Cintron, Ph.D./SD4

Reference LS 18

Hyatt and West, Aviat. Space Environ.

Med. 48, 1977, reported that a 4-hour exposure to a

mild level (-30 mm Hg) of lower body negative

pressure (LBNP) and ingestion of 1 liter of an

isotonic solution will restore plasma volume and

improve orthostatic responses after 7 days of simu-

lated spaceflight (bed rest). The purpose of this

study was to determine whether their protocol may
be shortened to 2 hours and still expand plasma

volume during bed rest. We proposed that LBNP

redistributes body fluids from the thoracic region of

the body to the lower body. This may result in an
increase in the secretion of antidiuretic hormone

(ADH) and aldosterone (ALD). Increased levels of

ADH and ALD cause fluid and electrolyte reten-

tion, and this may be the mechanism for the plas-

ma volume expansion.

Ten men (25-40 years old) participated in this

study. The protocol involved a crossover design
with the subjects randomly assigned to groups A

and B. Each subject was exposed to one 4-hour and

one 2-hour LBNP/saline treatment, with group A

(n = 5) exposed to the 4-hour treatment first and the

2-hour treatment second, and group B (n = 5)
exposed to the 2-hour treatment first and the 4-hour

treatment second. During each treatment, subjects

were exposed to a continuous negative pressure of

-30 mm Hg, and they ingested 1 liter of isotonic
saline between exposure minutes 30 and 90. Each

subject underwent a 13-day, 6 ° head-down bed rest.

Throughout bed rest, fluid, salt, and food intake were

maintained at 2500 ml of rehydration fluid/day,
4grams of salt/day, and 2500 KcaYday. Twenty-

four-hour urine collections were obtained, from which

volume, electrolytes, ADH, and ALD concentrations
were measured.

Blood volume was calculated as the sum of red

cell volume (RCV) and plasma volume (PV) measure-

ments taken at the beginning and on the last day of
bed rest. The RCV was determined with 51chromium

sulfate, and PV was determined with 125iodinated
human serum albumin. The PV was calculated for

each bed rest day from the daily RCVd (RCVd = pre-
bed rest RCV minus the accumulative loss of red

cells due to daily blood draws) and the daily hemat-
ocrit value; where PV = [RCVd/(hct/100)] - RCVd.

The changes in PV determined from each morn-

ing blood sample are shown in figure 1 for Group A

and in figure 2 for Group B.

The effect of the LBNP and saline ingestion

treatments on PV and endocrine responses is shown
in figure 3.

We conclude that both 2-hour and 4-hour LBNP

exposures during bed rest effectively increase PV for

at least 24 hours, and this expansion may be related
to an increased secretion of ADH and ALD.

Variable PreBR Pre 4hr Post 4hr Pre 2hr Post 2hr

PV (ml) 3157(161) "2918(132) 3144(173) "2987(131) 3109(146)

UV (ml) 2506(250) 2538(155) +2923(111) 2258(162) + 2788(191)

ADH (ng) 136(33) 114(15) + 177(26) 93(18) + 155(42)

ALD (ng) 16(4) *35(4) +'54(5) *37(7) + *46(7)

* = Different from pre-bed rest, P < 0.05.

+ = Different from pretreatment (pre 4 hr or pre 2 hr), P < 0.05.
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An Intelligent Microscope Imaging

System (IMIS)

TM: Gerald R. Taylor, Ph.D./SD5

PI: Gerald R. Taylor, Ph.D./SDfl
Norwood Hunter/SD5

Michael P. Caputo/SD5
Dan Barineau/SD5

Karin Loftin, Ph.D./SD5

Laurie Looper/SD5
Scott Smith/SD5

Jim Verlander, Ph.D./SD5
Reference LS 19

Microscopic analysis of biologicaland nonbio-

logicalspecimens will be a criticalneed of some in-

vestigators with experiments onboard Space Station

Freedom (SSF). Disciplinessuch as Materials Proc-

essing, Plant and Animal Research, Human Re-

search, Environmental Monitoring, Health Care,

and Biological Processing have a diversityof micro-

scope requirements. Limitations increw time avail-

able for conducting experiments, space, power, and

mission duration have necessitated creative ap-

proaches to the way experiments will be conducted

onboard SSF. To compensate for these constraints,

experiments should be as automated aspossible.

In the past, microscopy in space was conducted

manually by the crewmember with observations

being recorded in notes, drawings, or photographs.

Today, three additional modes of microscopy are

available for use in space. These are Remote Coach-

ing, Remote Control, and Automation. Remote

Coaching requires manual operation of the micro-

scope with instructionsgiven by two-way audio/video

transmission during criticalphases of the experi-

ment. In the Remote mode, the Principal Investiga-

tor controls the microscope from the ground. The

Automated mode employs artificialintelligence to

control microscope functions and is the only mode

that can be operated inthe other modes as well.

The Technology Innovation Facility[TIF] at the

NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) has developed a

functioning ground-based prototype IntelligentMi-

croscope Imaging System (IMIS) (see figure) to

address the unique demands ofmicroscopy in space.

These include accommodation ofmultiple users,mul-

tiplerequirements, reduced crew time, and restric-

tive data/instruction transmission capability. The

system is composed of an Automatic Metaphase

Finder (AMF), a device that locates cells in the

second stage of cell division (metaphase), during

which the chromosomes are arranged in the equa-

torialplane of the spindle prior to separation. The

other components of the system include a digitizing

camera and an Image Processing Facility.The IMIS

isalso interfaced between the development labora-

tory toremote workstations located in the Scientific

Monitoring Area at the JSC and Science Support

area in Hangar L at the Kennedy Space Center

(KSC). The system isdesigned so that only prelim-

inary initializationand setup tasks require human

interaction. Once the specimen slide is manually

loaded onto the AMF and the system is initialized,

the IMIS scans the slide for metaphase spreads.

Chromosomes in metaphase were selected as the

model for this development, because it has been

reported that chromosomes are alteredduring space-

flight;therefore, the IMIS could be used as a bio-

logicalradiation dosimeter. After the entire slideis

interrogated, each spread is relocated and digitized,

and the images are storedor transmitted toa remote
workstation.

To demonstrate the IMIS telesciencecapability,

a unit located in itsparent laboratory 2 miles from

the JSC in Houston was successfullyactivated and

commanded from remote workstations locatedat the

JSC and the KSC in Florida. The IMIS automat-

icallylocated, digitized,and transmitted images of

metaphase spreads. Transmitted images were re-

ceived by the remote workstations and found tobe of

diagnostic quality.

Implementing systems like the IMIS will ex-

pedite the automation of experiments in space and

allow ground-based investigators to control and in-

teract with in_flightdiagnostic systems. This will

greatly minimize the impact ofreduced crew sizeand

crew time on Space Station experiments.

Development has begun on the next generation

ofthe IMIS. This system will incorporate the latest

advances in robotics and artificialintelligenceand

willbe completely automated.
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A prototype IMIS.
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Pharmacological Countermeasures to

Space Motion Sickness

TM: Millard F. Reschke, Ph.D./SD5

PI: Randall Lee Kohl, Ph.D., F.C.P./National
Research Council

Millard F. Reschke, Ph.D./SD5
Reference LS 20

Drugs selective for tissues, including the cen-

tral nervous system, that respond to arginine-

vasopressin (AVP) were tested for their ability to

prevent space motion sickness. A specific drug

originally developed by SmithKline Beecham and

designated SK & F 100273 was given to squirrel
monkeys prior to stressful motion stimuli. SK & F

100273 (see figure) is a potent and highly specific

antagonist of vasopressin receptors of the V1 sub-

type. A dose of 200-240 mcg IV 30 minutes prior to

motion prevented emesis and dramatically reduced

symptomatology (table}. A second compound called

SK & F 103561 was given to two monkeys at a lower

dose of 100 mcg prior to testing. This drug, another

potent V1 antagonist, also significantly delayed or
prevented emesis.

This research has lead to the successful grant-

ing of patent protection by the United States Patent
Office to Lewis Kinter of SmithKline Beecham and

Randall Kohl for the indications of motion sickness,

nausea, and emesis. Efforts from prior years had es-

tablished that individual human susceptibility to
motion was correlated with nausea-induced levels of

AVP. Present year testing of specific drugs that

target the vasopressinergic system was a logical

extension of this prior research. These findings aim

to solve one of NASA's biomedical problems with or-

bital flight, namely, the occurrence of nausea and

emesis during the first 3 days of flight.

PREVENTION OF EMESIS AND MOTION SICKNESS SYMPTOMATOLOGY IN SQUIRREL

MONKEYS FOLLOWING INTRAVENOUS d(CH2)sTyr(Me)AVP, A VASOPRESSIN (V1)

ANTAGONIST

Motion Sickness Rating1 Latency to Emesis (min.)

Monkey Predrug2 On Drug3 Postdrug4 Predrug On Drug Postdrug

1 22.8 3 17 36.3 60+ 40.0

2 20.6 2 18 32.2 60 + 50.2

3 21.4 4 24 38.3 60 ÷ 45.5

4 21.6 5 22 26.4 60 + 38.5

Mean 21.6 3.5 20.2 33.3 60+5 43.6
SEM 0.4 0.6 1.6 2.6 -- 2.7

1 Maximum symptom score is 31

2 Motion sickness rating on tests given up to 2 years prior to drug test, 5 repetitions

3 200-240 mcg d(CH2)sTyr(Me)AVP, IV, into each squirrel monkey (-800-1000 g weight)
30 minutes prior to stressor test

4 Test repeated _2 weeks later without drug

5 Testing was terminated after 60 minutes
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Chemical structure of SK & F 100273, also commonly known as d(CH2)sTyr(Me)AVP or the "Manning Compound." Chemically, it is

[1 - (beta-mercapto--beta, beta--cylopentamethylene propionic acid), 2-(0-methyl) tyrosine, 8-Arginine] vasopressin.
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Computer-Predicted Human Strength

PI: Barbara Woolford/SP34

Abhilash PandysYC95
Reference LS 21

In order to plan operations and design equip-
ment for use in zero-g or on planetary surfaces,
knowledge of human strength in those environments
is essential. It is also exceedingly difficult to collect
directly, and, when that becomes possible, the know-
ledge will already be needed.

In an effort to provide this knowledge, a man-
modeling program called JACK [not an acronym] is
being extended to provide predictions of human
strength in varying situations. The first phase of
this development project is under way. Single joint
strength data were collected from 15 individuals.

Also, compound motions where several joints operate
together were collected. The intent is to predict the
compound motion strength from the individual joint
strengths. The data were collected at the University
of Texas Medical Branch and analyzed in the

Anthropometry and Biomechanics Laboratoryatthe

NASA Johnson SpaceCenter(JSC).

The data foreach ofthe singlejointsinthe arm

were examined and fittoa polynomialequationand

storedin JACK's database. A searchand interpo-

lationroutinewas writtento locatethe strengthof
any jointforany angle forany velocityof rotation.

The simulatedcompound taskwas pushing and pull-

ing on a ratchetwrench. This requiredinputsfrom
alljoints.Vectoradditionwas used tocalculatethe
end effector(hand)force.

This simple algorithm gave the right shape

curve, with the maximum force occurringat the

properplaceinthewrench motion,but alsogave val-

ues significantlylowerthan thosemeasured. This is

due to interactionbetween thejointangles and to

extreme sensitivitytostartingposition.Video tapes

are being analyzed to get the correctdata for the

startingpositionas measured. The investigatorsare
conferringwitha biomechaniston the interactionof

jointforcesforthe arm. Additionaldatawillbe col-

lectedinthe JSC Anthropometry and Biomechanics
Laboratoryand transferredtoJACK.

Strength data collection using an LIDO dynamometer.
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Body in JACK pushing ratchet wrench with individual joints and end-effector joint shown as bar graphs at bottom.
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Overhead and Forward Reach

Capability During Exposure to + X

Accelerations

Pl: J.P. Bagian M.D., P.E./CB
L.E. Schafer, M.S.E./C95

Reference LS 22

Crew performance under varying g-loads
during spaceflight has received only cursory

attention in the past. To date, no truly quan-
titative reach study in which actual crew equip-
ment is worn and Shuttle seat/restraint systems
are used has been conducted. This lack of reach

performance data raised a number of questions
regarding the use of simulators in ground-based
training for Space Shuttle missions, the impact of
the current Shuttle launch escape suit (LES) on

crew reach capability, and the effect of sequen-
tially higher g-loads on reach capability.

The objective of this investigation was to
study the effect of ÷ X accelerations (eyeball's in)

on reach capability in both the LES and the pre-
Challenger launch entry helmet (LEH) ensemble
over a range of 1 to 6g's. This range was selected
because it covered the spectrum of accelerations
seen in current space operations (e.g., Space
Shuttle) as well as anticipated future operations
(e.g., Assured Crew Return Vehicle (ACRV)).
Seven veteran astronauts and four Brooks Air

Force Base (AFB) airmen participated in the
study. The subjects performed standardized
reach sweeps during each g-load in the Brooks
AFB centrifuge. These sweeps were recorded

usingphotogrammetric techniquesand analyzedus-

ing3-dimensionalmotionanalysis.

The analysisof the LES 1 and 3g sweeps in-

dicatedthatShuttlecrews in trainingcan expectto

maintain alloftheoverhead reachcapabilityevident

ingood simulatorrunsand sufferonlymoderate deg-

radation in forward reach performance during the

launchphase ofan actualShuttlemission.Although

the absolutedifferencewas small,the LES provided

lessreach capabilitythat did itspredecessor,the

LEH. Finally,an analysisofreach sweepsperformed

duringconsecutive+ X 1 to6g loadsindicatedthat

crew tasksrequiringlimb movement can be perform-

ed confidentlyduringaccelerationsofup to4g inthe

forward directionand 5g in the overhead direction.

However, in actualpractice,the speed of required
response and potential fatigue effects must be con-
sidered.

Since these data are handled and stored digital-
ly, they are fully transferable. Because of this pert-
ability factor, in future studies our data will be used

to predict reach performance in any environment
where the subjects use the same equipment and are

exposed to similar g-loads. Currently, we are in the
process of merging our measured reach information

with the Graphics Analysis Facility (GRAF) Space
Shuttle cockpit model. This will allow us to find the
intersection of these two databases and determine

the actual panel positions reachable by a specific
subject. Other applications of these data include pre-
dicting reach performance during ACRV operations,

evaluating future flight suit configurations against
these baseline data, and combining crew anthro-
pometric measurements with the GRAF model to de-
termine if new ground-based training procedures are
feasible.
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Layout of reach capability test in the Brooks AFB centrifuge gondola. The subject iswearing an LES and is strapped to an actual

Shuttle flight seat in the launch position.
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Solar System Sciences

Summary





Solar System Sciences

NASA isinvestigatingseveralspaceinitiatives

which,itishoped,willenhance our understandingof

the Earth upon which we liveand which willsupport

the eventualhuman explorationofour solarsystem.

These include (1) a fundamental space research

program in Earth orbit,and (2) a planetary

explorationprogram with goals that include the

establishmentofa lunar outpostand, eventually,a

human mission to Mars. Solar system researchat

the Johnson Space Center (JSC) supportsdevelop-

ment of concepts that ultimatelywill fosterthe

scienceand technologynecessary to enable these
initiatives.In the Solar System ExplorationDivi-

sion,research is conducted on severalaspectsof

theseemerging fieldsofstudy. This includeswork

on the spaceradiationenvironment,as wellas on the

characteristics,origin,and evolutionof planets,

asteroids,and satellitesinour solarsystem. Italso

includes research into the practicaluses of the

resourcesof theseplanetsto supportand maintain

human expansionintothesolarsystem. Ithas been
conductedby

• Analysesofplanetarymaterials;

• Experimental simulationofplanetaryconditions

and processes;

• Remote sensingobservations;

• Theoreticalmodeling of analytical,experimen-

tal,and observationaldata;and

• Theoreticalstudy ofthe Earth and solarsystem
and theirinteractionwith the restof the uni-

verse.

Such researchatJSC in SolarSystem Sciences

is necessarilybroad and far-reaching.In previous

years,forexample, ground-basedtelescopicobserva-

tionsofthe Moon, Mercury, and asteroidswere pub-

lished.Rather than repeatsome ofthatwork which

is stillcontinuing,new resultsduring fiscalyear

FY 1990 in othercomplementary disciplineswillbe
described.

The following,which isnotcomprehensive,isa
briefdiscussionofsome ofthisresearch.

Lunar Sample Research

At JSC, the curatorshipand study of extra-

terrestrialmaterials,includinglunarsamples,mete-
orites,and cosmic dust particles,isheavilyempha-

sizedin solarsystem study. These extraterrestrial

materialsprovide the only samples with which to

investigatedirectlythe originand evolutionof the

Earth's planetary system directly. The lunar

samples collectedas partofthe Apolloprogram are
curated at JSC and distributedworldwide to

scientistsatmany institutionsforresearchpurposes.

Research at JSC on these lunar samples has

contributednew resultsto the understanding of

accretion of planetesimals and differentiation

processesoftheMoon and otherplanetarybodies.

Cosmic Dust Research

Recent returnof the Long-Duration Exposure
Facility(LDEF) afteryearsinEarth orbithas added

considerablytoNASA's lunar and Antarcticmeteor-

itecollections.The LDEF dustand particulatecol-

lectorcontainssignificantinformationregardingthe
Earth'sspaceoperationsenvironment.

The JSC investigationswere only preliminary

in FY 1990,but new understandingoflong-duration
exposureinspaceisforthcoming.The LDEF cosmic

dust particlesare consideredvery primitivesolar
system material,possiblythe oldestextraterrestrial
materialthathas been obtained.Sourcesofcosmic

dustare thought toincludecomets and asteroidde-

brisand interstellarmatter. Studiesofthese par-
ticleswillprovideinsightintotheoriginand evolu-

tionof the solarsystem. At JSC, scientistsalso

maintain a collectionof stratosphericdust acquired

by NASA aircraftequipped with specialcosmic dust

collectorsduring flightsthrough the Earth'supper

atmosphere.

New methods ofcosmic dustsample collection

and preparationto minimize contaminationare un-

derdevelopment. Such methods enabledetailedlab-

oratoryanalysesofthecosmicdustparticlesand pro-
videvaluableinsightwith which to developcosmic

dustcollectionfacilitiesinspace.

In-Situ Resource Utilization

Detailedstudy ofthe lunarrocksand soilspro-

vides insightinto the potentialfor planetary re-
sourceextraction.Use ofinsitulunarresources,for

example, has the potentialforestablishingthe feas-

ibilityof,and increasingthe long-termviabilityof,a

manned lunaroutpost.Italsocouldreducethe cost
ofsuch a project.These studiesprovideinformation

which aidsin the designof unmanned and manned
lunar missions,with the goal of establishinga

manned lunar outpostand eventuallyconductinga
manned Mars mission.

In FY 1990, new methods in the extractionof

oxygen from lunarregolithwere devised.
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Life Support System Research Orbital Debris

Proposed NASA space missions to the Moon

and, possibly,to Mars are very long-durationmis-

sions.To minimize costlyresupplymissionsfrom the

Earth,essentialconsumables must be regenerated

by thelifesupportsystem. Allwater and airmust be

reused,and foodmust be produced in some fashion.

Research at JSC has been aimed at developinga

solidsupportsubstrateforuse ingrowing plantsfor

foodand tofunctionin airand water regeneration.
An example ofthiswork issyntheticsoilsforlunar

baseagriculture.

In thisvein,new resultsinlunar baseagricul-

turewere obtainedatJSC duringFY 1990.

Windows for Earth Observation

Although one ofthe principaljustificationsfor

space explorationis the remote observationof the

Earth, not enough attentionhas been paid to the

spacecraftwindows used inspace.Investigationsby
JSC have begun todefinethescientificrequirements

for opticalmeasurements made through windows
from the "shirt-sleeves"environment of a manned

spacecraft.The focusisupon Earth orbitalobserva-

tions,but the intentis to establisha stable,long-

term window configurationthatsupportsthe opera-

tionalenvironment ofeven a surfaceoutpostsuchas

theproposedlunarbase.
New window requirementswere obtaineddur-

ingFY 1990,and new configurationsareemerging.

Planetary Sample Missions

Future exploration initiativesinclude un-

manned missions which analyze the surfaceof a

planet and, possibly,returna suiteof samples to

Earth forintensivelaboratoryexamination.Surface

landerson remote planetaryobjectsrequirecompact
instrumentationfor analysisof surfacematerials,

Analysis provides characterizationof the surface

materialsand,forsamplereturnmissions,a basisfor

selectionofrepresentativesamples. In situsample

analysisand preservationisdesirablefor a remote

planetary lander, since sample preparation is

minimal or unnecessary. The instrument couldbe

moved by or be partof a roboticarm and placedon

thematerialtobe analyzed.
Therefore,scientistsat JSC have studiedin

FY 1990 severalsuch remote surfaceanalyzersof

planetarygeologicmaterial.

With the lengthening mission duration of some
flights, such as the planned Space Station Freedom
and Extended Duration Orbiter, increased attention
has been paid to the amount of orbital debris in
Earth orbit. Scientists at JSC are engaged in re-
search to define the orbital debris environment, eval-
uate its effect on space missions, develop protection
and minimization techniques, and raise internation-
al awareness of the problem among users of space.

The space debris environment in the <:10 cm
range is not well defined. As a result, more compre-
hensive radar systems capable of measuring debris
in such a size range have been developed so that a
statistically valid database can be assembled. Ad-

ditional models are being built to characterize the
debris environment more accurately. Ground-based
telescopic observations by JSC scientists have ex-

tended the radar data considerably. These optical
measurements are still under investigation, but they
already have contributed to the definition of require-
ments for a complementary radar-optical observa-
tion system of the orbital debris environment.

Hypervelocity impact studies of orbital debris
also are conducted at JSC. This research is concern-

ed with determining efficient shielding techniques
for long-duration spacecraft missions. New results
in multishock impact simulation reinforce a long-
held belief that multilayered shielding may be the
answer for long-duration space exposure.

Cosmic Geochemistry

No understandingof the Earth would be com-

pletewithouta satisfactorystoryrecountingitsori-

gin and thermal historyinour solarsystem. Scien-

tistsat JSC, more than those at any other NASA

center,are deeplyinvolvedin the geochemicalanal-

ysisofplanetaryoriginand evolution.Thisconsists

ofseriousstudy offundamental constituentsincos-

mogony, the relicsof which comprise cosmic dust,
meteorites,asteroids,and comets. No more volatilea

topicexistsinplanetarygeochemistrythan the ther-

mal historyof our own Moon, and JSC research
addresseseven some of the most controversialas-

pectsofdisputingorthodox ideas. This work, con-

frontingsuch simpleobjectsas an Antarcticor lunar

meteorite,could one day alterour very theoriesof

theEarth and Moon asconstantcompanions.
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Sample Acquisition, Analysis, and

Preservation

PI: Doug Blanchard/SN

Doug Ming/SN14
Judy Allton/C23

Reference SSS 1

Sample acquisition, analysis, and preservation

(SAAP) is an element of the Exploration Technology

Program (ETP), which is intended to define and de-

velop technologies that will enable NASA to imple-

ment the Space Exploration Initiative (SEI) effici-

ently under the existing monetary and technological

constraints. The following is an attempt to describe

this program, and to relate some of its accomplish-

ments in fiscal year 1990 (FY 1990).
The goal of SAAP is to develop critical tech-

nologies required for automated in situ analysis and

to return to Earth scientifically valuable specimens

from planetary surfaces (e.g., Moon, Mars), comets,

and asteroids. An example of a mission that would

utilize SAAP technology is the proposed Mars Rover

Sample Return (MRSR) mission. This mission,
which includes a surface rover, will provide a wealth
of information about Mars and will increase our

understanding of the origin and evolution of terres-

trial planets. The mission also will set the stage for

the human exploration of Mars. The major goal of
the MRSR mission is to collect and return several

kilograms of rocks, soils, and sediments from Mars.

It will be necessary to select carefully a diverse suite

of samples and to preserve their chemical and phys-
ical integrity during the collection process and the

return trip to Earth. Also, it will be desirable to inc-

lude a variety of instruments on the rover/lander to

conduct in situ measurements to supplement or re-

place information that might be lost from degraded

samples during the return trip. Although MRSR is

the most publicized mission, SAAP technology will

also address other possible unmanned and manned
missions associated with SEI in which extraterres-

trial material is to be acquired, analyzed and pre-

served (e.g., unmanned lunar sample return, lunar

outpost, Mars outpost, comet and/or asteroid sample

return).

The SAAP ETP (formerly Pathfinder) is man-

aged by the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The

NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) is the primary

participating center. The SAAP program addresses

four areas for technology development:

• Methods for site and sample selection;

• Techniques for obtaining samples;

• Techniques for performing physical, mineralog-

ical, and chemical analysis; and

• Methods for preserving and containing samples
without contamination.

Of these four, JSC is responsible for the development

of techniques for performing chemical, mineralog-

ical, and physical analyses as well as methods for

preserving and containing samples.

Technology developed for performing sample

analysis (one of the JSC tasks) will be extremely

helpful in choosing a wide variety of samples for a

return trip. Even though extreme care will be taken

to return samples in their natural state, it is possible

that some samples may degrade during the return

trip. Therefore, it is important to have instruments
on the rover/lander that will measure properties of

the samples which may be altered or lost during the

return trip. The objectives of this task are to

• Develop strategies and procedures for physical
and chemical analyses of extraterrestrial

material,

• Identify and develop technologies that will en-
able instruments to perform a variety of in situ

measurements on a planetary surface, and

• Develop and demonstrate technologies that pre-

pare and deliver samples for analysis and that do

not cross contaminate between samples.

To date, relevant instruments for sample anal-

ysis of extraterrestrial materials have been identi-
fied and reported (Sample Acquisition, Analysis, and

Preservation Instrument Technology Workshop,

JSC). This report also assessed the technology level
for each instrument with respect to its use in SAAP.

Several high-priority instruments were identified as

requiring technology development including

• A high-temperature differential scanning calor-

imeter to measure sample mineralogy,

• A gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer to mea-

sure the contents of gases (e.g., atmosphere,

regolith),

• An X-ray diffraction/X-ray fluorescence unit to

determine sample mineralogy and chemistry,
and

• A full-imaging spectrometer that would provide

spectral data for mineralogical analysis and

sample selection.
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A number of other technology areas requiring devel-

opment also were identified.

One of the greatest challenges of a sample

return mission is to package samples so they will

remain pristine and unchanged during the return

trip to Earth. Containment and preservation of sam-

pies for return trips is one of the four major areas

requiring technology development for SAAP. The

JSC is responsible for the identificationand devel-

opment of such technologies, and containers and

seals have been fabricatedas well as tested(see first

figure).Quantitative data on the effectofsmall dust-

sized particles on Teflon container seals at room

temperature have been determined in FY 1990 (see

second figure),and subsequent experiments at mar-

tian surface temperatures are planned forFY 1991.
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Atmospheric tight containers will be essential to preserve

returned samples from planetary surfaces, comets, and/or

asteroids in their natural state.

Leak rate of container as a function of concentration of dust

coating o-rings and gaskets at room temperature (25"(:).
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Lunar Base Agriculture: Synthetic Soils

for Plant Growth

PI: Doug Ming/SN14
Don Henninger/EC3

Reference SSS 2

Severalcritical,near-termtechnologiesneed to

be developed to meet the challengesof NASA's

proposedSpace ExplorationInitiative.Regenerative

LifeSupport Systems (RLSSs) have been identified

as one ofthesetechnologyareas thatrequiresdevel-

opment, and the followingdiscussessome accom-

plishmentsduring 1990. These systems are neces-

sary to establishlong-term,self-sufficientoutposts
on theMoon and Mars.

The RLSS will regenerate air, water, and

wastes and willgenerate foodforhumans. Plants

are consideredthe most likelycandidatesfor food

productionat lunar and martian outposts.Several

systems exist in which to grow plants;e.g.,hy-

droponics,aeroponics,and solid-supportsubstrates.

Most ofthe plantgrowth researchin RLSS has been

aimed toward hydroponic systems. Solid-support

substratesthatslowlyreleaseessentialgrowth ele-

ments to the plantalsomay be viableplantgrowth

systems;however, these systemsrequirefurtherre-
search beforea decisioncan be made as to which

plantgrowth system willbe bestsuitedforplanetary

baseagriculture.

Highly productive,syntheticsoilsare being

considered as solid-supportsubstrates for plant

growth at lunar/Mars outposts. One such system

currentlybeingstudiediszeoponics-i.e.,thegrowth

ofplantsin zeolitemineral substrates.Zeolitesare

crystalline,hydrated minerals that containloosely

bound ions (e.g.,Ca, K, Mg) within theircrystal

structures.Zeoliteshave the capabilitytoexchange

some oftheirconstituentionsfreelywith ionsinso-

lutionwithoutchanging theirstructuralframework.

Zeoponicsis definedas the cultivationofplantsin

zeolitemineral substratesthat contain essential,

plant-growthnutrients.These plant-growthnutri-
ents are releasedslowlyinto"soil"solutionwhere

theybecome availableforplantuptake. A zeoponics

system isillustratedinthe figure1. The goalofthis

researchistodevelopzeoponicsystems wherein all

plant-growthnutrientsare supplied by the plant-

growth medium formany growth seasons with only
theadditionofwater.

To date,wheat plantshave been successfully

grown in zeoponicsubstrates(figure2). These sub-

strateshave adequatelysuppliedseveralofthemac-

ronutrients,includingnitrogen,phosphorous,potas-
sium, and calcium. Particularattentionhas been

directedto the characterizationofthe zeoponicsub-

strateafterplantgrowth experiments. Only small

amounts oftheseelements have been depletedfrom

thezeoponicsubstrateduring multiplegrowing sea-

sons (figure3). Because a large portionof these

elements are stillpresent in the substrate,it is

probablethatthesesubstrateswillsupporta number
of futurecrops withoutfertilization.These results

are encouraging for the development of zeoponic

systems which supply plant growth nutrientsfor

many growth seasonswithjusttheadditionofwater.
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Nutrient Uptake

By Plants

Soil Air

NH4- N
PO4 K

Zn CI

c, "Soil"
Solution

Mg s

Cu Fe

MoO+

Zeolite
Exchange Sites

(e.g., K, NH 4- N)

Mineral
Fertilizers

(e.g., phosphate rock)

)¢10003ox

Dynamic equilibria for a zeoponi¢ system. Plant growth nutrients are slowly released from zeolite minerals and other mineral

phases, e.g., apatite a phosphate rock. The reactions in soil solution (i.e., nutrient release) should (theoretically) be driven

towards the root-soU interface by the uptake of nutrients by the plant.
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Wheat plants have been successfully grown in zeoponic

systems in controlled environment plant-growth chambers.

The zeoponic system consisted of varying amounts of

zeolite/phosphate rock and inert quartz sand mixture. Wheat

plants had a favorable response in zeoponic systems consisting

of 25 to 100 percent zeolite/phosphate rock compared to other

zeolite/phosphate rock treatments and control experiments of

commercial potting soil. After 225 days of plant growth,

wheat yields (dry matter weight) were higher in zeoponic

systems with approximately 100 percent zeolite/phosphate

rock mixtures.
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Over 90 percent of the original potassium and ammonium-

nitrogen remained in the 100 percent zeoponic system after

continuously growing wheat for 225 days. Zeoponic systems

with only 1 percent by volume zeolite (99 vol. percent inert

sand) had over 50 percent of the original ammonium-nitrogen

and potassium remaining in the zeoponics substrate. These

data suggest that zeoponic systems will slowly release plant

growth nutrients for many growing seasons with only the

addition of water,
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The Long-Duration Exposure Facility

(LDEF) Satellite: New Data on Cosmic

Dust and Spacecraft Debris

PI: Michael Zolensky/SN21
Reference SSS 3

Afternearly 6 years in space,the Long-Dura-

tionExposure Facility(LDEF) was returnedtoEarth

by the Space ShuttleColumbia in January 1990. It
revealsa wealthofnew data regardingthenatureof

cosmicdustand spacecraftdebriswhich have under-

gone preliminaryanalysis.
As originallyenvisioned,LDEF was intendedto

be a bus-sizedcollectorfor cosmic dust and space

debrisparticulates.However, astheprojectmatured

and as NASA grew to realizethe potentialhazard

posed to spacecraftby spaceenvironmental factors,

other criticalscience and engineering objectives

were added. By itslaunchdatein1984,themandate
of the LDEF mission was to sense and recordthe

natureof the totalenvironment in low-Earthorbit,

where most spacefaringoperationsoccur.The effects

ofcosmic dust and space debrisimpacts,solarand

galacticradiation,oxygen erosion(thedestructionof

materialsthrough collisionswith oxygen presentin

the Earth'supper atmosphere),therelativevacuum

of space,and other space-relatedphenomena are
recorded on the more than 10 000 testspecimens

flownon LDEF. These testspecimensare now being

studiedby more than 300 investigatorsrepresenting
7 NASA centers,21 universities,33 privatecompan-

ies,9 department ofDefenselaboratories,and 8 for-

eigncountries.
Since the LDEF was gravity stabilized,the

same end ofthe 30-ft-longcylinderalways facedthe

Earth,the same sidealways facedinthedirectionof

orbitaltravel,and the oppositesidealways facedin

the backwards (or trailing)direction.Therefore,
carefulexaminationof dust impact features,which

are observedinabundance alloverthe satellite,will

enableus todecipherthe composition,velocity,and

traveldirectionofeach impactingdust grain.This

painstakingwork willhelp to reveal,for the first
time,potentialsourcesof cometary and asteroidal

dustparticles.Such particlesare predictedtoretain
theclearestrecordofthebirthand earlyevolutionof

our solarsystem. In addition,the threatto space-

craft from these dust grains and particulate space-
craft debris can be evaluated. Therefore, an analysis

of the LDEF is expected to provide critical informa-
tion for the design of future spacecraft as well as
possible insight into the Earth's origin.

Taking the first steps towards these goals, in
the spring of 1990 a dedicated group of researchers
led by Johnson Space Center (JSC) scientists labored
to document all 5000 of the largest dust-impact fea-
tures on the entire LDEF satellite. This work had to

be completed before the satellite was dismantled and
scattered to laboratories all over the world. Results

from the survey of the aluminum frame of the LDEF
are shown in the relative impact frequency on the 12
LDEF frame sides.

With this preliminary work now successfully
completed, coordinated detailed analyses have been
initiated by space scientists in their laboratories.
These studies include compositional and isotopic
analyses of dust remnants discovered within and
about impact features, as well as the investigation of
damage to space-exposed materials induced by im-
pacting dust, solar and galactic radiation, and oxy-
gen erosion. To facilitate these and future analyses
of LDEF test samples, many critical pieces of the
LDEF have been curated at the JSC. These space-
exposed surfaces take their place beside the lunar,
Antarctic meteorite, and stratospheric dust collect-
ions as a valuable resource for research on solar and

planetary origins.

An impact feature on a Teflon thermal insulation blanket. This

feature has a small (0.5 mm) penetration hole surrounded by a

large (1 cm) zone of disrupted Teflon.
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The relative im pact frequency observed for the 12 LDEF frame sides and their intermediate facing directions. Side

9 is the nominal forward-facing direction, Side 3 is the rear-facing direction. The length of the heavy lines

indicates the magnitude of the relative impact frequency in each direction. These results confirm that the ronsard.

facing directions of space(raft will require far greater shielding from meteoroids end debris than rear-facing

directions.
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Manned Observation Technologies:

Optical-Quality Windows for Space

Station Freedom and Beyond

PI: David L Amsbury/SNl5
Reference SSS 4

Imagery, both photographic and electronic,ob-

tained from the pressurized volume ofSpace Station

Freedom (SSF) will be vitalto maintenance and op-

erations tasks and will complement images of the

Earth and itsenvironmental systems obtained from

unmanned satellitesin differentorbits. Earth im-

ages will be important for scientificstudies of the

Earth and itsnatural systems, for technological de-

velopment of new remote-sensing devices and pro-

cedures, for education, and for participationin space

exploration by the world's citizens. Good viewing

requires good windows. Most of the fiscalyear 1990
(FY 1990) effortofthe Manned Observation Technol-

ogies Experiment was devoted toobtaining a consen-

sus of window requirements for the Space Station; a

briefdescriptionofthe resultsfollows.

Previous Station design specifiedtwo classesof

windows: "general viewing," similar to the present

Orbiter overhead windows; and "scientificviewing,"

which had somewhat higher opticalquality. Specifi-

cations for the two window types were not stated in

terms that were paralleland readily compared, so it

was difficultto make rational scientificand engi-

neering decisionsabout them. In some respects,both

classificationswere ambiguous.

A concerted effort,led by the program invest-

igator, has focused government-wide attention on

this question. Astronauts have demonstrated their

abilityto obtain excellent,striking,and scientific-

allyvaluable photographs through Space Shuttle Or-

biter windows, which have properties similar to the

planned Space Station "general viewing" windows.

These photographs are obtained using handheld

cameras mounted with lenses in the 50-250mm focal-

length range. There are scientificand technical rea-

sons forviewing Earth

• Atlonger focallengths,

• Using larger-aperture optical systems, and

• In a broader portion of the electromagnetic

spectrum.

Such investigations are precluded from the pres-
surized volume of the Orbiter cabin and would also

be precluded from the Space Station unless window

capabilities are increased significantly.

Optical systems having apertures of 5 to 7 in.

are commercially available for use on handheld

cameras and electronicimaging systems. The "gen-

eral viewing" window qualitycauses significantdeg-

radation ofimage properties (fig.1). The previously-

specified"scientific"windows would be better,but

stillfar from the cost-effectivestate-of-the-artin

spacecraft window design. Studies during FY 1990

at the Johnson Space Center (JSC), the Marshall

Space Flight Center, and by the Aerospace Corpo-

ration under contract to the U.S. Department of De-

fense (DOD), showed that a totalwindow (multiple-

pane) wavefront deviation of no more than 1/10 of a

light wavelength (at 632.8 rim) over any 16.5 cm

aperture within the clearviewing area isachievable,

and practical,for all Space Station windows. This

optical quality can be achieved by fabricationfrom

fused silicablanks that incorporate very few flaws,

plus careful attention to surface finish. A benefitof

the new design isincreased safety. The more homo-

geneous the material and the smoother the surface

polish,the stronger the pane.

Visual protection from short ultraviolet(UV)

radiation is required for each spacecraft window

when there isany possibilityof directsunlight pen-

etrating the window. The UV-protective coatings on

Space Shuttle windows (fig.2)and those planned for

Space Station also cut out radiation in the near-

infrared (IR). There isa substantialamount ofinfor-

mation in the reflected infrared (0.7 to 1.5 lam),

mostly about distribution of various vegetation

types, and about vegetation vigor, but also about

many different terrestrialfeatures. Transmission

through the fused quartz panes now proposed for the

Space Station willbe substantial,both in the IR and

UV (fig.3). The new design provides crew protection

by removable panes, either inside or outside of the

spacecraft,so scientificand technical observations

both in the IR and UV may be performed at a crew-
member's discretion.

Window sizeobviously isa major consideration

in spacecraft module design, as well as in the poten-

tialusefulness of a window system. Extensive dis-

cussions with NASA scientistsand technicians,non-

NASA scientistsin severalEarth-science disciplines,

representatives of commercial interests,and repre-

sentativesofthe DOD reached a consensus that a 20-

in.,circular,clear-viewing aperture isthe minimum

required for the types of observations, and the po-

tentialviewing devices,that willbe used on the SSF.

A 20-in. clear aperture requires a window system

about 24 in. in diameter; this isabout the maximum

that can be accommodated within the present

structuraldesign ofthe habitation module, the labor-
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atorymodule,ora hatchpositionon aresourcenode.
A round window has inherentstrength;thisshape

providesa common design for windows in several

possiblepositions,which is a savings in design,

fabrication,and maintenance costs.For trapezoidal

windows, suchas thoseproposedforcupolas,thenew

specificationsprovideforcommon opticalproperties

within a clearviewing aperture"...aslarge as is

consistentwith the shape of the window and the

structuralmounting requirements."

The consensusamong potentialscientificand

technicalusers of Space Stationwindows is that

high-opticalquality,unobstructedviewing to the

horizonisnecessaryin alldirectionsfrom the space-

craft. Oblique-viewingactivitiescontinuingfrom

currentSpace Shuttleflighttestswillincludestudy
ofvariationsinocean surfaceroughnessseen insun-

light,polarizedreflectancefrom surfacesand within

the atmosphere, bidirectionalreflectanceof vege-
tationand other materials,and oblique study of

3-dimensionalfeatures such as weather systems,

dustand smoke plumes,and geologicalstructures.

The simplestdesignto accommodate the scien-

tificand technicalviewingneed istheuse ofwindows

ina nadir-mountedcupola.The spacecraftconfigur-

ation planned through FY 1990 does provide one
nadir-viewingcupola,but studiesby the Astronaut

Officepredictextensiveuse ofthiscupolaforopera-

tionsand spacecraftmaintenance activities.These
activitieswould severely limit potentialtime for

Earth viewing as wellas limitthe types of Earth-

viewingequipment thatcouldbe setup ina window

system forextendedperiodsoftime. Studiesby the

Manned Systems Division(SP4) at the JSC showed

thatsome ofthe viewing directionscouldbe accom-

modated by mounting round window systems in a
combination of various modules, including the

laboratorymodule, habitationmodule, and resource
nodes.

Studiescontinueon viewing opportunitiesver-

sus spacecraftoperationalconsiderationsand costs,

as theNASA spacecraftdesignevolves.
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An optical test of a Space Shuttle overhead window was performed at the Corning Laboratory by Karen Scott of Aerospace

Corporation under contract to the DOD. "General Viewing Windows" proposed for SSF have similar properties to the Space Shuttle

Orbiter windows. These photographs illustrate the best focus obtained using a 5-in. aperture Celestron telescope mounted to a

Nikon camera back. (a) No window in the optical path. (b) Three-pane window in the optical path, illustrating image degradation as

recorded by a diffraction-limited system.
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Spectral transmission of the present Orbiter windows. The coating used to protect crewmember's vision from UV

radiation also cuts out near-IR radiation longer than about 800 nm. Solar radiation in the 700-1500 nm band, when

reflected from vegetation and other terrestrial surfaces, contains a great deal of information on plant-type

distribution and vegetation vigor.
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discretion.
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Optical Observation of Orbital Debris

PI: KarlG. Henize/SN3
Andrew E.Potter/SN3
John Stanley/SN3
Christine A. O'NeilI/SN3

ReferenceSSS5

Thepossibilitythat Space Station Freedom and
other important spacecrai_ might be severely dam-
aged by impact with orbital debris is a matter of
growing concern. The Orbital Debris Group at the
NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) is specifically
evaluating orbiting debris in terms of amount, size
range, rate of growth, and the hazard it poses to
spacecraft now and in the future.

Efforts to measure the amount of orbital debris

concentrate on the diameter range from 1 to 100 cm.
Data in the 1 to 10 cm range are essentially nonex-
istent and, although the Space Command radars pro-
vide data in the 10 to 100 cm range, it has been found
that these data are incomplete. The Orbital Debris
Group employs both optical telescopes and radar to
obtain statistical data in these size ranges. This re-

port describes the optical studies.
Telescopes from which optical data have been

gathered are summarized in the table following along
with appropriate acronyms for this work.

The Ground-based Electro-optical Deep Space
Surveillance [GEODSS] system telescopes have pro-
vided the most extensive data to date. A total of 81

hours of data have been processed and show 622 sat-
ellite crossings. The sensor, an Ebsicon large-format
vidicon tube with one stage of intensification, inter-
cepts a field of 1.6 x 1.2 deg on a side,

These tapes are screened and measured at JSC.
The time, rate, and direction of each satellite event
allow detailed identification with known objects in
the Space Command Catalog (SCC). The diameter of
each object may be calculated from its brightness and
an assumed mean albedo (reflectivity). These optical
diameters may then be compared with the radar-
derived diameters for objects on the SCC to confirm or
adjust the assumed mean albedo. The mean albedo
found by this method has a surprisingly low value of
0.08.

It is suspected, but not fully confirmed, that
mean albedo varies among the various debris swarms
that have resulted from the breakup of individual
rockets and satellites. This may give a clue as to the
cause of such breakups in those cases where the cause
is unknown. Such information is important in

preventing future breakups The mean albedo also is
important as a parameter which is required to
convert optical brightness to diameter for those
objects not found in the SCC. This datum makes it

possible to evaluate the completeness of the SCC as a
function of particle diameter. The results are shown
in the first figure. Here, it is clear that, for
diameters of 1 m and greater, the SCC is essentially
complete but that, for smaller diameters, the
completeness gradually diminishes with size until,
in the 10 to 20 cm range, we find the SCC is only 30
percent complete. Over all diameters, the optically-
derived number of debris particles down to a limit of
10 cm is twice the number found in the SCC.

The charge coupled device debris telescope

(CCDDT) and the LENZAR are portable telescopes
used by JSC staff to observe specific debris groups to
study mean albedo, phase angle effects, and tumble
rates. The CCDDT, which uses a charge coupled
device (CCD) sensor, was especially designed for this
work and has replaced the LENZAR. The CCD
detector has greater sensitivity, stability, and accu-
racy than the vidicon sensors, and, when used in the
time delay integration (TDI) mode, can reach to very
small particle diameters considering the telescope

aperture.
In the TDI mode, the CCD chip is rotated so

that the pixel columns line up roughly with the ex-
pected motion of the satellite image, and the electron
bins are read out along the columns at a rate ad-
justed to equal the motion of the image. Thus,
satellite photons are concentrated on only a few pix-
els, and very faint objects may be detected.

If the satellite is expected to be of more than
minimal brightness, the chip rotation is intention-
ally misaligned by a few degrees so the images will
drift over several columns. The resulting short
streak gives a light curve from which the tumble
period of the object may be determined. An example
of the TDI image of a tumbling satellite is shown in
the second figure.

The CCDDT data are still being analyzed.

However, one of the preliminary results is a measure
of the brightness increase found for objects as they
move from a solar phase angle of 90 ° (analogous to a
first quarter Moon) to a solar phase of 60 ° (analogous
to the Moon's being between first quarter and full).
The derived value, 1.4, is considerably lower than
the value of 1.9 given by the up-to-now accepted
Lambert phase function. Since the phase function is
also a factor in converting brightness to diameter,
this result should give improved statistical results in
future diameter calculations. The experience gained
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inoperatingCCD detectorsisexpectedtoleadtotheir

use in much larger telescopesdesigned to detect

debrisparticlesin the I to 10 cm range. One such

telescopecurrentlyunder studyisa low-costmercury

mirror telescopewith an aperture of 3 m. This

telescopewould be capable of detectingdebris

particlesassmallas 2cm diameter.

OPTICAL TELESCOPES USED TO OBSERVE ORBITAL DEBRIS

Telescope Location

ETS Socorro,NM

GEODSS Maul, Ha.

Diego Garcia

SOl New Brunswick

CCDDT (Portable)

LENZAR (Portable)

Aperture F! Sensor LIM Mag LIM Diam

(cm) (static) (cm)**

79 5.0 Vidicon 16.5 8

100 2.2 Vidicon 16.0 10

61 16.0 Photomult.

32 1.3 CCD 14.5 10

22 1.3 Vidicon 12.5 70

*- ETS denotestheExperimentalTestSystem operatedby theMIT LincolnLabs;GEODSS denotesthe

Ground-basedElectro-opticalDeep Space Surveillancesystemoperatedby theU.S.SpaceCommand;

SOl denotesthespaceobjectidentificationtelescopeoperatedby theCanadian Air Force;CCDDT

denotesthechargecoupleddevicedebristelescopeoperatedby theNASA Johnson Space Center(JSC);
and LENZAR denotesa low-light-leve!vidiconsensorbuiltby theLenzar Corporationand used byJSC.

**-The quoteddiameterisforan albedoof0.1and adistanceof400 kin.
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Thefrequency of objectsasa function of diameter. The objectsidentified inthe SCCare indicatedby "1" andobjects

notfound inthe SCCare indicatedby "N." The numbersgivethe ratio of the identified to the total objects;i.e., the

completenessfactor for the SCC.The non-catalogobjectswith diameters greater than 1 m are probably objects inthe

classified"analyst satellite" list to which we do not have access.
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A sample satellite image taken in the TDI mode. Background stars appear as long streaks, while the satellite image is a short trail. The

periodic brightness fluctuation indicates that the object
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Orbital Debris Radar Measurements

PI: EugeneG.Stansbery/SN3
John F.Stanley/SN3

ReferenceSSS6

The objectiveof the Orbital Debris Radar

Measurements Projectat the NASA Johnson Space
Center istocharacterizethe orbiteddebrisenviron-

ment fordebrissizesdown toIcm diameteratSpace

Station altitudesusing high-power, short-wave-

lengthradars.The effortincludescollecting,analyz-

ing,and interpretingradar data,and modeling the

relationshipbetween the number of debrisobjects

detectedby the radar as well as the actualor true

populationofdebrisinorbit.

Thisprojecthas made extensiveuse oftheexist-

ing Haystack radar (shown inthecutaway figure)in

the near term to collectdata to supportthe Space
Station shieldingrequirements definition.Hay-

stack,locatednear Boston,Mass.,can detect~1 cm

diameter objectsat altitudesof 500 km and with

inclinationsdown to 28° by pointingsouth at an

elevationangleof10°above thehorizon.In thelong-

term, data from the ground-based radar X-band,

currentlyin the development stage,or some other

near-equatorialradar willbe used to monitor the
orbitaldebrisenvironment in low-Earthorbitand

determine itsdistributionin size,altitude,inclina-

tion,and eccentricity.

The Haystack radarcollectsorbitaldebrisdata

by "parking"the radarbeam sothatdebriswillran-

domly pass through the beam and be detected.This

operationalmode isdifferentfrom the normal Hay-

stacktrackingmode. Normal calibrationtechniques

developedfortrackingare not sufficientforcalibra-

tion of "beam park" operations. New calibration

techniqueshave been developedand implemented on
Haystack appropriateformeasurement oftheorbital

debrisflux. Approximately 200 hours of orbital

debrisdata atHaystack were collectedinOctoberto
December 1990. An additional1000 hours of data

willbe collectedduringthe remainder offiscalyear
1991 (FY 1991).

The radio energy reflectedfrom an objectis

characterizedby the object'sradar cross section
(RCS) and scintillationcharacteristics.The RCS

does not have a 1:1relationshipwith physicalsize,
however. Instead,RCS and scintillationare func-

tionsof the object's shape, material composition, ori-
entation in the radar beam, and object size-to-radar
wavelength ratio. It is impossible to determine these
parameters absolutely for any individual on-orbit

debris object with a single radar measurement.

Therefore,itisnecessarytodevelopa statistical

relationshipofobjectsizeand shape with RCS and
scintillation.This task has threemain thrusts:to

model numericallythe RCS of small, irregularly

shaped objects;tomeasure theRCS ofknown objects

from ground breakup testsunder controlledcondi-

tionsat an RCS measurement range;and to make
simultaneous measurements at differentwave-

lengthsoforbitingdebrisobjects.

Accomplishments during FY 1990 include 11

simulateddebrisobjectswhich have been measured

at RCS ranges operated by Systems Planning

Corporationand by the Houston Advanced Research

Center withan additional31 objectstobe measured

in FY 1991. Over 100 on-orbitdebrisobjectsand

intactsatelliteswere trackedsimultaneouslyusing

the four radars operatingat the Kiernan Reentry

Measurements Sitelocatedon Kwajalein Atoll(seen

in the secondfigure)in an experiment conductedin

October1990.Nineteen oftheseobjectswere tracked

simultaneouslywithan opticaltelescope.
Futureprospectsalsoavailthemselves.The re-

lationshipbetween the fluxoforbitaldebrisobjects

detectedby an individualradar and the actualor

true fluxthat passes through the radar beam be-

comes more complicatedas theradar signalstrength

returnedfrom an objectapproachesthe background

noiselevelofthe radar. A radarperformance model

isbeing developedwhich willpredictprobabilityof

detectionand falsealarm ratefordebrisusing the

detectioncriteriaused by the radar and the statis-

ticalRCS versusphysicalsizeand scintillationrela-

tionshipsdiscussedabove.

Cutaway drawing of the Haystack radome showing the 30 m

diameter radar dish. Along with orbital debris measurements,

Haystack also is used for radio astronomy and radar imaging of

satellites.
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Photograph of the Kiernan Reentry Measurement Site located on Kwajalein Atoll. The site has four radars which operate at six sep-

arate wavelengths ranging from 193 to 1 cm.

ORIGINAL PAGE
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Hypervelocity Impact (HVI) Effects on

Materials

PI: Eric L. Christiansen/SN3

Reference SSS 7

Meteoroids historically have been a spacecraft

design consideration. On the other hand, orbital de-

bris is a new and growing threat to spacecraft and
structures in low-Earth orbit. Debris and meteoroid

relative impact velocities range up to 15 and 72 km/

sec, respectively. Efficient techniques for protecting

large, long-duration space assets from orbital debris

and meteoroid impacts are mandatory because con-

ventional shielding approaches, such as the two-

sheet "Whipple" shield, require a substantial weight
penalty.

Development of advanced shielding materials

and concepts has been the subject of an intensive
research effort. Primary objectives of this effort are

to reduce shielding weight and increase protection

capability. Other important considerations are to
minimize generation of secondary debris produced by

hypervelocity impact (HVI) on shield surfaces, and to

provide capability to increment (or "augment")

shielding protection over time.

Weight reductions of 50 percent compared to

conventional Whipple shields have been demonstra-

ted in impact tests at the NASA Johnson Space Cen-

ter (JSC) Hypervelocity Impact Research Laboratory

for several advanced shield concepts. Two concepts -
the multishock (MS) shield and the mesh double-

bumper (MDB) shield - show particular promise in

laboratory testing. However, current HVI facilities
are limited to test velocities of less than 9 km/sec.

Accomplishments in fiscal year 1990 include an

assessment of shield performance over the full range

of expected impact conditions, which must be accom-

plished before on-orbit application. Mathematical

models have been developed for predicting perfor-

mance of the MS and MDB shields beyond test con-

ditions. These models predict that the MS and MDB

shielding concepts will be more efficient than the

conventional Whipple shield under all impact
conditions.

To verify protection capability beyond test con-

ditions, additional computer analysis using finite-

element hydrocode models is in progress at JSC. An

example of hydrocode simulation during 1990 for an
HVI on an MS shield is shown in the figure.
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Lunar Meteorites

Ph Marilyn M. Lindstrom/SN2
Reference SSS 8

The discovery of the first lunar meteorites

(ALHA91005) in 1982 was of major importance to
both lunar science and meteoritics. It was the first

meteorite from a known parent body, and it provided

new information from a random site on the lunar

surface to supplement the results of Apollo and lunar
missions. In the past 8 years, a total of 11 meteorites

of undoubted lunar origin have been discovered; all

are housed in the United States and Japanese Ant-

arctic meteorite collections. The past year has been

particularly exciting, marked with the discovery of
the largest lunar meteorite, anorthositic breccia

(MAC88105), from the lunar highlands and of four
basaltic meteorites from the lunar mare.

MAC881-5 (first figure) and its companion

meteorite MAC881-4 have been studied by an inter-

national consortium led by the Johnson Space Center

(JSC) Antarctic Meteorite Curator. The samples are

anorthositic polymict breccias similar in many re-

spects to the first five lunar meteorites. All aspects
of the petrology, bulk composition, and isotopic char-

acteristics (except cosmic-ray exposure histories) are
similar to those of some lunar breccias from Apol-

lo 16 and Luna 20, the only sample return missions

which visited typical lunar highlands.
MAC88105 and other anorthositic lunar mete-

orites are plagioclase-rich, complex breccias which

contain fragments of glass, minerals, highland rocks
of several different types, and rare mare basalts.

Their bulk compositions reflect their plagioclase-rich

character. They are Ca- and Al-rich and Ma- and

K-poor rocks with moderately low and variable Fe

and Mg. Compatible trace elements strongly support
a lunar origin. Like lunar samples, Mn is low and
the Fe/Mn ratio falls on the Earth-Moon trend. In-

compatible element concentrations are low compared

to Apollo polymict breccias, indicating a very small

KREEP (potassium, rare-earth elements, and phos-

phorus) component, but MAC88105 has the highest
REE (rare-earth elements) of anorthositic lunar me-

teorites. Isotopic characteristics also are indicative
of a lunar origin. Oxygen isotope composition falls

on the Earth-Moon trend. Radiogenic isotopes yield

crystallization ages of 3.9 to 4.0 billion years, typical

of lunar polymict breccias. Noble gas isotopes sug-

gest a solar wind contribution, while cosmogenic nu-
clides indicate complex exposure histories, both on

the Moon and in space.

We also have studied two of the basaltic lunar

meteorites discovered in 1990 - EE87521 (second

figure) and Y793274 - both of which are basaltic
breccias. The other two basaltic meteorites - Asuka

31 and Y793169 - are coarse-grained mare gabbros
which have been announced but not studied in detail.

The two basaltic breccias have complex textures but

are dominated by mafic minerals, olivine, and py-

roxene with subordinant plagioclase. Their mineral

and bulk compositions are very similar to those of

lunar very low titanium (VLT) basalts from Apol-

lo 17 and Luna24 except that they have higher in-

compatible element concentrations, which may
reflect a small amount of KREEP component. We

have shown that Y793274 is a mixture of highlands

rocks with 75 percent magnesian VLT basalt like

that at Apollo 17, while EE87521 is essentially pure
ferroan VLT basalt like that at Luna24 The

markedly different basalt components and large dis-
tance between sample locations make it unlikely

that the two analyzed basaltic meteorites were from

the same impact.
The table is a summary of the 11 lunar mete-

orites. Samples thought to be paired - i.e., to rep-
resent the same meteorite (e.g., MAC881-4 and

MAC881-5), or at least to be from the same impact -

are given on the same line. Thus, the seven anor-
thositic lunar meteorites reduce to just four mete-

orites, while the four basaltic lunar meteorites are
all distinct.

Studies of lunar meteorites and Apollo-Luna

samples are aimed at understanding the nature and
evolution of the lunar crust. The lunar meteorites

are assumed to be random samples from several

sites, while the Apollo samples were carefully selec-

ted samples from specific sites. A comparison of the
lunar meteorites to results of the Apollo-Luna mis-

sions leads to important contradictions. The 50-50

proportions of anorthositic-basaltic lunar meteorites
contrasts strongly with the 83-17 distribution of
anorthositic-basaltic terrains derived from Apollo

photogeologic mapping. The VLT basalt is the dom-
inant basalt type in lunar meteorites, yet it is com-

mon only at the Luna 24 site, just one of the nine
sites visited.

Resolution of these contradictions requires

more data and may mean that one of our funda-

mental assumptions is wrong. We may be misled by
the statistics of small numbers of lunar meteorites,

or the lunar meteorites may not be random samples

from several sites but may represent only a couple of

impacts. Conversely, the results of Apollo-Luna mis-

sions may not be representative of the lunar crust,

since they were collected from an area representing
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less than 5 percent of the lunar surface. More studies

of lunar meteorites would be helpful in resolving

these contradictions, but the ultimate answer lies in

a renewed exploration of the Moon, both by more

detailed global remote sensing and detailed geologic

exploration. Understanding the surface of the Moon

is important for planning a lunar outpost, and

studies of lunar meteorites are contributing new in-
formation on the nature of the lunar crust.

Lunar Meteorites

Discovery Location/Number Classification/Weightg

1982 Allan Hills

81005

1984 Yamato

791197

1985-87 Yamato 82192/

3/86032

1987" Yamato

793274

1989 MacAlpine Hills
88104/5

1989"* Elephant Moraine
87521

1990 Asuka 31

1990" Yamato 793169

anorthositic

breccia

anorthositic

breccia

anorthositic

breccla

basaltic

breccm

anorthositic

breccla

basaltic

breccla

31

52

37/27/
648

9

61/662

31

mare gabbro 442

mare gabbro 6

* Y793274 was classified as a lunar anorthositic reg-
olith breccia in 1987, but was found to be a basalt-
rich breccia in 1990.

** EE87521 and Y793169 originally were classified
as eucrites.

Meteorite MAC881-5.

Two basaltic lunar meteorites- EE87521 and Y793274.
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The Angrite Meteorites: New Insights

Pl: J.H.Jones/SN2

Reference SSS 9

The following is a result of some NASA Johnson

Space Center (JSC) research on angrite meteorites.

The angrite meteorites are enigmatic. Angrites are

very rare "basaltic" meteorites (basalts are rocks that

crystallized from a melt - a process described as ig-

neous} that have unusual chemistries and primitive

isotopic signatures. In fact, only three occurrences of

angrites are known. The first known angrite, Angra

dos Reis (a meteorite from Brazil, abbreviated as

AdoR), does not closely resemble the other two ang-

rites that were found in Antarctica; and, in many

ways, the Antarctic angrites do not resemble each

other. However, all angrites contain silicate mine-

rals - pyroxene, olivine, and anorthite - whose com-

position is similar in all three angrites.

What is the origin of these strange rocks, and

how are they related to each other? Are angrites

truly rare in the solar system, or should we expect

angrite compositions to be relatively common?
We will summarize here some of the new and

interesting results that have emerged from the study

ofangrites. To anticipate our conclusions, we suggest
that angrites are not so strange as was once thought.

It may even be that we should expect to find angrite

basalts on a common basis as we continue to explore

the mysteries of the asteroid belt.
The first concerted effort to understand (what at

that time was) the only angrite was made in the mid-

1970's by Klaus Keil (U. of New Mexico; presently, U.
of Hawaii), who organized a consortium effort (the

AdoRables) to decipher the history of AdoR. Two

major conclusions of the AdoRables were that

• AdoR was a nearly monomineralic pyroxene cu-

mulate; i.e., a concentrated collection of pyrox-

enes that crystallized from a melt (Marty Prinz

and collaborators, U. of New Mexico; see figure);
and

• The 87Sr/86Sr isotopic ratio at the time of this

crystallization event was the lowest ever measur-

ed for an igneous rock (Gerald Wasserburg and

collaborators, Caltech).

The significance of a low Sr isotopic ratio is that 87Sr

is produced continually by 87Rb, a radioactive ele-
ment that decays to 87Sr with a 50 billion year half

life. The older the rock, the less 87Sr there was at the

time the rock crystallized and the lower the 87Sr/86Sr

ratio at that time. Thus, as a result of this intense

consortium study, AdoR was viewed as an accumu-

lation of crystals from a basaltic liquid that was very

old - about 4.6 billion years old, the age of the solar

system.
Not all these data fit this standard model for

AdoR. In 1981, John Jones (then at Caltech) noted

that pyroxene efficiently excluded uranium but that

AdoR was comparatively uranium-rich. Jones sug-
gested that AdoR originally contained significant

amounts of trapped silicate melt between the pyr-

oxene crystals, implicitly assuming that subsequent
heating had erased any easily recognizable traces of

this trapped liquid. In 1989, Allan Treiman (Boston

U.) took this notion one step further and suggested

that trapped melt could be a major component of the

pyroxene itself. If Treiman's model is true, distin-

guishing between the original pyroxene crystals and

the trapped liquid might be difficult. A variety of

experiments by Treiman, Gary Lofgren (NASA]JSC),

and Ed Stolper (Caltech) indicated that this was a

possible interpretation.

Another model for the origin of angrites was

announced by Marty Prinz (American Museum of

Natural History) in 1988. Prinz noted that the com-

positions of the pyroxenes in AdoR (which are rich in
Al and Ti and are dubbed fassaitic) resembled those

in refractory Ca-, Al-rich inclusions in some carbona-

ceous chondrites (chondrites are primitive meteo-
rites unaffected by igneous processes). Prinz felt that

the characteristics of AdoR were best explained if the
parent material were rich in these refractory inclu-

sions which were later melted. Prinz viewed the ang-

rites not as planetary differentiates but as primitive

matter that was only one or two steps removed from

the beginning of the solar system.
Thus, by the end of the 1980's, a number of

models for the origin of angrites had been put forth.

Even if no real consensus had been reached, the com-

plexity of AdoR's past had been recognized and there

was a need to choose between competing models.
The Antarctic ice sheets are a veritable trea-

sure trove for meteoriticists. By the late 1980's, two

more angrites had been discovered in Antarctica.
They were grouped with AdoR, not because they

were identical (far from it; see figure), but because

the chemical composition of the minerals in these

rocks resembled that in AdoR. Instead of being mon-

omineralic fassaitic pyroxene, the first new angrite,

LEW86010, was comprised of subequal amounts of

fassaitic pyroxene, Ca-rich olivine, and anorthite.
Ca-rich olivine is also a minor component of AdoR,
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but anorthite in AdoR isvery rare (ifpresent at all).

Thus, the mineral compositions generally agreed

even if their proportions did not. Like AdoR,

LEW86010 also had very primitive Sr isotopicratios

and, more importantly, itsoxygen isotopiccomposi-

tionagreed with that ofAdoR.

This lastobservation is important because, for

the last 15 years, meteoriticistshave used the ratios

of the isotopes of oxygen to help classifymeteorites.

This work is primarily carried out by Bob Clayton

(U. of Chicago). Iftwo meteorites appear to be re-

lated, the firstmajor test applied is that of oxygen

isotopes. Ifthe meteorites are indeed related,their

oxygen signatures should be similar. This isthe case

forthe angrites that were subjected tothat test.

The newest member of the angrite clan is

LEW87051. Unlike the other angrites, itis rich in

olivine.LEW87051 contains many crystalsofolivine

set in a ground mass of crystals that is chemically

similar to the bulk composition of LEW86010. Oxy-

gen isotopetaxonomy has not been performed yet on

this sample, so, technically,LEW87051 is a "prob-

able" angrite. Interestingly, the oxygen isotopic

composition ofthe angrites isindistinguishablefrom

that of the eucrites, another group of igneous
meteorites.

What have we learned from these new angrite

finds? First,more isotopicwork has been done and

several investigators [e.g.,Larry Nyquist (NASA/

JSC) and Gunther Lugmair (U. of California, San

Diego),and theircollaborators]have discovered that

the initialstrontium isotopiccomposition ofthe ang-

rites,while stilllow, isnot as primitive as was once

thought and is indistinguishable from that of the
eucrites.

Second, Gordon McKay (NASA/JSC), Gislaine

Crozaz (Washington U.), and their colleagues have

found that LEW86010 formed under relativelyoxi-

dizing conditions. Eu isan element that can change

itschemical behavior, depending upon how oxidizing

the ambient conditions are. McKay and Crozaz,

comparing detailed laboratory experiments with ion

microprobe analyses of LEW86010, have used the

chemistry of Eu todefine the conditions under which

angrites crystallized.In comparison toeucrites,ang-

rites crystallizedunder conditions about 100 times

more oxidizing.

We hope we have conveyed the idea that

angrites are odd - distinctlyodd. No other igneous

meteorites have fassaiticpyroxene as a major com-

ponent or Ca-rich olivine. Such rocks are extremely

rare on Earth and are not known at allon the Moon.

Where do these strange rocks come from, and how

did they form? The new angrites and, perhaps, AdoR

as well seem to represent liquidcompositions. How

were these melts generated?

One possible resolutiontothe originofangrites

has come from experimental work at JSC. Amy

Jurewicz, Dave Mittlefehldt,and I have performed

partial melting experiments on a carbonaceous

chondrite. This seriesofexperiments was performed

at a constant temperature (1200°C) but at different

redox conditions. The more reducing experiments

(with Fe metal present) were intended to mimic the
conditions under which eucrites formed. The more

oxidizing conditions were intended to reproduce ap-

proximately the redox conditions inferred for ang-

ritesby McKay and Crozaz. The results were sur-

prising. At reducing conditions,the melts resembled

eucrites. At oxidizing conditions, the melts were

similar to angrites. Except for the Fe/Mg ratio

(which can vary from planet to planet), the melts

produced in our most oxidizing experiments were

extremely similar in chemical composition to

LEW86010. Additionally,the olivinesleftbehind in

the melting process were enriched in Ca and resem-

bled the olivines in olivine-richLEW87051. Appar-

ently,by simply changing the redox conditions,itis

possible to produce eucrite-likebasalts and angrite-

likebasalts on the same planet. Perhaps thisobser-

vation can explain some of the isotopicsimilarities

between eucritesand angrites.

As we have continually emphasized, angrites

are rare. However, carbonaceous chondrites such as

Allende are not so rare, and several varieties are

known. Based on our experiments, partial melting

events on carbonaceous chondrite parent bodies are

just as likelyto produce angritic basalts as eucritic

basalts. Consequently, we suspect that angrites may

not be as rare in the solar system as we once

believed. When we eventually explore the asteroid

belt and document itsgeologicalvariety,we suspect

that angrites will be a prominent component of the

igneous rocks there. The sooner our prediction can

be tested,the better.
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The angrite meteorite, Angra dos Reis (AdoR), grouped with two other angrite$ found

in Antarctica in the 1980's. Marry Prinz and collaborators, University of New Mexico,

part of a consortium effort to decipher AdoR.
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Europium in Mare Basalts: Support for

a Global Lunar Magma Ocean?

PI: Gordon McKay/SN2
Reference SSS 10

Experimentation in geochemistry is incomplete

without a satisfactory story or theoretical model re-

counting the origin and history of the Earth and its

Moon. That this story is still incomplete is a focus of

Johnson Space Center (JSC) research, one version of

which is the following result of reassessing orthodox
opinion about the Earth's nearest neighbor.

One dramatic scientific result of the Apollo

Program was the discovery of evidence suggesting

that the early Moon was largely or completely mol-

ten. According to this hypothesis, the surface of the
Moon once consisted of an incandescent "ocean" of

red-hot silicate melt, or magma. As this magma
ocean cooled, minerals began to crystallize, much

like ice forming in a freezing pond. Some minerals,

such as the Ca-Al silicate called plagioclase, were

lighter than the magma. Like ice, these minerals

floated to the surface to form "rockbergs" which
eventually coalesced to form the lunar crust. Other

minerals, such as the Fe-Mg silicates olivine and

pyroxene, were denser than the magma. Like stones

dropped into a pond, these minerals sank to the

bottom of the magma ocean to accumulate in a thick
layer called the lunar mantle. These basic elements

of the magma-ocean hypothesis are illustrated sche-

matically in figure 1.

According to the hypothesis, later reheating

and melting of the olivine and pyroxene in the lunar

mantle produced Fe-rich molten lavas. These lavas

migrated upward and erupted through huge systems

of fissures to flood low-lying areas of the lunar sur-

face. The lavas solidified to form broad, dark plains
over much of the nearside of the Moon; these plains
are the dark areas on the face of the Moon visible to

us with the naked eye. They are called "maria" or
seas, and their rocks are called "mare" basalts.

Support for the magma-ocean hypothesis comes

from the seemingly arcane study of a group of chem-

ically-related elements called the rare-earth ele-

ments. These elements have two felicitous proper-
ties which make them diagnostic of certain geochem-

ical processes. First, their chemical behavior is so

similar that most of the rare earths are not easily

separated from one another by common geological

and geochemical processes. Hence, their relative
abundances in most materials are similar to those in

primitive, unprocessed solar system material (such
as chondritic meteorites). Second, there is a fortu-

nate exception to the above generalization. The

chemical behavior of one of these elements, europ-
ium (Eu), is different from the others under certain

conditions, so that the abundance of Eu in a rock or
mineral relative to the other rare-earth elements

holds clues to the processes that have affected that
rock or mineral.

Crystallization of plagioclase from a magma is

one process that greatly affects relative Eu abun-

dances. Plagioclase has a much greater affinity for

Eu than for any other rare-earth element. Hence,

crystallization ofplagioclase from a magma will pref-

erentially extract Eu from that magma: the plagio-
clase will be enriched in Eu relative to the other rare

earths, and the magma will be depleted.
Until recently, most geochemists believed that

the minerals olivine and pyroxene would not prefer-
entially exclude or include Eu, so that crystallization

of these minerals should not change the abundance

of Eu relative to the other rare earths in a crystalliz-

ing magma. Minerals lacking a strong affinity for or
aversion to Eu will have the same ratio of Eu to the

other rare earths as the magma from which those

minerals crystallized. Moreover, any lava formed by

the subsequent remelting of such minerals will in-

herit the ratio that typified the original magma.
This understanding of the behavior of the rare

earths during crystallization of a magma is one of the

cornerstones of the lunar magma-ocean theory. The

mare-basalt lavas were depleted in Eu relative to the

other rare earths. Experimental melting studies

have established that these lavas formed by melting
of olivine and pyroxene in the lunar mantle. Thus,

the olivine and pyroxene in the lunar mantle must

also be depleted in Eu. How did this depletion arise?

According to the magma-ocean theory, it arose be-

cause crystallization of plagioclase in a magma ocean

and flotation of this plagioclase into the crust form-

ing at the top of the ocean removed Eu from the mag-

ma and enriched it in the crust. The olivine and py-
roxene of the lunar mantle subsequently crystallized

from the Eu-depleted magma, inheriting its deple-
tion. This depletion, in turn, was passed along to the

mare basalt lavas formed by later remelting of the

olivine and pyroxene.

This scenario is particularly appealing because

it ties together the rare-earth abundances in mare

basalts and in the rocks of the lunar crust in a single,

simple theory. Thus, the complementary depletion of
Eu in the mare basalts and enrichment in the rocks

of the lunar crust (fig. 2) was a fundamental
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observation that led to the magma-ocean hypothesis.

This hypothesis is currently widely accepted among
lunar scientists. Occasionally, however, a few have

questioned the theory, and some have proposed that
early melting on the Moon was never "oceanic" in
scale.

The most recent outbreak of this differing point
of view came from scientists at the South Dakota

School of Mines. Using a new, ultra-sensitive tech-
nique for measuring rare-earth element abundances
in individual mineral grains, they noted that pyrox-
ene showed a surprisingly large depletion in Eu rela-
tive to the other rare-earth elements. They sugges-
ted that this depletion was due to a previously unrec-
ognized tendency ofpyroxene to exclude Eu, and fur-
ther suggested that the Eu depletion of the mare
basaltlavas was not inheritedfrom an Eu-depleted

magma ocean afterall,but insteadwas producedas a

resultofthisintrinsicpropertyofpyroxene.

Geochemists commonly quantify a mineral's

affinityfor,or aversionto,a givenelement interms

ofmineral/meltpartitioncoefficients.A partitionco-

efficientissimplytheconcentrationofan element in

a mineral dividedby the concentrationof the ele-

ment in the silicateliquidfrom which the mineral

crystallized.Ifthe partitioncoefficientsfortwo dif-
ferentelementsina mineralare thesame, thatmin-

eralhas no tendencytoexcludeorincludeone ofthe
elements relativeto the other,and the ratioof the
two elementsshouldbe the same inthemineralasin

the magma from which itcrystallized.Partitionco-
efficientscan be used in mathematical "models" or

calculationstosimulatecrystallizationofthemagma

ocean or meltingofmantle rocks.Using thesemod-
els,the hypothesisof magma-ocean crystallization

and remeltingofthe lunar mantle toform mare ba-
saltlavascan be tested.

Using pyroxene/meltpartitioncoefficientsde-

rivedfrom theiranalysesor rare-earthelements in

individualpyroxene grains in mare basalts,the
South Dakota SchoolofMines scientistsdevelopeda

model of magma-ocean crystallizationand subse-
quent remeltingofthe lunar mantle. Their model

produced lava compositionshaving relativeEu de-

pletionssimilarto those of the real mare lavas,

withoutthe necessityofremoving plagioclasebefore

the olivineand pyroxene ofthe mantle had crystal-
lized.If this model were to survive scientific scrut-

iny, it would weaken one of the fundamental ar-
guments supporting the magma-ocean hypothesis.

A potential flaw in their arguments is that the
South Dakota scientists could not prove that the Eu
depletion they measured in mare basalt pyroxene
was a result of the intrinsic ability of pyroxene to

discriminatebetween Eu and other rare earths,as

opposed to reflectinga preexistingEu depletionin

the magma from which the pyroxene crystallized.

Using partitioncoefficientsderivedfrom otherstud-

ies,scientistsfrom Indiana Universityproduced a
mathematical model similarto that of the South

Dakota group - except that the calculatedbasalt

compositionshad much smallerEu depletionsthan

were actuallyobserved in mare basalts.Hence, the

Indiana scientistsconcludedthatremoval of plagi-

oclasepriortothe crystallizationofthe olivineand

pyroxene in the lunar mantle was in factnecessary
tomatch themare-basaltEu depletion,thussupport-

ing themagma-ocean hypothesis.

Controversyhingedon exactlyhow stronglypy-
roxene can exclude Eu relativeto the other rare

earths. In most studiesthat have addressed this

question,workers have reliedon decade-oldvalues

forpyroxene partitioncoefficients,particularlyval-

ues measured in rock-meltingexperimentsby work-

ers at the Universityof Oregon. Those measure-

ments indicatedlittletendency forpyroxene to ex-

cludeEu preferentially.However, experimentaland

analyticaltechniqueshave improved considerablyin
recentyears,raisingthe possibilitythatnew mea-

surements might resolvethiscontroversy. There-
fore,we recentlyremeasured pyroxene/melt parti-

tion coefficients.Our JSC results(fig.3) showed

that,assuggestedby the South Dakota group,pyrox-

ene does indeedhave a significantcapacityto ex-
cludeEu relativetotheotherrareearths.

However, theoriginoftheEu anomaly inmare

basaltsisstillunsettled.Using our new pyroxene

partitioncoefficients,the Indianagroup recomputed

theirearliermodels. Iftheyallowedno plagioclase

removal priorto crystallizationof olivineand py-
roxene,they could indeed match the Eu depletion

observedinthe naturalbasalts,but onlyby starting

with unreasonably high overallrare-earthabun-

dancesin themagma ocean. Iftherewere priorpla-

gioclaseremoval,theircalculationswere abletopro-
duce rare-earthabundances similartothoseobserv-

ed in mare basaltsusinga reasonablestartingcom-

positionforthe magma ocean.But theonlyway they
could match the rare-earthelement abundances in

natural basaltswith no priorplagioclaseremoval

and reasonable magma-ocean initialrare-earth

abundances,was to use pyroxene partitioncoeffici-
entsmuch differentfrom theoneswe measured.

Could the actualpartitioncoefficientvaluesin

the lunarmantle be similartothoserequiredby the

Indiana model? Possibly. Our experiments were

done at low pressure,whereas the lunar mantle

mineralscrystallizedand remeltedat highpressure,
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deep within the interior of the Moon. The effect of
pressure on partition coefficients is not yet known,
but must be studied before the final chapter in this
story can be written. We are beginning such a study.
In the meantime, it appears that the magma-ocean

hypothesis, including the requirement for crystal-
lization of plagioclase prior to crystallization of the
minerals of the lunar mantle, is still intact.
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Schematic cross section of the early Moon, illustrating basic

aspects of the magma-ocean hypothesis. According to this

hypothesis, the outer pert of the early Moon consisted of a

global "ocean" of red-hot silicate melt, or magma. As this

magma cooled, minerals crystallized. Light minerals, especially

plagioclase, floated to the top of the ocean to form the lunar

crust, while dense minerals, such as olivine and pyroxene, sank

to the bottom of the ocean to form the mantle.
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Rare-earth element abundances in three lunar mare basalts

and in the average lunar highlands crust composition. (Apollo

15 Green Glass is an especially primitive form of mare basaltic

lava, found as small glass beads which scientists think were

formed by rapid cooling of lava droplets in incandescent "fire

fountains'.) Abundances of rare earths have been normalized

to chondritic meteorites to produce "smooth = patterns for

elements other than Eu. The rare earths are plotted in order of

increasing atomic number because, except for Eu, their

chemical properties correlate smoothly with their atomic

number. The "bump" at Eu in highlands crust abundance

pattern is an Eu enrichment caused by the accumulation of

plagioclase through flotation during the formation of the lunar

crust. This bump is matched by a complementary "dip" or Eu

depletion for the mare bacalt samples. The traditional

interpretation of this depletion is that is was inherited from

the depletion of Eu in the magma ocean due to crystallization

and flotation of plagioclase to form the highlands crust. These

complementary Eu enrichments and depletions are one of the

major lines of evidence supporting the magma-ocean

hypothesis.
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Rare-earth element partition coefficient patterns for pyroxene.

Partition coefficients indicate the relative tendency of

elements to be incorporated in a mineral crystallizing from a

silicate melt. Partition coefficients for closely related elements,

such as the rare earths, are often plotted together in diagrams

such as this so that any systematic behavior or pattern in their

partitioning behavior will be evident. Both partition

coefficient patterns in this diagram indicate that pyroxene has

a tendency to incorporate rare earths on the right side of the

diagram (those with higher atomic number) to a greater extent

than those on the left, a trait long known to geochemists. The

older partition coefficient pattern measured by University of

Oregon scientists indicated little capacity for pyroxene to

separate Eu from the adjacent elements in the diagram.

However, the newer pattern, from our recent work, shows a

pronounced "dip" at Eu, indicating that pyroxene has a much

larger tendency to discriminate between Eu and neighboring

rare-earth elements than was formerly believed. Implications

of this tendency for the magma-ocean hypothesis are

discussed in the text.
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Space Transportation Technology

Activities conducted at the Johnson Space
Center (JSC) which address Space Transportation
Technology are predominantly sponsored by the

Advanced Program Development Division within the
Office of Space Flight. The objectives of these efforts
are focused toward increasing the operability and
capability of the Space Shuttle, developing an
architecture and technology base for future human
transportation systems, and evolving the technol-
ogies associated with space servicing.

The research and technology (R&T) accom-
plishments in fiscal year 1990 (FY 1990) included
significant enhancements to the operational systems
supporting the Space Shuttle, as well as continued
progress in developing the systems and critical tech-
nologies needed to enable permanent human
presence in space. Technical progress at JSC was
demonstrated in numerous technology areas, includ-
ing spaceflight systems, training, computer simula-
tion, expert systems, guidance and control, commun-
ication and tracking, and on-orbit operations. These
technologies are essential for the development and
operation of safe and reliable human transportation
systems that will be required to support the NASA
objectives for Space Station Freedom (SSF) and
future planetary exploration programs. The para-
graphs that follow highlightspecifictechnology

accomplishments inFY 1990 and discussthe contin-
uing studiesthat providedirectionfor other R&T

activity.Reportson selectedtasksfollowthissum-

mary and are intendedtoillustratethe diversityof

technologiesunder investigation.

Advanced Operations

FlightoperationsystemsintheMissionControl
Center (MCC) have been one focus of technoogy

applicationsat JSC directed toward increasing

efficiencyand reducing cost. Dramatic improve-

ments in the abilityofflightcontrollersto monitor

theironboard systems have been realizedthrough

implementation of the Real Time Data System

(RTDS). The RTDS projecthas establisheda low cost

telemetrymonitoringcapabilitywhich providesreal-

time Shuttledata toflightcontrollersin theform of

colorgraphicaldisplays.Developed by combining

commercial telemetryprocessorsand UNIX-based

workstations with expert system technology,the
RTDS has demonstrated substantialreductionsin

data analysis processing time along with notably
enhanced analysis capabilities. Other improvements
to the MCC capabilities are in work under the

Flight-to-Flight Data Overlay project. Scheduled to
be operational in early FY 1993, the software devel-
oped from this project will provide flight controllers
with timely access to data from all previous missions
along with the ability to overlay signatures from
previous flights with the current flight to aid system
performance evaluations. Presently, only data from
the last flight is readily accessible. Definition of the

project's requirements and development of the
framework for the Flight-to-Flight Overlay user
interface were completed during the past year.

Voice recognition technology for computer con-
trol applications in space was successfully demon-
strated during FY 1990. The Voice Command
System (VCS) Flight Experiment, flown aboard
STS-41, enabled two astronauts to control the

Orbiter's closed-circuit television system using
verbal commands. The benefits of VCS technology
lie in the potential to reduce crew workloads and
increase crew productivity on future programs by
removing the need for tactile computer control of
selectedsystems.

The development and applicationof expert

system technologytomeet thechallengesoflow cost

and efficientspaceoperationshas continuedtobe a

significantR&T focusatJSC. Training isa major

activityat allNASA operationalcentersand has

high associatedcosts. The JSC is continuingits

development of workstation-based, Intelligent

Computer-Aided Training (ICAT) systems which
apply artificialintelligenceand other advanced

technologiestoward the goalofreducing on-the-job
trainingrequirements. During FY 1990, two new

ICAT systems were brought to operationalstatus:

the Main PropulsionPneumatics (MPP) system for

trainingofShuttletestengineersat Kennedy Space

Centerand theInstrumentPointingSystem (IPS)for

trainingofmissionand payloadspecialists.Progress

was also made in implementing knowledge
acquisitiontools in a general purpose ICAT

architecture.This development environment will

aid trainersincreatingspecificICAT applicationsin

the future by integratingtools for knowledge

acquisition,interfacedevelopment,knowledge-base

editing,and adaptivetraineemodeling.

Future space missions willrequireincreasing

levels of autonomy in order to achieve effective
performance in an environment of complex
operations. To address this need, JSC is investi-
gating the application of expert system technology to
the automated control of space vehicles and asso-
ciated systems. Development of the Rendezvous
Expert System (REX) has provided a test bed in
which Shuttle crews and flight controllers can
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evaluatemodesof rendezvousoperations,ranging
fromcomputer-aidedmanualexecutionofprocedures
to fully autonomousrendezvousoperations. The
ability of the REXguidancealgorithmsto properly
control both nominal and off-nominal approach

trajectories was established during the past year,
and enhancements to the REX terminal guidance

were completed. The JSC is also emphasizing
development of modular fuzzy logic algorithms for
adaptive control and operational decision-making
applications. Studies at the Center have shown that
fuzzy logic technology has robust capabilityin

interpretingimprecise measurements and gener-

ating appropriateguidance and controldecisions.

Noteworthy accomplishments includeintegrationof
attitudecontrolalgorithmsinsimulationsofShuttle

proximity operations,testing of a fuzzy logic

trajectorycontrollerfor surfacerover applications,

and preliminary development of an intelligent
sensorsystem thatcan identifyobjectsin spaceand

track them continuously. Such systems willbe
invaluablefor trafficmanagement and proximity

operationsof the Shuttlearound the SSF and for

futureapplicationtoroboticsystems.
Software development isa scheduledriverin

the constructionofcomplex systems. Reducing the

highdevelopmentand maintenance costsofsuchsys-

tems whileimprovingtheirqualityisthegoalofthe

ongoing Advanced Software Development Work-
station (ASDW) Project. The ASDW utilizes

knowledge-basedtechnologywitha highlevelgraph-
icalinterfaceto enable reusable softwareapplica-

tionsto be easilydevelopedby engineers. Activity

during FY 1990 has been focusedon redesignofthe
userinterfacetotakeadvantage ofenhanced system

capabilities.
In additional to the emphasis placed on

knowledge-basedtechnologyapplicationsduringthe

past FY, some basicexpertsystem R&T activities
were alsoconducted.The currentversionofthe "C"

Language IntegratedProduction System (CLIPS),

software developed at JSC for creating expert

systems, receivedenhancements that includenew

proceduralprogramming capabilities.Progresswas
alsomade ingeneratingguidelinesand standardized

toolsforthe development ofcooperativeexpertsys-
tems and for generalverificationand validationof

knowledge-basedsystems.
With theadventofspace-basedassembly,main-

tenance,and planetaryexplorationoperations,the

accurate simulation of space vehicleand robotic

system performance has become an increasingly

criticaltechnology.To addressthe need formore

flexiblesimulation capabilities,the Logisticsand

Operations IntegrationRequirements Project has
focusedattentionon specificsimulationtechniques

pertinentto space-basedrobotictechnologies. A

significantproduct of thisactivityisthe Robotics
SoftwareTestbed (RST) simulationsystem thathas

been developed for rapid prototyping,algorithm

verification,and sustainingengineeringanalysisof

roboticsystems performance. Engineeringgraphics
is another technologyhaving directapplicationto

vehicleand roboticsimulations.New technologyin

the areaofnetwork-basedgraphicsservershas ledto

the developmentoftheTree DisplayManager (TDM)

which providesusers with graphicalmanipulation

and objectcollisiondetectioncapabilities.The TDM

isnow beingutilizedinSpace Stationassembly anal-

ysis as well as in robotic,tether,and Shuttle

simulations.

Among the key technologiespromising more

efficientoperabilityfornext generationlaunch sys-

tems is autonomous guidance. Implementation of
onboard autonomous guidance systems willprovide

futurevehicleswith the capabilityofrespondingin

realtime to changing flightconditionsthrough the

use of advanced algorithms,flightcomputers, and

sensingdevices. Emphasis of thesestudiesduring
FY 1990 was directedat evaluationof potential

guidance algorithmsand advanced sensingdevices.
The FY 1991 activitywill be refocused toward

providingnear-term improvements to the Shuttle

abortguidancealgorithms.

Advanced Transportation

Advanced transportation studies at JSC con-
tinue their previous directions in evaluating
potential Shuttle technology enhancements and
addressing the human transportation requirements
associated with Space Station Freedom operations
and the lunar and Mars exploration objectives.

The JSC has initiated a program to upgrade the
current Orbiter Fuel Cell Powerplant (FCP) to

provide extended life and higher power density.
With extended endurance capability, the advanced
FCP will have the potential of reducing launch

processing turnaround times. Its increased power
capability also offers the opportunity to replace the
Orbiter's existing hydraulic actuator systems with
electromechanical actuator systems for potential cost
reduction and increased reliability. Successful

testing of a full-scale single cell during FY 1990 has
demonstrated the advanced FCP performance

objectives. Plans are now being drawn to build and
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test a four-cell FCP. Continued work to evaluate

an uprated Shuttle Orbital Maneuvering System
(OMS) engine has included successful completion of
engine testing under simulated altitude conditions
at the White Sands Test Facility. This engine, which

is a pump-fed version of the current pressure-fed
OMS engine, has the potential to increase the

Shuttle altitude and payload capability. It may also
have application as a main engine on future space
transfer vehicles and upper stages, in which storable
propellants (nitrogen tetroxide and monomethyl-
hydrazine) are desirable.

The Space Shuttle Evolution Study furnishes
the strategy for ensuring that the Space Shuttle
remains a reliable and effective system into the next

century for manned transportation to and from low-
Earth orbit. Previous work has established plans for
evolving or modifying the Shuttle to achieve
increased safety, reduced costs, and increased capa-
bility. During FY 1990, emphasis was directed
toward the study of several crew escape system con-
cepts for possible implementation to the Shuttle
Orbiter. The primary objectives of these studies
were to identify escape system requirements and to
assess the corresponding Orbiter impacts and pro-
gram costs. A study investigatingCrew Escape

Module (CEM) concepts,which enableescapeduring

any phase of mission operations,concluded that

implementation of a CEM isfeasiblebut that the

requiredredesign of the Orbiterforward fuselage
and overallprogram costs would be extensive. A

second study was begun to quantifythe necessary

Orbitermodificationsforincorporationofothercrew

escape systems employing ejectionor extraction

seats. These escapeconceptsofferthe potentialto

significantlyexpand the presentOrbitercrew escape

envelope.Impactassessmentsverifiedthefeasibility
ofintegratingeitherescapeconceptintothe Shuttle

Orbiterbut concludedthatsignificantredesignofthe

crew module and forward fuselagewould be neces-

sary. Work willcontinuein FY 1991 to quantify

Shuttle performance impacts and to estimate

program costs and schedule.
In support of the safety objectives for SSF, work

has continued on the Assured Crew Return Vehicle

(ACRV) Project. The ACRV is under design to fulfill
the vital need for safe transport from SSF at any
time in the event of emergency. Phase A accomplish-
ments last year included the validation of ACRV
mission and system requirements and the develop-
ment of alternative ACRV design concepts and life-
cycle cost estimates. Significant progress was also
made in defining an integrated ACRV operations
concept aimed at reducing costs. The Personnel

Launch System (PLS) Study continuedtoinvestigate

a new system toprovidealternativemeans ofhuman

transporttolow-Earthorbit(LEO). This JSC effort

is directed at defining a low lift-to-dragratio,

recoverablePLS conceptfor deliveryof personnel

with littleor no cargo. Detailedconceptualdesign

and analysisstudieshave been completed which

included definitionof all spacecraftsystems and

evaluation of launch and escape system require-

ments. Future plans have been identifiedto

evaluateseveralreferencePLS configurationsinthe

area of manufacturing, launch vehicle integration,
and operational efficiency. The potential uses of the

PLS include Space Station crew rotation, delivery of
lunar and planetary crews to LEO, rescue missions,
and orbital servicing.

Space Servicing

Space servicing is an emerging technology
which has historically been limited to those func-

tions and operations which could be performed by
humans. The development and application of new
technologies to improve the capability, efficiency,
and autonomy of space-based servicing is vital to
cost-effective space operations. Toward this goal,

JSC has been engaged in efforts to develop improved
techniques and systems to facilitate functions such
as communications, tracking, rendezvous, docking,
robotic manipulation, and fluid resupply.

An alternative system for providing communi.
cation between the Shuttle Orbiter crew cabin and

payload bay underwent testing last year in prepara-
tion for a 1991 flight demonstration on STS-43. This
system, which creates a fiber-optic link by trans-
mitting optical information through the Orbiter
window, will allow payload specialists to commu-
nicate with their payload independent of the Orbiter
system.

The JSC is developing and evaluating systems
which will assist in future docking and berthing
operations of the Shuttle and Space Station. One
such system evaluated during FY 1990 was a passive
fiber-optic alignment aid. This optical system pro-
vides natural images to the operator during docking
operations and is under investigation as an alterna-
tive targeting method. Test evaluations of the sens-
ing capability of the system have been performed,
and work will continue to complete the design of an
operational system. Another important system
under development is the Laser Docking Sensor
(LDS). A study conducted in FY 1990 concluded that

the performance objectives for the LDS system could
be met using existing technology, with moderate
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costs.A testfacility alsowasdevelopedto assist in
verifying LDS performance. After cancellation of a
planned LDS flight demonstration, efforts have now
been refocused on proposing LDS flight hardware to

support Shuttle and SSF rendezvous and docking
operations. Development of LDS systems that can
provide accurate spacecraft relative position, atti-
tude, and approach rates also will contribute to

enabling more autonomous rendezvous and docking
capabilities in the future.

As space servicing operations become more

commonplace, applications of robotic systems will
increase. These systems will require the capability
to sense their environment in order to conduct ef-

fective and autonomous operations. Image-based
tracking techniques are being investigated as a
means to provide this needed robotic vision
capability. Progress was made in FY 1990 in the

development of image-based systems that utilize

video cameras, 3-D imaging laser radar, and image
processors to supply the information required for
robotic operations. Potential applications for image-
based systems include tracking of free-floating
objects in the vicinity of the SSF and sensing capa-
bility for an extravehicular activity (EVA) retriever.

On-orbit refueling of propellants is another key
area of serving technology being addressed. The JSC
is developing tanker concepts and the required
coupling hardware to enable resupply of both storable
and cryogenic propellants. Hardware tests and

evaluations were in work during FY 1990 to qualify a
superfluid helium coupling and a storable fluid
coupling. The superfluid helium coupling is
scheduled fol' on-orbit evaluation during a 1993 flight
experiment that will simulate a satellite servicing
operation.
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Real-Time Data System

TM: Troy A. Heindel/DF24
Reference STT 1

The Mission Control Center (MCC) has served

as the seat of the United States manned space opera-
tions since the Gemini program. Through the years,
this facility has undergone little change in the tools
and technologies available to the operators who work
there. While the facility has served NASA well for

the Gemini, Apollo, and Shuttle programs, its resi-
dent tools and technologies are considered outdated
and insufficient to meet the more demanding needs

of a continuously operating Space Station. Many
consider the MCC to be an ideal proving ground for

the new computer-based technologies that will be es-
sential to making the Space Station Control Center a
safe and cost-effective operations facility.

Begun in 1987 with the goal of improving the
quality of Space Shuttle flight decision making, the
Real-Time Data System project has expanded to pro-
vide real-time data and rule-based expert systems
technology to eight flight control disciplines includ-
ing the Flight Director. By utilizing commercial off-
the-shelf hardware and software and the latest

advances in software engineering, this project has
been able to establish a low-cost telemetry monitor-
ing capability that is independent of existing opera-
tional systems.

Commercially available telemetry processors
and UNIX-based workstations were chosen to mini-

mize development costs and maximize overall system
flexibility. Because UNIX is not a real-time com-
puter operating system, innovative techniques had
to be developed to ensure time-homogeneous acqui-
sition of Space Shuttle telemetry data. By utilizing
UNIX real-time extensions such as memory lock,
continguous file input/output, process prioritization,
and an elastic ring buffer, time-homogeneous real-
time data are provided to flight controllers monitor-
ing applications.

Real-time data analysis applications are ex-
pressed in traditional C programs as well as in non-
traditional real-time expert systems. The latest
computer programming techniques such as object-
oriented programming, rule- and procedure-based
expert systems, and distributed systems were incor-
porated into the design by integrating a commercial
expert system package into the developer tool set.
Through use of this software tool, flight controllers
were able to develop and test complex monitoring
applications quickly. This system of data acquisition
and software tools represents the most sophisticated

development and run-time capabilities available in
any manned space operations facility.

Operated by flight controllers around the clock
during six Space Shuttle missions in 1990, these sys-
tems have enabled a significant improvement in the

ability of flight controllers to monitor their onboard
systems by providing real-time spacecraft data to
knowledge-based systems which display results in an
easy-to-understand color graphics format. A comput-
er application called Main Engine monitors pres-
sures and temperatures of main engines during as-
cent, carries out complex data analysis tasks every
second, and provides results to BOOSTER flight con-
trollers 4 seconds faster than their traditional main-

frame-based displays. An animated 3-dimensional
graphics representation of the Shuttle's remote
manipulator system (RMS) is driven by real-time
data and enables the RMS flight controllers to visu-
alize the arm as it is moving without a video down-
link, determining whether the arm is moving in a
way which might impact the Orbiter. An application
called Jet Control monitors the availability of the
RCS maneuvering jets and can tell the Guidance,
Navigation, and Control Officer in seconds facts
about the Shuttle's control capability which used to
take over 20 minutes to obtain. The Flight Director
now has a system which collects real-time wind data
from the landing sites, computes crosswind compo-
nents automatically, and displays results in easy-to-
read graphics format, thereby reducing the amount
of verbal communication necessary between himself
and the Weather Officer.

Unanticipated benefits of this task have proven
to be almost as important as the task itself. Flight
controllers now have the capability to expose them-
selves to many different types of failures which they
previously had to wait for during integrated simu-
lations which take place in the MCC with the entire

flight team of over 50 people. This task has also dem-
onstrated that the use of expert system tools can re-
duce the development and maintenance cost of these
knowledge-based systems by up to 40 percent over
standard programming methodologies.

These dramatic improvements in the opera-
tional tools of Space Shuttle flight controllers are
made possible largely due to the great increase in
speed and reduction in cost of computer workstations
coupled with the sophistication and reliability of
commercial software packages. The revelation of
this activity has been in realizing the great promise
of commercially available hardware and software,
and in working diligently to provide the glue to stick
the various components together.
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Flight-to-Flight Overlay of Shuttle

Mission Data

PI: Linda A. Perrine/DF72
Reference s1"r 2

The objective of this project is to provide flight
controllers quick access to all previous Shuttle mis-

sion flight data and to locate particular signatures
which have occurred on past missions that may be
relevant to the current mission being supported.
Currently, flight controllers have fairly timely ac-
cess to previous mission data from the current flight
only (referred to as near real-time (NRT) data). The
process of reviewing and plotting previous flight data
involves support from Flight Support Host techni-
cians who must locate the previous mission's Orbiter
Data Reduction Center (ODRC) magnetic tapes, load
these tapes into the NRT system, and search for the
time period desired by the flight controller. This
process has required 6 to 12 hours to turn around one
request on previous missions and is not conducive to
evaluating failures in real time. The Environmen-
tal, Emergency, and Consumables Manager flight
control discipline heavily relies on previous mission
data to evaluate current mission systems perform-
ance, and has developed the concept of having access
to all previous mission flight data on an optical disk
system with the ability to overlay signatures from
previous flights with the current flight. At the time
this project was conceived (December 1988), it was

an undeveloped technology to be explored. In May
1989, a new, larger scale task had been developed to
rehost the current ODRC magnetic tapes to an op-
tical disk-based host which would provide support to
the Johnson Space Center/Engineering and Mission
Operations. Once the ODRC rehost was defined and

funded, the Flight-to-Flight Overlay project decided
to forego storage of data on its own optical disk sys-
tem and concentrate instead on a graphical user in-
terface for gathering and displaying ODRC-retrieved
data to the flight controller.

The Flight-to-Flight Overlay project got under-
way on I March 1990 with enough funding to support
two programmers. Level A requirements were de-
igned and a 3-month prototyping period produced the
framework for the Flight-to-Flight user interface.

Project requirements include the use of a commercial
off-the-shelf data base package (we will be using
ORACLE) to store pertinent mission event times
which can be accessed in the course of building a re-
quest for previous mission data. In other words, the

flight controller can ask for a given set of parameters
for Space Transportation System (STS) 41-D, 51-A,
or 61-B, or STS-30 from orbital maneuvering system-
1 ignition to payload bay door opening without hav-
ing to know the exact time of these events on selected
missions. The data base also stores information such

as attitude time line, anomaly reports, crew size, ve-
hicle number, specific line replaceable unit serial
numbers, etc. The database is easily expandable and
will be expanded to accommodate other disciplines'
interests in the early part of 1991.

The plotting software will then be able to over-
lay all parameters from these missions or easily al-
low the user to select which parameters are desired
to be overlaid, one mission on top of the next. This
allows for significant improvement in failure anal-
ysis for certain types of signatures which flight con-
trollers currently have no ability to perform other
than by viewing separate plots of mission data on
paper. One other significant improvement to review-
ing previous mission data which is being added by
this project will be to initiate a search through one or
more previous missions for certain types of events: a
given parameter tripping a user-specified limit; or a
parameter-changing state (0 to 1); etc. This allevi-
ates the user having to know exactly when or wheth-
er a certain type of signature occurred.

To date, the Flight-to-Flight Overlay project is
scheduled to begin simulation and, eventually, mis-
sion support starting in February 1991. After the
first software release, the next stage will be to devel-
op an ODRC emulator with an Intergraph-provided
optical disk jukebox. This will allow thorough test-
ing of the software prior to ODRC coming on-line in
September 1992. The project also is proposing con-
nections to the Intergraph jukebox for the developers
of the ODRC software so they may work with repre-
sentative mission data in the planned format and
with planned ODRC interfaces before the real sys-
tem is on-line. The Intergraph jukebox is only a
temporary unit which will be removed at the time of
the ODRC system being made available
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Voice Command System Flight

Experiment

PI: George A. Salazar/EE22
Reference STT 3

Future space programs, such as the Space Sta-

tion or Lunar/Mars exploration, will require the crew

to operate several spacecraft computer systems on a

daily basis. Hundreds of manual switches associated
with these systems will reside within the vehicle.

This tactile form of control will require the crew to

be next to the computer panel when using the sys-
tem. Furthermore, the crewmember must remember
the function of each switch. Duties such as checkout

of the station structure and performing on-orbit ex-

periments will consume a lot of astronaut time when

using these traditional tactile control panels. For ex-

ample, manipulating a robot arm while simultane-

ously controlling the closed circuit television (CCTV)

system will place high demands on the astronaut.

The astronaut must stop the control of the arm each
time he wants to adjust or select the cameras or mon-

itors. This disrupts the robot motion, diverts the as-

tronaut's visual attention, and distracts his mental

concentration, thus increasing his workload.
Consider the use of a voice interface to a com-

puter. A voice interface offers the opportunity of

interacting with computers using the human's most
natural form of communications - speech. By simply

using a microphone, the astronaut would communi-

cate with the computer without physically being lo-

cated near the control panel or requiring a lighted

room. For robot control, the astronaut would keep
his hands and eyes on controlling the robot arm

while using his voice to control the CCTV system.

Inventory control, vehicle inspections, experiment

reporting, and computer-screen page call-ups are just

a few potential applications of voice recognition tech-

nology for space programs where improvement in
crew productivity would occur.

To investigate the potential use of this type of

computer input for space applications, an experiment

was successfully flown on Space Transportation

System-41 in October 1990. The experiment, the

voice command system (VCS), was used to control

the Orbiter's CCTV system by voice. It was the first

time that voice recognition technology flew in space.

The VCS allowed two astronauts to operate se-

lect CCTV functions by using a microphone input

and verbally issuing commands such as "camera al-

pha," "monitor one," or "zoom in." The VCS recog-
nized spoken commands and operated the appropri-

ate controls to the CCTV system. The experiment

consisted of the VCS control panel located directly

below the CCTV switch panel, a display unit for VCS

status feedback, and interconnecting cables between

it and the Orbiter. The VCS ground training requir-

ed the astronauts to create personalized voice prints

of each command word. These voice prints were stor-

ed in the VCS memory and used both for training
and for on-orbit mission tasks.

To ensure experiment success, several technical

and training obstacles were overcome. The VCS

specifications called for the CCTV system to operate
regardless of the VCS power state, either on or off.

To meet this specification, a unique isolation inter-

face was designed and developed. This interface

worked flawlessly during the experiment. False

commands were prohibited from reaching the CCTV

system. Command word selection and test methods

were developed that ensured the words chosen were

robust enough to minimize false commands getting
through the VCS. Mission test data show this objec-

tive was met. Training techniques and methods for

the astronauts were developed that simulated the

Orbiter environment. This was important to ensure

experiment success. Astronaut comments indicated

that the training received was excellent, giving them
a high degree of confidence in the VCS.

Two astronauts used the system on flight days

2, 3, and 4. Mission specialist l's performance on the

VCS was virtually 100 percent throughout the 3

days. Performance for mission specialist 2 was ini-

tially poor the first day; however, by the third day, he
obtained almost 100 percent recognition. Post-flight
astronaut comments about the VCS were favorable.

The astronauts believe that the VCS is a technology

that would benefit the Shuttle for control input and

that the VCS should fly again to refine the system.
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Intelligent Computer-aided Training

(ICAT)

PI: Robert T. Savely/PT4
Dr. R. Bowen Loftin

Reference STT 4

Training of NASA astronauts,flightcontrol-

lers,and otherground supportpersonnelhistorically

has requiredextensiveon-the-jobtrainingin order

forindividualsto acquirethe knowledge and skills

necessaryforacceptableperformanceand/orcertifi-

cation.Current flightratesand the lossofexperi-

enced personneltoretirementand transferseverely

reducethe abilityoftraditionaltrainingapproaches

toproducean adequate number oftrainedpersonnel.

Workstation-basedintelligentcomputer-aidedtrain-

ing (ICAT) systemscan deliverintensivetrainingto

large numbers of trainees,independent of large-

scale,physicalsimulators. By integratingexpert

systems technology with training methodologies,

such systemscan significantlyreducethe amount of

on-the-jobtrainingnecessaryto achieve acceptable

levels of performance. As the first figure illustrates,
the Johnson Space Center (JSC) ICAT approach also
brings to bear on the training process other advanced
technologies, such as speech recognition/generation
to simulate better operational environments, cogni-
tive modeling to provide truly adaptive training,
qualitative simulations to produce more efficient and
maintainable simulations, and state-of-the-art soft-
ware technologies (e.g., object-oriented programming
and X-Windows) to enhance programming produc-
tivity and software portability.

To deliver sophisticated and individualized
training, ICAT systems model the behavior of both
experts and novices in the performance of a complex
task. In addition, the expertise of a trainer is mod-
eled and used to determine the feedback given in
response to trainee errors and to design increasingly
challenging simulations to meet training goals.
Thus, the efforts of both an expert in the task and an
expert trainer are applied simultaneously to each
trainee. Such systems offer increased efficiency and

reduced cost in training and provide uniform and
verifiable training, enhancing safety and the prob-
ability of mission success.

During fiscal year I990 (FY 1990), the Payload-
Assist Module Deploy Intelligent Computer-aided
Training (PD/ICAT) system was rehosted to the
Masscomp computer at the request of the Mission
Operations Directorate. Initial phases of two addi-
tional ICAT systems also were completed, The Main

PropulsionPneumatics (MPP) ICAT system, under

development forthe Kennedy Space Center,achiev-

ed thecapabilityoftrainingSpace Shuttletestengi-

neers in the Operations and Maintenance Instruc-

tionproceduresforactivationand deactivationofthe

750 psihelium system. Progresshas been made in

extending this system to train engineers in the

troubleshootingtechniquesemployed to detectand

correctproblems with the MPP system. The Instru-

ment PointingSystem (IPS)ICAT system,supported

by the Marshall Space FlightCenter,alsoreached

Phase I operationalstatus. This phase supports

trainingmissionand payloadspecialistsin the acti-

vation,deactivation,and initialpointingofthe IPS
as usedon theAstro-1mission.Furtherextensionof

thissystem toaddressfinalpointingand operationof

theHopkins UltravioletTelescopeisnow under way.

Work alsohas been completedon the general

ICAT architecture.This architectureisdesignedto

segregatedomain-independentportionsofthe ICAT

system and tofacilitatethe adaptationofthe arch-
itecturetonew applications.As shown inthe second

figure,thisarchitectureconsistsoffourcooperating

expert systems (domain expert,training session
manager error detector,trainingsessionmanager

errorhandler,and trainingscenariogenerator)that

interactthrougha common blackboard.The domain

expertencodes,in rules,the proceduresused by ex-

periencedpersonneltocarryoutcomplex tasks.This

expertsystem supportsmultipleapproaches totask

performance and problem solvingand includesa

knowledge of the most common errors made by

novices. The two systems comprising the training
sessionmanager compare the actionsof traineesto

those of the domain expert and, when errorsare

noted,decidehow besttoinform and remediate the

trainee.Thislatteractivityisaccomplishedby using
the model createdfor each individualtraineeto

determine the optimal response to a given error.

Finally,thetrainingscenariogeneratordraws on the

system'straininggoals,the traineemodel,and the
knowledge ofexperiencedtrainerstocreatenew and

evermore challengingsimulationsforeach trainee.

The successofthe generalICAT architectureisdem-

onstratedby itsuse at the Goddard Space Flight

Center,todevelop a prototypesystem for training

personnelinsatelliteoperations,and atthe Houston

officesof McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Com-

pany, tobuildan ICAT system forthe Space Station

Freedom thermal controlsystem. A patentapplica-

tionforthisgeneralarchitecturehas been submitted

by theJSC.

The long-termgoalofthisprojectistofacilitate

the use ofthe ICAT architectureby trainersin both
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the governmental and commercial sectors through
the creation of a general-purpose development envir-
onment for ICAT systems - a suite of software tools
to aid trainers in adapting the architecture to build
specific applications. This development environment
ultimately will consist of integrated tools for know-
ledge acquisition, interface development, knowledge-
base editing, and adaptive trainee modeling. During
FY 1990, evaluation of knowledge acquisition tools
was completed and requirements were developed for
a tool suitable for the ICAT domain. Work was be-

gun to implement the knowledge acquisition tool in

Windows 3.0 and C for delivery in FY 1991. The
requirements for a user interface development tool
also were completed, in preliminary form, and pro-
duction of a prototype is planned for FY 1991. By FY

1993, the development environment will be trans-
ferred to other NASA centers for final testing

through actual application development.
In summary, a robust and extensible "core"

architecture for ICAT systems has been achieved,
and work is well along in the creation of software
tools to make the use of this architecture in the

building of new applications efficient and effective.
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ICAT systems integrate diverse technology, providing effective and efficient training

to many NASA operations.
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Computer-Aided Scheduling System:

COMPASS

PI: Ervin Grice/PT4

Reference STT 5

Effective use of the Space Transportation Sys-

tem (STS) and the future Space Station Freedom re-

quires carefulscheduling ofmany program elements.

Scheduling isa difficult,error-prone process,and un-

expected events or changing requirements necessi-

tate frequent rescheduling. Although manual sched-

uling methods are very costly and time consuming,

automated scheduling systems rarely produce sched-

ules ofacceptable quality.

The solutionto these scheduling problems isan

interactive scheduling system which allows human

schedulers to interact with a computer-aided sched-

uling process.Users can define,edit,and modify all

elements ofa schedule while the computer performs

those detailed computations that guarantee the feas-

ibilityand quality of the schedule. The Computer-

Aided Scheduling System (COMPASS) is being de-

veloped to meet these requirements. Itprovides the

ability to schedule criticalactivitiesinteractively

while providing a fullspectrum ofautomatic sched-

uling and editingcapabilities.

The COMPASS isbased on requirements gener-

ated at a NASA workshop on planning and sched-

uling held at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in 1986.

It acts much like a spreadsheet to create and revise

activity schedules. In a typical scenario, the user

loads activity and resource data from a data file,

creates a schedule by invoking a series of high-level

commands, and saves the resulting schedule in a

data file where it can be retrieved for later publica-
tion or modification and revision. The user can con-

trol the sequence of the scheduling process and the
general placement of activities on the time line. At

the same time, the user can rely upon the system to

place activities only at feasible times, taking into ac-

count all of the constraints imposed upon an activity

and the required resources. The user can schedule

activities one at a time to control the resulting prod-

uct or command the computer to schedule everything

automatically without human intervention.

The COMPASS is suitable for a wide range of

problems including activity and project scheduling.

It has the capabilities necessary for plan creation in

advance of execution time, plan revision prior to

execution time, and plan revision at execution time

in response to failures and delays. The COMPASS

can be used to manage a variety of activities subject

to timing constraints, ordering constraints, and the

availability of resources. It also can be used to man-

age a wide range of resources These resources may

be used then returned by an activity (such as tools),

consumed by an activity (such as propellant), or pro-
duced/resupplied by an activity (such as water).

The user may customize the external activity

representation to meet the needs of the application.
A value and penalty may be associated with each ac-

tivity that allows for "scoring" of schedules. Prefer-

red as well as required intervals of time are provided
which more accurately schedule the activity as de-
sired. The COMPASS also allows the user to model

the environment using boolean conditions and en-

sures that activities are scheduled only when speci-
fied conditions are met.

Finally, COMPASS provides a utility for evalu-

ating a schedule. Given a schedule, itdisplays any

activitythat violates its constraints and describes

which constraintsare being violated.This allows the

user to evaluate preexisting schedules and to verify

that such schedules respectalloftheirconstraints.

The COMPASS iswritten in Ada and supports

two interfaces. An X-Windows interface provides a

mouse-driven graphics interface. For those systems

which do not support the X Windowing System, an

ASCII interface is available. The COMPASS was

designed for portabilityand currently runs on Sun3!

Sun4, SunSPARC, Apollo, PS2 (the ASCII version

only),RS6000, and VAX machines.

The COMPASS is being developed on an in-

cremental basis. The firststep was tocapture basic

generic scheduling technology in a library of rou-

tines. This version is currently available through

COSMIC. During the last year, a number of new

commands and features were added to make

COMPASS more robust for a variety of scheduling

problems. The 1990 development work focused on

functionalityand performance. Boolean constraints,

temporal constraints,and preferences were added to

the activityrepresentation tosupport more complex

scheduling applications. Performance was carefully

analyzed and criticalroutines were rewritten so the

time required for input, output, and scheduling

operations was reduced by a factorofthree. The user

interface was enhanced with support for iconifica-

tion,relocation,and resizing of the application win-

dow, with improved methods for scrollingthe Gantt

chart and resource profile windows, and with a

scrollable menu of scheduling commands. Future

plans are todevelop an editorthat willallow the user

to edit resource and activitydata interactively. A

uniform user interfacewill be developed to support

multiple platforms, and a report generator will be
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added so the output from COMPASS may be pre-

sentedin a customizedformat.Finally,furtheren-

hancements tothebase algorithms,data structures,
and the user interfacewillbe added to increase

support oftraditionalcriticalpath projectschedul-

ing,resourceconstrainedscheduling,and facilities

scheduling,
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Expert System for Crew Procedures

Execution

PI: H.K. Hiers/ER2
Reference STT 6

The objective of this project is to investigate the
application of expert system technology to the exe-
cution of crew procedures performed during Shuttle
rendezvous operations. Initiated in fiscal year 1987
(FY 1987), this work has resulted in the development
of the Rendezvous Expert System (REX). The
credibility of REX is enhanced by its operation in a
realistic environment provided by the systems engi-
neering simulator (SES), a major real-time engineer-
ing simulator at the Johnson Space Center. The SES
is used extensively for Shuttle on-orbit procedures
development and crew familiarization, as well as for
the engineering evaluation of advanced concepts.
The REX, integrated with the SES on-orbit simula-
tion, provides a testbed in which crewmembers and
flight controllers may evaluate rendezvous concepts
ranging from computer-aided manual execution of
procedures to fully autonomous modes of operation.

In the first phase of REX development, the con-
cept of a crew "advisor" was implemented. This early
prototype had four basic functions:

In place of the printed rendezvous procedures in
the Flight Data File document, REX presented
the applicable procedures on a cathode ray tube
(CRT) display, highlighting the next recom-
mended step to be performed by the crew.

The REX evaluated telemetry from the SES for
immediate confirmation that the recommended

step was performed by the crew.

The REX continuouslymonitored the statusof

navigationand rendezvous sensors and, upon
detectionofa problem,recommended contingen-

cy actions.

The REX provideda dynamic CRT plotofShut-

tle/targetrelativemotion and thepredictedpath

oftheShuttlesubsequenttoorbitalmaneuvering

subsystem/reactioncontrolsubsystem thruster
burns.

The FY 1990 additionsto REX deal with the

terminalphase of a rendezvous mission,proximity

operations,during which theShuttlemakes itsfinal

approach to the target.In thisphase,as the crew-

member maneuvers the Shuttlenear the targetby

deflectionsofthe translationhand controller(THC),

considerationsofminimum fuelusage and minimum

plume impingement on the targetareofconcern. To

supportthisrendezvousphase,a sophisticatedcrew

interfacehas been provided which displays,in a

compact grouping of "windows," informationperti-

nent to the finalapproach. Additionally,crew dis-

tractionfrom visualobservationofthetargetismini-

mized by use of a Votrax speech synthesizerfor
REX's recommendations tothe crew. Two modes of

operationare availableduring thisphase: (1)the
ADVISORY mode (alsocalledthe MONITOR mode),
in which REX recommends THC commands forexe-

cutionby the crew;and (2)the CONTROL mode, in

which REX runs in automated mode through dock-
ing by sending the requireddigitalautopilotpulse

commands directlytotheSES forexecution.

Both operationmodes are supportedby guid-

ance controllersforShuttlefinalapproaches along

the V-bar (directionof target'sorbitalmotion) and

R-bar (perpendicularto directionof target'sorbital

motion),aswellas by a controllerforstationkeeping

which maintains the Shuttleat a desiredposition

withrespecttothetargetduringthefinalapproach.
The REX terminalguidance isbased on modi-

fiedClohessy-Wiltshire(CW) linearequationsofrel-

ativemotion. The algorithmguidesthe Shuttle(or

prompts crew actions,in the caseofthe MONITOR
mode) from the lastrendezvousmidcoursemaneuver

(MC4) through dockingwith Space StationFreedom.

The uniquenessofthisalgorithmisthatitallowsus

tousetheCW equationstoflya line-of-sightV-bar or

R-bar in the finalapproach docking phase. The

algorithmismade oftwo parts,inand out ofplane,

and can be used for stationkeepingduring final
approaches.The REX simulationruns withSES per-

fectnavigationdata indicatingtheprecisionobtain-

ablewiththisguidancescheme (typically6in.orless

of errorduring the docking phase). This accuracy

meets the tentativecontactconditionspecifications

forthe docking mast being proposedforthe Shuttle
and Space Station.

At year'send, some testingof REX with the
SES laserdocking sensor math model integrated

with a slightlymodifiedShuttlenavigationsystem

had been accomplishedsuccessfully.Modifications

includethe additionofthe targetdockingportloca-

tionin the rendezvous navigation,the additionof

processnoisetotheShuttlenavigationKalman filter

forsystem stability,and the reductionofnavigation

errorstothe lowestpossiblelevelduringthedocking

phase. This activity,which teststhe algorithmina

more realisticnavigationenvironment,seems to in-

dicatethat,with an accurate laserdocking sensor
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and a properlyintegratedand tuned navigationfil-

ter,automated docking ofthe Shuttleto the Space
StationFreedom isfeasible.

The abilityof REX's guidance algorithms to

handle properlyboth nominal and off-nominalap-

proachtrajectorieswas establishedinnumerous sim-

ulationruns with the SES and with trajectoryanal-

ysissoftwaredevelopedfora personalcomputer (pc).

The pc softwareproveda highlyvaluablealternative
totheSES duringthecheckoutphase inthatconsid-

erabletestingwas accomplishedwithoutuse ofcostly
SES time.

The REX residesinaSymbolics,Inc.3650 proc-

essorinterfacedwith theSES Gould computers viaa

high-speedFlavorsTechnology,Inc.data communi-
cationsmedium. The crew interfaceconsistsof a

color CRT monitor and a mouse controldevice

installedin the SES aftcockpit- the crew station

thatduplicatestheShuttleaftcockpitcontrols.

The REX softwareisimplemented in a mix of

conventionaland artificialintelligencelanguages.
Guidance controllersare writtenin theconventional

C language,whileproceduremanagement functions

are writtenin Lisp,and navigation/rendezvoussen-

sor healthmonitoringfunctionsare implemented in

theJOSHUA expertsystem shell.

The currentREX, designed as a Shuttle-based

system, addressesthe needs of the Shuttlecrew.

Some REX featuresand processesalsohave applica-

tiontoa ground-basedsystem forflightcontrollers.

Funding has been received and plans are being

formulatedforportingelementsofREX softwaretoa

ground-basedenvironment with the additionoffea-
turestailoredtothe needs offlightcontrollersinthe
MissionControlCenter.
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Fuzzy Logic for Adaptive Control and
Operational Decision Making

PI : RobertN.Lea / PT4
Reference STT 7

Future space missions will require autonomy as
well as high operational efficiency to ensure effective
performance. Studies at the Johnson Space Center
(JSC) have shown that fuzzy logic technology is
powerful and robust in interpreting imprecise mea-
surements and generating appropriate control deci-
sions in expert systems applications. The JSC has
set objectives of developing applications of fuzzy logic
to the control of space vehicles and remote manip-
ulator systems, and to develop an adaptive logic
design to create more robust fuzzy controllers. Fuzzy
logic algorithms for relative motion and attitude
control, developed over the last 2 years, have been
integrated into a complete 6 degree of freedom
simulation for Shuttle proximity operations. Based
on experience gained from these efforts, motion con-
trol algorithms that include obstacle avoidance have
been developed for a mobile robot and are being
tested in a software simulation. A concept of an in-

telligent sensor system that can identify objects and
track them continuously while learning from its en-
vironment has been developed. Such systems will
support traffic management and proximity opera-
tions of the Shuttle around the Space Station Free-
dom. Further studies have been initialized for devel-

oping an adaptive controller by integrating a neural
learning system developed at Ames Research Center
(ARC) with JSC's fuzzy Shuttle controller to study its
usefulness in docking operations.

A crucial problem in space operations is guid-
ance and collision avoidance of space vehicles and
robotic arms in their respective zones and work
spaces. As an initial effort, the problem of control
and collision avoidance of a surface vehicle or rover

as it maneuvers through a field of obstacles was
considered. In moving from one point to another, it
will be necessary to avoid obstacles which cannot be
identified prior to the mission. A fuzzy logic ap-
proach to trajectory control has been developed that
allows the rover to avoid these hazards as it tra-

verses required paths to accomplish its mission. The
fuzzy trajectory controller receives the goal or target
point from the planner, uses X and Y position errors
as well as orientation errors in the control system
frame, and sends steering angle and velocity
commands to the rover. The fuzzy rule base

containing 112 rules for the controller has been

designed to drive the rover towards the target point
while it corrects the orientation error.

The fuzzy trajectory controller for the rover
simulation has been tested on several cases. Prelim-

inary results have shown that the trajectory
controller can reach the target position within 0.25
m and attitude within 0.45 deg. It is believed that

these inaccuracies can be reduced by tuning the
membership functions to better represent the input
and output variables. Results of activities in this

project have shown that the fuzzy approach provides
a control system that can be modified and tested eas-
ily and gives very good results.

A concept for a Camera Tracking System (CTS)
has been developed, and fuzzy logic based rules have
been developed and coded to perform the task of
tracking an object. The fuzzy controller receives the
object's position in terms of pixel location in the

camera field of view and range from a laser range
finder. Commands for the pan and tilt gimble drives

are generated using the rule base with 35 fuzzy
rules. Detailed plans are being developed for testing
the concept in a software simulation prior to imple-
menting it into a hardware laboratory that inte-
grates cameras, lasers, computers, and movable
objects for tracking. The concept of the CTS was pre-
sented at the 8th International Congress of Cyber-
netics and Systems in June 1990. This concept can
be expanded easily to include object identification, a
caution and warning system for collision avoidance.
and extravehicular activity monitoring tasks.

A concept for the integration of a neural learn-
ing system developed at ARC with the fuzzy Shuttle
controller developed at JSC has been developed, and
the plan has been presented at the IEEE Symposium
on Intelligent Control in September 1990. This sys-
tem will be applied to a Shuttle docking problem as
soon as the necessary interfaces are defined and
built.

The main objective of fiscal year 1990 activities
has been to utilize fuzzy logic for adaptive control
and decision making and to increase autonomy in
orbital operations. Greater autonomy desired for
future space operations will result in a higher level
of operational efficiency. The approach taken has
been to develop modular fuzzy logic based control
systems that can be upscaled for greater autonomy in
an integrated environment. The initial step has
been to develop a software controller that can be
integrated with hardware at an appropriate level.
As the activities progress, detailed testing will be
performed to verify implementation and integration
of hardware and software components. Preliminary
results promise a very successful utilization of fuzzy
logic in autonomous orbital operations.
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Advanced Software Development
Workstation (ASDW)

Ph ErnestM.Fridge III/PT4
CharlesL. Pitman/PT4

ReferenceSTT8

The National Aeronautics and Space Admini-

stration (NASA) has many complex software systems

that contain hundreds of thousands, or in some cases

millions, of lines of code. The development and

maintenance costs of such complex information sys-

tems are very high. The challenging goal of Com-

puter-Aided Software Engineering (CASE) is to re-

duce the cost of large, complex software systems

while improving their quality. The objective of the

CASE research and development being performed

under the Advanced Software Development Work-

station (ASDW) project is to provide productivity en-

hancements that will realize this goal and thus bene-

fit a broad range of NASA programs, such as the

Software Support Environment, the Space Station

Control Center, and the Flight Analysis and Design

System (FADS) which is used to support the Space

Shuttle and the Space Station Freedom.
The ASDW CASE research and development ef-

fort is applying knowledge-based technology (some-

times called expert system technology) to all phases

of software development and maintenance life cycle

(except system testing). The ASDW project consists
of three subtasks: (1) the Parts Composition System

(PCS), sometimes called Access or Bauhaus, (2) the

Engineering Script Language (ESL), and (3) the
Framework Programmable Integration Platform

(FPP). Together, these subtasks seek to develop:

A knowledge-based system (the PCS) with a

high-level graph interface (the ESL) that allows

reusable software applications to be developed

easily and operated by engineers with a mini-

mum of programming experience,

A knowledge-based tool (the Framework parts
of the FPP) to aid all software system users and

managers in the selection and use of integrated
CASE methodologies and tools for the various

situations and roles that they encounter in

their work, and

A realistic and useful method (the Integration

parts of the FPPJ allowing knowledge-based

integration of CASE tools that span the entire

software life cycle.

In fiscal year 1990 (FY 1990), the ASDW

graphical user interface (GUI) system was replaced

and made more portable with the migration to X-

Windows and the Goddard Space Flight Center's

TAE +. In response to initial field tests, the ASDW
user interface was completely redesigned to take

greater advantage of the new GUI's capabilities. The

document defining the ESL also was delivered in FY
1990. It contains the language definition, graph

interface specification, rules for automatically trans-

lating the application graphs to a high-order lang-

uage (such as Ada, C, or Fortran), and the menu
interface for integration with the PCS. The "Concept

of Operations" and "Requirements" documents for
the FPP also were delivered in FY 1990.

Currently, the ASDW supports the reuse of soft-
ware and data. The reuse of data, supported by

knowledge-based assistance, provides an opportunity

for significant productivity enhancement in the op-

eration of complex computer programs. For example,
extensive user time often is required for preparing

and debugging input data to very large trajectory

simulation programs. In FY 1990, as a test case for
the ASDW, a knowledge base was developed for an

Intelligent User Interface (IUI) that aids the user

(generally an aerospace engineer) in the data-set-up
for Ground Simulation (GNDSIM), a Space Vehicle

Dynamics Simulation (SVDS) application (see fig-
ure}. The IUI is inserted as a new layer between the

user and the input "data deck." Previously, the user

had to set up a data deck (which may contain hun-
dreds of data sets) with a line editor, and submit it to

the Generalized Input Processor (QQINPT), and then
to the SVDS itself which ran the trajectory simula-

tion and generated the output. With the new IUl

layer, the user interacts with a user-friendly graph-
ical interface instead of a line editor, and the data

deck is automatically translated into QQINPT for-

mat. Thus, the user sees the input data in a well-

organized, natural language style. Access to online
context-sensitive help is available by pointing and

clicking. The knowledge base also contains informa-
tion about the GNDSIM variables and constraints,

which allows potential data deck errors to be preven-
ted (or detected and reported) before the data deck is
submitted to be run. This will reduce the number of

unproductive runs made. Initial user reaction to the
IUI for GNDSIM/SVDS has been very positive, and it

will be undergoing further user testing in January
1991.

The IUI for GNDSIM has demonstrated the use-

fulness of applying knowledge-based technology to

making complex software easier to operate. The
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total ASDWprojectiscontinuingits effortsto bring
the best CASEtechnologyto NASA to makethe

complex information systems required for space
exploration easier to develop and maintain.

$RUN

$PHASE

$DATA
NV=2

$ INSERT

$TARGET

SENDRUN

PRINT, PLOT, STATISTICS

T
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Intelligent user interface for SVDS.
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C Language Integrated Production

System (CLIPS)

PI: Gary Riley/PT4
Reference STT 9

Expert systems are computer programs which
emulate human expertise in well-defined problem
domains. The potential payofffrom expert systems is
high: valuable expertise can be captured and pre-
served, repetitive and/or mundane tasks requiring
human expertise can be automated, and uniformity
can be applied in decision-making processes. Since
the early 1970's, expert system technology has been
pursued aggressively by researchers and, since the
early 1980%, both government and commercial appli-
cation developers have given expert systems con-
siderable attention as well. An entire industry has

grown to support the development of specialized soft-
ware tools that can greatly reduce the effort and cost
involved in developing an expert system.

Despite the wide variety of software and hard-
ware products available, expert systems have gen-
erally failed to make a major impact in application
environments. In part, this failure was caused by a
lack of options for deploying expert system applica-
tions within conventional computing environments.
To solve this problem, the Johnson Space Center

(JSC) developed the C Language Integrated Produc-
tion System (CLIPS) which was designed specifically
to address several requirements: the ability to run
on a wide variety of conventional hardware plat-
forms, the ability to be integrated with and em-
bedded within conventional software, and low-cost
development and delivery options. At the time of its
development, CLIPS was one of the few tools that
was written in C and capable of running on a wide
variety of conventional platforms. Since the initial
development of CLIPS, a version of CLIPS written
completely in Ada, CLIPS/Ada, also has been
developed.

The primary method of representing knowledge
in CLIPS is a rule. Rules are used to represent heu-
ristics, or "rules of thumb," which specify a set of ac-
tions to be performed for a given situation. A rule is
composed of an "if' portion and a "then" portion. The
if portion of a rule is a series of patterns that specifies
the facts (or data} which cause the rule to be applic-

able. The process of matching facts to patterns is
called pattern matching. The CLIPS provides a
mechanism, the inference engine, that automatically
matches facts against patterns and determines
which rules are applicable. The then portion of a

rule is the set of actions to be executed when the rule

is applicable. The actions of applicable rules are
executed when the CLIPS inference engine is in-

structed to begin execution. The inference engine se-
lects a rule and then the actions of the selected rule

are executed (which may affect the list of applicable
rules by adding or removing facts). The inference
engine then selects another rule and executes its
actions. This process continues until no applicable
rules remain.

The CLIPS is a continually evolving product.
The primary focus of effort in fiscal year 1990 has
been towards the development of the next release of
CLIPS, version 5.0, which is scheduled for release in
January 1991. In addition to enhancements to the
rule-based programming capabilities of CLIPS, ver-
sion 5.0 also includes support for procedural and
object-oriented programming. The new procedural
programming capabilities allow global variables and
functions for use by a CLIPS program to be defined
directly within CLIPS, bypassing much of the need to
write procedural code in a language such as C,
Fortran, or Ada. The new object-oriented program-
ming capabilities allow data and procedures to be
coupled closely within objects - the procedures for
manipulating an object's data are part of the object.
In contrast, data and procedures usually are defined
separately in procedural languages - the program-
mer defines data structures and then procedures that
operate on the data structures. Benefits of object-
oriented programming include modularity and reus-
ability (since new objects can be defined in terms of
existing objects).

Although CLIPS originally was developed by
NASA to create aerospace-related expert systems, it
has been put to widespread use in a number of fields.
The CLIPS has been made available to the general

public for a nominal fee through the Computer Soft-
ware Management and Information Center, the dis-
tribution point for NASA software. The current re-
lease of CLIPS, version 4.3, is being used by over
3000 users throughout the public and private sector.
At the first CLIPS Conference held at JSC in August
1990, over 80 papers were presented by representa-
tives of the government, industry, and academia on a
diverse range of topics. Because the CLIPS source
code is readily available, numerous groups have sav-
ed man-years of development time by using CLIPS as
the basis for their own expert system tools. In gen-
eral, the development of CLIPS has helped to im-
prove the ability to deliver expert system technology
throughout the public and private sectors for a wide
range of applications and diverse computing environ-
ments.
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Cooperating Expert Systems

Pl: Chris Culbert/PT4

Reference STT 10

Knowledge-based system technologies have
successfully bridged the growing gap between low-
level control systems and human control in narrow
applications. Although only a few have been inte-
grated into the domain of spacecraft operations,
many applied research projects have shown that
knowledge-based systems can provide human work-
load relief and are able to perform routine operations
for individual spacecraft subsystems. However, true
integration cannot be achieved simply by attaching a
knowledge-based controller to every subsystem. As
demonstrated by current ground mission control op-
erations, communication and cooperation among
controllers is a mandatory requirement for a robust
control organization. Coordination among know-
ledge-based, human, or heterogeneous controllers re-
quires a body of design and implementation guide-
lines that are still under development.

The purpose of this project is to define and de-
velop guidelines, methodologies, and tools for distri-
buted cooperating systems, and to apply them to
develop and deliver distributed and cooperative sys-
tems tools to interested customers.

Although cooperation can be achieved in many
different ways, there are two primary architectures
for cooperation: hierarchies and peer committees.
Each approach has its own advantages and disad-
vantages. On the positive side, a hierarchical organ-
ization provides centralized locations with which to
define overall system behavior. It also provides a
natural partition to organize knowledge that is rel-
evant to two or more systems simultaneously. It sim-
plifies the human-machine interface. However, on
the negative side, a hierarchical organization also is
a single point of failure and a potential communica-
tions bottleneck. A hierarchical pyramid of agents
might waste resources in vertical communications
and subsequent processing. For a peer committee or-
ganization, the advantages include providing flexi-
bility for reconfiguration under changing mission re-
quirements and for evolutionary development during
a spacecraft's life cycle. It can function as a hierar-
chy if necessary. However, a peer committee organi-
zation might lack the ability to guarantee reasonable
upper bounds in decision-making processing and

waste resources in unending goal refinement.
Prior to fiscal year 1990 (FY 1990), two expert

systems were developed that could be used to eval-

uate cooperative, distributed systems issues. During

FY 1990, these systems were put into a distributed,

cooperative testbed which focused on evaluating a
hierarchical organization of cooperating expert sys-
tems. Peer committee approaches will be evaluated
in future work. In the current prototype running on
the testbed, two agents manage the control system
itself, making sure that all agents are running as ex-
pected, balancing loads on platforms, and starting
failed agents. Two other agents monitor and control

spacecraft subsystems, namely a Shuttle-like reac-
tion subsystem and a Shuttle-like electrical distri-
bution subsystem. A system manager coordinates

the two by applying diverse strategies to manage
conflicts between the two controller's goals and coor-

dinating their activities. Finally, a "Murphy" agent
is charged with generating malfunctions within the
simulators.

The prototype's human interface combines a
physical description of the monitored subsystem's
status and an abstract presentation of the coopera-
tive module's reasoning paths. The latter interface is

based on a scheduling interface which ideally sup-
ports the display of activities and resources on a time

line (see figure). A system configurator graphically
supports the operation of the whole testbed, includ-
ing allocation of agents and tasks to machines, redi-
rection of displays to alternate machines, message
routing to the agents, and monitoring and control
during operations.

All the agents and operating system functions
except the System Monitor are implemented using C
and CLIPS on UNIX. The System Monitor currently
is implemented with an object-oriented program-
ming tool that runs on Sun Lisp. It will be ported to
CLIPS 5.0, which supports objects. The testbed
should run on a wide variety of UNIX workstations
and has been tested on multiple Sun 3, Sun Sparc,
Masscomp, and NeXT workstations.

Based on the results of FY 1990 work (experi-
ence gained developing the current testbed), many
important issues can begin to be addressed. Agent
intelligence can he measured practically in terms of
external decision rates. Agent domain intelligence
versus organizational intelligence can be measured
in terms of a coupling coefficient involving average
message length, message rate, amount of computa-
tion, and agent decision rate. The amount of compu-
tation is divided between external decisions and ac-

tions and cooperative operations. Only external
decisions contribute directly to the efficiency of the
overall system. The single factor which most
influences cooperation is communications delays and
reliability. Delays prevent coordinated actions from
occurring in situations where fast response is a
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requirement.Reliabilityissuespreventagentsfrom

reaching common knowledge of important facts.

Such constraintsdo favorhierarchicalarchitectures,

especiallyinuncontrolled,open computer networks.

Capitalizingon the lessonslearnedfrom the

prototype,a distributedplatformis beingdesigned

for the COMPuter Aided Scheduling System
(COMPASS) scheduleritselfcalledDIStributedCO-

operativeResource Scheduling (DISCORS). Distri-

butionwillallowcoordinatedgenerationofschedules

duringreplanningfrom differentlocations.Future

development increments willincludeheuristicap-

proaches to increase the quality of generated

schedules by taking into account the potential
synergies and conflictsinherent in distributed

scheduling.Generic packages alsoare definingfor
organizationswhich need toolsto distributetheir

applications.
Future work for FY 1991 and FY 1992 will

focuson developingand evaluatingpeer committee
approaches to cooperation. The eventual result of

this work will be documents that provide guidelines
for the implementation of distributed or cooperative
systems and tools which support the use of distribu-
ted processing in a wide variety of NASA application
domains.
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Knowledge-Based System (KBS)

Verification and Validation

PI: Chris CulbertYPT4

Reference STT 11

Knowledge-based systems (KBSs) are in gener-
al use in a wide variety of domains. As reliance on

these types of systems grows, the need to assess their
quality and validity reaches critical importance. As
with any software, the reliability of a KBS can be
attributed directly to the application of disciplined
programming and testing practices throughout the
life cycle. However, essential differences exist be-
tween conventional software and KBSs, both in con-
struction and use. Identifying how these differences
affect the verification and validation (V&V) process
and the development of techniques to handle them is
the basis of work in this field.

Much of the work in KBS V&V has focused on

developing conceptual approaches and postulating
differenttechniquesforperforming some or allas-

pectsofV&V on varioustypesofKBSs orExpertSys-

tems. Very littlework inthisfieldhas demonstrated

the usefulnessofproposedtechniqueson operational

KBS. More importantly,sinceeffectiveV&V must

be appliedthroughout the lifecycle,almost no case

study work has been done in applying disciplined

software V&V principlesthroughout the develop-

ment ofan operationalKBS. The long-termgoalof

theprojectistodevelopguidelines,standards,tools,

and techniquesfor V&V of all KBS applications

which may be used in the Space StationFreedom
Program orotherNASA programs. As aprecursorto

determiningthe applicabilityor usefulnessofmany

oftheproposedKBS V&V techniques,itisimportant

todevelopan understandingofwhat V&V practices

are commonly in use today and how proposed tech-

niquescan improve upon thosepractices.

Ithas been widelyclaimedthatfew expertsys-

tems are subjectedtothesame levelofV&V thatcon-
ventionalsoftwareroutinelyundergoes. Littleorno

documentation existswhich describesthe problems

associatedwith KBS V&V from the developeror

user's point of view. During fiscal year 1990, the
Johnson Space Center and their support contractor,

IBM, developed a survey to begin documenting the
experiences and problems KBS developers have en-
countered in performing V&V on their systems and
relating those problems to the kinds of issues KBS
V&V researchers consider important. The results of
the survey and selected follow up interviews sugges-
ted a number of specific conclusions and directions
for further work in this field based upon the kinds of
problems that developers really have encountered in
developing and verifying expert systems. Recom-
mendations resulting from the survey include: to de-
velop specificrequirements for KBS V&V, recom-

mend a specificlifecyclefor KBS development,de-

velop techniquesforaddressingproblems ofreada-

bilityand modularityofKBS code,developcriteria

forclassifyingexpertsystems by theirintendeduse

and relatethoseclassificationstospecificV&V actiw

ities,and developbettertechniquesforapplyingcon-

figurationmanagement toKBS. Many oftheseprob-

lems willrequireadditionalwork beforesolutions

willbe readilyavailable.The analysisofthesurvey

and interviewsand the subsequent recommenda-

tionswillserveas a valuablereferencefordirecting
futureKBS V&V researchintothoseareas thatare

of the most value to KBS developersand users. In

addition,managers ofKBS developmentprojectscan

learn from these resultsto structurelife-cycleap-

proachesforKBS developmentwhich aremore likely
toleadtohigh-qualityapplicationsoftware.

In futurework, theseissuesand problems will
be evaluatedin terms of the needs of those NASA

programs which can readilyuse KBS technology,

such as the Space StationFreedom and the Space

TransportationSystem. This willhelp todetermine

which issuesare most likelyto impact the eventual

use of KBS. Of particularinterestwillbe deter-
mining how well existingNASA software quality

requirementsaddresstheseissuesand what changes

will be required to ensure highly reliableKBS.

Finally,specificprograms and practiceswhich im-

prove the qualityof KBS used in NASA programs

willbe definedand put inplace.
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Logistics and Operations Integration

Requirements

PI: Les Quiocho/ER3
Reference STT 12

The advent of space-based robotic operations

such as assembly, maintenance, and planetary ex-

ploration presents a serious need to predict the

motion of manipulator systems and to analyze their

performance realistically. In a space-based environ-

ment where experimental flight data are limited

_;cverely, numerical and graphical simulation is

becoming an increasingly important tool to depict

these real-world systems accurately. Despite this,

current simulation designs are limited in that the

capabilities generally are applied to a particular

robotic system rather than to a variety of robotic

systems. Moreover, due to the complexity of the
underlying mathematical models, few of these

simulations have exhibited the performance neces-

sary to provide quick-turnaround analyses. Further-

more, robotic simulation packages have not been

conducive to the addition of newly developed models,

often requiring time-consuming integration efforts,
thus delaying the algorithm development process. In

order to overcome these current simulation design

limitations, the primary objectives of this project

have been to support research and development of

real-time and non-real-time simulation techniques

pertaining to space-based robotic technologies. Spe-

cific technologies investigated included simulation
architecture design, rigid-body dynamics, kinematic-

ally redundant arm control, coordinated multiple

arm control, task space collision avoidance and path

planning, and systems integration (with applications

targeting an orbital environment). In addition to

providing internal support at the NASA Johnson

Space Center (JSC) through newly developed algori-

thms and computing techniques, this project involv-

ed interfacing with external organizations such as
area universities and Small Business Innovative

Research contractors to promote, share, and inte-

grate their robotics capabilities as well as to initiate

hardware/software implementations for proof-of-con-

cept demonstrations.
Significant accomplishments of this project dur-

ing fiscal year 1990 include

a. A Robotics Software Testbed (RST) simulation

architecture designed specifically for rapid pro-

totyping, algorithm verification, and sustaining

b.

C.

engineering analyses of robotic systems per-

formance consistent with typical operational

constraints. Key features of the system include

• Generalized discrete time simulation exec-

utive or main program with automatic code

generation for high-level job scheduling;

• Generalized input/output processing with

automatic code generation for low-level

data input and output processing; and

• Modular, reusable, and data-driven compo-

nents via well-defined component interface

specifications.

Substantial benefits were demonstrated by the

RST architecture and include the following:

• Large-scale use of automatic code genera-
tion principles eliminates the most tedious

and complicated programming tasks of the

simulation development process and allow

a developer to concentrate on math model-

ing and algorithm prototyping;

• A library of system models (e.g., general-
ized servo mechanism model or multibody

dynamics) can be reused for a variety of
robotic systems; and

• Data-driven components require no code

changes nor any recompilation to conduct

parametric analysis.

Development and implementation of an open
kinematic chain dynamic model using the RST

simulation architecture. Unlike terrestrial ap-

plications in which the base of a manipulator

remains stationary or fixed, space manipulators

must account for free-floating bases and pay-

loads. A method for obtaining the differential

equations of motion for this spatial system was

performed based on classical mechanics. The

resultant dynamics formulation was document-
ed as a JSC technical report.

Implementation and analysis of resolved rate
and torque control schemes for space-based kin-

ematically redundant manipulators. Results

based on a manipulator simulation consisting of

free-end rigid-body and motor dynamics, motor

and joint stiction/friction, gearbox backlash,

and Space Station remote manipulator system

type configuration parameters were used to

evaluate the performance of resolved rate and

torque control. Once again, the RST simulation
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architecture provided an ideal software envi-

ronment fordeveloping these controland motor

models.

The simulation executive of the RST architec-

ture has found practical application as the prototype
executive for the JSC Automation and Robotics

Division's new manipulator dynamics simulation

tool for non-real-time and real-time analyses. In

addition to the executive, the manipulator dynamics

model isbeing utilizedwithin thisnew software tool.

Overall, the project has demonstrated successfully

the viabilityofapplying new simulation techniques

tocomplex roboticproblems.
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Development of Advanced Graphics

Lab Applications

PI: Mike Goza/ER42

Reference STT 13

The primary tool developed under this Research
and Technology Objectives and Plans (RTOP) is the

Tree Display Manager (TDM) - a network-based

graphics server that responds to user-client requests.

This multifunction tool is being utilized by _50 users

in the areas of Space Station assembly analysis and
robotic, tether, and Shuttle simulations. The TDM

provides new technology in the area of application-
based networked graphics servers. This technology

is becoming more important as more scientific and

engineering applications require visualization as an

analysis tool. The TDM is the first step to providing

users with graphical functions that can be integrated

into applications easily. An example is the manipu-

lator tool, MAGIK, which currently is being utilized
for Space Station assembly studies. This simulation

can execute on a computer that is networked to TDM

on another system, thus resulting in improved simu-

lation performance and efficient computer system

utilization. The TDM functions include tree opera-

tions to allow users to manipulate graphical struc-

tures to add, move, delete, or archive. Multiple cam-

era views are displayed with perspective or in the or-

thographic mode while the autocam function posi-
tions a camera to view a selected object automati-

cally and then tracks the object. The TDM utilizes

collision detection to determine collisions among ob-

jects, which is important for robotic applications.

Other TDM features include generation of trails that

display the trajectoryofan object,plots that display

simulation data in plot format, overlays, and

multiple windows todisplayvarious camera views.

The TDM also has been developed tofunction as

a graphics server for the Johnson Space Center Re-

search and Engineering stereohelmet system. This

system offsetsthe lefteye image from the right eye

image for true 3-dimensional depth perception. The

3-dimensional tracking mechanism synchronizes

real-time image generation tohead motion fora 360 °

fieldof vision. The resulting sensation can be com-

pared with being "immersed" or "projected"into the
simulated scene. The helmet utilizesa Polhemus 3-

dimensional tracker coupled with camcorder dis-

plays and currently isbeing integrated into two SGI

VGX210 systems that will provide ~1 000 000 poly-

gons/channel performance capability. The SGI sys-

tems also willenable more realisticscene generation

capability due to enhancements such as real-time

texture mapping and anti-aliasing.In addition,this

high-performance helmet system will incorporate

TDM resultsinnew technology that can be applied to

engineering simulation, remote telepresence, and

crew training. This technology also will have appli-

cations outside ofNASA including medical imaging,

environmental engineer!ng, and robotics.
This RTOP continues to provide high-level,

cost-effective graphical tool development that is be-

ing applied across many engineering and scientific
disciplines. As the user community continues to ex-

pand, these tools also will continue to be enhanced to

provide this essential engineering graphics technol-

ogy. In addition, several universities also are utiliz-

ing TDM. The benefits to NASA are a significant

reduction in user training, an increase in engineer-

ing productivity, and associated cost reductions.
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RMS simulation utilizing TDM graphics server.
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Autonomous Guidance

Ph Gene McSwain/EG2
Reference STT 14

The focus of this Research and Technology Ob-

jectivesand Plans (RTOP) in 1990 was toinvestigate

technologies needed for an autonomous onboard

guidance system for use on future launch vehicles.

Ideally,this system would be capable of responding

in real time to changing flightconditions through

the use of advanced guidance algorithms, flightcom-

puters,and sensing devices (i.e.,wind and angle-of-

attack sensors). Implementation of such a system

would greatly increase launch probabilityand safety

while significantlyreducing operations costs.

As part of a study to investigate potential on-

board algorithms, the Sequential Gradient/Restora-

tion Algorithm (SeGRAm) was enhanced significant-

ly. The SeGRAm isa calculus ofvariationsoptimiza-

tionprogram which provides insightinto the optimal

control profilesfor a wide array of trajectories,ve-

hicles,and performance indices. Since itperforms

functional optimization, SeGRAm can assistin iden-

tifying potential guidance schemes. This program

was tested through a series of ascent trajectory

studies on a reference Space Transportation System
(STS) evolution vehicle. The SeGRAm determined

the optimal controlprofilesfor the nominal ascent of

an advanced vehicle powered by liquid boosters.

This included staging, (3g)accelerationlimiting,and

a simple drag model as well as inequality limitson

dynamic pressure. Although this algorithm shows

promise for future launch vehicles,its direct near-

term application to the Shuttle islimited due tothe

substantial computational requirements. The use of

thisalgorithm inadvanced computers using parallel

processors was demonstrated, but not to the fidelity

required by the Shuttle due to the over-constrained

nature of the first-stagetrajectoryand the difficulty

inmodeling these constraints.

The use of advanced sensing devices also was

investigated. In particular,a laser-radar (LIDAR)

wind profilingsystem was researched as part of the

Bridging RTOP. The LIDAR isa laseranemometer

system which uses laser pulses to measure wind vel-

ocityprofilesaccurately over a long range in a short

time. Studies conducted during this fiscalyear have

concentrated on using a ground-based system and

defining the requirements of such a system. Two

separate devices were tracked concurrently: a 10.6

mm wavelength CO2 system out of the Marshall

Space Flight Center and a 1.06ram wavelength solid-

state Nd:YAG system supported by the Langley

Research Center. It was decided that the relative

merits of the two systems would be evaluated

through demonstrations at the launch and/or

landing sites.Preliminary findings indicatethat the

main benefits of these systems to the current STS

program liein the reduction of operations costs and

logisticalcomplexity. Further effortswill concen-

trateon achieving these goals.

Another study was conducted to determine

what effectsrelaxing or eliminating first-stagetra-

jectoryconstraints would have on the current Shut-

tleascent. As mentioned earlier,the first-stageas-

cent trajectoryfor the Shuttle ishighly constrained.

In particular,the vehicle is required to fly within

envelopes of dynamic pressure (q),angle of attack

(a),and the products ofdynamic pressure with angle

of attack (qa)and angle of sideslip(qb). The imple-

mentation ofan advanced guidance algorithm coupl-

ed with sensors, such as those discussed above, may

result in the relaxation of these constraints. A

LIDAR system would allow relaxation ofthe dynam-

icpressure constraintsdue toa reduction in the mea-

surement uncertainty of the wind used in the ascent

trajectorydesign. This resultsin increased perform-

ance at main engine cutoff.However, the increase is

only slightly beyond that attainable by the imple-

mentation of the Day of Launch I-Load Update

Phase II (DOLILU II)which uses a prelaunch mea-

sured wind in the design process. The upper limit on

possible performance gain was determined by de-

signing a trajectorywith the constraints on q,a, qa,

and qb eliminated. Actual elimination of these con-

straintswould require several hardware changes in

addition to an advanced guidance algorithm and

sensing devices. The results showed that increases

on the order of 3000 Ibs were possible. However, this

gain is small when compared to the cost and feasi-

bilityof incorporating the necessary changes. There

is,therefore,littleto be gained in terms ofperform-

ance by implementing first-stageguidance improve-

ments beyond DOLILU II. Based on these conclu-

sions,the focus of the RTOP has changed for fiscal

year 1991.

The focus will now be directed toward providing

guidance improvements with applications in the
near term. Specifically, improvements will be made

to the abort guidance algorithms with a strong

emphasis on the return to launch site (RTLS) abort.

Algorithms will be developed to make the RTLS tra-

jectory more benign and adaptable, thus increasing

flight safety. Preliminary work is under way in the

evaluation of possible guidance schemes such as open

or closed loop out-of-plane fuel dissipation and bilin-

ear tangent steering. In addition, SeGRAm is being
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usedto determine the optimal trajectory given the

desired final conditions and trajectory constraints.

Currently, the Shuttle employs a mass optimal tra-

jectory whereas in most cases RTLS is not perform-

ance critical. Furthermore, flight design for RTLS is

time intensive,requiring a great deal ofanalysis and

verification.The new algorithms to be developed of-

fer the potentialofreducing operations costsby elim-

inating a large portion of the flight design effort

required inaddition toimproving flightsafety.
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Dynatube Insert Development and Test

Program

PI: Karla Fulton/EP4
Reference STT 15

Currently, several hundred Dynatube mechan-
ical fittings are used in numerous fluid systems on
each Space Transportation System (STS) Orbiter.
These fittings reduce the maintenance time and

risks for fluid systems requiring periodic component
servicing and replacement. The Dynatube fitting
utilizes a metal-to-metal seal that has been extreme-

ly reliable but can be scratched by either abuse or
through numerous disassembly and reassembly cy-
cles. Damaged fittings presently are repaired either
by polishing the fitting surfaces or cutting the fitting
out of the system and installing a new fitting. Both
ofthese repair methods are time consuming, involve
significant system preparation (especially for sys-
tems containing toxic or corrosive fluids), and risk
possibly contaminating the fluid system with partic-
ulates. For repairing fluid systems, especially when
the schedule is critical, a more flexible repair method
is desirable.

Soft inserts between the Dynatube fitting seal-
ing surfaces previously have been used to correct
leakage due to scratches but are not certified for use
on the STS and in some cases are not compatible with
STS fluids. This in-house NASA Johnson Space Cen-
ter (JSC) program evaluated the use of Teflon-coated

and gold-plated304L stainlesssteelas possible
repairsforSTS Earth-storablepropellantuse.These

insertswere designedwitha self-centeringliptoper-
mit easeofinstallationand avoidprotrusionintothe

flowpath. The figureindicatesthe Dynatube fitting

and sealinginsertconfiguration.Development test-

ing ofthe sealinginsertwas performed at the JSC
Thermochemical TestArea in 1990. An initialleak

rategreaterthan 10-3sccsofHe was establishedfor

allsixassembled Dynatube fittingtestarticleswith-

out sealinginserts.The testingphasesconsistedof

initialassembly withtheinserts,thermalcycling,vi-

bration,and post-testcoldflowchecks. Aftereach

phase oftestingwas completed,thetestarticleswere
leakchecked. A leakratelessthan 10-4sccsofHe

was consideredacceptable.Cold flow leak checks

were performed 18 weeks afterDynatube insertin-

stallations.The gold-platedsealinginsertswere un-

successfulin repairingany of the leakingtestarti-

cles.The Teflon-coatedinserts,however, were suc-

cessfulinrepairingallsixtestarticlesinwhich they
were installed.Finalleakratesofthe Teflon-coated

insertswere lessthan 10-7sccsofHe. The Teflon-

coatedinsertsare beingpursuedasa practicalmeans

of repairingSTS Dynatube fittings,and plans for

qualificationtestingand flightcertificationofthein-
sertsareinwork.

_m

SealsaverinstallationinDynatubefitting.
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Electromechanical Orbiter Fuel Cell

Program

PI: Nanette M. Faget and Michael Le/EP5
Reference STT 16

It has been proposed to replace the existing hy-
draulic actuator system on the Space Shuttle with an

electromechanical actuator (EMA) system to im-

prove safety and reduce costs. The Space Transpor-
tation System's recent flight manifest indicates 12

Shuttle flights in 1993 with a future flight rate goal

of 14 flights a year by the mid-1990's to support the

assembly of Space Station Freedom. An Orbiter fuel

cell power plant (FCP) with a longer life than its

current 2000 hours would contribute to reducing

turnaround time for launch processing operations.

Moreover, an FCP with higher power density would

allow the replacement of the auxiliary power unit
(APU) and hydraulic actuators with electrical motor-

driven EMAs for the Space Shuttle. An EMA system

has the potential of being safer and more reliable

than an APU/hydraulic system.

The NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) has

initiated a program with international fuel cells to

upgrade the current Orbiter FCP using improve-

ments developed for the Strategic Defense Initiative
(SDI) program. The SDI program has mission re-

quirements similar to those of NASA but requires a

higher power FCP with low launch weight. The

NASA JSC sought to take advantage of SD! tech-

nology in developing an FCP to meet the higher

power and longer life requirements of the Orbiter
EMA program. The advanced cell has improved dur-

ability so that the overhaul frequency will be

reduced, thus providing logistics cost savings. The

higher power density of the advanced cell will pro-

vide more power to the Orbiter payload as well as

provide the power required by the EMAs.

The objective of the program was to demon-

strate the endurance capability of an advanced tech-

nology alkaline fuel cell at Orbiter conditions of

180 °F and 60 psia with periodic higher power opera-

tion to 1500 W/ft2 at a cell temperature of 250 ° F.

The secondary objectives of the program were to de-

velop an FCP with a cell-specific weight of less than
1.51bs/kW and with a life of 10000 hours. To

achieve the lower weight and the 10 000-hour life,
the present cell frame and matrix, which are both

susceptible to corrosion, were replaced with a poly-

etheretherketone frame and a potassium titanate/

asbestos matrix. It is estimated that the higher

power density FCP will provide significant weight

savings such that four 60 kW FCPs of the advanced

configuration will weigh the same as the current
Orbiter's three 12 kW FCPs.

A full-scale single cell was built and tested for

2000 hours with virtually no degradation in perform-

ance. Intermittent operation at high current den-

sities to meet the EMA power requirements had no

effect on the cell's performance when it was returned

to normal Orbiter operating loads. Two subscale

single cells were tested to demonstrate the materials

compatibility of the potassium titanate/asbestos ma-

trix to verify that corrosion would not limit the life of

the cell. A mockup composite frame with an Ni
insert, which represents a lighter weight separator

plate, also was built and delivered to NASA JSC.

Based on the successful results of the full-scale single

cell test, plans are being made to build and test a

4-cell stack. This will lead to a multiyear effort to de-
sign and build a long-life, high power density FCP

for several advanced Orbiter applications.
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Uprated Orbital Maneuvering System

(OMS) Engine

PI: Richard J. Schoenberg/EP4
Reference STT 17

The Space Shuttle orbital maneuvering system
(OMS) is a pressure-fed propulsion system that utili-

zes the storable propellants nitrogen tetroxide (NTO)

and monomethylhydrazine (MMH). An uprated

pump-fed version of the OMS engine (OME) can pro-

vide significant benefits for the Space Transporta-

tion System, including increased Shuttle Orbiter

payload and altitude capability and a high-perform-

ance, man-rated engine for upper stage applications.

The uprated OME (UOME) has the potential to

significantly increase Shuttle mission manifesting

and operational flexibility. The improved OMS per-

formance increases the Shuttle payload lift capabil-

ity by up to 1300 lbs. This type of increase signifi-
cantly helps to regain much of the Shuttle lift capa-

bility lost due to recent hardware and operational

modifications. It also provides a positive lift margin

to missions which currently have negative margins,

including many of the defined Space Station element

delivery missions and several Department of Defense
missions.

Alternately, by loading additional propellant
into the excess OMS tankage made available by the

higher engine performance, an increase in orbital
altitude of 15 to 20 n. mi. can be achieved. If the

UOME could have been made available for Hubble

Space Telescope delivery, the additional altitude

would delay the first required reboost mission by at
least 2 years. For telescope reboost, the UOME effec-

tively eliminates every other dedicated reboost mis-
sion, saving the cost of a total Shuttle mission.

As the latest state-of-the-art in pump-fed stor-
able propellant rocket engines, the UOME has be-

come a leading candidate for future space transfer

vehicles and upper stages using NTO and MMH. Its

thrust level of 6 000 lbs is near optimum for satellite

delivery to geosynchronous Earth orbit, and its com-

bustion chamber pressure of 350 lb/in2 allows the use

of conventional materials and cooling techniques,

thus providing a high level of operational reliability.

Many of the components of the engine are taken di-

rectly from the existing pressure-fed OME, while the

remaining modified components utilize existing

technologies to minimize engine development risk.

The objectives of the UOME advanced develop-

ment program are to conduct the analysis, design,

fabrication, and test efforts necessary to demonstrate

the performance and operational goals of a complete
pump-fed version of the Space Shuttle OME. Prede-

velopment activities since fiscal year 1985 (FY 1985)

have verified the performance capabilities of the

critical components, including the turbopump, gas
generator, main combustion chamber injector, and

the regeneratively fuel-cooled combustion chamber.

In FY 1989, these components were assembled into a

complete engine which was successfully hot fired at

ground-level environmental conditions at Aerojet.

During FY 1990, the additional components re-

quired to allow engine testing at simulated altitude
conditions were fabricated and assembled. These

components included a turbine exhaust line,nozzle

coolant manifold, and a nozzle adapter. An altitude

test program was completed successfully at the

NASA White Sands Test Facility. Testing was per-

formed at the Shuttle optimum mixture ratioof 1.65

and also ata 1.95 mixture ratiowhich isoptimum for

an upper-stage application. The accompanying pho-

tograph shows an altitude test firingof the UOME.

The test program was extremely successful. The

engine performance at both mixture ratioswas as ex-

pected,and there was good correlationtoanalytical-

lypredicted performance as well as the previous sea-

level test program results. The review of altitude

testdata was begun in FY 1990. Plans for FY 1991

include completion of altitude testdata review and

an engine design update to incorporate lessons learn-
ed and potential areas of improvement.
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Altitude test firing of the UOME.
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Shuttle Evolution Phase II Crew Escape

Study

TM: Kevin C. Templin/ET2

Steve Nagel/CB
Reference STT 18

In 1987, a study was conducted to examine
more capable crew escape concepts for possible
Orbiter implementation. This study utilized person-
nel from the NASA Johnson Space Center as well as
national experts on escape systems from the Naval
Air Development Center, the NASA Langley Re-
search Center, and various industry consultants.

The results of this study were as follows:

• Pod or capsule escape from the Orbiter is
impractical due to weight and center of gravity
(c.g) limitations (assuming that the external
geometry is not changed).

• Ejection seats and seated extraction appear to be
feasible for retrofit and provide escape opportuni-
ties for a broad range of failure conditions.

The viability of any escape system proposed for
use in a Shuttle Orbiter depends to a large extent
upon the magnitude, complexity, and cost of the
required modifications to the Orbiter. In an effort to
quantify some of the necessary modifications for
incorporation of a more capable escape system into
an Orbiter, one ejection seat and one extraction seat
concept were selected as candidate escape systems
for further study. The Systems Engineering Division
and the Orbiter & GFE Projects Office, along with
Rockwell International - Space Systems Division
performed this feasibility assessment. The scope of
the 1990 assessment was limited to defining cost,
schedule, Orbiter structural, pyrotechnic, and
avionics impacts.

The candidate ejection seat concept will provide
escape capability for up to eight crewmembers. All
eight crewmembers will exit the vehicle through an
opening in the top of the Orbiter. An industry survey
identified three ejection seats which have similar
size and capability. The McDonnell Douglas Advan-
ced Concept Ejection Seat (ACES) II was used in this
study as representative of current state-of-the-art
ejection seat technology.

Many ejection seats are qualified to typically
provide escape capability during flight phases where
velocities do not exceed 600 knots equivalent air
speed (KEAS). A nominal Shuttle ascent trajectory
does not exceed this limit. The Shuttle ascent escape

envelope is limited by the requirement that crew-
members must not pass through engine exhaust
plumes. The escape envelope with the use of ejection
seats extends from the pad to 50 000 feet and beyond
on ascent. The ascent escape envelope will be inter-
rupted between 9 000 and 29 000 feet if the center
Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME#1) is not shut
down during the escape sequence. Evaluation of a
worst case scenario using a 95 percentile crewmem-

ber revealed that, due to dynamic pressure (Q) in this
ascent altitude range, the trajectory of the seated

crewmember will pass through the plume of
SSME#1. Envelope limitations were determined by
analysis of engine plume geometry data and ejection
seat trajectory profiles across the flight conditions of
nominal ascent. The descent escape envelope starts
at 50 000 feet and continues through rollout. The
50 000 foot limit for both ascent and descent indi-

cates the current tested capability of an open ejection
seat. Additional performance is available from the

ejection seat; however, additional flight testing is
required to ascertain the maximum altitude at which
the ejection seat can be used.

It will be necessary to rearrange the Orbiter
crew module/forward fuselage to integrate the pro-
posed ejection seat concept. The airlock, currently
located inside the crew module must be relocated to

the payload bay, cantilevered off of the Xo 576
bulkhead. The aft flight deck floor must be removed
to allow three sets of rails to be installed. The rails
will be connected on the middeck floor and will travel

upward to the crew module ceiling on the flight deck.
Avionics impacts include the rerouting of cables
which currently pass through the portions of the
crew module ceiling and forward fuselage that are to
be pyrotechnically removed as part of the escape
sequence. Environmental control impacts may
result if the vacuum duct configuration is changed.
The cabin recirculation system will require redesign
if this happens. Additional structure will be requir-
ed in both the crew cabin and the forward fuselage to
beef up areas surrounding openings and to carry
loads introduced by the ejection seat system. Crew
module fittings used to attach the crew module to the
forward fuselage may require redesign if the 30 000
pound design load specification is exceeded by instal-
lation of the ejection seats. The ejection seats are
heavier than the current seats flown during Shuttle
missions and will add weight in the crew cabin. The
eight person ejection seat concept will add approxi-
mately 2 700 pounds to the Orbiter and produce an
Orbiter c.g. shift of 5 inches toward the front of the
vehicle.
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The candidate extraction seat concept willpro-

vide escape capabilityfor seven crewmembers. The

extraction seat method ofcrew escape is not limited

to seven crewmembers; however, eight person

extraction methods will require Orbiter modifica-

tionssimilar tothose ofthe eight person ejectionseat

concept. Five crewmembers on the flightdeck willbe

extracted out ofthe top ofthe vehiclewhile two crew-

members on the middeck will extract from the side

hatch opening. An example extraction seat for this

study isa product of Upeo. Seated extractiondiffers

from ejectionseat escape in that the crewmember is

extracted via a body harness which isconnected toan

extraction rocket by a lanyard. Rather than being

pushed out of the vehicle, as is the case with an

ejection seat rocket,the extraction rocket pulls the

crewmember out of the vehicle. The extraction

rocket is expelled from the vehicle by compressed

gas, the lanyard ispulled taut,the extraction rocket

isignitedand the crewmember ispulled from his/her

seat. The extraction concept also is considerably

lighterthan the ejectionseatconcept.

Extraction seatsoffera smaller escape envelope

than do ejection seats. Extraction seats are limited
to use where velocitiesdo not exceed 300 KEAS.

This restriction is necessary to ensure that the

extraction rocket isnot forced back by the air flow

around the Orbiter to a point where the rocket will

make contact with the Orbiter and prevent the

extraction of the crewmember. Typical Shuttle

ascent trajectoriesexceed 300 KEAS. Also, the

ascent escape envelope using extraction seatsislim-

ited by the requirement that crewmembers not pass

through engine exhaust plumes. The ascent escape

envelope for the extraction seat method opens just
after liftoff and ends at 3500 feet with SSME#1

operating. Crewmembers will pass through the

SSME#1 plume if it is operating. The ascent envel-

ope extends to 10 000 feet with SSME#1 shut down.

The descent escape envelope opens at 25 000 feet and
continues to 300 feet of altitude. Pad and rollout

escape may be available to the crewmembers on the

flight deck only. Higher descent escape may be
available but, as with the ejection seats, additional

testing is required to confirm any additional

capability.

The Orbiter impacts for the candidate extrac-

tion concept are less severe than for the selected

ejection concept. The airlock must still be relocated

to the payload bay. Overhead openings must be

pyrotechnically cut in the top of the vehicle but the

openings will be smaller than with the ejection seat

concept. Horizontally mounted rails must be in-
stalled in the middeck which will lead to some rode-

sign of the waste collection system. The seven person

extraction seat concept will add approximately 1 500

pounds to the Orbiter. The resulting c.g. shift will be
2 inches forward.

This impacts assessment concluded that both

escape systems appear feasible for integration into

an Orbiter but would require significant redesign of

the crew module and forward fuselage. Industry ex-

perts agree that the two candidate seats are accep-

table system elements in the concepts identified and
that the Orbiter can accommodate the modifications

necessary to implement either concept. The esti-
mated costs and schedule for incorporating either

escape concept are expected by study completion in
early 1991. While weight impacts are estimated to

be less than 3 000 pounds, the c.g. impacts of the two

concepts could limit Orbiter payload capability.

Ejection and extraction seats offer the prospect

of providing a significant expansion to the Orbiter

crew escape envelope. However, before either seat

concept can be recommended for implementation,
further studies are required to fully understand the

operational impacts (e.g., weight-to-orbit, payload
bay volume), risks (e.g., handling ejection/extraction

seats on orbit), and costs associated with such an

implementation. These must be weighed against the

escape envelope expansion that will be provided to

completely understand the practicality of undertak-

ing the modifications which will be necessary for the
Orbiter.
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Shuttle Evolution Crew Escape Module

(CEM) Study

TM: Kevin C. Templin/ET2
Reference STT 19

Manned spacecraft travel through a changing

and hostileenvironment in which subsystem failures

can lead to the lossofa vehicle and the crew inside.

The systems required to provide crew escape during

allphases of a spacecraft'sflightenvelope are com-

plex and expensive. A study was performed to define

the top levelrequirements for a crew escape module

(CEM). The system impacts, necessary to make the

Orbiter/CEM vehiclea viablesystem, were defined.

In FY 1990, the NASA Johnson Space Center

completed engineering analyses of escape module

concepts that provide escape for the entire Space

Transportation System Orbiter flightenvelope. The

CEM was designed toaccommodate 10 crewmembers

(2 pilotsand 8 Space Station crewmembers). The

study included design reference data which show the

effectsof integrating a CEM into a Block IIOrbiter.

For this study, a Block II Orbiter was defined as an

Orbiter modified to include a CEM. An effortwas

made tokeep changes tothe Orbiter toa minimum in

order to take advantage of the current Orbiter

design.

Three CEM concepts were initiallyconsidered:

a modified versionofthe current crew cabin,a double

deck blunt body module, and an extended flightdeck

module. The extended flightdeck CEM was selected

for further development during the study based on

its potential to meet the requirement to provide
escape capability throughout the Orbiter's flight

envelope. In order to place ten crewmembers on the

same deck, the flight deck had to be extended 5 feet

into the payload bay. Subsystem requirements for

the CEM were determined and wherever possible,
Orbiter subsystems were relocated for use within the

CEM. Transferred subsystems were redesigned for
dual purpose use as both Orbiter subsystems

nominally and as CEM subsystems when required.

Systems within this category include three of the five

general purpose computers (GPC), the cabin air

filtration system, and parts of the Orbiter's commu-

nications and tracking equipment. Two solid rocket

motors were sized to propel the CEM. The motors

required thrust vectoring for attitude control. The

separation motors will be used to de-orbit the CEM

for on-orbit aborts. The separation motors were sized

to meet but not exceed, the physiological limits of

9g's +Gx and/or 5g's +Gz. These limits would

allow the crew to remain conscious through the

sequence of events starting with escape initiation.

The separation motors were sized to develop a com-

bined thrust of 161 405 pounds. A reaction control

system (RCS) was included to provide onorbit and

deorbit control and stabilityaugmentation. Power

for the CEM was provided by lithium-bromine

complex (Li-BCX) DD-cell batteries.

In order to ensure proper attitude control and

provide for the possibilityof incapacitated crew-

members, a closed-loop flight control system was

envisioned for the CEM Navigation would be

accomplished with the use of horizon scanners, a

global positioning system, two inertial navigation

systems (INSs), and onboard computers. An

INS/GPC/RCS system is used for active attitude

control. Landing and recovery could either be

accomplished with a parachute and retro rocket

system or a drogue parachute and extraction seat

system. The totalweight ofthe CEM would be in the

25 000 pound range. This represents an addition of

15 000 pounds tothe current Orbiter.

New designs would be required for the two new
modules - the CEM and the middeck volume. In

order to integrate the CEM into the Orbiter,

additional structure would be required to accommo-

date the two pressure vessels. There would be

minimal impact on the forward fuselage frames.

Structure between the nose and main landing gear

would require detailed redesign of skin and

stringers. Nose landing gear and back-up structure

also must be redesigned. The radial load would

increase 10 percent, based on a maximum landing

weight of256 000 pounds.
The addition of 15000 Ibs at station Xo =

576 inches would shiftthe Orbiter forward X center

of gravity (c.g.)to the Xo = 1043.5 inches, repre-

senting a c.g.shiftof 33.2 inches. The result of this

forward c.g. movement would be the loss of pitch

control authority for velocities above Mach 3.

Possible solutions to counteract the forward c.g.

problem were analyzed. Three modifications were

deemed feasible: increasing the elevon size,reposi-

tioning the wings forward, or adding canards.

Increased elevon would be achieved by adding an

elevon chord rearward. Elevon center of pressure

moves aft with increasing chord size. This would

increase elevon moment arm. For the 33.2-inch c.g.

shift,the elevon area would have to be increased by

74percent. Elevon hinge moments and wing loads

would increase significantly. The resulting increase

in the theoretical wing area would be 425 square

feet. Orbiter wing loading at landing would be

82percent of baseline. The second option to
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maintainstatic pitch margin with the forward c.g.

shift called for the wings to be moved forward. In

order to provide the Orbiter/CEM vehicle with the

same pitch control margin that existing Orbiters

have, the wings would need to be moved 90.7 inches

forward. This would require a complete redesign of

the Orbiter mid-fuselage. The final option proposed
the addition of canards to the Orbiter. With large

inherent moment arm, canards are efficient at

accommodating forward c.g. For the 33.2 inch c.g.

shift, the required canard area would be 168 square

feet. The total theoretical lift area for the wing plus

canard combination would be 3 162 square feet. The

resulting wing loading with a canard would be

reduced 8 percent from the baseline. The Orbiter for-

ward fuselage would require redesign to accommo-
date additional loads.

After considering the Orbiter impacts of each of

the proposed pitch control solutions, elevon resizing

emerged as the most promising option. Elevon resiz-

ing presents the most modest changes of the three

options. The elevons must be redesigned, the

number of actuators must be increased by one per

elevon, and the rear spar and hinges adjacent to

hinge supports also will require redesign. The addi-

tional elevon area would allow for reduced landing

wing loading which can be used to reduce landing

speed and lower the landing angle ofattack.

Rough order of magnitude cost estimates put

the price for each CEM at $3 billion.The cost to re-

design and certifythe Orbiter would be $5 billion.

The study indicated that a CEM and Orbiter integra-

tion are feasible.However, major redesign ofthe for-

ward fuselage as well as associated costs,not only of

Orbiter redesign but also of CEM design, develop-

ment, and testing would make such an integration

impractical. Retest and recertifmation ofthe Orbit-

er/CEM vehiclewould alsobe required.

<:2>
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The CEM concept.
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Assured Crew Return Vehicle (ACRV)

Pl: Jerry Craig/IA13
ReferenceSTT20

In fiscal year 1990 (FY 1990), the Assured Crew
Return Vehicle (ACRV) Project was in Phase A, fo-

cusing on the validation of ACRV mission and sys-
tem requirements to meet them.

NASA validated the missions of the ACRV

system, which are to evacuate

• A seriously injured/ill crewmember from Space
Station Freedom (SSF) to a ground-based care
facility,

• SSF in the event it becomes uninhabitable, and

• SSF in the event Space Shuttle flights are inter-
rupted.

System performance requirements previously
derived by NASA from these three missions were
then validated. Requirements validation focused on
the areas of medical constraints to protect an injur-
ed/ill crewmember, emergency activation conditions,
and SSF interfaces. The issues were considered by
an interdisciplinary NASA team including the crew,
safety, medical, operations, design, and other techni-
cal specialties.

In the medical area, preliminary analysis indi-
cated that an ACRV designed for water landing can
meet the Apollo Block-II impact g crew limits of 15,
10, and 8.5 g's in the crew body x, y, and z axes, re-
spectively. Other medical requirements included
crew orientation constraints after landing and total
mission time from the SSF to a ground-based medical
facility.

Contingency operations studies identified the

reasonable minimum pressures at which the ACRV
might be activated during an SSF decompression
scenario as well as the time constraints on returning
to normal pressure. The capability to isolate the
crew inside the ACRV in 3 minutes was assessed.

Building on in-house work concepts performed
at the Johnson Space Center (JSC), Kennedy Space
Center (KSC), and Langley Research Center, two
ACRV prime contractors participated in a Require-
ments Validation and Concept Definition Study
(Phase A'). Beyond supporting NASA in validating
and refining the ACRV system requirements, this
study identified and compared design and operation-
al concepts for the end-to-end ACRV system and de-
veloped preliminary life cycle cost (LCC) estimates.

Following the competitive submission and
evaluation of bidder proposals in the autumn of 1989,

Lockheed Missiles& Space Company, Sunnyvale,

Calif.,and Rockwell International,Downey, Calif.,

were selectedas the two prime contractors.Their

contractsbegan on 2 April 1990. Also in FY 1990,

Eagle TechnicalServiceswas selectedas the ACRV

Technicaland Management Supportcontractor.The

prime contractorsbegan developing independent

designsolutionstoNASA's functionalrequirements.

Generally,the contractorsfound thata number of

simpledesignsolutionscan satisfytherequirements.

To facilitateevaluationof contractor-proposed

design concepts,NASA studieda low lift-to-drag

capsulecapableofreturning8personsand providing

up to24 hours ofon-orbitloiter.The dry mass ofthe

capsule was 9000 Ibs and that of the required
externalservicemodule was 3600 Ibs. The gross

masses (includingthe crew) were 11600 and 4400

Ibs,respectively.A preliminaryin-house landing
accuracyanalysisalsowas completed. The project

endorsed theconceptofbasingtwo 8-personvehicles

atSSF withaspareon theground.

The design philosophyof ACRV is to apply

existingtechnologyand avoid new technologydevel-

opment. The recoverysystem most likelycan use an

Apollo-typeparachutetechnology.Likewise,itwas

shown that the Space Shuttle'ssurfaceinsulation

tiletechnologywillsufficeas a thermal protection
systemforACRV reentry.

The most significantdesign challengeidenti-

fiedwas for a verticalland-landingsystem which
must meet themedicalimpact-gconstraintsforan ill

or injuredcrewmember. Approaches under consider-

ationincludedparachute/retro-rocketsystems com-

bined with impact-attenuation struts. Air-bag-type
systems were examined but appear to present prob-
lems for landing in high-wind situations.

During FY 1990, NASA made significant prog-
ress towards defining an integrated ACRV opera-
tions concept based on embedded operations. Given
the infrequent and unexpected nature of ACRV mis-
sions, this concept proposes that the full spectrum of
ground, mission support, and flight operations utilize
existing facilities, personnel, processes, and other
resources as a means of reducing costs.

Major concept features include

• Streamlined prelaunch processing at KSC
• Launch and delivery of the ACRV as a passive

payload
• Use of "generic" products for ACRV mission

operations

• Initial mission support by the on-duty control
center team
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* Reliance on existing United States and interna-

tionalsearch,rescue,and medical resources

• Use ofthe SSF-integrated logisticssystem

NASA found that essentialcontrolcenter func-

tions could be limited to selecting landing sites,co-

ordinating with search and rescue forces,and provid-

ing medical support. Specialized functions (e.g.,

on-orbit maintenance, subsystem troubleshooting,

training,and vehicle recovery support) could be ac-

commodated by cross-trainedindividuals from simi-

lardisciplines.

The NASA operations team integrated opera-

tions concepts and plans for each ACRV mission

phase intoa continuous flow. These analyses identi-

fied candidate requirements, contributed to the con-

tractors'design concept work, and enhanced the ac-

curacy ofpreliminary costestimates.

NASA continued to refine totalLCC estimates

forthe ACRV system including design, development,

test,and engineering, production, and operations-

phase costs. Each prime contractor developed LCC

estimates for various design alternatives that

• Long Duration Storage
• SS Resources

• Availability

• Time to Replace
• ELV Compatibility

Ground OPt;
• Embedded

Infrastructure

• Refurb/Replace

compared favorably with in-house estimates. The

studiesshowed that parachute-landing vehicles with

minimal crossrange capability are the least expen-

sive to develop. Liftingbodies with moderate cross-

range and runway-landing capabilitywere shown to

costsignificantlymore.

Supporting definitionactivitiesalso were per-

formed in FY 1990 atJSC, KSC, and the Department

ofDefense, including ACRV ingress simulations per-

formed in a simulated weightless environment on

the NASA KC135 aircraft.Analyses of ACRV land-

ing opportunities were completed and candidate

landing sites identified.Ground operations studies

contributed tothe operations concept work.

In FY 1990, the projectdeveloped systems for

managing and protecting the two prime contractors'

competition-sensitive data. It also developed a local

area network-based information management sys-

tem to organize and provide access to ACRV data,

initiated a configuration management system to con-

trol requirements, maintained programmatic strate-

gies to support the SSF Program, and developed proj-

ect schedule and action tracking systems.

Configurations

Sizing
Tiering

• Crew Role

• Entry g
• Mission Time
• Activation Time

Landino
• Water vs. Land

• Impact g
• Landing Sites
• Post-Landing

Orientation

Recovery
• Embedded

Resources

• Day/Night

XtOOOF5M

TheACRVsystemrequirements issueswere at the focusof technicalactivity inFY1990.
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Although competing contractors will select their best design solutions, NASA developed this ACRV concept as a baseline for analysis.
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Personnel Launch System (PLS)

PI: Andrew Petro/ET2

Reference STT 21

The purpose of the Personnel Launch System

(PLS) study was to generate the information needed

to assess the potential advantages of a people-only

launch and recovery system as a future space trans-

portation alternative. The PLS is intended to be a

relatively simple, safe, and efficient means of trans-

porting people to low-Earth orbit. Candidate designs

for the PLS spacecraft include simple capsules, bi-

conic shapes, lifting bodies, and winged gliders. The

PLS concepts will be compared to evolutionary deriv-

atives of the Space Shuttle and new designs for

multi-purpose launch systems.

The first phase of PLS studies concentrated on
defining ground rules and reference missions and

performing overall system trade studies. A reference

concept also was developed. This work was begun in-

house and was supplemented by a contracted design

study. Based on trade studies and other analyses, it
was determined that the PLS should be a reusable

spacecraft, one that would be delivered to orbit by an

expendable, liquid-propellant launch vehicle and

recovered on land. The selected spacecraft capacity
is eight passengers plus a crew of two.

A series of simple spacecraft shapes were stud-

ied to determine their aerodynamic performance and

stability characteristics. The spacecraft shapes that

were studied include the Viking heat shield, blunt

and pointed Discoverer, Apollo, and five types of

biconics. Lift-to-drag ratios, trim angles-of-attack,
and stability margins were determined. An addi-

tional study was completed to analyze the sensitivity
of the selected biconic shape to length variation.

The spacecraft reference concept developed in

the in-house design study has a biconic shape with a

slightly flattened bottom. The biconic shape was se-

lected because, in comparison to other simple shapes,

its entry crossrange capability is higher and entry

deceleration forces and heating loads are lower.

Also, it is very efficient volumetrically. Practically

all subsystems, including on-orbit propulsion, are

housed in a module at the aft end of the spacecraft.

The spacecraft is recovered by means of a parafoil;

which is a deployable, steerable lifting surface. The
launch escape system consists of several solid rockets

housed in the launch vehicle adapter.

Numerous ascent trajectories for the PLS were

analyzed using the Titan 3, an adaptation of the

Shuttle liquid rocket booster, and a version of the

Advanced Launch System. For purposes of compar-

ison, several types of launch vehicles were designed

specifically for the PLS mission.

The original reference insertion orbit for PLS

was 100 by 50 n. mi. This orbit was found to result in

booster impacts on land masses, so a parametric

study was performed to determine a more desirable

insertion orbit. It was found that reducing the inser-

tion perigee to 40 n. mi. eliminated the impact prob-

lem without reducing overall launch performance.

An in-house study was begun to examine the

fundamental performance and flight mechanics

aspects of air launching. The trade study covered
launch velocities from zero to Mach 3 and altitudes

from zero to 75 000 feet.

A detailed study of launch escape systems was
completed and system parameters were determined

to provide for safe separation and recovery of the

spacecraft following descent on conventional para-

chutes or a parafoil. This work included some in-

depth analysis of the aerodynamic performance of a
parafoil and an investigation into the flotation char-

acteristics of the spacecraft.

Entry trajectories were generated for maximum

crossrange and maximum heating conditions. The

trajectory results were used to design a reusable

thermal protection system. Recovery on land was

found to be a significant engineering challenge.

Parachutes are a proven approach, but drift due to

wind will make tumbling after impact a constant

concern. The selected design is a parafoil with a
large nose skid and aft airbags for impact

attenuation. Using a parafoil, the spacecraft can fly

into the wind for a more controlled landing, but

parafoils require additional development for large

scale applications.

The conceptual design included a definition of

all spacecraft systems including life support, track-

ing, communications, displays, controls, avionics,
propulsion, and personnel accommodations. The

onboard power requirements profile was generated

for a typical mission and the power system was sized

accordingly. A heat generation profile also was

determined, and the thermal control system was

designed for worst-case conditions.

A detailed weight breakdown was developed for

the conceptual design. Working with cost analysts,

complexity and other factors were defined for each

spacecraft component. The cost factors and weight

breakdown were used to develop a detailed life cycle

cost estimate including vehicle development and op-

erations for the 30-year program.
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The referenceconcept developed in the con-

tractedstudy also has a biconicshape. The con-

tractorperformedextensivetradestudiesofcapacity,

reusability,landing mode, landing precision,and

spacecraftautonomy. In subsystem trade studies,

numerous propellantcombinationswere considered

inan efforttofindthe leasthazardousoption.Many

innovative launch escape system options were

studied.The selectedsystem isan expendable,high-

thrustliquidrocketwhich uses propellantfrom the

orbitalmaneuvering system ratherthan a separate

source.
Areas were identified where additional technol-

ogy development would be beneficial. The operation-
al use of a parafoil will require continued develop-
ment and testing. There is also a need for propulsion
and attitude control systems that use less-hazardous
propellants and generate less-contaminating
exhaust products. Additional development of
existing concepts for low-maintenance power, life
support, and thermal control systems is also needed.

Future plans include continued conceptual de-
sign activities in an effort to define four representa-
tive spacecraft types. Reference designs for a simple
capsule and a winged glider will be added to the
biconic and lifting body designs already generated.
The four spacecraft configurations will be evaluated
in the areas of manufacturing, launch vehicle inte-
gration, and operational efficiency. A concentrated
effort will be made to understand the implications of
operations in subsystem design. This multi-disci-
pline design activity will be aided by the construc-
tion of a detailed scale model of a representative
spacecraft. Studies of launch options also will
continue.

PLS recovery concept,
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Optical Communication Through the

Shuttle Window (OCTW)

Ph J.L. Prather/EE6

Reference STT 22

In January 1987, NASA Headquarters funded a

3-year program to design and develop an alternative
communications link between the crew cabin and

payload bay on the Orbiter. This innovative system

will allow payload specialists to communicate with
their particular payload independently of the Orbiter

system and also will increase the potential band-

width for communicating between the crew cabin

and the payload bay without penetrating the payload

bay bulkhead. Fiber optics will be utilized in this

system to achieve these goals. Optical fibers, trans-

mission mediums for light, will guide light that is

modulated with the appropriate electrical test sig-
nals to the cabin side of the aft window. There, the

light (with the information stored in its intensity

levels) will shine through the window and be receiv-

ed on the payload bay side of the window by a fiber
that will guide the light to a box in the payload bay

that will act as a repeater station for the test signals.

On leaving the payload bay box, the light will return

to the Optical Communication through the Shuttle

Window (OCTW) crew cabin box, again via fiber-

optic cable and the aft window. This box will

evaluate the integrity of the optical link. Two sub-

systems will be a part of the OCTW system: a 200-
mbps emitter coupled logic digital link and a video

link. The system is manifested for flight in June

1991 on the Space Transportation System (STS)

flight STS-43. The experiment will be operated four

times during the mission to evaluate system

performance in different vehicle attitudes, including
bay to the Sun and bay to space. It is hoped that

successful completion of the experiment will lead to

incorporation of the technique as an optional service

to future payloads.

Project accomplishments in fiscal year 1990

have included the following:

a. Flight hardware was developed and
successfully tested. Tests included system

performance verification, qualification for

acceptance vibration, qualification for accept-
ance thermal, acceptance vibration, and

acceptance thermal, bench shock handling, and

electromagnetic interference/electromagnetic

compatibility tests.

b. Modifications to the flight hardware were made

due to a failure that occurred during qualifica-

tion testing. A component was supplied by the

vendor that was not intended to survive a space
environment. Analysis was done to determine

the part was unnecessary, and it was removed.

C. The Phase II flight safety review was

completed, and the Phase III flight safety data

package was submitted.

d, The Phase II ground safety review was

completed and the Phase III ground safety
review was submitted.

e. Various Payload Integration Plan annexes

were completed, including the Flight

Operations Support annex, the Middeck Inter-

face Control Document, the Cargo Systems

Manual, the Payload Systems Data and
Malfunction Manual, the Payload Data

Package annex, the Flight Planning annex

(Parts I and II), and the Payload Verification

Requirements annex.
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OCTW cabin and payload bay hardware.
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Visual Docking Aids

PI: Richard D. Juday/EE6
Reference STT 23

Simulations done in the Shuttle Avionics Inte-

gration Laboratory (SAIL) have shown there is a

potential problem in docking the Shuttle and Space

Station. Stacked translation dispersions at time of

contact will require a 1-ft capture radius ability of

the docking ports. Substantial reductions in cost,

weight, and volume (applying to each flight of the

Shuttle to the Space Station) would result if the

stacked dispersions could be brought down to a 6-in.

capture radius. A straightforward approach to the

problem would be to use a port-mounted television

camera with cathode ray tube (CRT) display to the

crewmember doing the docking. The crew, however,
wish to have a backup method. To this end, JSC

thoroughly evaluated one of several previously

identified alternative docking target methods this

year. It is a coherent fiber optic imaging bundle used

as a periscope. The National Space Transportation

System Integration Office funded the investigation.

"Berthing" recently has been given considera-

ble attention. In berthing, the remote manipulator
system (the remotely controlled arm on the Shuttle)

is used to grasp a fixture on the Space Station and
then the two vehicles are drawn into soft dock.

"Docking" continues as the initial direct hard contact

between docking port mechanisms on the Shuttle

and Station. The fiber optic periscope technique is

applicable to berthing as well as to docking.

The fiber optic periscope system has two major

strong points. First, it is entirely passive. It has no

electronics at all. For crew convenience, an optical

television tap might be inserted, but the fundamen-

tal passive quality remains. Since it works quite

well in laboratory ambient lighting, we expect it to

operate in the Shuttle cargo bay's ambient lighting.

Second, it achieves its precision by presenting a

natural image to the operator; one does not infer po-

sition from secondary sources such as the appearance

of an offset docking target.

We quote results for the effort in terms of the

three major contributors to dispersion in the two-

vehicle relative alignment. These are sensing, sys-

tematic, and control errors. Sensing error is where

we can make a contribution. Systematic error is a

translational bias misalignment resulting from

Shuttle/Station relative rotational misalignment.

Control error arises even if the pilot has perfect

knowledge of the actual misalignment. We can
reduce sensing error to a small fraction of an inch.

Lateral sensitivity is the important parameter while

docking motion occurs along the line of sight. We ob-
tained test results with a full scale motion base simu-

lator. It was about a twentieth of an inch at contact

distance, with a less than one-inch systematic error

resulting from typical attitude-hold deadband and

the tentative placement of the fiber optic system.

Using a prototype stereo setup with two fiber

bundles at 8 inch separation, the range differentia-
ting ability was better than one-inch at 5 feet and 2
inches at 20 feet.

In the coming year, we will develop this idea

further. We will engineer the through-hull penetra-

tion of the fiber optic image cable, put typical compo-

nents through environmental testing, and complete

the design of a flyable system.
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Fiber-optic alignment aid test setup.
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Laser Docking Sensor (LDS) Flight
Demonstration

PI: J. L. Prather/EE6
Reference STT 24

A laserdockingsensor(LDS) isbeingdeveloped

toaidfuturespacecraftdocking,stationkeeping,and

berthingoperationswithpassivevehicles,aswellas

enableautomated dockingby more accuratelydeter-

mining therelativespacecraftposition,attitude,and

ratesbetween dockingvehicles.A flightexperiment

was being developedto verifysystem performance

under actualworking conditionsina space environ-

ment. The flightexperiment was terminated in
December 1990 due tothe reallocationoffundsfrom

thesponsoringorganization.Effortsare now focused

on proposingflighthardware to supportOrbiterto
Stationrendezvousand docking/berthing.Ifapprov-

ed,hardware couldbe neededasearlyas 1994tosup-

portthe beginning ofStationassembly in 1995. In

fiscalyear1990,a Phase A/B studywas performedby
McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Company to de-

termine potentialsystems designsand coststosup-

porttrackingat 100 n.mi. The resultsshow theper-

formance goals (listedin the tableabove)couldbe

met using existingtechnologywith moderate cost
and technicalrisks.

A candidate system uses a pulsed Nd:YLF laser

combined with high-speed time-of-flight ranging to
obtain range and range rate data, a ratiometric quad
cell to obtain bearing data, a two-axis scanner for
search, acquisition, and tracking, and a charge coup-
led device camera with video processing for attitude
information. The video camera also can be used as a

short-range backup to provide range and bearing
information.

In addition, an in-house test facility was devel-

oped that will assist in verifying the performance
parameters of the LDS hardware. The heart of the
facility consists of a 6-degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) tar-
get positioner. The 6-DOF consists of a sensor and
target positioning gimbals and a 12 m granite rail.
The sensor gimbal uses two servo-motor rotary
stages to provide azimuth (AZ) and elevation (EL)
angle measurements over ranges of _ 45 deg at max-
imum rates of 40 deg/sec and an accuracy of 0.002
deg. The sensor gimbal is attached to an air-bearing
table which rides on the granite rail and is stepper-
motor driven at a maximum rate of 0.5 m/s with an

accuracy of ± 5 u/re. The target gimbal assembly
consistsofthreeservo-motorrotarystagestoprovide

yaw, pitch,and rollaccuraciesand ratesequal to
those of the sensorgimbal system exceptfor roll,

which has amaximum angularrateof10 deg/sec.

Laser Docking Sensor Performance Specifications

Parameter Limit Accuracy (u + 3s)

Range (R): 30 mm- 185 km

Range Rate: ± 6rn]sec

BearingAngle: ± I0°
(AZ and EL)

BearingAngle Rate: ± 1°

Attitude: ± 45°

(Pitchand Yaw)

Attitude(Roll): ± 180°

AttitudeRate: ± 6deg/sec

± (0.015 OR 0.03R) m
± (0.003 OR 0.009R1/3) m/sec
±0.183/(R1/3)°for R _ 305 m
±0.15° for R > 305m

± 0.086/(R 1/2) deg/sec for R _ 305 m

± 0.009 deg/sec for R > 305 m
±0.9°

± 0.9°

± 0.03deg/sec

The attitude measurement and accuracies are for ranges _ 30 m.
R = range in m; s = standard deviation of error (random); u = mean error (bias).
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The 6-DOF facility 12 m calibrated rail system•
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Image-Based Tracking Systems

Development

PI: Tim Fisher/EE6

Richard Juday/EE6
Reference STT 25

As NASA begins operating routinely in the

space environment, it will rely more and more on ro-

bots and remote manipulators to ease the work load

of its astronauts. For example, a robotic arm can rec-
ognize and grapple a disabled satellite automatical-

ly, thus relieving the astronauts of this task. Robots

also can be used to accomplish tasks that either can-

not be done by, or are too dangerous for, astronauts.

Examples include docking autonomous vehicles

above the martian surface and retrieving objects that

are floating away from the Space Station. In the first

case, it is impossible for an astronaut to be available

to perform the task. In the second case, it would be
too dangerous for an astronaut to venture so far from

the safety of Space Station Freedom (SSF).

In order for the robots to do their job, they must

be able to operate either autonomously or semi-
autonomously. This means that the robots must be

able to sense their environment and act accordingly
to carry out their programming. One way for robots

to sense their environment is through sensors that

provide some sort of image which the robot can use to

"see" objects. These sensors can range from simple

video cameras to sophisticated sensors like infrared
cameras that can see in the dark or laser radars that

tell the robot how far away things are. Image-based

tracking, or robotic vision, then becomes the science

of extracting important information from these im-

ages so that the robot can carry out its task.
One application combining several image-based

tracking techniques occurs in Space Station Freedom

proximity operations. The current configuration for

the Space Station does not include any capability to

track objects or loose objects in its vicinity. For ex-

ample, the Space Station does not have any way to

track the position of an astronaut on extravehicular
activity (EVA) accurately or to keep track of free-

floating robots in the area. Since there are no track-

ing sensors onboard the Space Station per se, video

cameras are the only available sensors for supplying

the required information. The JSC has defined a

multiuser, multi-access, image-processing system for

the Space Station which is capable of providing
tracking parameters using the SSF video cameras.

The system can use two or more Space Station
cameras to get stereo-depth information or can use

more sophisticated image-processing techniques to

subtract static Earth, Moon, or Space Station struc-

ture backgrounds from the image to track only the

moving objects in the image. These capabilities will

be demonstrated in 1991 in our image-based track-
ing testbed.

Another application for image-based tracking
techniques is the EVA Retriever (EVAR). The

EVAR is designed to retrieve loose objects in the

Space Station environment and to act as an astro-

naut helper. The EVAR uses a combination of video

cameras and a 3-dimensional imaging laser radar as

its imaging sensors. During 1990, a video tracking

system was built which will recognize and track

moving objects. This system uses only a binary video

image, one in which each pixel is either white or
black. Objects in such an image lose their interior

detail and appear as "blobs" in the image. The sys-

tem is built around a special set of hardware boards

called an APA-512 board set. The APA-512 accepts a

binary image and calculates area parameters for

each of the blobs in the image. The tracking software
then uses some of the parameters to classify the blobs

as either being in a known target class or as unrec-
ognized targets. The classification software is built

around a neural network classifier that can recog-

nize three classes of targets: astronauts, wrenches,
and Orbiter replacement units. The software can

recognize the targets at any range and rotation angle
about the line of sight, but not as the objects rotate

out of plane. The software also can track objects as
they move through obstructions (in front of or behind

another blob). Currently, the EVAR image-based
tracking system is being upgraded to use a Kalman

filter to track targets through occlusions when the

targets have nonlinear trajectories and to track ob-

jects as they rotate out of plane.

Other approaches to image-based tracking are

being pursued by JSC, which has gained national
and international recognition for its work in the area

of optical correlation techniques for full 6 degree of

freedom object recognition and tracking. The center

also is engaged in investigating the use of alternate

coordinate systems for images to improve the com-

putation of tracking and object recognition informa-
tion.
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Superfluid Helium Orbital Resupply
Coupling

PI: RichardJ. Schoenberg/EP4
ReferenceSTT26

Orbital consumablesreplenishmentprovides
anattractivemethod of extending the useful life of
today's costly and complex satellites and is a key part
of the economical and practical commercial develop-
ment of space. An important element which enables
this replenishment capability is a coupling (quick
disconnect) between a supply tanker and the receiv-
ing spacecraft to allow fluid transfer. The Johnson

Space Center (JSC) is responsible for the develop-
ment and application of orbital resupply technologies
for both Earth-storable and cryogenic applications,
Work currently is under way at JSC on the develop-
ment of both Earth-storable and superfluid helium
(He II) tankers.

The objective of this effort is to develop a
coupling for the transfer of He II in zero-g. The
coupling was designed for use on the Superfluid
Helium On-Orbit Transfer (SHOOT) flight
experiment. The SHOOT is managed by the
Goddard Space Flight Center and is designed to
simulate a satellite servicing operation. It currently
is manifested for the Space Transportation System
flight STS-54, scheduled to fly in January 1993.

The coupling is designed to minimize heat leak
(under 1.0 W) to maximize the amount of fluid trans-

ferred. Due to the supercryogenic nature of He II (a
temperature below 2 K), the coupling must isolate
the cold inner portions from the ambient outer por-
tions. The coupling incorporates the necessary
redundancy features to comply with safety require-
ments for performing resupply operations in the Or-
biter payload bay and at other on-orbit servicing lo-
cations, as wellasbe readilymodifiableforautomat-

ic operation. The coupling may be subsequently

incorporatedintoHe IIflightsystems such as the

Superfluid Helium Tanker, the Space Infrared

Telescope Facility,and the ParticleAstrophysics

Magnetic Facility.Moog Space Products has been

under contracttoJSC since1987 forthe designand

developmentoftheHe IIcoupling.

The effort in fiscal year 1990 (FY 1990) focused
on demonstrating applicable technologies through
the design, fabrication, and assembly of development
level hardware. Accomplishments during FY1990
included testing of critical subassemblies such as

thermal isolation jackets and the cryogenic seals.
These tests were performed to gain confidence in the
coupling design at the subassembly level. The first
of two development level couplings was assembled in
FY 1990. The accompanying photograph shows the
completed coupling hardware. Fixtures required for
ambient and cryogenic testing also were completed.
Acceptance level testing of the first unit was begun.
Initial results show good hardware performance for
mechanical cycling and leakage. The test program
will be accomplished in two phases: ambient testing
will be performed by Moog; cryogenic testing will be
performed by Ball Aerospace. Results from both am-
bient and cryogenic testing will be used to evaluate
coupling performance to ensure compliance with
hardware specification requirements. Plans for
FY1991 include completion of the acceptance testing
on the first development unit, and assembly and
testing of the second development unit.

First development He II coupling.
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Automatic Storable Fluid Resupply

Coupling

PI: Mark S. Falls/EP4

Reference STT 27

An automatically operated coupling is a key

system element for future fluid resupply operations

between tankers and spacecraft. The coupling con-

sists of a tanker half (Type I) and a spacecraft half

(Type II). When the two halves are engaged, they

provide an interface connection between a spacecraft

and a supply tanker to allow fluid transfer which
limits leakage to less than 1 X 10E --6 sccs of helium,

providing two fault tolerances against gross liquid

leakage.

The objectives of this effort are to develop and

flight certify an automatically operated standardized

fluid resupply coupling usable with hydrazine pro-

pellant. This coupling also will apply to Space Sta-

tion fluid resupply. With modified seal materials,

the coupling would also apply to bipropellants (mon-
omethylhydrazine and nitrogen tetroxide) resupply

of spacecraft propulsion systems. The coupling will

be designed for actuation by a separate interface

mechanism that will be capable of actuating several

fluid and electrical couplings simultaneously. The

design will incorporate the necessary redundancy

features to comply with safety requirements for per-

forming resupply operations in the Orbiter payload
bay and at other on-orbit locations. This coupling

would become a standard component to be provided

to spacecraft anticipating fluid resupply by the Space

Transportation System.
The in-house activity performed at the Johnson

Space Center (JSC) in fiscal year 1990 (FY 1990)

involved the test evaluation of a technology coupling

developed by Fairchild Control Systems (FCS) to as-

sess current disconnect capabilities for Space Station

and for satellite servicing. This technology coupling

consists of two coupling halves: the Type I and the

Type II. Each coupling half is self-sealing in the dis-

connected position. There are two series-indepen-

dent poppets in the Type I, each of which is loaded

closed by an individual coil spring. The Type II

contains two closure elements in the form of sleeves,

each of which is loaded closed by individual coil

springs. The operation of the coupling is carried out

by a simple push-pull motion (carrier plate) to permit

fluid flow. The significance of the test is to prove the

quick disconnect coupling to be capable of meeting

the requirements of leakage, spillage, misalignment,

vibration, and pressure drop. During pressure cycle

testing on 23 January 1990, the poppet design

coupling experienced a multiple O-ring failure due to

high delta pressure forcing several of the O-rings out

of their seal grooves. The Type I half (male) was

pressurized to 590 psig and the Type II half (female)

was pressurized to 100 psig when the failure occur-
red. The failure mode was duplicated at FCS where it

was determined that a design flaw in the seal groove

initiated the O-ring failure. Fairchild Control

Systems rectified the problem by molding redesigned

seals in place into modified seal grooves for positive
retention. The refurbished coupling was returned to

JSC in late June 1990 to undergo further testing.

Tests will include helium leak checks, proof pressure,

surge pressure, vibration, delta pressure versus flow

rate, engagement cycling, pressure and temperature

cycling, and disengaging in a vacuum. The effort in
FY 1991 will continue to test and evaluate FCS's

poppet design coupling for on-orbit resupply.
The results of FCS's coupling evaluation consol-

idated with Moog's ball design coupling assessment

completed in FY 1989 will be factored into the total

set of design requirements for the coupling develop-

ment and certification program.
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Fairchild's automatic storable fluid resupply coupling.
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Space Systems Technology

The Space Systems Technology section includes

many diverse technical disciplines, including Ther-

mal Control, Life Support, Extravehicular Activity,

Human Factors/Man Machine Integration, Com-

munications and Tracking, Guidance, Navigation,

and Control, Aerodynamics, Aerothermodynamics,

Computation Fluid Dynamics, Data Processing

Hardware/Software, Propulsion and Power, Automa-

tion and Robotics, Structures and Materials, Compu-

tation Science, and Information Systems.

These research and technology categories rep-

resent current Johnson Space Center (JSC) efforts

which are focused on NASA's long-range strategic

goals and objectives associated with existing and

emerging programs and the new technologies they

require. They support endeavors such as Space Shut-

tle/Orbiter enhancement and evolution, Space Sta-

tion Freedom (SSF) initial deployment and evolu-

tion, Earth orbit operations; advanced space vehi-

cles, and the Space Exploration Initiative (SEI) with

lunar, Mars, and interplanetary missions. Excellent
progress has been demonstrated in these various dis-

cipline areas in support of the ongoing and evolving

programs in the past year.

In the areas of thermal control and heat rejec-

tion, significant progress and innovative approaches
have been defined and tested which will increase

overall heat rejection efficiency with significant

mass savings over existing systems. Emphasis is be-

ing placed on evolved SSF, Space Transfer Vehicles,
Planetary Surface Systems, and Extravehicular Mo-

bility Systems. In the area of Life Support research,

emphasis has been placed on regenerative physico/

chemical and biological systems technologies that fa-
cilitate water reclamation, air revitalization, waste

processing, and food production. This results in

greater recovery of consumables and reduced resup-

ply requirements. Significant progress has been

made in innovative approaches to these technology

areas and defining the critical development and in-

tegrated testbeds. In the area of extravehicular

activity (EVA) development, emphasis has been

placed on advanced suit and portable life support
systems in the areas of enhanced and extended space

suit mobility, dexterity, candidate materials abra-

sion resistance to planetary dust, and lightweight

materials development. Significant mass reduction

with improved mobility and dexterity is required for
lunar and Mars extravehicular mobility units

(EMUs) over the Apollo and Shuttle technologies
employed.

Future manned vehicles and SSF will require

intelligent design of the interface between human

beings and the machines, computers, and work-

stations which they employ. Significant research

progress has been made in the Human Factors/Man

Machine engineering areas in SSF procedures, for-

mat, display developments, intelligent computer

systems monitoring (nominal and fault detection) of

SSF Thermal Control Systems, Shuttle Payload

Deploy and Retrieval Systems, SSF hand controller

commonality evaluations for remote manipulators,

dexterous manipulators, and free-flyer applications.

Optimal work surface evaluations and neutral body

positions were examined using the PLAID graphics

system and KC-135 flights. Significant accomplish-
ments were also made in SSF hatch viewport size

evaluations, SSF cupola window evaluations for nor-

mal viewing and/or higher quality optical windows

for scientific observations, and EVA speech recogni-
tion enhancement studies.

In the Communications and Tracking areas,

significant photonics research technologies are being

developed to support autonomous rendezvous, dock-

ing, navigation, hazard detection and avoidance, and

techniques for autonomous landing systems. Optical

correlation, filtering, image processing, pattern rec-

ognition, and tracking technologies are being pur-

sued. These technologies will enhance and/or enable

the autonomous rendezvous, docking, and landing
flight objectives which are critical to the SEI while

enhancing the SSF evolution with improved opera-
bility. Emphasis is focused on processing speed, light

efficiency, low power, high-space bandwidth product

per volume optimization for various laser, laser radar

(LADAR), and lidar technical approaches. In-

novative research in small, lightweight system ap-

plications for Ku-band low-profile antenna, minia-
turized ultrahigh frequency (UHF) matrix switches,

and high-temperature superconductivity applica-

tions for microwave antennas is being developed with

promising results from the past year.

In the Guidance, Navigation, Control, and

Aeronautics technical discipline, significant accom-

plishments were made in the autonomous rendezvous
and docking areas with an initial development of an

off-line graphical playback of a predetermined

rendezvous and proximity operations trajectory.

Plans were developed for an interactive simulation to

be added along with buildup to an in-house dem-

onstration of an integrated docking sensor and dock-
ing mechanisms. Surveys of various sensor technol-

ogies were studied and are continuing. In support of

the Personal Launch System (PLS) studies, a lifting
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body concept proposed by Langley Research Center

(LaRC) was integrated into the Shuttle Engineering

Simulator (SES) with modifications to the Shuttle

guidance, flightcontrol,aerodynamics, and software

modeling. Initialresultsofthe approach and landing

simulations indicate the need for a higher lift-to-

drag ratio (L/D). Revised aerodynamic data have

been furnished by LaRC, and an additional simula-

tion isplanned in the coming year. Large flexible

space structures like Space Station present signifi-

cant technology challenges. Significantprogress has

been made inadvanced theory,reaction controlpulse

modulation techniques,self-tuningadaptive control,

and frequency-based localization sensing health

monitoring. Innovative techniques were developed

tostudy laser-inducedfluorescenceand spectroscopic

diagnosticsofthe arc jet plume flow tosupport aero-

brake heating predictions and gas recombination

theories.

Research and technology emphasis in the Pro-

pulsion area has been on SSF hydrazine thrusters,

gaseous oxygen/hydrogen workhorse thrusters, on-

orbit compressor technology development, generic

fluidtransfer computer program development/appli-

cations,and waste gas systems material compati-

bilitystudies. Significant accomplishments were

made in fiscalyear 1990 to support SSF design

reviews and concept selections,and to maintain on-

orbit maintenance and servicing evolution path-

ways. These technology development areas also

have applicability to advanced man spacecraft

studiesincluding PLS, Assured Crew Return Vehicle

(ACRV}, and the SEI mission objectives.

The Automation and Robotics disciplinescon-

tinue focused research and technology development

in direct support of SSF, enhanced Space Shuttle

remote manipulator system (RMS) and other on-

board systems and enabling efforts for a large

number of the SEI mission objectives. The focus on

SSF is developing various expert systems for per-

forming faultdiagnosis and system recovery in man-

aging large complex systems. Automated systems

should lower operations costs,increase flexibility,

improve reliability,increase productivity and feasi-

bilityofautonomous space vehicles,and reduce haz-
ards to humans. Robotic effortshave focused on the

addition of force torque control sensors to Shuttle

RMS, fault tolerant manipulator joint mechanism

and controls, and automated robotic assembly of

largespace structures. Very good progress was made

in these areas in defining the requirements, con-

ceptual designs, engineering modeling and simula-

tion,testbed development, and demonstrations. The

manned exploration of the Moon and Mars and the

associated unmanned precursor missions will re-

quire the capability to land a spacecraft safely,

accurately,and autonomously. A conceptual design

ofan onboard hazard detection sensor was developed

along with a simulation of the sensor and the asso-

ciatedimage processing in the laboratory.

Since SSF will be required to perform usefully

over an extended 30-year lifetime,advances in ma-

terialsand structures are needed. Research into

long-lifeprotectivecoatings and materials resistant

to atomic oxygen effectsand space debris is a pri-

mary focus. The returned samples from the Long

Duration Exposure Facility(LDEF) are being exam-
ined in a number of laboratories. The JSC has been

working closelywith Los Alamos National Labora-

tory with their unique facilitycapabilitiesand our

in-house facilitiesto develop coatings/materials that

are resistant to space environment. These efforts

will continue over the next several years. The Ex-

perimental Investigationsof Spacecraft Glow (ESIG}

contractor,Lockheed Palo Alto Research laboratory

was selectedfor Phase C/D. Experiment definitions,

flightobjectives,sensor definitions,and design were

initiated. The Aeroassist Flight Experiment (AFE)

continues to make excellent progress with comple-

tion of the preliminary design on the aerobrake

assembly, thermal protection system, and base flow

heating experiments. Mechanical, structural,ther-

mal protection,and electricaldesigns are proceeding

on schedule. With revised Computational Fluid Dy-

namics (CFD) modeling, instrument locations stud-

ieshave been determined. A CriticalDesign Review

(CDR) was planned for early 1991 to finalizeall the

designs and to release final production drawings.

Space assembly and operations require sophisticated

techniques and reliable positioning and joining

methods. A multisegment robot prototype system

was designed, fabricated, and tested successfully.

Robotic assembly ofan aerobrake thermal protection

system (TPS) was investigated to determine prob-

lems and method of installation.Innovative design

concepts and roboticmethods were successfullydem-

onstrated.

In the software technology development disci-

pline,research studies are being focused on identi-

fying,evaluating, and developing software technol-

ogies for use in NASA information systems in sup-

port of space systems development and operations.

The software technologies that have been evaluated

and/or developed include: Computer-Aided Software

Engineering (CASE) tools and concepts, expert sys-

tems, fuzzy logic, neural networks, genetic algo-

rithms, machine vision, parallel processing, co

operative knowledge-based systems architectures,
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verification and validation tools development, In-
telligent Computer-Aided Training (ICAT), and
speech recognition and synthesis.

A number of innovative research approaches
are being pursued with simulation tools using RMS
models, C language integrated production system
(CLIPS) with fuzzy logic, space transportation anal-
ysis and intelligent space systems, a phoneme-based
speech recognition system for use in high-stress,
moderate-noise environments, and autonomous

docking using machine vision. Supporting research
studies conducted in-house have developed tools for
developing expert systems, software development

costs, an automated library, and a number of neural
network development tools; e.g., NETS, STNN, and
NNETS. The primary focus on these research activ-
ities is to develop highly reliable, extremely fast,
human-like computational reasoning and decision-
making systems to speed up simulation, enhance
training, provide faster data retrieval, enhance pro-
ductivity, and lower operational support costs for
ground/flight operations. There has been extensive

spinoff from this activity government-wide and in
the private sector; e.g., CLIPS is being used by over
3000 users in these areas.
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Rotating Bubble Membrane Radiator

for Spacecraft Waste Heat

PI: John Thornborrow/EC2

Reference SST 1

Spacecraft designed to support human life must

be well insulated from the environment to prevent

large swings in habitat temperature. Consequently,

heat generated by humans and electrical equipment

quickly builds up, causing the internal temperature
to increase. Waste heat must be rejected to deep

space to maintain habitat conditions. This task is

performed by the active thermal control system
(ATCS) which acquires heat from the habitats, trans-

ports heat to the rejection site, and rejects waste heat

to deep space. A vital component of this system is the
heat-rejection device that transfers waste heat from

the transfer loop to deep space. The current Space

Station Freedom heat-rejection device is a flow-

through condensing radiator. Vapor from the trans-

port loop enters the radiator from a manifold on one

side. As the vapor travels through the radiator, heat

is rejected to deep space and the fluid condenses to a

liquid state. The liquid working fluid is then
collected at the exit manifold and returned to the

transport loop. The heat rejection section is _60

percent of the total ATCS mass and has an area

density of _8 kg/m2.

Significant mass savings to the entire system
can be achieved by developing a lightweight heat-

rejection device that is resistant to hypervelocity im-

pacts. The rotating bubble membrane radiator offers

such advantages. Use of the rotating bubble mem-

brane radiator would decrease the heat rejection sys-

tem mass by more than 50 percent with heat rejec-

tion densities of less than 4 kg/m2. The use of fabric

composite materials also makes it highly resistant to

puncture by foreign projectiles.
The radiator skin consists of a thin metal liner

2-5 rail (0.002-0.005 in.) thick surrounded by a 10
mil (0.010 in.) thick ceramic fabric overbraid which

acts as the pressure boundary. The ceramic fabric
material, which has been demonstrated to be highly

resistant to hypervelocity impacts, is very light-

weight and has good heat transfer properties. The

result is a strong, lightweight heat-rejection device
that is one-third the mass of current heat pipe radia-

tor systems.

As shown in the first figure, the rotating bubble

membrane radiator employs a rotating, spherical, ra-

diating surface at the center of which is housed a
two-phase nozzle. Vaporized working fluid is ejected

by the nozzle into the radiator envelope. As the

working fluid condenses on the inner surface, liquid

is moved by centrifugal forces to the sphere equator

where it is collected and pumped back through the

cycle. Heat released by this condensation process is

conducted through the thickness of the sphere and

radiated to space.

The rotating bubble membrane radiator is an

efficient heat-rejection device because it combines

the advantages of two-phase flow, high fin efficiency,

and a spherical or ovoid shape which maximizes sur-
face area per unit mass. The rotating bubble mem-

brane radiator is gravity-insensitive due to the

spherical surface and, because of the flexible nature

of the material being considered for use, also is stop-

ped easily.

Several efforts were performed in fiscal year

1990 to develop a prototype ground test article.

Material compatibility tests were performed to verify

the integrity of liner materials with potential work-

ing fluids. Liner materials such as titanium, alumi-

num, stainless steel, and copper were tested with ac-

etone, methanol, water, and ammonia as the work-

ing fluid. These tests succeeded in providing a full

matrix of results for many possible liner/working
fluid combinations.

Hypervelocity impact tests also were performed

to demonstrate the impact integrity of the fabric
composite materials. Coupons of 4×4 in. ceramic
fabric materials were tested with a titanium liner. A

2 mg aluminum projectile with a 1/16 in. diameter

was shot at the test sample at 7 km/sec. Some dam-

age was sustained in three out of four test shots, but

far fewer than are normally demonstrated with a

similar aluminum sample. Analysis shows that the

fabric composite will be completely able to resist im-
pact from 0.001 mg projectiles striking at speeds of

up to 20 km/sec. Similar aluminum radiators would

fail to stop such projectiles.

A fluid dynamics and heat transfer test rig also

was designed and fabricated. The test apparatus,

shown in the second figure, consists of a glass vac-

uum chamber and rotating test article platform. In-

strumentation and viewing equipment also are pres-
ent to record working fluid condensation on the heat

transfer surface. The purpose of the test rig is to
demonstrate the fluid flow and heat transfer charac-

teristics of the thin film across representative liner

and backing materials. Of particular interest are

flow velocities, instabilities, laminar-turbulent tran-

sitions, temperature profiles, and heat rejection. The
test results will be used to verify the rotating bubble

membrane radiator heat transfer prediction model

and to update the sizing model for this system. These

tasks affect system development directly, but
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technologyassociated with the project also has

potential uses in micrometeoroid shielding and fluid

transfer and storage. The fabric composite is light-

weight and highly resistant to foreign object pene-
tration; it thus could be used for spacecraft debris

shielding. A few layers of fabric composite materials

would be lighter and much more effective at

shielding against impacts than standard metal

bumpers. Moreover, as the system is essentially a

large fluid pressure vessel, the technology also is

applicable to lightweight piping and fluid storage

systems.
In summary, the rotating bubble membrane

radiator combines the advantages of high-efficiency
heat transfer mechanisms and state-of-the-art ma-

terials to yield a durable, lightweight alternative to

current heat-rejection devices.
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Rotating bubble membrane radiator concept.
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Rotating bubble membrane radiator concept 1-G test facility.
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High Heat Flux Thin Film Condenser

for Spacecraft Thermal Management

PI: John Thornborrow/EC2

Reference SST 2

Early spacecraft, such as the Apollo lunar mod-

ule, operated on 500 W of power and supported a 2-

man crew for only a few days. The Space Station

Freedom will require up to 75 kW of power, support a

minimum crew of four, and operate continuously. As

spacecraft become more complex, the active thermal

control system (ATCS) also must grow to accommo-

date these increased requirements. To maintain the

minimum possible mass of a thermal system, high

heat flux components must be developed. These
components must transfer more heat over much

smaller areas, thus keeping their mass and volume
at a minimum. Create, Inc., has developed a proto-

type of a high heat flux condenser that has signifi-

cant advantages over current designs.

The thin film condenser is a high heat flux two-

phase condenser designed to exceed the performance

of the Space Station baseline. The condenser design

employs fins based on the Gregorig groove, an opti-

mized surface that maximizes the transfer of liquid

from the condensing surface into the liquid removal

grooves. As depicted in the figure, the heat transfer

surface is a collection of fins separated by liquid re-

moval grooves. Each fin has a varying radius of cur-
vature that creates a pressure gradient in the liquid

film. This pressure gradient causes the fluid to flow

from high-pressure areas at the surface peaks to low-

pressure areas in the surface valleys. This continual
movement of fluid assures that the thin film will be

maintained across the condensing surface and that
the condensation process will continue at a high heat

flux level with a very low temperature drop.

The thin film condenser is designed to operate

at high heat transfer coefficients which allow the

design to be very compact and operate with low

temperature drops across heat transfer boundaries.

Utilizing capillary forces to maintain thin film heat

transfer allows the condenser to operate with low
pressure drops on both the liquid and vapor sides.

A thin film condenser prototype was fabricated

in fiscal year 1990. The condenser fin sleeve was as-

sembled by stacking individual fins (of concentric

rings) together and aligning the drainage holes to

form drainage passages. The stack was then heat-

pressed together until the rings were joined per-
manently. The condenser sleeve was then integrated

into the casing to form the assembled unit. The con-

denser was tested using alcohol as a working fluid to

verify the unit operation. These tests were run suc-

cessfully; their results verified the expected perform-

ance. Using alcohol as a working fluid, the condens-
er achieved a heat transfer coefficient of 4 W/cm2-°C

with a subcooling temperature of 1° C. The condens-

er will be tested soon using ammonia as the working

fluid to establish a direct comparison with the Space

Station requirement. The condenser unit was de-

signed to exceed the Space Station heat exchanger

baseline, which now requires the transfer of 2 kW of

heat with a temperature drop of < 3 ° C and a heat
transfer coefficient of > 9 W/cm2-°C using ammonia

as a working fluid. The performance of the proto-

type condenser using ammonia as a working fluid is
expected to easily exceed current Space Station re-

quirements.

As spacecraft evolve, they should support more

biomass and accommodate ever-increasing power

levels. Similarly, the ATCS will be required to reject

the ever-increasing waste heat generated within the

spacecraft. High heat flux thermal control compo-
nents such as the thin film condenser will be essen-

tial to minimize the mass of the ATCS and to provide

spacecraft users with efficient heat rejection.

Condensate

Drainage

Grooves

Condensate

Drainage
Holes

Xl0OOOgM

Low film resistance condenser concept.
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Investigation of Long-Term Stability in

Metal Hydrides

PI: Patricia A. Petete/EC2

Reference SST 3

Future missions to the Moon and Mars will re-

quire the use of a heat pump to reject moderate temp-
erature habitat waste heat during the hot lunar day.

Metal hydride heat pumps offer a regenerable alter-
native to current heat pump technology and have

been under investigation for the past few years. Met-

al hydride heat pumps operate on the principle of ab-

sorption and desorption of hydrogen, which are endo-

thermic and exothermic reactions, between two hy-

dride containers (fig. 1). These chemical heat pumps

elevate the moderate temperature waste heat to en-

able rejection to the warmer environment without

the power penalty associated with vapor-compres-
sion type heat pumps. High-temperature waste heat

from a power source is utilized to regenerate the heat

pump.
Experimental evidence has shown that raw ma-

terials from manufacturing metal hydrides are abun-
dant in lunar minerals such as ilmenite, llmenite

contains iron and titanium in the correct proportions

to manufacture iron-titanium (FeTi), an alloy that

reacts with hydrogen to form FeTiH2. If oxygen is to

be produced from ilmenite, the mining, beneficiation,

and some of the energy and processing required to
manufacture FeTi could be written off against oxy-

gen production. FeTi would thus be a by-product,

gained through a marginal expenditure of energy

The point of relevance to future NASA missions is

that hydrides may not need to be transported from
the Earth.

Since the contract start date of 1 September

1989, this effort has focused on investigating the

effects of long-term rapid cycling and thermal aging
on metal hydride performance. Hydrogen Consul-

tants, Inc., has designed and developed a rapid cycle

test apparatus (fig. 2) that allows for cycle times of
360 sec and enables visual observation of the ab-

sorption/desorption process. Numerous samples of

lanthinum-nickel (LaNi5), lanthinum-gadalinium-

nickel (La0.9Gd0.1Ni5), and vanadium hydrides have

been exposed to a rapid cycle process. Samples of
these hydrided alloys were also sent to the

University of Nevada, Reno, for X-ray diffraction

testing. Initial results show a change in the a- and c-
directions of the lattice structure of vanadium

hydrides when cycled from 1000 to 4000 times.

Results of LaNi5 cycling (fig. 3) indicate much less

degradation of this hydride than originally was

expected. However, it does appear as if thermal

aging could play an important role in reduced

performance of LaNi5.
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Figure 1. Metal hydride heat pump operations.
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Fundamental Process Enhancements in

Electrochemical CO2 Removal

PI: Mariann F. Brown/EC3

Reference SST 4

The objectives of this program are to identify

and develop improvements in electrochemical carbon

dioxide (C02) removal technology. The electrochem-

ical CO2 removal technology developed to date em-

ploys two reactions to transfer CO2 from the process

cabin air across a basic pH electrolyte matrix result-

ing in high-purity CO2 at the opposite electrode of an
electrochemical cell. A fuel cell reaction combining

oxygen (02) and hydrogen (H2) to form water (H20)

produces the driving force to maintain the chemical

reaction of CO2 with hydroxyl ions (OH-) to form

carbonate (CO3 =) and bicarbonate (HCO3-) ions.
Similar to the reactions in an H2/O 2 fuel cell, the

transfer reactions are thermodynamically spontane-

ous, and useful power is generated by the process.

The same process can be carried out without the sup-

ply of H2; however, these reactions are not spontane-

ous, and power must be supplied. Schematics depict-

ing both processes are shown in the figures. The
"with H2" approach has been the most developed

process to date. Part of the thrust of the current re-

search is to better develop the "without H2" process

because of the safety concerns of H2.

Phase I of this program was completed in

February 1990. The Phase I tasks included a

literature survey to identify candidate process

improvements, laboratory-scale investigations of
candidates for each cell component (e.g., electrode,

matrix, electrolyte, etc.), and single-cell studies of

various combinations of cell components. The single-
cell studies included baseline materials and the most

promising materials identified during laboratory

tests. Cells for operation with H2, without H2, and

dual operation (a cell capable of operation with or

without H2) were investigated. Several areas were

identified where changes from the baseline cell

configuration led to improvements in the process.

Accomplishments of the program to date include

improvement of the electrode structure of the air
cathode for both processes (with and without H2).

Specific improvements are higher CO2 transfer (5-20
percent} and improved cell voltage (50-80 mV) over

previously developed systems. In addition, the

identifcation and development of the anode

electrocatalyst and its substrate material for the

without-H2 process were accomplished.
A 1-year Phase II multicell development effort

began early in 1990. The design and fabrication of a

multicell unit for CO2 removal without H2 also have

been completed. Included in the design effort was a

test apparatus design to test the multicell CO2
removal cell in conjunction with an electrochemical

02 separator. This type of electrochemical system
could be used to control the atmospheric levels of 02

and C02 between adjacent crew and plant habitats on

a planetary base. Testing of the multicell unit will

take place in 1991.
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Engineering Analysis of Regenerative

Life Support Systems with a Process

Simulator

Ph MarybethA. Edeen/EC7
Reference SST 5

The current Space Shuttle lifesupport system

requires water, oxygen, nitrogen,lithium hydroxide,

and other consumables which are launched with the

vehicleand either are returned to Earth used or are

dumped inspace. The weight ofthese consumables is

reasonable forshort-duration missions but, for long-

er missions, their weight becomes excessive. There-

fore,Space Station as well as future manned lunar

and martian bases will require lifesupport systems

which reclaim useful material from the waste prod-

ucts generated by the crew. The two major processes

include air revitalization,which removes carbon di-

oxide (CO2) and water vapor and generates oxygen

for the crew, and water reclamation, which purifies

waste water and humidity condensate so itcan be re-

used forhygiene or potable water. Modeling ofthese

processes isimportant in determining the thermody-

namic and chemical feasibilityofthe subsystems and

the interactionsbetween the various subsystems.

Infiscalyear (FY) 1990, Aspen/Plus - a process

simulation toolwhich analyzes chemical engineering

unit operations - has been used to model numerous

air-revitalizationsubsystems and to develop inte-

grated models ofthree complete systems. In general,

the subsystem models are comprehensive and accu-

rately reflectthe inputs and outputs from a given

subsystem but do not contain detailed information

about specifickinetics that occur within the subsys-

tem. For example, the Bosch reactor- which reduces

carbon dioxide (CO2) into water for electrolysis- is

modeled as a free-energy minimization reactor in

which CO2 isconverted to water and carbon via the
overallreaction

CO2 (g) + 2 H2 (g) --*C (s) + 2H20 (1)

In the simulation, the hydrogen (H2) to CO2 ratio in

the feed is maintained at 2:1. Single pass conversion

is less than 10 percent and is based on the free

energy minimization of the reactants and products at

the reactor conditions. In reality, the reaction is a

two-step process in which kinetics determine the

composition in the reactor at any time. The

comprehensive model is sufficiently detailed to

determine system-level interactions because the

inputs and outputs are accurate even if the kinetics

are ignored. A list of the models completed to date is
shown in the table below.

Three integrated system-level models also have

been completed in FY 1990 for simulation of the air
revitalization system. The first model is the Space

Station Freedom air revitalization configuration

which is used for the baseline. The second integrated

model is an air revitalization system which utilizes

biological systems for CO2 reduction. The biological

system is treated as a boundary condition and includ-

es an extra heat exchanger to account for removal of

water vapor generated by the plants. The final inte-

grated model utilizes in situ resources from the mar-
tian atmosphere to allow for partial reduction of CO2

to carbon monoxide and oxygen.

PROCESS SIMULATION MODELS COMPLETED

IN FISCAL YEAR 1990

Trace Contaminant Removal Subsystem

CO2 Removal Subsystems

Regenerative Adsorption

Non-regenerative Adsorption
Electrochemical CO2 Concentrator

Membrane-Based CO2 Removal

Temperature/Humidity Control Subsystems

Condensing Heat Exchanger

Noncondensing Heat Exchanger

Regenerative Moisture Adsorption
Membrane-Based Water Removal

CO2 Reduction Subsystems

Bosch CO2 Reduction

Sabatier CO2 Reduction
Advanced Carbon Reduction Reactor

Partial Reduction Reactor

Water Electrolysis Subsystems
Static Feed Electrolysis

Solid Polymer Electrolysis

Gas Leakage and Makeup Subsystems

Cryogenic Gas Storage/Supply

Hydrazine Decomposition

Supercritical Gas Storage/Supply
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Electrochemical Water Recovery

System for Treatment of Waste

Waters

PI: Charles E. Verostko/EC3

Reference SST 6

Future manned missions to explore the solar

system will require extensive regeneration of con-

sumables. Controlled regenerative processes that

eliminate expendable chemicals and hardware com-

ponents and provide longevity, reliability, and safety
are essential to mission success. The water reclama-

tion systems baselined for Space Station Freedom

utilize chemical expendables and in-line pasteuriza-
tion (250 ° C) for pretreatment, and expendable mul-

ti filtration sorption beds with residual disinfection

for post-treatment. Replacing these expendables

with reliable regenerative processes is important for

manned planetary exploration. Processes providing

potable and hygiene water free of organic impurities

(< 500 ppb total organic carbon (TOC)) and no

detectable microbial contamination are required. In

situ disinfection and direct removal of organic

impurities in crew-use waters are required. Recent

research completed on a Small Business Innovative
Research Phase I contract has demonstrated the

feasibility of selecting electrochemical technologies

for purifying waste waters for reuse while

eliminating the requirement for pre- and post-

treatment expendables and in-line pasteurization.

The electrochemical water recovery system

(shown in figure} consists of an electrooxidation

(electrolysis} process that provides oxidation and

disinfection; electrodialysis for separating the

anionic and cationic impurities into a brine with

> 90 percent of the water recovered; and photoelec-

trooxidation provides oxidation and disinfection for

final polishing of the reclaimed water prior to reuse.

The electrooxidation voltage potential is 2 to 4 V and

the current is 1 to 3 A. The electrolysis process is dis-

continued when oxidation of inorganic ions (Cl-) is

detected. Processing then continues with electro-

dialysis. The organic/inorganic anionic and cationic

impurities are separated in an electric field through

a potential gradient across anionic and cationic

membranes where the ionic species are concentrated

into a brine, and the effluent water organic impurity

level is reduced to 50 to 100 ppm TOC. The post-

treatment (photoelectrooxidation) starts, and the

organic impurities are oxidized to levels < 500 ppb,
and the reclaimed water is disinfected.

The research accomplished demonstrates a

potential electrochemical water recovery system that
requires no pre- and post-treatment chemical and

multifiltration expendables. Power consumption is
estimated to be _ 150 Whr/lb of reclaimed water.
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Proton Exchange Membrane-Based

Electrolyzer for Water Reclamation

Post-Treatment

PI: CharlesE. Verostko/EC3

Reference SST 7

The current water reclamation systems base-

linedfor Space Station Freedom utilizeexpendable

multifiltrationsorption beds with residual disinfec-

tionfor post-treatment (i.e.,final polishing) of re-

claimed waters. Recent research demonstrated the

feasibility of using a ultraviolet (UV) proton

exchange membrane-based electrolyzer to remove

residualorganic impurities at concentrations as high

as50 ppm totalorganic carbon (TOC) to levels< 500

ppb while also providing disinfection. The process

technology (see figure), neither requires nor

produces chemical or component hardware

expendables, such as sorption beds.

The technology incorporates the use of a proton

exchange membrane as the electrolytemedium be-

tween the anode and cathode. As reclaimed water

flows through the electrochemical cell,a small frac-

tion of water isoxidized at the anode to both ozone

(03) and protons (H +).The protons generated at the

anode are transported by ion exchange across the

membrane to the cathode to combine with oxygen as

itisreduced toform hydrogen peroxide (H202). Both

the H202 and 03 are powerful oxidants of residual

organic impurities in reclaimed waters and also are

powerful disinfectants for destroying microbial

contamination. During initial feasibility evaluation

tests, UV light irradiation coupled with the

electrochemical generation of oxidants (03 and H202)

was found to enhance the oxidation of organic

impurities. Testing included evaluating the effec-

tiveness of the process to oxidize organic impurities

common to reclaimed waste waters (e.g., urine dis-

tillates, wash water permeates, and humidity con-

densates) at concentrations of 50 to 100 ppm TOC in
water. Process disinfection features also were exam-

ined by the inoculation of microbial cultures into the

test water. For these tests, the TOC impurity content

was reduced from > 50 ppm to < 500 ppb. Rapid

disinfection of microbial contamination (i.e.,

Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus epidermitis) was

also produced.

The benefits of this system are in situ disinfec-

tion; direct and efficient removal of residual organics;

elimination of expendables; and no moving parts.

Expendables such as sorption bed filters, catalyst

beds, and chemicals will have much higher penalties

for planetary exploration missions. Expendables

required for post-treatment to meet potable water

requirements for a crew of four with Space Station
Freedom technology are estimated to be ~ 300 lbs/year

and 1000 lbs for hygiene water. A follow-on

development in 1991 will include parametric testing,

design, development, fabrication, and delivery of a

breadboard UV proton exchange membrane-based

electrochemical water reclamation post-treatment

system.
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Lunar/Mars Candidate Extravehicular

Activity Materials Dust and Abrasion

Resistance Test

PI: JosephJ. Kosmo/EC6
Reference SST 8

The presence of sharp rocks and dust particles

on the lunar and martian surfaces represents a sig-
nificant challenge to future planetary extravehicular

activities (EVAs) in support of extended exploration

missions and long-duration stay times beyond those

encountered on Apollo missions. Rough surface ter-

rain features - e.g., dust on the Moon and Mars and
additional windborne dust in the martian atmos-
phere - will result in extreme abrasion conditions in-

cluding deposition of dust on operational systems.

Approaches must be developed to provide both abra-
sion resistance and dust protection as well as to re-

move dust contamination from space suits so their

performance will not be compromised.

Consideration of various space suit abrasion re-

sistance, dust protection, and removal techniques in-

dicates that the selection of a specific design ap-

proach will be influenced by the physical nature of
the planetary surface and the materials and con-

struction features of the space suit assembly. Exper-

ience gained during the Apollo Program showed
that, for short-term EVA periods, a majority of the

heavier dust particle concentrations could be remov-

ed simply by brushing excess dust from the outer

surface of the space suit. However, finer grained par-
ticles became embedded in the woven fabric outer

layer of the thermal/micrometeoroid garment. Dust
did not adhere to smooth surfaces or coated fabric

areas to the extent seen on exposed woven fabric
structures.

Preliminary laboratory tests were conducted to

screen the suitability of various "off-the-shelF' select-
ed materials for abrasion and dust resistance. Can-

didate materials were evaluated for potential appli-

cation as outer cover layers for future planetary
space suits. The abrasion method chosen was a vari-

ation of a standard industry test method, but modi-

fied to use flat-fabric-to-flat-fabric rubbing rather

than the standard flexing bar. This was accomplish-

ed by clamping one layer of fabric to the lower

surface of the upper stationary plate of a Stoll Uni-

versal Wear Test Machine while a second piece of

fabric was clamped to the upper surface of the lower

reciprocating table. The lower fabric element was

deemed the test specimen. This lower specimen

moved back and forth on the reciprocating table. To

simulate wear conditions under actual use, the upper

test plate was dead loaded between 2 and 8 Ibs to

increase contact pressure on the test specimen; and,

finally, a measured amount of simulated lunar soil

was sprinkled over the test fabric at the beginning of

each test. Preliminary results indicated that, of the

material test samples, the Orthofabric and Teflon
film-laminated Goretex fabrics appear to be the most
abrasion resistant of the candidates evaluated. How-

ever, it should be pointed out that comparisons made

between materials as a result of a particular labora-

tory abrasion test are not necessarily the same as

those stemming from other test methods more repre-
sentative of the "as used" condition.

As a result, in-house efforts were performed at

the NASA/Johnson Space Center Crew and Thermal

Systems Division, Advanced Space Suit Develop-

ment Laboratory to continue investigating candidate
abrasion-resistant space suit materials. The objec-

tive of this in-house activity was to provide a test

methodology to establish a more realistic exercise to

determine comparative abrasion wear characteris-

tics between various candidate fabrics. The develop-

ed abrasion test method incorporates a large rotary
drum tumbler to induce wear in various fabric test

cylinder elements representative of what might be

experienced during long-term planetary surface ex-
travehicular excursions. The in-house fabricated

tumbler incorporates a large, belt-driven rotary

drum turning at 13 rotations per minute into which

are placed various size- and shape-simulated plane-
tary surface rocks and abrasive dust particles togeth-
er with individual fabric test elements. Fabric test

elements composed of selected materials were fabri-

cated utilizing standard space suit construction tech-

niques.

Currently, seven fabric test cylinders have been

constructed and are undergoing tests. Results of this
series of test activities will be used to establish space

suit baseline requirements and a design protocol for
application to the Exploration Technology Program.
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Human-Co mputer Interaction

La boratory - A pplied Research

Ph Marianne Rudisill, Ph.D./SP34
Reference SST 9

The Human-Computer Interaction Laboratory's

(HCIL's) applied research program emphasizes the
importance of effective communication between hu-

mans and computer systems. The laboratory uses
the results from this research to

• Develop human-computer interface (HCI) guide-

lines, requirements, and standards;

• Design and evaluate HCIs for space systems; and

• Evaluate HCI design techniques.

The HCIL currently is investigating interfaces for

use on the Space Shuttle and Space Station Freedom
(SSF).

The HCIL continues toexpand itsresearch pro-

gram on the electronicdisplay ofprocedures. A soft-

ware system was developed to display a variety of

prototype procedures created by the HCIL and other

NASA laboratories.An experiment isbeing conduct-

ed todetermine which procedure formats (e.g.,flow-
charts and checklists}are best suited for different

types ofprocedures (e.g.,nominal and malfunction).

The results of this experiment will be used by the

Mission Operations Directorateat the Johnson Space

Center (JSC) to define guidelines for displaying SSF

procedures.

Research is being conducted on a number of

questions concerning interaction with intelligent

computer systems (e.g., expert systems). A series of

experiments investigated users' performance in iden-

tifying faults in spacecraft systems (e.g., the thermal

control system}. These experiments showed that

fault identification can be improved by allocating the

selection of information to an expert system. The

advantage was greatest in graphical display formats

and under heavy processing loads. An experiment is

now being developed to examine whether reliance on

an expert system results in users forgetting impor-

tant information about the underlying spacecraft

system. The HCIL research on interfaces to intelli-

gent systems was applied in a collaborative project

with the Engineering Directorate (NASAJJSC). In

this project, HCIL personnel helped to redesign an

intelligent interface that will be used by Shuttle

flight controllers (for the payload deployment and re-
trieval system}.

Another HCIL research program is focusing on

information-coding techniques that can improve how
information is presented in computer displays. A re-

view of information-coding techniques is under way.
This will be used to develop guidelines for informa-

tion coding in displays emphasizing human process-

ing capabilities and the specification of tasks and

data types. A series of experiments was conducted

about the use of color coding as an aid to identifying

information in a computer display. While user per-

formance was shown to improve with task famili-

arity, color coding did not result in any performance
enhancement in identification tasks.
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for the Thermal Control System (TCS).

The TCS consists of three sections:

A. A common heat acquisition section
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These evaporators gather heat as they

evaporate a fluid to a gas;

B. A transport section with two redundant

loops (labeled Transport Loops A & B).

These loops transfer the heat from the

collection points to where it will be dissipated;
and

C. A heat rejection section with two

redundant sets of condensers (shown a8

condensers CA1 through CA4 and CB1
through CB6). These co¢_lenasrs give off

heat as they condense a gas to a liquid.

During the experiment, you win have two

tasks to pedorm:

1. Diagnose the state of the system and dick
on the appropriate status button.

2, Perform a procedure based on system

status by completing procedural steps and

by changing system status on the system
display.

INPUT>
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X100542M

Figure 1. Subject introduction for procedures experiment showing overview and schematic of space-based thermal control system

(TCS).
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Figure 2. Subjects perform the displayed procedure by interacting directly with procedure text and manipulating TC$

schematic objects.
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Figure 3. SSF interface navigation tool prototype display for access to electronic procedures.
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Figure 4. Procedure reference item menu is displayed at the top of screen workspace; schemati¢ of polymer morphology

payload wiring has been selected by crewmember and displayed.
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Human-Computer Interaction

Laboratory - Multitasking Research

PI: Marianne Rudisill, Ph.D./SP34
Reference SST 10

The Human-Computer Interaction Laboratory's

(HCIL's) research program emphasizes the import-
ance of effective communication between humans

and computer systems. Research results apply to a
wide variety of space-related computer systems, from

the Space Shuttle to lunar/Mars missions. Specific
products of the HCIL include

• Human-computer interface (HCI) guidelines, re-
quirements, and standards;

• Designs and evaluations of HCIs for space sys-
tems; and

• Evaluations ofHCI design techniques.

A major area of HCIL research concerns user

performance in a multitasking environment. Many

advanced spacecraft, as well as other environments,
involve user monitoring and interaction with com-

plex systems where multiple pieces of information

are provided simultaneously and interruptions are

frequent. Two research projects are focusing on how

to assist the user in dealing with multitasking envi-
ronments.

The firstprojectis investigating the cognitive

load on the user performing multiple tasks simultan-

eously,and how best to design the HCI to minimize

this load. A current experiment focuses on the im-

portance ofvarious window-management techniques

(e.g.,resizing,moving, overlapping) for users per-

forming various numbers of simultaneous tasks in a

multiwindow environment. Experiment subjectsare

provided with varying degrees of window-manage-

ment capabilitiesand perform either one, two, or

four tasks simultaneously. This issue isvital tofu-

ture systems such as Space Station since windowing

capabilitiesare expensive toprovide onboard and the

overall benefitof these capabilitiesisquestionable.

The extensive detailof data collectedin this exper-

iment (which, in addition to automated on-line re-

cording of time-stamped keystrokes, includes

recording of time-stamped videotape) also will pro-

vide a precise picture of how humans interact in a

multitasking environment.

The second projectisinvestigating the effectof

interruptionson users. An experiment was conduct-

ed to determine whether a user'sperformance on a

primary task was affectedby the similarityand pri-

ority of an interrupting task. Results showed that

highly similar interrupters interfered with primary

task performance more than did dissimilar interrup-

ters. However, high-priority interrupters (where

users had to discontinue the primary task without

warning) did not degrade performance any more

than did low-prioritytasks (where a warning was

available). These findings suggest that, when com-

puter tasks must be interrupted,any aspects of the

interfaces that emphasize the dissimilarity of pri-

mary and interrupting tasks will improve user per-

formance. The HCIL is designing further experi-

ments on interruptions in multitasking environ-

ments as well as observational studiesof multitask-

ing inspace applications(e.g.,flightcontrollers).

X100t_32M

During the primary task, the participant is given either a

warning or is not given a warning about an interrupting task.
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Subjects were required to perform four independent space-related tasks simultaneously that were displayed either in tiled

window mode (as shown) or in overlapped window mode.
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Human-Computer Interaction

Laboratory - Pathfinder Research

PI: Marianne Rudisill, Ph.D./SP34
Reference SST 11

The Human-Computer Interaction Laboratory's

(HCIL's) research program emphasizes the impor-
tance of effective communication between humans

and computer systems. The HCIL Pathfinder re-

search focuses on applied human-computer interface

(HCI) issues of importance beyond Space Station
Freedom. Results from this research will be used to

• Develop HCI guidelines, requirements, and
standards;

• Design and evaluate HCIs for space systems; and

• Evaluate HCI design techniques.

A major focus of HCIL Pathfinder research is

the evaluation of HCI design techniques. Such tech-

niques are necessary toenable HCf designers tocon-

sider the needs ofusers when developing the complex

computer interfaces that will be used on advanced

space missions. The HCIL has conducted an exten-

siveliteraturereview ofa new interfacedesign tech-

nique - analyticalmodels. This review suggests that

analytical models (e.g.,the [goals,operators, meth-

ods, and selectionrules]GOMS model) show promise

in helping designers generate and evaluate prelimi-

nary HCI designs. However, practicalissues,such as

the time ittakes to develop models, must be con-

sidered beforesuch models can be used in realdesign

organizations.

Another project is evaluating the knowledge-

elicitationand -acquisitiontechniques that allow an

interface designer to assess the task domain know-

ledge of an expert (e.g., a flight controller). This

assessment of task knowledge is an important part of

the early phase of HCI design. An experiment is be-
ing conducted to compare the effectiveness of four

knowledge-elicitation techniques; i.e., verbal pro-
tocols, psychological scaling, structured interviews,

and linear decision techniques.

In a third project focusing on HCI design, the

HCIL is helping to organize a workshop - the

Human-Computer Interface Design: Success Cases,
Emerging Methods, and Real-World Context work-

shop - that will be held in July 1991. This workshop

will unite developers of interface design techniques

and HCI design practitioners (designers and their

managers) to discuss the opportunities and problems
of implementing improved HCI design techniques in

complex organizations. The workshop's proceedings
will be published in an edited book.

In addition to evaluating HCI design tech-
niques, HCIL Pathfinder research also has focused

on forecasting the information technologies and crew

tasks that will be part of long-duration space mis-

sions (e.g., a manned Mars mission). A literature re-
view of articles on future trends in information tech-

nology has been conducted, and abstracts of these

articles have been entered in a computer-based Ad-

vanced Information Technologies database. Primary

task analyses have been performed for a number of

crew tasks on long-duration missions that will in-

volve information technology. A detailed task anal-

ysis isunder way for one such task (planning plan-

etary explorationroutes);and itisprojected that HCf

techniques to support this type of crew task will be

explored infuture laboratory work.
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Concept Maintenance Workbench -

Work Surface Evaluation

PI: Frances Mount/SP34

Jason Beierle/C95

Reference SST 12

It has been stated that the objective in human

factors is to fit the workplace/task to the human.

Good human factors design incorporates this objec-

tive with the knowledge of human capabilities to op-
timize the human-machine interface.

Much knowledge is now available for workplace

design in the confines of a "normal" Earthbound

design; the influence of gravity on the fit and func-
tion of a workstation as well as the ability to apply

force is not of tantamount concern. However, in zero-

g, the common design principles that take advantage

of gravity now become apparent. Comfortable, relax-
ed body postures as well as the ability to apply force

change a good deal in space.

During Skylab missions in the weightlessness

of space, it was noted that the crew naturally adopted

a relaxed body posture that differed from a normal

one-g posture. In Skylab, the crew worked and lived

in larger volumes than in previous U.S. manned

spacecraft. Thus, zero-g design knowledge was not
available for Skylab. Basically, the Skylab design

accommodated either the one-g sitting or standing

posture. Neutral (relaxed) body posture (NBP) has

been described as neither sitting nor standing but as

falling somewhere in between. Skylab Experience

Bulletin No. 17 (Neutral Body Posture In Zero-G)
states: "It was realized that fitting the workstation

to the crew population would influence comfort,
physical well-being, and output efficiency."

Complaints from the Skylab crew included:

It was difficult to lean forward and fatiguing to

hold position.
It was difficult to sit in a chair.

The most sensitive angle is that of the body and

upper leg. Closing this angle caused tension in

the body that was described as "having partially

completed a one-g sit-up and then having to hold

that posture."

The concept of an angled work surface was pro-

posed to address the difficulties itemized above. The
Space Station maintenance workstation design is of

interest for meeting these unique design require-
ments. The workstation is to be a high-capability

workstation for simple to fairly complex and time-

intensive diagnostics and repairs.

Objectives of the work surface evaluation were

• To compare work surface angles during simulat-

ed zero-g in KC-135 aircraft for accommodation
of NBP as related to fit, feel, and reach accessi-

bility.
• Based on KC-135 study, to determine an optimal

work surface elevation.

• Using PLAID (a man-modeling computer pro-

gram) reach envelopes, to verify KC-135 analysis
(effect of elevation) by comparing optimal work

surface elevation against a proposed standard

(horizontal) work surface design.

• To package results in a presentation format for

timely input to the proposed design.

Six work surface positions from zero (horizon-
tal) to 65 ° were analyzed during the KC-135 test

flight. Data acquisition included an in-flight record-

ing of each distance at each work surface elevation, a

post-test debriefing, and a dedicated and portable
video. An optimal work surface position of 4° was

determined based upon maximum extended reach
across the work surface, minimal bending at the

waist, and good visibility of an orbital replaceable
unit mounted on the work surface.

Next, the PLAID graphics system at the NASA

Johnson Space Center was utilized to show reach en-

velopes of anthropometric figures in relation to the
changing work surface angles At the optimal work

surface position, the majority of the work surface was
shown to be accessible while in the NBP; however, at

the horizontal position, less of the work surface was
accessible in the NBP. Increasing the figures' depth
of reach across the horizontal work surface resulted

in bending at the waist.
Although reach accessibility to all portions of

the work surface was of major interest, the impor-

tance of accessibility of other workbench surfaces
and volumes was illustrated in this analysis. This

becomes meaningful when attention is given to the
reach accessibility of workbench displays, controls,

drawers, floating items, etc. For any of these consid-

erations, the raised work surface configuration
seems to offer a more usable design for accommodat-

ing the operator in a zero-g environment.
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Maintenan¢e workstation - work surface mo¢kup onboard the KC-135.
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Hatch Viewport Size and Its Impact on

Viewing on Space Station Freedom

PI: Frances MountJSP34

Boyd Morrison/C95
Reference SST 13

Hatch viewports are deemed necessary for the

safety of crewmembers onboard Space Station Free-

dom and are required by program documents. View-

ports can aid astronauts in the inspection of Space
Station modules from the exterior in the event of a

module depressurization or power loss. Before reen-

tering a module following a fire,a crewmember can

inspect from the exterior for potential hazards such

as residual fire,smoke, or exposed arcing electrical

wires. Other possibleuses ofthe viewports might be

viewing of pressurized element berthing alignment

guides for connecting modules, contingency viewing

ofextravehicular crewmembers during a space walk,

and communications via hand signals with an extra-

vehicular astronaut who has a disabled radio.

While the consensus isthat hatch viewports are

necessary, reduction of the viewport diameter is a

tempting way to reduce weight during Space Station

reconfiguration.This was firstproposed by replacing

the glass viewport with a "fish-eye" lens similar to

peepholes found on apartment front doors to obtain

wide-angle views of the module from the exterior.

The lens would have only 2 in.diameters, while the

current hatch viewport has an 8-in. viewing diam-

eter. This would save weight, but ithas some serious

drawbacks. Wide-angle lenses are not reversible,

thereby requiring that one lens look in each direction

for viewing from both sides. Peepholes offer a dis-

torted view of objects, even when the object is near

the peephole. Beyond 2 ft, the "fish-eye" lens is un-

able to focus at all. For this reason, a crewmember

cannot look through two hatches simultaneously.

Moreover, one'seye must be close tothe peephole for

viewing, which makes use ofthe viewport impossible

fora crewmember wearing a space suit.

Another means of saving weight is to use the

same glass specificationsfor the current viewport

but to reduce the viewport diameter. The proposed

reductions are to diameters of6,4,and 2 in. Studies

conducted in the Man-Systems Division at the NASA

Johnson Space Center have shown that, for viewing

into a module, the minimum diameter for a hatch

viewport should be 6 in.,with the current 8-in.diam-

eter being optimal. These studies were conducted

using a 3-dimensional computer modeling tool con-

taining the dimensions of the baselined Space Sta-

tion configuration. Analyses included simulated

views ofthe interiorofa module through hatch view-

ports of various sizes using the computer modeling

tool. Additionally, an independent geometrical

analysis ofline-of-sightviews through viewports was

performed. Both analyses agreed with each other.

Studies simulated views seen by beth a crew-

member in a pressurized environment and a space-

suitedcrewmember. The crewmember was assumed

tobe constrained toa positiondirectlyin front of the

viewport while looking into a well-lighted module.

In both circumstances, views through the 6-in.diam-

eter viewport were significantlybetter than through

the 4- and 2-in.diameter hatches. Other arguments

for 6-in.diameter viewports include: the abilityfor

depth perception, which is lostwith the smaller di-

ameter viewports; and the abilityto look through the

viewport into a module during a power failurewhile

simultaneously using a flashlight,which isawkward

or impossible with the smaller viewports.
Future studieswill be undertaken to determine

whether current viewports can meet the needs of the

Space Station aftermodule restructuring.
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View into module through closed node hatch 6-in. diameter viewport located at hatch center;

eyapoint set back ] in. from glass surface.

View into module through closed node hatch 2-in. diameter

viewport located at hatch center; eyepoint set back 3 in. from

glass surface.
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Derivation of Space Station Window

Viewing Locations

P[: Frances Mount/SP34

Boyd Morrison/C95
Reference SST 14

The potential exists for scientific and technical

viewing to be accomplished through windows on

Space Station Freedom. While high-optical quality

windows have not yet been baselined in the Space

Station, studies have been done in the Man-Systems

Division at the Johnson Space Center to determine

the optimum viewing locations meeting the scientific

users' needs and conforming to structural require-

ments. All viewing studies were done using the

Graphics Analysis Facility (GRAF), a 3-dimensional

computer modeling tool containing the dimensions of

the baselined Space Station configuration.
Scientific users require viewing in the nadir or

Earth-facing direction and also in all directions
along the horizon. The simplest design to accommo-
date the users' needs would be a nadir-mounted

cupola attached to a node. As it is configured now,

the Space Station is equipped with a nadir cupola.

However, the operational activities already taking

place in this cupola preclude scientific use. As no

other node is available on the nadir side for place-
ment of a cupola, it was determined that a dedicated

user cupola placed on the port side of the Space Sta-
tion would satisfy user requirements. This could be

accomplished by using an already designed cupola

with higher quality windows or designing a cupola

especially equipped for scientific operations. View-

ing needs in the starboard direction could be met by a
window in a starboard hatch.

The cupola option would be the most desirable

in terms of viewing and meeting the needs of the
scientific community. But cost considerations reduce

the appeal of a dedicated scientific user cupola.

Therefore, sites were selected in the Space Station,
outside of the habitability module, that make use of

current window design and conform to user needs.

After structural considerations and previously occu-
pied rack locations were taken into account, loca-

tions in the laboratory module and resource nodes

suitable for window placement were identified by
analysis. Views were generated in the GRAF from

the selected positions to confirm that window place-

ment would meet the scientific users' requirements
for viewing.

Future studies will use information about the

reconfigured Space Station Freedom and plot the
optimum viewing locations available within such a
station.

U.S. Laboratory

View of Earth horizon from a dedicated user cupola located on the port side of Space

Station Freedom.
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view of the Earth horizon from a Space Station Freedom laboratory module port window.
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The Role of Perturbed Sensory

Feedback in Space Remote

Manipulation Tasks - Preliminary

Guidelines

PI: A. Jay Legendre/SP34
Reference SST 15

Remotely operated systems (e.g., manipulators,

cameras, free-flyers) will be used heavily for the as-

sembly, maintenance, and servicing of NASA's ex-

tant as well as future spacecraft and installations.

The visual system may be the single most important

source of sensory information for the operator of the

various remotely operated systems that will be used.

Cameras often will provide the primary mode of vis-
ual feedback to the operator concerning manipulator

position, orientation, and rate of movement. Per-

turbed sensory feedback is defined here as a dis-

turbance or transformation in the normal pattern of

sensory feedback (e.g., visually reversed, inverted,
inverted]reversed}.

This report details a preliminary investigation

of the use of perturbed visual feedback during the

performance of remote manipulation tasks. Four

test subjects with prior dexterous remote manipula-

tion experience performed a remote manipulation

task in the Remote Operator Interaction Laboratory
at NASA's Johnson Space Center while exposed to

the following camera-viewing conditions (refer to

first figure): "normal" or zero-degree displacement,

reversed, inverted/reversed, and inverted. Perform-

ance and subjective data were collected from each

test subject.

The first objective of this study was to deter-

mine how various types of visually perturbed feed-

back differentiallyaffectthe performance ofvarious

types of remote manipulation tasks. Data analysis

revealed that allperturbed viewing conditions were

significantlyworse in performance time than the

normal viewing condition data, although statistical

analysis did not reveal significant differences be-

tween the perturbed viewing conditions. The second

figure illustratesthe inconsistency between hand

controller movements and viewed manipulator

movements on a monitor with respect tothe different

perturbed viewing conditions.

The next objective accomplished was to deter-

mine if test subjects exhibited any adaptive strate-

gies which would allow them to perform remote ma-

nipulation tasks more efficiently while exposed to

perturbed visual feedback. The following adaptive

strategies were gathered from the test subjects: use

movement of hand controller as a reference point, not

the movement of the manipulator on the screen; posi-

tion grippers in front of and behind object to be grap-

pled, then lightly make contact with the end effector,

to help ensure a clean grapple; use shadows at the re-

mote worksite to serve as a guide; and move the ma-

nipulator arm away from the task piece area and

move around in all axes to determine the type of per-

turbed visual feedback before attempting remote ma-
nipulation tasks,

The final objective was to use the data collected

and analyzed during this investigation to formulate

the following set of preliminary guidelines: use per-

turbed visual feedback as littleas possible; provide

information on camera placement and orientation;

train operators to perform tasks under perturbed

viewing conditions;use a "camera-oriented" rather

than "manipulator-oriented" control mode; maxi-

mize visual cues provided to the operator (e.g.,posi-

tion of task pieces with respect to the end effector),

markings at the remote task site,use of shadows;

and consider the type of task, or types of functions,

that need to be performed since performance of crit-

icaltasks requiring a high levelof precision perhaps

should be avoided, ifpossible. This preliminary list

should in no way be construed as complete. More

testingwillbe conducted sothat allaspects related to

thiscriticalissue can be researched thoroughly.

-Reversed lnverted

Reversed
Normal

XlN

Camera viewing conditionsused.
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Viewed manipulator movements with respect to controller movements per camera viewing conditions.
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Space Station Hand Controller

Commonality Tests

PI: Dean G. Jensen, Ph.D./SP34

Gregory C. Blackburn/EK54
Reference SST 16

A variety of dexterous robots, crane-type re-

mote manipulator systems (RMSs), and free-flyers

will be controlled by the Space Station Freedom

crew. Six different hand controller configurations

have been proposed for crewmembers to control these

devices. The Man-Systems Division of the Johnson

Space Center (JSC) was asked to determine the ap-

propriate level of commonality for Space Station

hand controllers. A hand controller evaluation proc-

ess was conducted which included representatives

from the international Space Station robotics sys-

tems, the hand controller providers, and the JSC test
facilities.

The hand controllers evaluated in this study

consisted of the Space Shuttle Type Two (one rota-
tion and one translation} three-axis hand controllers

(or 2 × 3-degree-of-freedom (DOF)) rate controllers, a

Canadian CAE 6-DOF rate hand controller, a Honey-

well 6-DOF hand controller (capable of rate, position,

and force-reflection modes), the National Space De-

velopment Agency of Japan/Toshiba hand controller

(also capable of rate, position, and force-reflection
modes}, a modified Martin Marietta/Kraft mini-mas-

ter controller (capable of rate and position modes}, a
commercial off-the-shelf Kraft mini-master control-

ler (used only for force-reflection node), and a Schill-

ing Omega mini-master controller (capable of rate,

position, and force-reflection nodes}.

Four JSC facilities were used by astronauts and
other experienced subjects to test hand controllers

for RMSs, dexterous manipulator, and free-flyer ap-
plications. The JSC Systems Engineering Simulator

cupola provided dynamic simulations of an RMS lo-

gistics module transfer task and a free-flyer docking

task. The JSC Displays and Controls Laboratory

provided kinematic simulations of joint RMS/flight
telerobotic servicer (a dexterous manipulator) orbital

replacement unit (ORU) changeout tasks. The Man-

Systems Remote Operator Interface Laboratory pro-
vided a hardware simulation of three dexterous ma-

nipulator tasks - an ORU (dual-peg) changeout task,

a quick-disconnect task, and a thermal blanket task.
The Man-Systems mockups were used for hand con-

troller volumetric tests in the Orbiter full fuselage

trainer, the Space Station cupola, and the Space
Station command and control workstation.

The hand controller commonality participants

and the JSC facilities and resources together made

possible a hand controller study which compared
more tasks, modes, and hand controllers than any

previous study. This study also was unique in that it

addressed space-based applications exclusively.

Nine crewmembers with varying experience collec-

tively spent over 200 hours, and 20 experienced non-

crew subjects collectively spent over 270 hours test-

ing the six different hand controllers in the four JSC

facilities. Various objective (e.g., task completion

time, hand controller inputs, etc.) and subjective

(questionnaires addressing mental workload, physi-

cal discomfort, acceptability, etc.) measures were

taken after the completion of each task with each
hand controller.

Results indicated that the 2× 3-DOF configur-

ation which is similar to that of the current Space

Shuttle most consistently ranked highest for both

crew and noncrew objective and subjective measures
across the tasks. It also was found that dexterous

manipulator tasks were performed more quickly

with rate modes than with position modes and that
there was no evidence that force reflection to the

hand controller facilitated performance across tasks.

These results indicate that a single hand con-

troller configuration is best suited for crewmembers

for all Space Station applications. Implementing

these recommendations results in power, weight,

volume, cost, and crew training savings for the Space

Station Freedom Program as well as increased crew

productivity on orbit.
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Space Station Freedom Fluid Coupling

Tasks-An Evaluation of Their Space

Operational Compatibility

Pl: A. Jay Legendre/SP34
Reference SST 17

The development of Space Station Freedom

(SSF) tasks that are compatible with both telerobotic

and extravehicular activity (EVA} is necessary to en-

sure successful day-to-day operations. One task that
is likely to be routine onboard SSF will be the

changeout of various quick-disconnect fluid coupl-

ings. Such fluid couplings will allow on-orbit resup-
ply of various liquids and gases; e.g., propellants,

pressurants, and coolants.

At present, many quick-disconnect coupling de-

signs exist which allow quick mating and demating

by the extravehicular astronaut. Since it is likely

that telerobots will be assigned these activities as
well, the compatibility of the couplings to the tele-

robot must be altered. In response, Symetrics Inc., a

custom fluid coupling manufacturer, has developed

quick-disconnect fluid couplings designed to be com-

patible with both modes of operation. These itera-
tively designed couplings are the result of feedback
from various laboratories dedicated to research in

telerobotics and remote manipulation. The result is

a coupling modified from an existing design with cer-

tain characteristics enhanced to improve telerobotic

compatibility.

To assist in resolving design issues, the Remote

Operator Interaction Laboratory (ROLL) at NASA's

Johnson Space Center performed an investigation
evaluating the custom coupling as well as the three

standard fluid coupling designs illustrated in the

figure. Participants in the evaluation operated the

couplings both telerobotically and manually (manual

operation of the couplings was performed to include a

reasonable approximation of EVA performance).

The results of the investigation were that cus-

tom coupling not only operated faster but was gen-

erally preferred over the other couplings. During the
course of this investigation, certain guidelines were

derived regarding further work into improving tele-

robotic/EVA compatibility. These not only pertain to

fluid couplings, but also may apply onboard SSF

whenever compatibility between the telerobot and
the EVA astronaut is critical. The recommendations

are

• That the complete redesign of hardware may not

be necessary to improve telerobotic/EVA compat-

ibility. Modifying existing designs may optimize
the effort.

• To enhance both telerobotic and EVA operation,

hardware should operate as logically as possible

- i.e., complex operations should be avoided.
Robust grapple points and straightforward oper-

ational procedures should be stressed.

• With respect to fluid couplings in particular, a

common interface should be implemented across

all coupling points onboard SSF to reduce the

likelihood of implementing an incorrect opera-

tional procedure.

The ROIL will continue working with fluid

quick-disconnector manufacturers. Further guide-

lines will be developed as new quick-disconnector de-

.signs become available for evaluation.
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Extravehicular Activity (EVA) Speech

Recognition

PI: Barbara Woolford/SP34

Jose Marmo/EC5

Charles Sheperd/C95
Reference SST 18

A seriesof three tests was performed to deter-

mine the usefulness and reliabilityof voice recogni-

tionforextravehicular activity(EVA) applications.

The tests used a Macintosh computer and a

Voice Navigator speech recognition device. This sys-

Lem reported the word recognized from the current

vocabulary, ifany, and also a confidence leveland an

amplitude level. These levels are criticalfor real-

world applicationofthe system.

The firsttest was with shirtsleeved subjects.

They trained the Voice Navigator to recognize an

8-word vocabulary and then went to recognition

mode. Two basic conditions were run: accuracy of

recognition,where the subject was presented with

the word to say, a word which the subject tried to

have the recognition device recognize; and false

alarm rate, where the subject performed another

task during which extraneous conversation was car-

ried on and measures of false positives were

collected. A falsepositive isa case where the voice

recognizer reportsa match when, in fact,the subject

did not say the word reported.
Results from the firsttestled toconcern for the

high rate of false positives - i.e.,1 error per

20 seconds ofspeech. The recognition rate was high,

however. Data were studied to see if raising the

required confidence level for a recognition would

decrease the false positives. In fact,this post hoc

analysis indicatedthat itdid.

The second experiment was carried out in an

EVA helmet and hard upper torso with air flow to

produce a realisticsound environment. The subjects

again trained the voice recognizer in several differ-

ent modes, using noise canceling microphones invar-

ying positions. This time, the subject read a 2-page

transcriptof an actual EVA conversation as well as

performed recognition tests. Confidence levels for

recognition were set at high levels.This reduced the

insertionerror,or falsepositive,rate to lessthan 0.1

errors per minute and maintained the correct recog-

nitionrate at95.7 percent.

The third experiment used suit-certified

subjects in a Mark Ill Zero-Prebreathe suit.

Training again was carried out, and confidence

levelswere set. Itwas found that confidence levels

alone led toa zero insertion error rate and decreased

the correct recognition rate to 88.5 percent. To

correct this problem, itwas determined that both

amplitude information and conHdence level must be

used. When reanalyzed with a suitable, subject-

dependent amplitude level,the falserecognition rate
was maintained near zero while the correct

recognitionrate approached 95 percent.

This research shows that voicecommand isa vi-

able option for use in EVA suitsto permit hand-free

operation ofelectroniccuffchecklists,helmet-mount-

ed displays,or other EVA equipment.
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Microphone placement in helmet of HUT.

Subject reading EVA transcript during Phase II test. Macintosh controls experiment.
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Computer-Aided 3- Dimensional

(CAT) Stowage

PI: L.W. Lew/SP33

Reference SST 19

Although stowage is not a glamorous or highly

visible system, it is essential for maintaining the
order of Space Station consumables and loose items.

Storing thousands of unique items is a major chal-

lenge for Space Station engineers. Effective packag-

ing of items ranging from telephone-booth-size sub-

system components to pens and pencils for accessi-
bility, stowability, and handling is a goal that has
never been encountered before in U.S. manned

spaceflight.

The limited and highly valued onboard stowage
space must be used in a manner to obtain the max-

imum efficiency while providing adequate protection

and restraint. For the Space Shuttle Program, much
of the stowage volume (as much as 50 percent) was

lost to the packaging material alone when sensitive

and fragile equipment was stowed. However, the

need to provide vibration and shock protection

during launch and landing dictated such protective
measures.

Space Station stowage requirements will be

somewhat different since only the pressurized logis-

tics module will make routine round-trips to orbit.

Unique concepts are needed for "launch only" protec-

tion and for zero-g restraint on orbit. Optimum pack-

aging schemes must be developed for transporting

items to and from orbit, in their designated stowage
area, and at their use location.

Eliminating any unnecessary stowage ineffici-

encies must be accomplished. It is imperative that

loose item stowage requirements are met without

sacrificing crew productivity.

The current approach to determine the pack-

aging scheme of the Space Shuttle Orbiter stowage

trays is done manually. From this, a somewhat high

probability exists that some stowage attributes/

criteria are not met and possible redundancies are

incorporated inadvertently. For Space Station, this

would be unacceptable when the cost of transporting
items is over $5000 per pound.

In order to improve the stowage proficiency, a
Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR) Phase I

project using 3-dimensional computer graphics with

optimization software to solve Space Station stowage

was pursued. The study revealed that existing com-

puter-aided software is well suited to solving com-
plex stowage problems.

A Phase II SBIR project is under way to develop
a turnkey system which will combine several exist-

ing technologies into a unique and innovative tool for

solving stowage problems. The turnkey system will

consist of a powerful computer graphics workstation
environment and customized version of software to

* Quickly find optimal stowage solutions of objects

in stowage trays by generating computer models
of objects to be stowed or select models from a

previously generated database and interactively

packing them into stowage trays.

• Permit 3-dimensional computer models to be
translated and rotated in real time.

• Display models in line or solid shaded image
mode.

• Display interferences or closest proximity dis-
tances from objects.

• Simulate compressible or deformable objects;
e.g., clothing, coils of cable, etc.

• Permit interfaces with other useful tools includ-

ing the laser mapping system for model genera-

tion, PLAID for model sharing, and a numerical-

controlled milling device for cutting foam pack-
ing material.

• Generate spreadsheets which contain object list-

ings in their respective stowage trays and racks.
• Generate configuration drawings from computer

models automatically.
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Space Station Prototype Laundry Filter

PI: Phyllis Grounds/SP44
Reference SST 20

The Space Station Freedom will include a laun-

dry facility for cleansing clothing worn by crewmem-
bets. The water from this facility will be recycled;

some of the major contaminants which must be re-

moved are large particles comprised of hair, lint, and

epithelia. The purpose of this investigation was to

develop a system which will remove coarse material
from the waste water as soon as possible in order to

prevent fouling valves, pumps, and phase separators
downstream of the laundry system.

In commercial washing machines, separation is

accomplished with a lint filter that is periodically
backwashed to the drain. This method cannot be

employed in the Space Station since the suspended
material must be removed from the waste stream

and immobilized. An in-line design concept was

proposed that provides a large surface area to

minimize the frequency of changing filters.
A schematic (see figure) depicts a tightly wound

roll of filter material contained in a housing. The

filter material is passed over a perforated support

plate and collected _n an empty take-up spool. A

pressure drop sensor activates a winding mechanism

to provide fresh filter fabric as it becomes loaded

with debris. The filter material is wound up on the

take-up spool, which would be removed and replaced
with a new cartridge of mesh material for continued

filtering. The design is capable of processing a

90-day volume of laundry waste water generated by

an 8-person crew. The filter media is 146 mesh, 104 p
pore size polyester fabric. The advancement mecha-

nism is activated based on a low-pressure signal from

a pressure transducer in the downstream piping. Set

points for the advancement mechanism are variable

and can be adjusted based on the available suction
source.
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Laundry scroll filter.
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Photonics for Autonomous Rendezvous,

Docking, Navigation, Hazard Detection,

and Avoidance

PI: Richard D. Juday/EE6
Reference SST 21

A broad front of photonic image-processing

technologies is being developed at the Johnson Space

Center (JSC). They originally were intended for op-
tical image processing, but, in fact, can be used (al-

though more slowly) in digital image processing. In
a leveraging action, this task is tied into Defense

Advanced Research Project Agency [DARPA] devel-

opments of battlefield correlators. We anticipate
that ultimately a confluence of NASA needs and

funding will prosecute the development of those

small, lightweight correlators to a configuration

amenable to space operation. Speed, light efficiency,

low power, and high space-bandwidth product per
volume are the properties being optimized The

optical filtering theory is advancing under NASA

funds (with the use of civil service time and through

contracts and grants to universities) and by use of
leveraging funds from the Army Missile Command

(MICOM). Our filtering theory will be applied to re-

ducing the potential effect of noise on pattern recog-
nition for autonomous rendezvous and docking, and

also the reduction of storage requirements for sheer

numbers of filters necessary to maintain object rec-

ognition under a complicated rendezvous/docking

scenario. The quality of spatial light modulators is

advancing at Texas Instruments, primarily under
MICOM funds. The main motivating factors for the

SC participation in spatial light modulator develop-
ment are the future applications to autonomous

planetary landings and rendezvous and docking.
Following is a summary of the JSC technical

elements that were advanced to one degree or anoth-

er during the reporting period. The JSC technology

consists of several intertwined parts being developed
in parallel. They are mutually supportive and it is

difficult to enumerate them in a clean partition of
the problem.

Algorithms: "Backscratching," in which correla-

tion done in one coordinate geometry (alternate-

ly Cartesian and log polar) drives image adjust-
ments in the other (pan/tilt or magnification/

rotation). A total of 4 of the 6-degrees-of-freedom

(DOFs) relating two bodies in free space are
tracked thereby. Hardware and software to

effect the changes has been brought nearer to
completion.

• Synthetic estimation filter [SEF]: Images are

weighted and summed. They thus form a syn-
thetic image of the tracked object, which is used

as the reference image for an optical correlation

filter. The weights are adjusted so that the corre-

lation intensity has a fine variation, forming a

simple and robust estimator of the out-of-plane

pose. With the "backscratching" algorithm and
the SEF, all six DOFs are tracked. We made the

mathematical generalization to an arbitrary
number of dimensions.

• Digital image processing hardware: Doing op-

tical correlation in alternating Cartesian and log
polar frames presumes that the image is avail-

able in each of those geometries. Currently, we

have a unique image-processing machine (patent

applied for; claims will be granted) that does

image coordinate transformations at video rate.
Parametric studies are done on this machine that

will guide the development of patterned sensors

to support the backscratching algorithm with a
minimum of real-time, computation-intensive

image processing. During the reporting period,

one patent application was favorably reported
back from the U.S. Patent Office (a number of

claims will be allowed) and another patent ap-
plication was filed on an advanced architecture.

• Fourier optics pattern recognition: In addition to

the SEF, a pose estimator, general filter theory is

being developed for optimal performance in the

signal-to-noise sense for any known spectral

characteristics of noise. We also are developing

optimal filter theory to accommodate a complex

operating curve of the spatial light modulators

on which the filter is realized, and - significantly
- the one on which the input image is encoded.

Several papers reported our progress during the

year, some given at conferences and some re-

ported in the archival literature.

• Spatial light modulators (SLM): Several types

are being developed as a result of the JSC pro-
gram. They are all of the "deformable mirror"

type. In comparison with other available SLMs,

this type is direct in its modulation action (e.g.,

no crossed polarizers). It is very efficient (as

much as 45 percent of impinging light is expect-
ed to be diffracted into a chosen order, in the fil-

ter version; contrast ratios of at least several

hundred, and quick high efficiency will be pos-

sible with the image input version). Also, quite

significantly, two geometries have been artic-

ulated that will permit full complex modulation

in either the input or filter location in an optical
correlator.
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LADAR Tracking of Orbital Debris

PI: K.F. Dekome/EE6

Reference SST 22

Man-made orbiting debris has been recognized

as a threat to the safety of Space Station Freedom

(SSF) over the duration of its mission. The tracking

facilities of the United States Space Command regu-

larly update a satellite catalog that contains orbit

estimates of over 7500 objects. These objects extend

from low-Earth to geosynchronous orbit and consist

of dead satellites, expended rocket stages, debris

from on-orbit breakups, and the like. This tracking

capability is limited to objects 10 cm or greater in

mean diameter. An estimate suggests that these

objects represent only 1 percent of the actual popula-

tion, however. The more numerous debris in the 1 to
10 cm diameter range cannot be tracked. It is be-

cause of this population that a spaceborne laser ra-
dar (LADAR) is advantageous.

This task is addressing the feasibility of using a

spaceborne LADAR to track hypervelocity orbital

debris that poses a threat to the safety of the SSF.

The feasibility of various LADAR techniques is be-

ing investigated, and a strawman system is being

designed. The concept is to provide data that allow a

suitably accurate orbit estimate of flyby debris, so an

estimate of the threat at subsequent orbit conjunc-

tions can be made and timely avoidance maneuvers

can be performed if deemed appropriate.
The LADAR by itself is not deemed sufficient to

perform the whole task, as it is unsuited to constant

active scanning over the large angular cone required

to provide constant coverage of the SSF environ-

ment. Its characteristics are best exploited if it is re-

quired to track an object whose initial bearing is

known roughly (i.e., if it is "handed off" to/by an ac-

quisition sensor). At this point, very accurate rela-

tive angle, range, and range rate data can be obtain-
ed. The surveillance of the coverage cone for orbital

debris acquisition is expected to be performed using
sensitive infrared focal-plane arrays, which see the

debris based upon its temperature difference relative

to the cold space background, using image-process-

ing techniques. The acquisition sensor can then
"hand off" to the LADAR so that active tracking can

commence.

During fiscal year 1990, several analyses took

place to determine the feasibility of the LADAR con-

cept. The primary one involved performing a "flyby"

simulation of debris past an orbiting sensor platform

(nominally located on SSF). Subroutines describing
LADAR performance for particular system configu-

rations (e.g., pulsed, continuous wave, coherent puls-

ed) were used to dictate acquisition range, field-of-

regard, slew rates, and raw measurement accuracies

based upon a common link model. The raw measure-

ments were filtered using a Kalman filter to improve
the relative state covariance estimate (the "state" in

this simulation consisted of position and velocity rel-

ative to the sensor platform). After tracking was

broken due to loss of signal, the state covariance ma-

trix was propagated to future orbit conjunctions us-

ing the Clohessy-Wiltshire linearized equations of

motion. Best performance was achieved by the co-

herent pulsed-doppler model, with standard devia-
tions in position on the order of 1 km after 1 rev.

Due to the relative crudeness of the propagation
simulation (not accounting for orbital perturbations

through 99 percent of the orbit prop), a new prop

model was developed using William Lear's program

TRAJ2 as the nucleus. The program was configured

so as to be able to perform Monte Carlo analysis of

relative state, incorporating perturbations in atmos-

pheric density, debris cross section, gravity, and SSF

state. This simulation will be used to provide more
reality to the initial performance indicated above,

and will be used in conjunction with the flyby
simulation. A more accurate assessment of relative

sensor capabilities and the role of LADAR will
result.
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Autonomous Lander Sensor Program

Pl: W.X. Culpepper/EE6
Reference SST 23

The Autonomous Lander Sensor Program is de-

veloping technology to accomplish a safe landing on

the Moon or a planet (Mars) for an unmanned space-

craft. The program is concerned with precision land-

ing (PL), landing at a location identified earlier and
known to be safe and hazard detection and avoidance

(HD&A), and landing at a site having a probability

of safe area(s). Sensor studies support the program

with Johnson Space Center (JSC} civil service and a

continuation of the Charles Stark Draper Labora-

tory/Environmental Research Institute of Michigan
studies initiated in fiscal year (FY) 1989.

An tID&A concept was developed for an on-

board hazard detection sensor using a scanned, cw-

modulated, GaA1As laser radar. A simulation of this

sensor and the associated image processing was de-

veloped. Example cases generated using this simula-

tion indicate that this approach to the detection of

localslopes and rocks which are large enough to be

hazardous to landing isfeasibleand should be prac-

ticalinthe next few years.

Itwas discovered that the Pershing II missile

system, deployed by the U.S. Army, has a terminal

navigation sensor which exhibits the levelofaccura-

cy feltnecessary for a PL on a planet. This system

was developed with extremely accurate terminal

navigation; i.e., pinpoint targeting that many feel

led to the INF treaty. As a result, the hardware sys-

tem is being dismantled and is available under the

Pershing Reuse Program. Some $10 M worth of

hardware has been requested from the U.S. Army for

transfer to JSC for only the cost of transportation.

This approach - i.e., using Department of Defense

technology - represents tremendous leverage for
NASA application.

Precision landing preselects a landing site; and

data, such as terrain elevation information, are gath-

ered and processed as reference scenes to compare

with radar imagery during terminal navigation and

landing. Correlation with these reference scenes al-

lows real-time correction to the landing vehicle

trajectory. The Pershing radar guidance approach
has advantages that make it attractive in a

planetary landing scenario. It is insensitive to

lighting conditions, dust storms, and scene changes.
It also works well with limited scene information.

A multiyear study/development program has

been outlined that eventually will include the devel-

opment of simulations of radar video, an ability to

exercise difference correlators, and the generation of

reference scenes from real or simulated planetary

terrains. Initial studies will concentrate on perform-

ance sensitivity to a lack of knowledge of radar re-

flectivity, reference scene resolution, and accuracy of

reference scene input data. Certain limitations also

will be studied (e.g., size of reference area required,

speed of correlation, correlation algorithms, and de-

gree of terrain "blandness" allowed). The Pershing

hardware being requested also can support a flight
test program against Earth analogs of the Mars or

the Moon. Alternate funding sources are being in-
vestigated to continue the Pershing efforts since

Pathfinder funding is unavailable in FY 1991.
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Tunable Laser Diode and Optical

Phase-Locked Loop

Ph K.F. Dekome/EE6

Reference SST 24

Theoretical performance advantages exist in

using optical carrier wavelengths in point-to-point

communications systems. These advantages include

wide bandwidths, low prime power, and small size

and weight relative to representative radio frequen-

cy (RF) systems. The bandwidth advantage is best
realized in the form of coherent communications

links, in which the information is contained in the

instantaneous frequency/phase of the carrier itself,

referenced to a local oscillator (LO) at the receiving

terminal. The quality of these links, whether free

space or fiber optic, is improved proportionate to how
well various noise sources are minimized in the

system, including how well the LO can "track" the

instantaneous frequency of the transmitting source,
which can vary due to temperature, relative motion

(doppler), and other reasons as a function of time.

The size and weight advantages are most realized at

the near-infrared wavelengths around 800 nm,

where semiconducting laser diodes can be utilized, as

opposed to larger but more established carbon di-

oxide gas lasers emitting at 10.6 p. Semiconductor

sources are now available in 2-dimensional array
form with total optical output powers exceeding

20 W. The ability to tune the output wavelength of a

semiconductor laser sources both dynamically and

accurately over several angstroms allows its incorp-

oration into an optical phase-locked loop (OPLL),

which is the functional equivalent of the

conventional RF phase-locked loop used in
microwave/ millimeter wave communications links

and the common FM radio receiver.

This effort is a Small Business Innovative Re-

search project to develop and demonstrate a tunable

laser diode (TLD) in a precision, ruggedized package.

Three techniques were explored to maximize the

tunable bandwidth, including a laser-tuning laser

approach, an electro-optic modulator-tuning laser
approach, and a cleave-coupled cavity approach. All

three types were investigated, designed, fabricated,
and evaluated. The test results demonstrated a wide

tuning range, as was theoretically predicted, and a

very narrow line width (100 kHz without thermal
isolation).

Two solid-state lasers were then integrated into

an OPLL assembly. The TLD OPLL activity planned
using the fabricated TLDs had to be aborted due to

the inability of locating a test laser diode with an

output center wavelength within the capture range

of the TLDs. Using a mixture of commercially avail-

able and fabricated optical and microwave mixers

and amplifiers, a phase-locked loop arrangement was

constructed and the loop performance was quantified
and documented. Phase lock of two YAG lasers was

demonstrated, with lock being attained over a

0.5 hour period.

This research and development work will im-

pact areas of NASA interest such as range/range-

rate lidars, optical frequency modulation communi-

cations, fiber-optic gyroscopes, optical wavelength

synthesizers and radiometers, optical frequency hop-
ping for long-range secure communications, and in-

coherent optical links envisioned for intersateilite
communications.
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Integrated Optic Device for Laser Beam

Scanning

Pl: K.F. Dekome/EE6
Reference SST 25

The technology of integrated optics is attaining
widespread acceptance as better ways of constructing
basic optical processing components such as lenses,
gratings, and waveguides are discovered with the
use of photolithographic techniques. An investiga-
tion into using the electro-optic characteristics of
these waveguide materials as a means of performing
efficient, fast, nonmechanical steering of laser beams
has been completed. The waveguide material of
choice was gallium aluminum arsenide, with an in-
dex of refraction that can be modulated over a large
interval to provide sizable (22 ° full-angle, in air) de-
flections of the incident laser energy. A combination
of interdigitated and prism electrode structures was
deposited over 22 deg of the output laser energy.
Another variety provided -400 positions over a nar-
rower field of view of 14 deg. These prototype devices
are on the order of 3 cm in length and have theo-
retical scan bandwidths on the order of 1 MHz.

This technology should be contrasted with
existing optical scanning technology such as
galvanometers, rotating polygons, and acousto-optic

deflectors. While the first two offer wide fields-of-

regard, on the order of 40 deg, they are mechanical
scanning techniques that are less suited to appli-
cation in the rugged space environment. Their asso-
ciated scan rates are typically less than 10 kHz.
Random access pointing ability is limited to the
variable frequency galvanometer, which suffers in
available scan bandwidth as a result, being on the
order of 300 Hz. Acousto-optic scanners, being
nonmechanical, are better suited to space application
and can scan at hundreds of kilohertz, but are
relatively inefficient in laser energy throughput and
are limited to fields-of-regard on the order of 3 deg.
The small size and low power dissipation of the
integrated optic scanner, coupled with its ambitious
field-of-regard, as described above, makes it an
attractive alternative to the conventional laser-

scanning technologies.
Possible applications of these types of devices

are in free-space optical communications links,
where they would operate as transmitting sources of
short-haul, secure, poinUpeint systems (Space Sta-
tion Freedom (SSF) multiaccess communications),

optical tracking (a laser docking/berthing sensor),
optical multiplexers/demultiplexers in fiber optic
communications links (SSF video distribution}, and
in optical printers. This work was performed under a
Phase I[ Small Business Innovative Research con-

tract by APA Optics.

<1 cm _

Gratings
12 Fine scan 32 Coarse scan

_ I I I , j

II-" CA _

._--AI yGa 1-y,_

yGa,.yAs
GaAs substrate

X l(X)O47X

Integrated optic laser beam scanner.
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Hierarchical 3-Dimensional and

Doppler-Imaging Laser Radar

Ph J.L. Prather/EE6

Reference SST 28

This is a Small Business Innovative Research

project to develop an improved 3-dimensional im-
aging laser radar (LADAR). The LADAR will be ap-

plied to robotic vision and spaceborne target tracking
for rendezvous and docking, remote manipulator and

autonomous robot operations, satellite servicing,

proximity operations, and lunar/planetary landing.

This 3-dimensional mapper provides Doppler as

well as range and intensity images and program-

mable/adaptable scans consisting of a fine-resolution
fovea and lower resolution peripheral vision (pat-

terned after the human eye). The high resolution

can be placed anywhere within the field of view of

the sensor according to the region of most interest,

while the lower resolution peripheral vision provides

for simultaneous monitoring of other objects or tar-

get features and obstacle avoidance. Doppler image-

ry provides range rate information for rendezvous

and docking, provides an additional discriminator for

object recognition, and could be useful in identifying

the rotation axis of a spinning satellite to aid in ap-

proach and grappling. In addition to these high-reso-

lution and low-resolution capabilities within a ± 10 °

field of regard, a peripheral mini-gimbal (PMG) will

provide hemispherical coverage.

Phase [ produced a working laboratory model
(not deliverable) which was demonstrated successful-

ly in 1988. A prototype, which is planned to be

integrated with the extravehicular retriever or other

robotic ground demonstration device, is being devel-

oped in Phase II. Delivery of the latter prototype is

scheduled for early 1991.

SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Feature Characteristic

CO2 LADAR 2 W, 10.6 p, heterodyne

Registered imagery Range, velocity, intensity, visible video

Peripheral scan Hemispherical coverage - PMG

Foveal scan ± 20 ° wide field of view/narrow field of view (NFOV)

Angular resolution 0.5 to 12.5 mrad

Transmitter waveform Continuous wave, amplitude modulation (AM),

frequency modulation (FM), AM/FM

Maximum range 3000 ft:skin targets,NFOV

Pixel format 1 Hz to 100 kHz, (1024)2programmable

System controller Transputer network (12)

Sensor head size Ift4

Electronicssize 19-in.rack, 10-in.high
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X100017M

Doppler - imaging laser radar.
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Laser Orientation Transceiver System

PI: J.L. Prather/EE6

Reference SST 27

This is a Small Business Innovative Research

project to develop and demonstrate a capability to
determine the relative orientation (pitch, yaw, and

roll) of a target on which a single unique retroreflec-
tor is mounted. This innovation has potential ap-

plication to spacecraft rendezvous, stationkeeping,

docking, berthing, remote manipulator grappling,

satellite servicing, space proximity operations, air-
to-air refueling, aircraft landing systems, and in-

dustrial and commercial alignment needs.

The technique makes use of the phenomenon in

which the polarization of a laser beam is modified

uniquely upon retroreflection by an amount depen-

dent on the orientation and material properties of
the retroreflector. Three-axis orientation is

determined by using a different material on each

facet of the retroreflector (e.g., gold, germanium, and

molybdenum) and measuring the resulting

polarization shift. This technique is relatively

simple, with no inherent maximum or minimum

range limitations and very small size and weight

scarring of the target vehicle. Accuracies within 0.3

deg are predicted based on Phase I analyses and
tests. Techniques were devised to resolve

ambiguities and regions of high error by using two
different transmit polarizations. A system design

was completed in fiscal year 1990. Most of the

components were obtained or developed and were

being integrated prior to testing and calibration.
Various optical characteristics of the prototype

components and subsystems were measured and

used in a software simulator to judge system per-

formance and accuracy. The simulations indicate

that the system should meet performance goals; how-

ever, no actual system hardware tests have been per-

formed to verify that analysis.

[Porzer/ eteO  

I

I.... £

Haft-wave retarder with computer control

Retrore flector with

computer controlled
three-axis rotation

I

.J

Spatial filter

__ Linear polarizer

J_H.aft-wave retarc -,

,_ ....... I

"Beam expander _i stage
splitters _1

I

, I Microcomputer I I I

Signal |_| / Controll__ __1 I

processor r 1 -_ b°ard_F------I--3
XlOOO43X

Laser orientation determination system.
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Multiuser Multiaccess Infrared

Communications

PI: J.L. Prather/EE6

Reference SST 28

The use of diffuse, free-space infrared (IR) light

waves as the transmitting medium offers advantages

over existing techniques such as radio frequency

(RF) or hardwired systems. Like RF wireless sys-

tems, wireless IR provides the user mobility from the
obtrusiveness of wires. In addition, wireless IR does

not emanate electromagnetic interference that could

create noise or operational degradation in surround-
ing systems, as is the case with some RF communi-

cation systems. The greatest advantage lies in the

availability of frequency bands. Due to the abun-

dance of RF communication systems, the RF chan-
nels still available for use are limited. Wireless IR

systems do not have this limitation. Since IR will not

transmit through walls and is attenuated by
windows, duplicate systems can be used in adjoining

rooms without interfering with one another.

The purpose of this task was to develop, con-

struct, characterize, and test a representation of the

key elements of a system which would provide full

duplex voice communications (i.e., up to 24 channels

and 256 addressable users), full duplex data com-

munication (i.e., up to 192 channels and 256 users),
and combinations of the two. Data rates would be

selectable from 76.8 kbps (asynchronous) or 64 kbps

(synchronous) down to 4800 bps (asynchronous). The
system could be scaled for a various number of

channels, each having a maximum of 256 users, with

the potential advantage of auto configuration to

service constantly changing communication require-

ments. Potential applications include the Mission

Operations Control Room at the Johnson Space Cen-

ter (JSC), the Firing Room at the Kennedy Space

Center, the KC-135, the Space Station, and the Space
Station mockup and crew trainers.

In fiscal year 1990, the hardware was com-

pleted and delivered to JSC. It meets the design

goals as stated above.

Infrared FVT Modules (up to 4)

I1It\\ tl It",\ ii It",\ ii it \\

it

, I

XlW

ND IN

Portable

Infrared Nodes

(up to 64 nodes)

IRplex TM Network Wilton Industries Incorporated

Multiuser multiaccess infrared communications system.
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Monolithic GaAs UHF IF Switch for

Space Station Applications

PI: PhongNgo/EE3
Reference SST 29

At the heart of a Frequency Division Multiple

Access (FDMA) system is the intermediate frequen-

cy switch matrix, which dynamically routes multi-

ple signals to the proper antennas and receivers. An

8×16 gallium arsenide (GaAs) monolithic micro-

wave integrated circuit (MMIC) switch matrix has

been designed and analyzed for Space Station

FDMA communication applications. All 128 cross-

points are contained on a single GaAs monolithic

chip measuring -0.5 × 0.5 in2. Analysis results clear-

ly indicate that the switch will provide all necessary

functionality in a small, lightweight, and highly re-
liable unit. This advanced MMIC switch matrix

occupies only one-fifth the size and weight of all cur-
rently envisioned alternatives.

For Space Station applications, where multiple

signals must be frequency multiplexed to each an-
tenna port via up/down converters, a non-blocking,
bilateral matrix must be used for both transmit and

receive. This can be accomplished by using only

reciprocal components; i.e., a PIN diode and passive

field effect transistor (FET) switching elements.

The FET switches were chosen in the design of the

matrix due to their low power consumption and re-
liability. Both the PIN diodes and FETs consume

virtually no current in the "OFF" state; however,

FETs also consume virtually no current in the "ON"

state (microamp range), while their PIN diode coun-

terparts require 10's of milliamps each to achieve

the "ON" state. To achieve high isolation levels

(> 70 dB), the PIN diode implementation would

require orders of magnitude more total power con-

sumption than an FET switch approach. Also, the

reliability factor is reduced significantly for PIN di-

ode switches due to the dissipation of power at the
diode junction.

The GaAs FETs are ideally suited for use as

ultra-high frequency (UHF) switches from the stand-
point of prime power requirements since they do not
draw current in either the "ON" or "OFF" state.

However, a potential problem is obtaining adequate

isolation between all lines that are not intentionally
interconnected. A difficult trade-off between inser-

tion loss and isolation exists which can result in

severe bandwidth reductions and, at UHF frequen-

cies, cause the physical circuit layout to become ex-

tremely large.

A unique crosspoint structure has been iden-

tified which provides a solution to these problems in

a compact physical layout realizable in monolithic

form. The first figure is a schematic representation

of the 8× 16 switch matrix which consists of a regu-

lar array of single crosspoints surrounded by periph-

eral circuitry and bending pads. The second figure

presents the predicted "ON" and "OFF" insertion

loss for one of many possible matrix states. The in-

sertion loss of the "ON" state is predicted to be 20 dB
while the "OFF" state is better than 90 dB across the

500-900 MHz band.

In summary, the MMIC switch matrix devel-

oped in this Small Business Innovative Research

(SBIR) project uses a maximum of 0.5 W, weighs 1.5

lbs (additional weight for telemetry processors, con-

nectors, etc., must be included) as compared to the

switch matrix proposed by the contractor in the June

1990 Preliminary Design Review which used 164 W

and weighed 144 lbs. Although this communications
system was deleted in the Space Station Freedom

scrub exercise, eventually such a communications

system will be installed. This SBIR will provide the

needed technology.
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Schematic representation of the 8 x 16 UHF IF switch matrix.
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Power- and Bandwidth-Efficient Digital

Communications

TM: William A. Geisel/EE36

Reference SST 30

An increased demand for digital transmission

channels in the radio frequency (RF) band creates a

serious problem of spectrum congestion. One way to
solve this problem is the use of modulation tech-

niques having high spectral efficiency. To solve this

problem, one can employ M-ary PSK or continuous-

phase frequency modulation techniques.
The Tracking and Communications Division/

Johnson Space Center was the technical monitor of
the Phase [ Small Business Innovative Research con-

tract that was awarded to SCS Telecom, Inc., Port

Washington, N.Y. SCS Telecom completed their con-
tract in fiscal year 1991 to study, design, and build

an efficient narrowband FM system (NFMS).

The purpose of this research was to demon-
strate the performance of an NFMS with respect to

spectral efficiency and bit error rate (BER). This FM

system can transmit and receive data having a nomi-
nal bit rate of 1.5 kbps using a bandwidth of 1 kHz.

The FM system consists of a narrowband con-

tinuous-phase M-ary FSK modulator using rate-3/4,

64-state trellis coding. The FM demodulator is a

phase-locked loop which performs noncoherent detec-

tion, nonlinear-adaptive equalization, and trellis de-

coding using the Viterbi algorithm.
The research that was carried out consisted of

the design of a typical NFMS. The design was then
simulated, built, and tested.

The system was built using CMOS circuits for

low power consumption. The DSP chips also were

employed.

The technical objectives of this Phase I effort

were to

• Determine the 99-percent energy bandwidth and

the upper bound on the probability of error for

rate rd(n + 1) trellis-coded continuous phase

M-ary FSK (M = 2n + 1) with a symmetric and

an asymmetric signal constellation.

• Investigate the system performance, with and

without use of nonlinear equalization.

• Compare the performance of the proposed sys-

tem, the probability of error and spectrum effi-

ciency to noncoherent detection of standard mod-

ulation techniques such as MSK, Duobinary, and
TFM.

• Construct a laboratory model of the trellis-coded
FM modem and determine performance.

The final report has verified that trellis-coded FM
results in extremely efficient use of spectrum.

Simulation results were presented which show-

ed the effects of fading and predetection filtering on

trellis-coded systems. The effect on the performance

of nonlinear equalization also was presented. It was
demonstrated that the nonlinear equalizer complete-

ly opened the demodulated "eye," thereby allowing
low BER demodulation.

The experiment system demonstrated system

operation. The bit rate used was 1.5 kbps and the re-

sulting bandwidth was 1 kHz. Since the trellis-coded

system bandwidth was less than the bit rate, the

trellis-coded system yields more efficient spectral
utilization than do ordinary BFSK, MSK, Tamed

FM, etc., techniques which require that the band-
width exceeds the bit rate.
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Ku-band Active Antenna Module for

Space Station User Application

PI: John Ngo/EE3
Reference SST 31

The Space Station Mutiple-Access Communica-
tion System would allow simultaneous communica-

tions at Ku-band frequencies (13.4 to 14.89 GHz)

from the Space Station to a multitude of users. These

users (e.g., extravehicular activities, flight telerobot-

ic servicer, and man-tended free-flyers) require that

their multiple-access antenna systems be constrain-

ed to minimum size, weight, and power consumption.
Typically, these antenna systems can be mounted on

a backpack of the astronaut space unit or on a small

pod of a user that requires multiple antennas for full

spherical coverage. The optimum performance of the

antenna system can be achieved by having the front-

end active circuits such as power amplifiers and low-
noise amplifiers mounted as close to the antenna ele-

ment as is mechanically and electrically feasible.

The integration of the antenna radiating ele-

ment to planar active circuit using monolithic micro-
wave integrated circuits (MMICs) and the associated

implementation of antenna feed network is a multi-

faceted problem. The innovative solution to this

problem was found in the ability to merge the three
key functions - i.e., circuitry, feed network, and an-

tenna - into a common design capable of being
mounted as a modular plug-in components. The

MMICs are active circuits on a single chip. The feed

network used is a broadside coupled suspended strip-
line circuit that can achieve a wide band (8 to 20

GHz) transitioning microwave energy from the plan
transmission lines of the active circuit to the bal-

anced antenna element input (balun). This feed

network also acts as an impedance transformer to

match the antenna input to the associated active
circuit.

The specific tasks are to

• Design the transition balun which will feed the

antenna element. Impedance matching optimi-

zation to the conical-log antenna design will be
carried out. In addition, interference radiation
from the feed network located inside the conical

spiral will be investigated.
• Fabricate the antenna elements and test its

electrical performances. The NASA/Johnson

Space Center will test the antenna radiation pat-

tern in the anechoic chamber facility

• Design of individual circuit components will be
carried out. These active designs will make use

of commercially available MMICs to the extent

that they are feasible; however, the power con-
sumption of the transmit/receive (T/R) module

must be given primary consideration. The

MMICs (variable power amplifier} developed by

NASA for Space Station application will be
inserted for use in this T/R module when avail-

able and appropriate.

• Review up-to-date published reliability data and

implement a reliability evaluation plan especial-
ly for this program. As a minimum, some eval-

uation as to the thermal rise of power transistors

and a mean-time between failure analysis will be
addressed.
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Ku-bandactiveantenna module.
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Lifting Body Approach/Land Trajectory

Analysis

P[: d.P. Ruppert/EG22
Reference SST 32

A study was undertaken to examine the

flying characteristics of a Langley Research Center

(LaRC) proposed lifting body concept vehicle from

approach/land (10 000 ft) through touchdown (T.D.).

In particular, the study demonstrates the feasibility

of flying a lifting body vehicle - automatic and

manual modes - through the approach/landing tra-

jectory to T.D., maintaining acceptable aerodynamic

limits (i.e., dynamic pressure, g-loads, etc.) and T.D.
parameters (i.e., vertical and horizontal velocities).

The study will be broadened to analyze the rollout,

terminal area energy management, and entry handl-

ing characteristics at a future date. For a perspec-

tive of the lifting body concept vehicle dimensions

and volume, a comparison can be made with the

Space Shuttle. Space Shuttle length and weight are

approximately one-third and one-eighth of the ve-

hicle, respectively, and it can carry a crew of two

with room for up to eight passengers. There is no

payload bay, and the passengers are limited to -200

lbs of"luggage" each. The vehicle is designed to re-
enter the atmosphere and glide to a predetermined

landing site analogous to the Space Shuttle reentry

operations.

Three basic developmental phases were associa-

ted with creating an approach/landing trajectory

simulation. They consisted of: adapting the Space

Shuttle's approach/landing guidance algorithm and

flight control system (FCS) to the lifting body ve-
hicle; incorporating the LaRC wind-tunnel-derived

aerodynamic data, revised Shuttle FCS, and guid-

ance into the Shuttle Engineering Simulator (SES);

and interfacing the SES cockpit with the lifting body

software program for manual control.
The initial work undertaken was to determine

which Shuttle guidance and FCS parameters needed

to be modified. The basic Shuttle approach/landing

guidance scheme uses a circularization process to

transition from a steep (outer) glide slope (--19/- 17
deg) to a shallow (inner) glide slope (-1.5 deg) and

then performs a final flare for TD. During these ma-

neuvers, the descent rate is reduced from --190 fps to

-12 fps and then finally -3 fps at T.D. The guid-

ance algorithm was developed for the Space Shuttle,

however, which has a significantly greater lift-to-

drag ratio (L/D = 4.5) than the lifting body (L/D =
25). The early simulations demonstrated that the

lower L/D lifting body vehicle could not perform the

circular pullup within accepted performance mar-

gins. Required changes to the lifting body guidance

scheme included the increase of the outer glide slope

to - 24 deg, significantly higher velocities during the

outer glide slope to inner glide slope transition which

increased the dynamic pressure, and replacing the

circularization with a parabolic transition. The next
area to be worked was the Shuttle FCS which is a

rate command control system with sensed body rate

feedback for stability augmentation in all three axes.

The major difference between the Shuttle and the

lifting body vehicle, besides the airframe differences,
is the number of aerosurfaces that can be controlled.

The payload systems vehicle has a total of nine aero-

surfaces (two elevons/ailerons, four body flaps, one
rudder, and two speed brake panels) in contrast to

the Shuttle which has seven aerosurfaces. Changes
made to the Shuttle FCS consisted of the addition of

an aerosurface mixer, the recalculation of the filter

coefficients, and the deletion of filters associated

with flexible body-bending modes. A software anal-

ysis program (MATRIX-x) was used to develop the

new coefficients for the FCS filters as well as to per-

form open/closed loop stability analysis.

Results from the approach/landing simulations

indicate the lifting body is a viable candidate for use

as a land lander. However, the low L/D of 2.5 pro-

vides marginal performance capabilities; an increase

in L/D to 4 would significantly improve the handling
and landing characteristics. The low L/D vehicle

lands with an angle of attack of 13.5 ° , estimated air

speed of 240 knots, and a vertical descent rate of--4.8

fps. A vehicle with an L/D of 4 will be tested in the

future and should improve the landing parameters

significantly. The relative velocity of the lifting body

at the start of the parabolic maneuver is 634 fps
which is -150 fps greater than the Shuttle when it

starts its circular pullup. The reason for the higher

velocity is that the lifting body requires the higher

speed to generate lift. If the speed is too low, the

alpha will build up and the vehicle stalls. The other

negative aspect of the higher velocity is that the dy-

namic pressure peaks at 450 psi'. Again, a higher

L/D vehicle could reduce the value significantly.

Conclusions from the approach/landing trajec-

tory test can best be summarized by saying a lifting
body vehicle with an L/D of 2.5 is capable of perform-

ing the required maneuvers to land; however, the

handling characteristics are marginal. A higher L/D

vehicle would be desirable. Due to its high angle of

attack and landing speed, this vehicle should be
flown in automatic with manual operations as a last
Fesort.
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Pathfinder Autonomous Rendezvous

and Docking

Ph Stephen Lamkin/EG4
Reference SST 33

Autonomous rendezvous and docking (AR&D)

technology is being development under OAET's

Pathfinder Program. The AR&D is an enabling tech-

nology for unmanned missions and an enhancing

capability for manned missions. It offers significant
contributions to both manned and unmanned opera-

tions in terrain, lunar, and planetary orbits.

The Pathfinder AR&D project has three tech-

nology areas:

• Systems Integration
• Guidance and Control

• Sensors and Mechanisms

It was necessary to modify the fiscal year (FY)

1990 original work plan due to significant funding
reductions. This resulted in a reevaluation of the

direction of the AR&D Project and its goals.

The Project was refocused by identifying specif-

ic NASA programs that would be users of the AR&D
technology. A new schedule was developed that

identifies specific program users and their technol-

ogy need dates so that new AR&D milestones would

match those need dates. The project plan was revised
to reflect this new focus and includes the new mile-

stones and schedule.

As part of the new schedule and focus, existing

NASA capabilities and facilities to conduct meaning-
ful initial demonstrations of AR&D techniques were

identified, and demonstrations were planned to be
conducted in FY 1991. Two demonstrations are now

planned:

• An integrated docking sensor and docking mech-

anism demonstration using existing hardware,
and

• A high-fidelity graphical simulation of rendez-

vous and proximity operations.

Two activities begun in FY 1989 - the prototype

of the AR&D database and the Sensor Trade Study -

were completed in the first half of the year while the

project was being refocused to reflect the new direc-

tion. Sensor Trade Study results were incomplete, so
an in-house follow-on effort and evaluation were be-

gun with completion due in early FY 1991.

As a'first step in support of the two demonstra-

tions, a graphical playback capability was developed

off-line, which can then be used with the high-fidel-

ity graphics simulations. This initial capability per-

mits playback of a predetermined rendezvous and

proximity operations trajectory; an interactive capa-

bility will be developed later as part of the graphics
simulation. The graphical simulation will be used to

generate a set of initial conditions for use by the

docking demonstration. Use of existing models will

speed development of the simulation.

Plans were made for conducting the two demon-

strations in FY 1991 if funding is received from

Headquarters (Code R). Otherwise, some scaling

back will occur, and only the minimal effort nec-

essary to conduct the demonstrations will be accom-

plished.

XlOO561M

Typical AR&D mission support scenario in low Earth orbit.
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iJaser-lnduced Fluorescence and

Spectroscopic Arc Jet Diagnostics

Ph Carl D. Scott, Ph.D./EG3
Eric Yuen/ES3

Sivaram Arcpalli, Ph. D./CG5

Harvel Blackwell, Ph.D./CG5
BSA Services

Stan Bouslog/C95
Reference SST 34

One of the important phenomenon associated

with reentry and aerobraking of spacecraft in the at-
n_sphere is the recombination of atoms on thermal

protection surfiaces. Determining the rate of recom-

bination on materials at high temperatures is neces-

sary tbr accurate prediction of heat transfer during
spacecraft high-altitude flight.

This project has involved Johnson Space Center

(JSC) civil service and support contractor personnel

with hands-on experience applied to improving the

simulation of reentry flows in test facilities and pro-

vide the database necessary for calculating design
aeroheating environments for the Orbiter as well as

for future vehicles, such as the Aeroassist Flight Ex-
periment.

Catalytic surface recombination rates may be

measured indirectly in atmospheric entry simulation

facilities where air is heated to reentry energies. At

these energies, the oxygen and nitrogen in the air

dissociate, absorbing a large fraction of the energy.
This bond energy can be released as atoms diffuse to

the surface and recombine thereon. However, if the

surface is not catalytic with respect to atom recombi-

nation, the chemical energy will not be transferred to

the surface. Thus, a noncatalytic surface experiences

much lower heating than a fully catalytic surface.

Since the heating due to catalytic recombination de-

pends strongly on both the gas phase chemistry and

gas/surface chemistry, the aerothermodynamicist
needs both accurate gas phase reaction rates and sur-

face recombination rates to predict the heating to

spacecraft entering or aerobraking into the Earth's
atmosphere.

To measure surface reaction rates, the composi-

tion of the flow must be known. Therefore, measure
ments of flow properties that allow determination of

the composition must be made. Several techniques
were developed or implemented recently fi_r the ,JSC

Atmospheric Reentry Materials and Structures

Evaluation Facility. Spectroscopic techniques such

as measurements of the emission of nitrogen molec-

ular radiation have provided profiles of the tempera-

ture in the high-temperature shock layer of test ar

titles inserted into the arc jet flow. The first figure
shows a comparison of the vibrational and rotational

temperature in the shock layer of a blunt object in
the arc jet flow. These temperatures were inferred

from the emission spectrum of nitrogen molecules by

fitting the measured spectrum to calculated spectra.

These measurements can be useful for comparison

with flow calculations to verify the physical model-
ing. Correct chemical and physical models of the ex-

ternal gas flow are necessary for determining the
composition of the flow necessary tbr inferrina cata-
lytic recombination rates.

Another measurement technique developed

here is the determination of the velocity and temper-
ature of the flow using a laser-induced fluorescence
technique. The amount of radiation absorbed and re-

radiated depends on the Doppler shift and is broad-
ened by the random thermal velocities and bulk

velocity in the nozzle flow. One convenient species

that exists in the flow in the JSC arc jets is the con-

taminant copper. Copper resonantly absorbs laser

radiation and fluorescently reradiates the energy.

By scanning the laser over wavelength and measur-

ing the fluorescent radiation with a photomultiptier
tube, one is able to determine the Doppler shift, that

will yield the bulk velocity, and the Doppler profile,

that will yield the temperature. (The experimental

arrangement is shown in the second figure.) The

velocity and temperature are needed to verify flow
conditions and reduce uncertainties about the flow

chemical composition. Differences between the mea-

sured and calculated velocities point out the useful-

ness of measuring the velocity, instead of just relying

on the computations. This comparison indicates that

the flow is more dissociated than the predictions in-
dicate, probably due to nonuniformities in l he initial

flow and nonequilibrium effects in the arc .iet plenum
that are unaccounted for ill the calculations ["rein

the flow diagnostic information, we are then ahh" Io

determine the catalytic recombination rates
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Advanced Control Techniques of Large

Flexible Spacecraft

Ph JohnW. Sunkel/EG3
Reference SST 35

Considerable progress was made in fiscal year

(FY) 1990 in the development and evaluation of ad-

vanced control system laws for spacecraft. Robust

spacecraft control law designs derived from e: and

H °° as theory were applied to the attitude control and

momentum management of the Space Station Free-
dom. This work proved to be very timely in that

Honeywell, who is responsible for the design of the

Space Station attitude control system, is proposing a

design based on H °° theory. Our research in this

area has given us a good understanding of this de-

sign approach and may have been instrumental in

Honeywell's decision to adopt it.
[n addition, considerable progress was made on

adaptive control techniques. A state space self-

tuning adaptive control algorithm was tested on the

Johnson Space Center Space Station Control Simu-
lator. This control law successfully controlled the

Space Station attitude control and momentum man-

agement during large mass property changes which

simulate Space Station remote manipulator system

operations.
Other work performed during FY 1990 included

the feasibility of using a frequency-based localization

technique for finding structural flaws. This was

studied using Space Station configurations MB1,

MB2, and MB15. The results look promising, and
work will continue on refining this approach.

Work is progressing on a computational control
workstation designed for the efficient solution of

multiflexible body dynamics problems. Key hard-

ware components were purchased and assembled.

The dynamics solution algorithm for a multiproces-
sor architecture was developed and optimized. Plans

are on schedule for the installation of the prototype

by the end of March 199l.

ID= 1/1/11.

FREQ= .2922 HZ

Representative mode shape. Full truss structure without deflection.
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Benefits of Using Expert Systems to

Perform Fault Detection, Isolation, and

Recovery on Space Station Freedom

PI: Dennis Lawler/ER22

Reference SST 36

Performing fault diagnosis and system recovery

are critical functions for managing large, complex

systems. Chemical plants, nuclear reactors, and the

Space Shuttle typify systems that are monitored and

tracked constantly as a part of total fault manage-

ment. On the Space Shuttle, this function is done

primarily with manpower-intensive monitoring of
the spacecraft's subsystem and information analysis

from the ground. Space Station Freedom (SSF) oper-

ational costs will be driven strongly by the manpow-

er requirements for fault monitoring and diagnosis.

Automated systems should lower operations costs,

increase flexibility, improve reliability, increase pro-

ductivity and the feasibility of autonomous space ve-

hicles, and reduce hazards to humans. To plan ade-

quately for and accomplish the optimal use of auto-

mation for SSF fault management, the costs and

benefits of performing fault management with vari-

ous automation techniques must be known. Valid

models are required to develop cost/benefit profiles
for the Space Station Freedom Program (SSFP).

An investigation and analysis of the methods

used to perform fault management for the Space

Transportation System has been performed to pro-

vide a basis upon which to formulate these cost/bene-

fit profiles. Fault management for the Space Shuttle

is a set of complex, interrelated processes spanning

multiple NASA centers, organizations, and contrac-
tors (see figure). The real-time portion of fault man-

agement - i.e., detection, isolation, and sating of the

Shuttle subsystems by flight controllers and the crew

- relies on adequate preparation and processing of

extremely large volumes of information before a
mission. Considerable success has been achieved in

automating some real-time fault processes and infor-

mation handling aspects of fault management that

occur befot'e and after a mission. Numerous data-

bases, tools, and pockets of information have been

used to support personnel involved in these proc-

esses. A bottom-up approach to consolidation and
automation has evolved that deals with fault man-

agement in this program. Much of what exists now

has been developed gradually over the years to assist

individuals and organizations in the performance of
their tasks. Automation has been used in isolated

areas to improve program management visibility

into the program. Center-wide and NASA-wide ef-

forts to develop more global information resource

management policies and total quality management

are providing even greater incentive to streamline

processes and consolidate common sources of infor-

mation. However, the Space Shuttle Program still

has a tong way to go to achieve effective, optimal use

of even current automation technologies le.g., auto-
mated statistical analyses, distributed databases

with intelligent interfaces, automated real-time data

processing and analyses, process modeling, etc.).
The automation, integration, and coordination

of information sources and tools for Space Shuttle
fault management has been, and is likely to continue

to be, a slow process, but one which promises consid-

erable success in the foreseeable future. For SSF, the

opportunity exists to learn from the Space Shuttle

Program and to develop wise, cost-effective automa-

tion for fault management across the SSFP. Real-

time fault management for SSF will rely heavily on

the availability, correctness, consistency, and com-

pleteness of a wide range of information, including
fault histories, maintenance logs, statistical anal-

yses of component lifetime expectancies, operating

conditions, component interaction models, fault mod-

els or trees, hazard analyses, etc. The proper and

effective use must be made of automation to organ-

ize, track, maintain, and consolidate this underlying
information in addition to the continuous pursuit of

real-time fault management technology to achieve

the most optimum benefit from automation.
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Developing Intelligent Systems for

Monitoring and Fault Management:

CONFIG Intelligent Modeling and

Analysis Tool Kit

PI: J.T. Malin/ER22

Reference SST 37

Technology for intelligent automation of moni-

toring, control, and fault management for space sys-

tems will aid personnel responsible for those tasks.

This will result in significant reductions in the oper-
ational costs of manned and unmanned systems, as

well as an increased capability to carry out new types
of unmanned missions. In addition, more robust

fault-management performance will reduce costs for

space system maintenance and repair and reduce

risks due to undetected problems.

An important goal of intelligent automation

technology is to produce advanced software that is
informative and maintainable. To achieve under-

standability, representations have been developed to

correspond to those of intelligent humans. They also

have been embedded in user-friendly software devel-

opment environments. These understandable rule-

and object-based systems have been developed suc-
cessfully and used by flight controllers in the Space

Shuttle Program.
Additional key representation types are needed

to capture key concepts and strategies used for moni-

toring and fault management by mission controllers,

system designers, and safety personnel. These indi-
viduals use mental models of the function and struc-

ture of systems and their interrelated components.

Representations of these models require further de-

velopment so they can be added to the set of rep-
resentations that are used successfully. They can be

embedded in user-friendly software tools for model-

ing, specification,design, and analysis of systems

and their requirements and interactions. They also

can be designed to maximize reusability and

integration with other powerful tools that use less

understandable system models and analysis ap-

proaches. This integration can result in powerful

and informative hybrid tools. Such representations

and tools should permit the coordinated modeling

and analysis of goals and functions of missions, and

nominal and faulty behaviors of components and sys-

tems of related components. Further, these

representations and tools should support the

development of the currently successful intelligent

automation systems. They also should be designed to

be usable in many phases of the engineering and

operations life cycle.

To achieve these goals, concepts are under de-

velopment that will extend intelligent qualitative

system modeling technology and embed it in soft-

ware tools for modeling, simulation, and analysis of

space systems. The CONFIG prototype tool kit has

been successfullydeveloped and demonstrated. Itin-

tegrates qualitativemodeling, discreteevent simula-

tion,and digraph analysis technologies and embeds

them in an easy-to-use tool kit with interactive

graphics for analyzing dynamic processing systems.

The CONFIG toolkitsupports evaluations of system

diagnosability and fault tolerance, and supports

analyses of the development over time of system

effectsof problems including faults, failures, and

procedural or environmental difficulties.A software

patent for CONFIG's innovative representations has

been awarded, and their description has been pub-

lished in Artifwial Intelligence in Process Engineer-

ing.
The CONFIG toolkit has been used to model

Space Shuttle remote manipulator system

subsystems in order to support the development of a

rule-based monitoring and fault management
system for the Johnson Space Center's Mission

Control Center. Involvement in this application

project has resulted in the identification of new

requirements for hierarchical, functional, and

procedural models. The tool kit is currently being

reimplemented in the Common Lisp Object System
for rehosting onto engineering workstations and is

being enhanced to meet new requirements.
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Making Intelligent System Team

Players- Design Guidance

Pl: J.T. Malin/ER22

Reference SST 38

Human operators use intelligent systems to au-

tomate and assist in monitoring and fault-manage-

ment tasks. Effective user interfaces and supporting

intelligent system capabilities are critical to the suc-
cess of these intelligent systems, especially when the

monitored systems are complex space systems. The

purpose of this project is to develop and deliver

human-computer interaction design recommenda-

tions for intelligent systems used for aerospace mon-

itoring and fault management. Recommendations

concern two complementary design areas; i.e., design

of the intelligent system and of displays. The prob-

lem is interdisciplinary; therefore, personnel with

expertise in intelligent systems and human engi-

neering are collaborating to develop and deliver the

design guidance.
The major effort in fiscal year (FY) 1990 has

been an extensive survey of cases and literature on

human interaction with intelligent systems. Many
NASA and some related non-NASA intelligent sys-

tems and prototypes for monitoring and fault man-

agement were studied. In selected cases, personnel

are participating in intelligent system development

projects in both the Space Shuttle and Space Station

Programs. This activity has proven to be a pro-
ductive way to observe the design process, to test and

refine preliminary recommendations, and to create
and test new design concepts and examples. Initial

reports describe case study survey results, including

observations on fault management tasks, human and

computer roles, and coordination. These reports also

include observations on the process of intelligent sys-

tem design, and on how to deliver design guidance in
that context.

A key assumption about human-computer in-
teractions in these situations is that the humans and

the intelligent systems are both capable specialists,
but the fault management context can be counted on

to produce difficult and nonroutine problems which

require coordinated problem solving and flexible

task sharing as well as productive and safe interven-
tion and override. The design of intelligent systems

and displays for this dynamic, distributed, multi-

tasking situation presents several challenges

throughout the design life cycle. Additional require-
ments for information to support productive team-
work have been identified, both from humans and

from the monitored and intelligent systems. This ex-

tra information leads to new information representa-

tion requirements and presents challenges for dis-

play design. Intelligent system technology should be
able to rise to these challenges, especially since some

issues already are being addressed as computer-com-

puter interaction problems in distributed artificial

intelligence. Display design also must rise to these

challenges, especially with the design of new types of

dynamic high-information graphic displays. In FY

1991, a report consolidating the results of all the case
studies will be published. Study of design issues,

participation in design cases, and generation of dis-

play design examples and recommendations will con-
tinue. Also, an investigation of the electronic

delivery of design assistance and guidance will

begin.
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Tool Kit for User-Intelligent System

Interaction Design

PI: J.T. Malin/ER22

Reference SST 39

Human operators use intelligent systems to au-

tomate and assist in monitoring and fault-manage-

ment tasks. Effective user interfaces and supporting

intelligent system capabilities are critical to the suc-

cess of these intelligent systems, especially when the

monitored systems are complex space systems. The

purpose of this project is to prototype methodology
and tools to support designers of intelligent systems

for aerospace monitoring and fault management.
These tools would support human-computer interac-

tion design so requirements can be developed

simultaneously for three design areas: those of the

intelligent system, displays, and sensor and actuator

capabilities of the monitored system.
A major product in 1990 is a prototype software

tool kit and methodology to support the specification,

design, and test of intelligent systems and their user

interfaces. A key feature of the software architec-

ture is an object-oriented data model of the informa-

tion from the intelligent system that is used by the
human interfacesoftware. This data model also can

be used to specify information requirements to

support user understanding and intervention. The

interfaces are constructed with a graphics tool for

building displays and a rule-based connection toolfor

tying the information layer to the displays and man-

aging the interface. [n addition to the software,

guidelines and a methodology have been defined to

generate the information layer and build the inter-

faces. This software has been demonstrated using a

fault-management scenario for a space thermal con-

trolsystem in which a model-based intelligentsys-

tem assists the human operator in a difficultfault-

management situation.

To study the applicabilityof the prototype to

develop and represent requirements, design concepts

have been developed for a human interface for an

intelligentsystem that will manage failures in the

Space Shuttle payload deployment and retrieval

(PDRS) system. The PDRS projectresultswillbe us-

ed to exercise and evaluate the prototype in fiscal

year (FY) 1991.

Another major product in FY 1990 isthe report,

"Graphic Interfaces to Intelligent Fault Manage-

ment Systems: Issues and Guidelines." This report

documents lessons learned during the prototype tool

kit development activity concerning how to design

graphic interfaces to intelligentfault-management

systems. The report identifiesnew information re-

quirements, issues, and guidelines for systems to

support dialogue and cooperative human-computer

problem solving. Italso presents new concepts and

designs for schematics and diagrams, and for

explanations and explanatory displays.
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Space Station Freedom Exercise

Countermeasures Intelligent System

(ExerCISys)

PI: Laurie Webster/ER2

Reference SST 40

The Exercise Countermeasures Intelligent Sys-

tem (ExerCISys) is a prototype system that is design-
ed to demonstrate the use of artificial intelligence

technology as an integral part of NASA's Exercise
Countermeasures Facility (ECF) project to develop

exercise countermeasures against some of the physi-

ological problems encountered in space flight.

This system is being developed by the Artificial

Intelligence Laboratory of the ECF under the Exer-

cise Countermeasures Project of the Space Biomed-
ical Research Institute.

The major components of the overall system

design are shown in the figure 1. Figure 2 depicts

the part of the expert system that was developed and

tested in fiscal year (FY) 1990. The present system

consists of a data processing expert system to create
and evaluate exercise prescriptions, and an exercise

unit to assess a subject's fitness by providing physi-

ological and physical data with the ability to provide

a statistical analysis of the data, and a control and

monitoring unit of control application of the stress

test and an exercise prescription.

In FY 1990, we performed an experiment to test

the performance of ExerCISys. That test consisted of

giving the expert system the same data (data from

eight subjects) that was given to nine exercise physi-

ologists to diagnose, thus determining if the expert

system decided on the same baseline prescription as

did the exercise physiologists. Included in the test

was a comparison of whether the expert system per-

forms baseline exercise prescription writing (i.e., de-

cides on the same prescription) employing the same

reasoning steps (reasoning processes) and the same

reasoning factors as did the exercise physiologists.

An expert system developed from authentic methods

has a goal to achieve a correct solution in the way the
practitioners do it.

Also, the ground base portion of the system was

enhanced with an intelligent database management

and analysis interface that included Graphics, induc-
tion on extremely large databases, automated struc-

tural rule acquisition, and a statistical analysis

system (see fig. 3).
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Shuttle Remote Manipulator System

(SRMS) Advanced Force Torque

Control

Pt: DonaldA. Barron/ER3

Reference 41

The objective of the Shuttle remote manipu-

lator system (SRMS) advanced force/torque control

task is to provide a demonstrable capability to use
force/torque sensing at the SRMS end-effector to im-

prove control and to influence the definition of future

SRMS upgrades. Closed-loop force control provides
automatic accommodation of contact forces between

the arm and other external structures. It can be ap-

plied to increasingly complex future Shuttle mis-

sions to reduce risk and enhance performance. Force
feedback control techniques developed for the SRMS

may be applied to other remote manipulator systems

(RMSs) and servicers (i.e., flight test system, Mater-

ials Service Center) for Space Station as well.

The advanced force torque control task is divid-

ed into three phases. The first phase (fiscal year (FY)

1989) investigated and applied candidate control
laws to an industrial robot arm and demonstrated

force feedback control using this industrial arm. The

second phase (FY 1990) identified the SRMS dynam-

ic characteristics that influence the feasibility of

transferring the technology learned from the indus-
trial arm to the SRMS. A demonstration of these

force feedback control techniques on the RMS-like

robot arm in the Manipulator Development Facility

(MDF) also was planned. The third phase of the

study applies candidate control laws using the Shut-

tle engineering simulation high-fidelity model of the

SRMS. A 6-degree-of-freedom table will provide con-

tact forces for the berthing scenario to be used in the
demonstration.

The first phase of this study has been accom-
plished, and a report has been published. The second

phase was worked on in fiscal year (FY) 1990 when

the impact of the SRMS nonlinear characteristics on

force feedback controllability was identified using
simulated models of the SRMS. An additional task

board was built for the robot laboratory to develop

force control laws further. The Jet Propulsion Labo-

ratory force/torque sensor and electronics were not

delivered in time to perform testing in the MDF

during FY 1990. However, a plan was established

with the SRMS Dexterous Manipulation task group

to test and demonstrate the closed-loop force control

in the MDF in conjunction with their open-loop force
display task. It is anticipated that this testing will

be completed by the end of the first quarter of

FY 1991. The contractor also visited Sandia Lab,

Goddard Space Flight Center, and Rensselaer Poly-

technic Institute to increase his knowledge of other

laboratory research projects.

_ avity for Housing Data

Collection Electronics

RMS Mechanical _
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Proposed force-torque sensor on SRMS.
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Failure-Tolerant Manipulator Joint

and Controller Development

TM: John Chiadek/ER4

Reference SST 42

The design of the Shuttle remote manipulator
system (SRMS) on the Orbiter is based on a chain of

six serial mechanical joints controlled by a single
string of electronics and electromechanical actua-
tors. It is an excellent system but, due to the pos-
sibility of failures causing uncommanded motion, the
SRMS is restricted in those operations which it is al-
lowed to perform. In addition, if a joint electrome-
chanical failure occurs, the coordinated control of the
SRMS end-effector is lost, making the usefulness of
the manipulator system practically zero.

A multiple actuator joint design was thus inves-
tigated which could transparently absorb a drastic
control or electromechanical failure. This would

eliminate current space manipulator operational
problems, prohibit uncommanded motion due to fail-
ures, and provide continuance of the task after a fail-

ure. Headquarters Research and Technology Objec-
tives and Plans funds were granted in fiscal year
(FY) 1989 to pursue this development, and a continu-
ance was granted for FY 1990.

The concept investigated uses a differential
drive mechanism with two motor modules driving an
output joint. This would allow one failure while con-
tinuing the normal joint operation without degrada-
tion. Engineering modeling and simulation have
proceeded, and a laboratory implementation is to be
performed to verify modeling and simulation results.
The efforts in the first year were to analyze a dif-
ferential drive concept and to attempt to develop a

failure-tolerantjointdesign. Transienteffectsdur-
ing a failureare themain area offocus,with an at-

tempt tominimize theseeffects.

Differentialgeartraindynamics were modeled

withtorsionalflexforthe elasticmechanical compo-

nents to includetorsionalresonance phenomenon.

Severalmechanical configurationswere assessed,

and theeffectsoffaulttransientresponsewere stud-

ied. The analysisinitiallywas accomplishedusing

ADAMS, a dynamic and kinematicanalysispackage
capableofhandlingredundantconstraints.The non-

linearequationsof motion of the differentialwere

convertedto linearizedversionsand verifiedusing

AUTOLEV, a symbolicmanipulationpackage. This
in turn allowed the use of MATRIXx fora detailed

linearizedanalysis.Nonlinearbackdriving was im-

plemented inthe models fordifferingpercentagesof

commanded torque from the two motors. Linear

time-varyingstateequationswere developed to al-

low the utilizationofMATRIXx forthreeconfigura-

tions.A paper was submittedto the IEEE Interna-
tionalConference on Roboticsand Automation en-

titled"A FaultTolerantJointDrive System forthe

Space ShuttleRemote ManipulatorSystem."

A conceptfora mechanism hardware testbed

was developedtoprovidetestingofthe variouspro-

posed mechanicalconfigurations.The major compo-

nents were ordered,includinggearboxes which ap-
proximate thejointcharacteristicsofthe SRMS and

harmonic drivesas used in both the flighttestsys-

tem and the roboticsresearchmanipulators. Design
and fabricationofa testbedtocontainthe mechan-

icalcomponents isto be accomplished in FY 1990.

Development alsocontinueson the controllersys-

tems and instrumentationtoallowcomparison ofop-

erationaltransientresponsesto the analysisfrom
modelsand simulations.
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Implementation of a Compact 6-Degree-

of-Freedom Force Reflecting Hand

Controller with Cueing Modes

PI: Duane Johnson/ER3

Reference SST 43

Teleoperated control of remote robotic devices

requires a master human interface device that can

provide haptic input and output which reflect the
responses of a slave robotic system. This Phase II

Small Business Innovative Research effort is imple-

menting a 6-degree-of-freedom (DOF) Cartesian co-

ordinate hand controller for this purpose. The device

design recommended is an XYZ stage attached to a

three-roll wrist which positions a flight-type hand-

grip. The 6-DOFs are transduced and control direct
current motor servo-electronics that are similar in

design to those used in computer-controlled robotic

manipulators. This general approach supports
scaled force, velocity, and position feedback to aid an

operator in achieving telepresence.

The electronic control system is implemented

on a single VME computer card augmented by six

power amplifiers and a switching power supply. The

mechanical unit measures ~ 15 X 10 x 10 ft and pro-
vides a 5 × 5 × 5 ft range of motion in X, Y, and Z.

The unit can exert better than 5 lbs in X, Y, and Z,

and better than 20 lb-in, pitch, roll, and yaw. The

positioning accuracy is better than 1 part in 4096,
and the force resolution is better than 0.1 oz. In addi-

tion, for support for simple teleoperation force feed-
back control modes, the hand controller software

package provides a library of "feels" which allows
construction of virtual force models.

The Phase I work was completed in August
1989. Following that design effort, a project funded

by the Michigan State Research Fund continued the

product into fabrication of the first three stages of

the six-stage hand controller device. These two ef-

forts helped us to determine basic design feasibility.

The NASA-funded Phase II effort began in June

1990 and has allowed completion of the prototype

device begun earlier, implementation of an electron-

ic controller, and coding/testing of the preliminary

software systems. Refinement of the electronics and

software coupled with three major mechanical design

revisions culminated in a very usable prototype unit

which Cybernet demonstrated at the end of Novem-
ber 1990 (at the NASA Technology 2000 Exposition

in Washington D.C.).
Lessons learned from that prototype are being

used in a mechanical systems redesign to reduce unit

size and weight by 30 to 40 percent. Electronic sys-

tems will be repaekaged as well. A final unit to be

shipped to NASA's Johnson Space Center should be

available by circa June 1991. This will support fur-

ther NASA testing of force-torque sensor feedback
versus force-feedback derived from reverse robot

kinematics.

Force-reflecting hand controllers have advan-

tages in space-based applications where an operator
must control several robot arms in a simultaneous

and coordinated fashion. They also have applica-
tions in intravehicular activities (within the Space

Station) such as mierogravity experiments in metal-

lurgy and biological experiments that require isola-
tion from the astronaut's environment. For ground

applications, universal or computer-controlled hand
controllers are useful in underwater activities where

the generality of the hand controller becomes an

asset for the operation of many different manipulator

types. Also. applications will emerge in the military,
construction, and maintenance�manufacturing areas

including ordnance handling, mine removal, nu-
clear, chemical, biological [NBC] operations, control

of vehicles, and operating strength and agility-

enhanced machines. Future avionics applications in-

eluding advanced helicopter and aircraft control also

may become important.
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Compact 6-degree of freedom force reflecting hand controller.
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Automated Robotic Assembly of the

Space Station

PI: George Parma/ES6
LeBarian Stokes/ER4

Reference SST 44

NASA has been given a Congressional mandate

to incorporate automation and robotics into the

Space Station Freedom Program. The Structures
and Mechanics Division of the Johnson Space Center

(JSC) is striving to help NASA achieve that mandat-

ed goal by designing and developing a representative
Orbiter payload bay work cell to perform a ground
demonstration of robotic assembly of Space Station

WP02 systems. This project is called the Automated

Robotic Assembly of Space Station (ARASS) demon-

stration. Initially, the Space Station truss structure
would be assembled. Other Space Station hardware

assembly will be demonstrated in later phases; e.g.,

assembly of utility trays, resource pallets, etc.
In 1988, conceptual designs for automated as-

sembly of the Space Station truss structure using the

Orbiter as a base platform were developed by the

Robotics and Mechanical Systems Laboratory,

Technology required to perform this completely
automated task also was identified. The selected

configuration was primarily driven by the one-g
environment and available resources. This project

was approved in 1989 by the JSC Structures and

Mechanics Division's management, and design

teams were organized for each of the various

elements to implement this task.

The four major elements of ARASS consist of

the Automated Space Structure Assembly Platform

(ASSAP), the integration of the overall control sys-

tem, the robotic manipulator with appropriate end-
effeetor/end-of-arm tooling, and the development of a

"robot-friendly" structural fastener. Almost all of

the detail design and analysis of the ASSAP has been

completed. Control system development and inte-

gration has progressed to the point where most major
modules have been implemented, and the funda-

mental system has been impressively demonstrated.

Design of the end-effector to complete the fastening

operation has been initiated. Four prototype robot-
friendly structural fastener hardware concepts were

manufactured and tested, and the best fastener for
the demonstration was selected.
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Autonomous Lander Project

TM: K. Baker/ER2

Reference SST 45

The manned exploration of Mars and/or the es-
tablishment of a manned Lunar Base and associated

unmanned precursor missions will require the capa-

bility to land a spacecraft safely, accurately and au-

tonomously. The Autonomous Lander Project of the
Pathfinder Program is aimed at technical problems

that are key to these capabilities: accurate naviga-

tion with respect to the target planet's surface and

detection from the lander of a safe place to land dur-

ing the terminal descent stage. This is a multicenter

project led by the Johnson Space Center (JSC) with

the JSC/Navigation, Control, and Aeronautics and

Automation and Robotics Divisions doing the land-
ing safety and navigation analysis, the Jet Propul-

sion Laboratory (JPL) developing a Mars surface
model, the JSCfrracking and Communications Divi-

sion and JPL working on landmark navigation, and

the JSC/Automation and Robotics and Tracking and
Communications Divisions and the Ames Research

Center working on active and passive methods of on-
board hazard detection.

In fiscal year 1990, the Automation and Robot-

ics Division - with the assistance of the Tracking and

Communications and the Navigation, Control, and
Aeronautics Divisions - conceived an onboard hazard

detection sensor using a scanned, continuous wave-
modulated GaA1As laser radar. A simulation of this

sensor and associated image processing were devel-

oped. Example cases generated using this simula-

tion indicate that, for hardware performance that

should be practical in the next few years, such an

approach to onboard detection of local slopes and

rocks large enough to be hazardous to landing is

feasible. However, its practicality remains to be de-

termined from additional simulation of performance

in the detection of safe landing sites that are within

the maneuver range of a practical Mars lander and

from a preliminary design that establishes the re-

quired weight, power, and volume. Also, a simula-
tion of the frequency of safe landing sites established

that, for areas similar in rock population to the Vik-

ing Lander II site, a 250 m area should contain seve-

ral safe landing sites ranging from 10 to 15 m in size.

Mars landing in a safe location as detected from a sequence of onboard images.
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Architectures for Semiautonomous

Planning

PI: Jon D. Erickson/ER

Reference SST 46

Enabling intelligent systems to act in dynamic,

unrestricted, real space environments is both a cur-

rent and a future need in manned space missions.

Such situations place difficult requirements on robot

systems; since the environment may change (spon-

taneously or by the action of independent agents), ro-
bots must sense the situation and react to events on a

short time scale. Since the environment is uncon-

trolled, the robot must deal with a variety of situa-

tions where its actions may not produce the desired

effects. In problems of this kind. "by rote" mecha-

nisms cannot succeed; robots require plans that en-
code alternatives and react to circumstances.

To meet this need, reactive planning software is

being developed with emphasis on human instruc-

tion and override. The research is directly applicable

to the needs of lunar and Mars exploration surface

operations and to the extravehicular activity (EVA)
Retriever robot requirement for dealing with an en-

vironment of moving objects. It also may be applied

to Space Station Freedom systems by employing dif-
ferent vocabularies for instruction.

The approach method is that conventional arti-

ficial intelligence planning software is replaced with
a new, high-level architecture that

• Expresses plans as a sequence ofcontexts,

• Defines reactive procedures to control robot be-
havior within each context, and

• Selects the action appropriate to the situation
and the context appropriate to the plan each ro-

bot decision cycle.

This allows the robot to follow the plan and react to
the environment simultaneously (arbitrating when

the requirements are in conflict). The set of reactive

procedures also forms the vocabulary of robot beha-

viors available for human instruction (e.g., "enter

target acquisition mode" or "commence approach-to-

tumbling-object"). Task-oriented behavior usage is

expected to be a powerful programming metaphor.

In addition, such an approach allows the use of high-

ly specific sensing routines (e.g., "measure distance

to a tumbling object"). This addresses a critical robot
perception computational problem.

In more detail, reactive procedures consist of in-

tentions concerning sequential actions (that may not

apply), actions that might become relevant, and (po-

tentially) problems to be solved once the situation is

better known. For sufficiently narrow problem con-

texts, it is possible to encode goal-achieving actions
for all possible environmental factors. Reactive plans

do not consist of fixed-action sequences.

These developments are mandatory to enable

the construction of supervised intelligent systems

that perform real work safely and reliably in space.

Software thus produced is essential to the Phase II[
EVA Retriever. This approach contrasts with con-

ventional artificial intelligence methods that assume

a static situation and replan on change (which is not

practical because of the computational overload this
can cause).

High-level control software addresses inten-

tions and commitments, data flow and message pass-
ing, and operators for add/delete, transition, monitor,

execute, create, augment, next state, and lookup. It

also addresses the analysis and arbitration of con-

flicts, contexts of states and transitions, behaviors

specified by procedures, manual or continuous inter-

action, and cliches as standard operations.
The feasibility of the eventual software capabil-

ity has been demonstrated by testing of initial pro-

totype software integrated into the EVA Retriever

control software and run against various scenarios of
a Johnson Space Center (JSC) simulation of the

Space Shuttle and Space Station environments. The

highly context-specific perception that JSC software

provides is a rich description of the state of the en-

vironment used by the reactive procedures to achieve
a proper determination of what to do next. Addi-
tional tests will be conducted at JSC with enhanced

prototype software to evaluate additional required

capabilities not yet incorporated.
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Long-Life Monopropellant Hydrazine

Thruster Evaluation for Space

Station Freedom Application

PI: ChristopherG. Popp/EP4
Reference SST 47

The Space Station Freedom (SSF) will use a

blowdown monopropellant hydrazine propulsion sys-

tem with 6400 lb propellant storage (1.5 million lb-

sec impulse) capability. The resultant throughput

capability required for the SSF orbital adjustment
(reboost) thrusters is at least a factor of 3 greater

than has been demonstrated previously for similarly

sized hydrazine thrusters. Some difficulty is antici-

pated in maintaining specific impulse (Isp) perform-
ance while designing the reboost thruster to mini-

mize the hydrazine catalyst attrition to achieve this

throughput requirement.

In support of the hydrazine thruster manufac-

turer selection by the Work Package 2 prime contrac-

tor - McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Company -
NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) initiated an in-

house effort to procure and test long-life hydrazine

thrusters (LLTs) that are potentially applicable to
reboost operations (see figure). One LLT was procur-

ed from United Technologies Hamilton Standard,

Rocket Research Company, and The Marquardt

Company. Design requirements include a design

goal of 2 million lb-sec impulse minimum, 50 lbs

thrust at 300 psia supply pressure, standard per-

formance including an Isp of 233 lb-sec/lb at 300 psia
supply pressure and an area ratio of 50:1, and uti-

lization of off-the-shelf hardware and technology as
applicable. The Hamilton Standard LLT concept is

derived from the Mark II certified design, with ma-
terial improvements to solve life issues associated

with exposure to hydrazine and its decomposition

products. The Rocket Research LLT concept employs
the catalyst bed active spring-retention system cur-

rently employed in the Shuttle improved auxiliary

power unit gas generator. The Marquardt LLT con-

cept utilizes the certified R-30 thruster design mod-

ified with a passive differential expansion "thermal

spring" which had been demonstrated previously on

a long-life 5 lb thruster U.S. Air Force Test program.

All concepts utilize a low-catalyst bed loading in the
range of 0.037 to 0.046 lb/sec-in2 maximum. All
contracts were awarded in June 1990. The scheduled

delivery date for the Marquardt LLT is December
1990. The Rocket Research and Hamilton Standard

LLTs are scheduled for delivery in January 1991.

Upon delivery to NASA JSC, each LLT will be

subjected to simulated launch and on-orbit duty cycle

testing to assess the suitability and impulse life cap-
ability of each concept. First, each unit will be tested

to a vibration environment simulating three Shuttle
launches. Then each LLT will be fired at a simulated

100 000 ft minimum altitude with representative

SSF propulsion module blowdown pressures and pro-

. ected thruster cycling (resulting from thrust imbal-

ances between propulsion modules) for a throughput

of 6400 lb of hydrazine. Monopropellant-grade hy-
drazine will be used in all hot-fire testing. Finally,

each concept will be tested to a life margin of 30 per-

cent minimum through testing at worst-case soak-

back and restart conditions for long-duration firings.

Due to facility storage limitations, test sequences

will consist of a 100 gal (838 lb} maximum through-

put, resulting in continuous burn times of up to 3400

and 8400 sec at 350 and 100 psia supply pressures,
respectively. Primary test objectives include

determination of impulse life (throughput) capability

for each concept and evaluation of each design for

washout and hot restart sensitivity when tested with

monopropellant-grade hydrazine.
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Gaseous Oxygen/Hydrogen Engine

PI: D. Krohn/EP4
T. Lucht/EP4

B. Studak/EP4

Reference SST 48

Planned use of a water-electrolysis-based pro-

pulsion system on Space Station Freedom has led to

an in-house design and development program for a

50 lbf, 8:1 mixture ratio gaseous oxygen/hydrogen

(O2/H 2) thruster. The primary function of this

thruster would be to provide thrust for required per-
iodic orbital reboosts of the Space Station.

The engine will obtain its thrust by the com-
bustion of oxygen and hydrogen generated by water

electrolysis. In this process, electricity is used to
break apart the molecular bonds of water and form

H 2 and 02. These gases are then stored at high pres-

sure for use in the propulsion system. Due to the

molecular structure of water, eight times as much

oxygen as hydrogen (by mass) is produced by the

electrolysis process. This requires a thruster capable
of performing at mixture ratios as high as 8:1,
although maximum performance is obtained at a 4:1
mixture ratio.

Several major areas of thruster design will be

examined individually and then integrated to pro-
duce the final thruster. Propellant manifold and in-

jector design, thrust chamber design, thrust chamber

cooling methods, propellant ignition, propellant flow

control, and instrumentation are the major areas of
interest.

Development efforts began with a literature re-

view of current thruster designs, a theoretical anal-

ysis of thruster chamber performance, and a heat

transfer analysis of the thruster chamber wall. This

investigation led to the conceptual design of two in-

jectors. A test program will investigate the perform-

ance and operational capabilities of both injector
concepts. The injectors will be attached to a varia-

ble-length heat sink chamber since chamber length

affects both performance and heat transfer to the

thruster walls. The chamber will be instrumented to

measure chamber pressure as well as temperature
along the chamber wall from the injector face to the

nozzle. This data will be used to compare the injector

designs on the basis of chamber wall heating rate and
overall thruster performance.

The first injector design is illustrated in the first

figure. The injector configuration provides a higher
mixture ratio (oxidation (ox) flow rate/fuel flow rate

_11) and high-temperature core flow in the

combustion chamber. The core is then surrounded by
8 ox]fuel doublets which provide for an annulus of

lower mixture ratio (~5) and lower temperature flow.

To prevent further chamber wall overheating, hydro-

gen will be channeled down the wall through 16 fuel
film cooling orifices. Propellant ignition in the heat

sink chamber will be accomplished by core hydrogen

flow excitation using a spark-type igniter. Among

features of this design are its simplicity and ease of
manufacture.

The second injector design (second figure) uti-
lizes 18 coaxial elements to provide its thrust. The
outer ring is comprised of 12 elements while the

inner ring has 6 elements. Fuel film cooling is pro-

vided by 24 orifices which flow hydrogen along the
chamber wall. Each coaxial element flows oxygen

through the center post and hydrogen through the

annulus. In contrast to the previous design, ignition

will be performed by core oxygen flow excitation uti-

lizing a spark igniter. Heat sink chamber testing
will investigate the performance and thermal soak-

back effects of various coaxial element designs and

will lead to an optimized injector design.
After the two injector designs have been suc-

cessfully tested with the heat sink chamber, a proto-

type engine will be developed utilizing one of the

injector designs. The design will incorporate

regenerative hydrogen cooling by flowing hydrogen
through channels in the combustion chamber wall.
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On-Orbit Compressor Technology

PI: John P. Masetta/EP4

Reference SST 49

Requirements for a wide range of gases, gas

mixtures, and operating conditionshave been identi-

fied for various Space Station and related on-orbit

fluidsystems operations. These operations range

from the collection,storage, and disposal of Space

Station waste gases to the recompression of pressur-

ant gases used on satellitepropellant systems. Prac-

ticaluse ofthese systems for fluidstorage and trans-

ferwillrequire compressors capable of long-term on-

orbit operations over the entire range of require-

ments. However, many ofthese design requirements

are not met by current off-the-shelfhardware, and

compressors designed for space-based operations are

not readilyavailable.Typically,compressors design-

ed for ground-based operations are not constrained

by power availability,weight limitations,envelope,

or efficientthermal control,which are allkey design

driversfor these on-orbitapplications. A technology

development program is necessary to extend the

current stateofthe art tothe unique requirements of

high-pressure, low volumetric flow rate, compact,

light,and low power devices designed to operate in

space without maintenance over their operational
lifetimes.

The objectiveofthe On-Orbit Compressor Tech-

nology Program is the exploration of compressor

technology (designs, materials, and manufacturing

techniques) applicable for use by the Space Station

fluid management system (FMS), Space Station

propulsion system, and orbital spacecraft

consumables resupply system. The approach is to

develop a detailed design for the FMS mixed-gas

application and fabricate a development prototype

for performance evaluation. Requirements for this

application include compression of a constantly

varying gas mixture with flow rates that range from

0.2 to I.IIbm/hr at inletpressures that range from 5

to 15 psia. The gas mixture consists primarily of

nitrogen, argon, and air with small amounts of

carbon dioxide, krypton, xenon, and trace

contaminants. A contract with the Southwest Re-

search Institute(SwRI) led to the development of a

prototype compressor which meets these require-

ments and provides a test articlefor further hard-

ware evaluation. Key technical challenges identified

by the SwRI include achieving enhanced and con-

trolled heat transfer throughout the compression

cycle for very small volumetric flow rates; developing
miniature long-life, dynamically stable valves; con-

trolling inlet and outlet pressure pulsations; mini-

mizing or eliminating maintenance; selecting mater-
ials compatible with the bulk gases and trace con-

taminants, and meeting life requirements of up to 10
years.

The prototype is a 3-cylinder, 2-stage recipro-

cating piston compressor with pressure-actuated
check valves utilizing an eccentric crankshaft and

antifriction bearing driven pistons. Combining a 3-
piston configuration with a balanced crankshaft as-

sembly minimizes the induced vibrations inherent

with reciprocating machinery. Lubrication is mini-

mized by using self-lubricated piston seal and guide

rings and sealed, grease-packed bearings. Compres-
sor operation can be controlled for variable or con-

stant speed by a brushless direct current motor that

is used to drive the crankshaft. The development
prototype weighs 30 lbs, fits in an envelope of 0.5 ft3,

and has a total displacement of 0.625 in3. This hard-

ware (see figure} represents a "first of its kind" com-

pressor designed to operate continuously for 10 000

hours without maintenance. Significant testing is

required to validate sufficiently the operating life

characteristics of this design and to identify weak-
nesses that must be corrected before a flight hard-

ware development program can be initiated.

The development prototype compressor has
been installed in an endurance test stand at the

Johnson Space Center that is fabricated to subject

the hardware to simulated operating conditions.

Tests will include long-duration continuous opera-

tions and short-duration cyclic operations at one-g in
both ambient and vacuum environments. The condi-

tion of the compressor will be established prior to test
initiation and compared to its condition at the end of

the program or after a critical failure that interrupts

the test program. Primary objectives of these tests
are to generate performance data relative to nominal

operations and examine component wear and failure
modes. Endurance testing is scheduled to begin in

January 1991 and continue through June 1991.

Information obtained from this program will be used

to support the Space Station prime contractor in the

selection of compressor hardware that will be in-

stalled in the FMS and in the development of specifi-
cations for flight hardware.
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Electronically Variable Pressure

Regulator

Ph Eric HurlberUEP4

Reference SST 50

A key element in the design of orbital resupply

tankers and advanced propulsion systems is the re-

quirement for precise and, in some cases, variable
gas pressure control. Such control can best be accom-

plished by using an electronically variable pressure

regulator. These regulation requirements, along

with propellant compatibility, are the main drivers

in the design.

The design developed in this program (see fig-

ure) utilizes a ball poppet positioned by a rotary-to-
axial drive element which is driven by a three-phase,

eight-pole, electrically commutated motor. The de-

sign minimizes small orifices by using a single-stage

design as opposed to a piloted design, which should

improve resistance to propellant contamination fail-
ures.

The initial design program has been completed.

Two series-redundant prototypes have been manu-

factured. Testing completed to date has shown that

the concept is capable of regulating pressure. Var-
iable set-point regulation pressures have been dem-

onstrated successfully, including ramping the pres-

sure from 50 to 500 psia. Deficiencies found with the

design are in the controller and the hearings that

support the rotary-to-axial drive. These bearings

had more friction than expected. This showed up as a

sticking problem during rapid flow transients. The

controller can be improved by using an adaptive con-
trol loop logic which would provide variable gains to

adjust the regulator response depending on system

conditions. Both the hearings and the controller can

be improved with further development. Prototypes

were delivered to the NASA Johnson Space Center
(JSC) from Eaton Valve and Actuator Division at the

completion of the contract.
For fiscal year 1991, the regulators have been

shipped to Fairchild Controls. Fairchild Control._

will improve the design of the controller and the ro-

tary-to-axial drive bearings using IR&D funds

After completing this 1-year activity, the regulators
will be tested at the JSC Thermochemical Test Area

to evaluate their performance.
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Electronically variable pressure regulator.
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Space Station Waste Gas System

Material Compatibility Study

Ph Gerald B. Sanders/EP4
Reference SST 51

The Space Stationintegratedwaste gas system
(IWGS) isdesignedtocollect,store,and laterpropul-

sivelyexpelwaste gasesproduced on Space Station

Freedom. The system isdividedintotwo subsys-

tems. One subsystem,the mixed waste gas system

(MWGS) isdesigned tostoregases used in experi-

ments and other Space Stationfluidsystems. The

other subsystem, the reducing waste gas system

(RWGS), storesgases which are by-productsof the

environmental control and lifesupport system

(ECLSS}. Each subsystem is configured similarly
(except for materials} and is located on opposite sides
of the truss (see figure}. To meet the proposed 30-
year life requirement, materials selected for each
waste gas subsystem must have excellent corrosion
resistance to trace contaminants potentially collect-
ed from the experiments (see Allowable Contami-
nant List}.

A comprehensive study of the IWGS was com-
pleted in 1990. The main focus of the study was to
determine which materials were the best candidates

for construction of the waste gas system from a ma-
terial compatibility point of view. The study also
assessed the potential for allowing hazardous chemi-
cal reactions to occur during storage through the ex-
amination of a compiled list of laboratory chemicals

proposed for Space Station use. A report summa,
rizing study results was generated CSpace Station
Waste Gas Composition Impact Study, JSC-24407").

Besides noting the corrosion resistance of pure met-
als such as platinum and tantalum, the study strong-
ly recommended the use of nickel-based alloys such
as Inconel 625, Incoloy 825, and C-276/C-22 for use in
the MWGS. Stainless steels (304L and 316L), A286,
and Nitronic 40 were recommended for use in the

RWGS. This was due to the large amount of hydro-
gen expected to be produced by the ECLSS when
Bosch was the baseline CO2 reduction system. If the
Sabatier CO2 reduction system is used, the driving
compatibility concerns for the RWGS would be CO2
and methane, not hydrogen as was previously the
case with the Bosch system.

Besides recommending the use of candidate ma-
terials for construction, the study report also propos-
ed and outlined the use of compatibility tests to veri-
fy the materials chosen for use in the MWGS before
construction of the waste gas system begins. Final
plans for initiating vapor corrosion tests for both
metal and nonmetal candidate materials are in prog-
ress. Since a wide number of chemicals are listed for

possible use in Space Station experiments and the
exact mixtures to be handled by the MWGS are un-
known, itisimportanttochoosechemicalreagentsor

reagent mixtures that representworst-case situa-

tionsforthe corrosionteststo be run. The major

concernof thistestprogram iswhether testingma-

terialswith a limitednumber of reagent combina-

tionsactuallywillprove whether a materialshould
or should not be used in the constructionof the

MWGS. NASA and McDonnell Douglas personnel

are examining thisconcern,as wellas what reagent
mixturesshouldbe usedfftestingisinitiated.
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Generic Fluid Transfer Model Computer

Program

PI: Richard J. Schoenberg/EP4
Reference SST 52

The ability to predict fluid system performance

and capability accurately along with fluid conditions

is an important part of the design of on-orbit fluid
management systems. This aspect of system design

will take on an even greater role in the design and

evaluation of the numerous fluid systems required to

manage the variety of Earth-storable and cryogenic

fluids involved in the operation of Space Station

Freedom and its interfacing elements.

The development of the generic fluid transfer
model (GFTM) marks the start of a new era in engi-

neering analysis, leading from the batch-job special-

ty programs of the 1960's and 1970's into the realm of

advanced, dynamically reconfigurable generic mod-
els. The result of this effort is a computer model cap-

able of higher analytical capability at an earlier

stage in the design of fluid systems. The model is

particularly well-suited for use in the preliminary or
conceptual design phases.

The GFTM allows the creation of fluid systems

utilizing a wide range of available components (e. g.,

valves, lines, orifices, regulators, check valves,

storage tanks, etc.) for any fluid storage type (i.e.,

gaseous, subcritical, or supercritical). The user may

define the specific feed system and tankage config-

urations which are schematically represented using

standard component "icons" on the user's high-reso-

lution color graphics display. The GFTM automati-

cally discerns the connectivity relationship between

components and generates a set of simultaneous

equations that is required to analyze the constructed
schematic.

In terms of analytical capability, GFTM can

analyze the fluid transfer mechanisms, fluid and ul-

lage gas thermodynamics, and heat transfer effects

involved in various fluid system processes. The mod-

el utilizes "real" fluid properties which are included

in the fluid database. Operationally, the model is
highly tutorial in its instructions to the user on the

definition of fluid system configuration, fluid type

and conditions, and environmental conditions using
the latest state-of-the-art techniques for menus, win-

dows, and zooming. The accompanying figure is an
example of the schematic construction panel.

Accomplishments in fiscal year 1990 include a

continuing software evaluation and enhancement

effort. The program currently is being used and

evaluated at a number of government and contractor
facilities.

GFTM Schema,_¢Manager/Mocl_:MP$-LH2

I ModelTime

0.00
Component

Type ,,In-Une
Space Shuttle Uquid Hydrogen System Dtr. = IP
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Environment
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Genericfluid transfer model schematic constructionmenu.
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Experimental Investigations of

Spacecraft Glow

PI: James T. Visentine/ES5

Reference SST 53

In early 1990, contract negotiations were com-

pleted between the Johnson Space Center and the

Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory for Phase

"C/D" development of the Experimental Investiga-

tions of Spacecraft Glow (EISG) flightexperiment.

The EISG - scheduled for flightas an element of the

OAET-1 payload on the Space Transportation Sys-

tem (STS) flightSTS-61 during June 1993 - will be

developed to study and characterize glow emissions

in the ultraviolet(UV), visible, and infrared (IR)

wavelength ranges, and to determine how these

emissions vary with orbitalaltitude and spacecraft

surface temperature. To accomplish these mission

objectives,glows investigated by this experiment

willbe produced by

• The natural atmosphere,

• Orbiter thruster effluentspassing above the ram

(or normal incidence) side oftwo passive sample

plates,and

• Molecular nitrogen released above these plates

by an onboard pressurized gas cylinder and flow

controlsystem.

This experiment (see figure)will include a pal-

let-basedset ofsensors, passive sample platescoated

with two materials which glow, and a nitrogen gas-

release system for study and operation within the

Orbiter cargo bay. Sensors developed for this

experiment include

• A visibleimaging spectrometer,

• A far UV imaging spectrometer, and

• Two cryogenically-cooled, indium antimide IR

detectors.

During the mission, the IR detectors willbe cooled to

at least 84 K by a Joule-Thompson cryostat system

which operates using a noncontaminating (argon)

pressurized fluidas the refrigerantgas. A dedicated

experiment processor and avionics system also will

be developed to control sensor operation for at least

four orbits(two circular and two elliptical)of data-

taking sequences.

During fiscalyear 1990, design of the optical
sensors was initiatedand fabrication of candidate

sample plates was completed using technology deriv-

ed from the Aeroassist Flight Experiment. Thermal

vacuum test results indicate the plate design will

produce the desired temperature (180 ° K) by

radiative energy transfer to the deep-space

environment. Ifcurrent OAET funding plans are

maintained, the EISG will be available for OAET-1

integration by the Goddard Space Flight Center

early in 1993. The database generated by these

measurements should enable NASA, the

Department of Defense, and other users to establish

operational procedures and design guidelines which

reduce the undesired effects of glow on sensitive

scientificexperiments conducted during future

missions ofthe Space Shuttle and Space Station.
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Space Environment Effects-

Materials Technology

PI: Steven L. Koontz, Ph. D./ES53
Reference SST 54

The Johnson Space Center (JSC) is engaged in

several research and technology (R&T) projects, all

of which are designed to provide a better understand-
ing of space environment effects on materials. The

ultimate objective of these R&T projects is to im-

prove the performance, longevity, safety, and reli-

ability of NASA and Department of Defense space
hardware.

The JSC directs an OAET Research and Tech-

nology Objectives and Plans project on space-durable

materials. Approximately two-thirds of the effort

goes to atomic oxygen work and the remainder to

meteoroid]debris impact studies. The meteoroid]de-

bris work is performed at the JSC/Solar System Ex-

ploration Division using light gas guns and computer
simulations of the hypervelocity impact process.

Atomic oxygen work is done primarily at Los

Alamos National Laboratories (LANL), though sig-

nificant supplement work is accomplished at JSC.

The high-velocity atom beam system at LANL was
developed with OAET funding and is the best char-

acterized and most accurate laboratory simulation of
the low Earth orbit {LEO) environment now availa-

ble. The flowing afterglow and plasma asher sys-

tems at JSC make reactivity and reaction efficiency
measurements possible in thermal (low-velocity)

oxygen atom environments for comparison with in-
space and high-velocity beam data.

The OAET program objective is to provide real-

istic laboratory simulations of LEO orbit processes
for

• Calibration of flight instruments,

• Studies of materials degradation mechanisms,
• The development and validation of accelerated

test methods for full-life certification testing of
spacecraft materials and systems, and

• The development of a better understanding of
hypervelocity impact phenomena and meteoroid]
debris armor.

During fiscal year (FY) 1990, several program
milestones were achieved, all of which were firsts in

this area of technology.

• The first direct measurement of the major gas
phase reaction products produced by interaction

of hypervelocity oxygen atom beams with Kap-
ton, polyethylene, D4-pelyethylene and FEP-

Teflon was made. Identification of the gas

phase reaction products is an essential step

towards understanding the reaction mechanism

and validating accelerating testing methods.

For the hydrocarbon-based polymers, the main

reaction products were CO, CO2, and H20. In

contrast, FEP-Teflon produced a range of high
molecular weight oxidation products which

may be a source of condensable contamination.

• A modulated atom beam kinetics package was

made operational in the high-velocity oxygen
atom beam system at LANL. Modulated beam

kinetics studies provide more accurate measure-

ment of the relative amounts of various gas
phase products and is a powerful technique for

determining reaction mechanisms and detecting

changes in reaction mechanisms as the various

accelerated testing parameters are changed.
• The reaction of silicone nitride and boron nitride

thin films with high-velocity oxygen atoms was

determined for the first time using the atom
beam system at LANL as well as the Intelsat

Solar Array Coupon flight experiment on the

Space Transportation System flight STS-41 and

flight samples on the Delta Star vehicle. Ex-
cellent correlation was achieved between the

ground-based and flight results. Silicon nitride
forms a surface oxide which acts as a barrier to

further reaction, while the boron nitride reacts to

a porous oxide/nitride mixture.

• Preliminary calibration of the EOIM-III flight
mass spectrometer was completed in FY 1990.

The calibration procedure will be refined further

and developed in FYs 1991 and 1992 with both

pre- and post-flight calibration checks planned
as a part of the EOIM-III data verification. Cal-
ibration studies with the LANL atom beam

provided important insight into the mechanism

of mass spectrometer measurements of the ram

oxygen atom flux as well as demonstrating the

feasibility of the EOIM-II[ mass spectrometer
experiment.

An extensive list of publications, which

represents the product of this task, is available from

the principal investigator.
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Large Space Robot- A Multisegment

Approach

PI: Reginald B. Berka./ES221
Reference SST 55

A multisegment robot is developed as a candi-

date for use in space-based construction operations.

The multisegment robot is envisioned as a member of

a class of large space robots, or space cranes, used in
the assembly of advanced spacecraft. The unique

problems which arise when robots grow to large sizes

were identified. The unique, inherent capabilities of

the multisegment robot to solve these problems
makes it a viable candidate in this class of robotics.

The multisegment robot is a collection of com-

mon bodies, or segments, that are pinned together to

form a snake-like, or train, configuration. A rotation

degree of freedom is retained at each pinned connec-

tion. Reaction flywheels are suspended within each
segment and provide the control necessary to posi-

tion each body segment.

Algorithms were developed to position this ser-

Dentine robot to a prescribed location and orienta-

tion. The first algorithm computes a general shape,

based on a constrained polynomial function, that

]ocates the robot tip at the proper position. Next, an

algorithm was developed that positions the discrete

bodies along the shape function and determines their

relative positions. This information is used as the

target values in a control system that employs the
reaction flywheels to position each body into the de-

sired relative position.
An n-body simulation program was developed

based on Newton-Euler equations of motion for the

robot. The simulation was used to develop the con-

trol strategy, verify performance, and size prototype
hardware.

A prototype system, shown in the attached

figure, was designed, fabricated, and tested. Motion

tests were conducted to compare test results with the

analytical predictions. The analysis and successful

tests of this system have proven the viability of this
robotic concept. Its capacity to solve the unique

problems associated with large space robots makes

this type of robot an attractive candidate for those

systems.

Multisegment robot.
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Robotic Assembly of the Aerobrake

Thermal Protection System (TPS)

Pl: Reginald B. Berka/ES221
Gerard D. ValIe/ES22

Irene E. Verinder/ES22

Reference SST 56

The large size of the Pathfinder proposed aero-

brake requires on-orbit final assembly. The focus of

this particular task is to investigate the problems
and methods for installing the thermal protection

system (TPS) onto the aerobrake primary structure.

For this study, the primary aerobrake structure is
assumed to be a tetratruss. (The tetratruss has a

hexagonal surface pattern comprised of six equilater-

al triangles. The truss consists of four-sided tetrahe-
drons from which the name is derived.) The TPS is

assumed to be composed of a fragile surface material;

however, the actual TPS material is not assumed.

After TPS installation, the surface must not

have any holes or gaps that would allow the hot at-

mospheric gases to impinge directly onto the primary
structure. Consideration also must be given to the

radiant heating nature of the reentry trajectory.

Radiation blocks must be provided in the gaps of the

TPS to protect the structure from this type of heat
transfer. Also, once assembled, the TPS surface

must be aerodynamically smooth to maintain an

evenly distributed and deterministic flux to the TPS
surface.

The design strategy is based on a layering con-
cept whereby the TPS is assembled in a sequence of

subassemblies comprised of successively smaller

parts. Each assembly layer is retained only by a soft

capture until the final assembly process. This allows

the parts to be self-aligning throughout the assembly

process. The final step in the assembly scenario in-
stalls small fastening plugs which fill the remaining

holes in the TPS and rigidize the entire assembly. A

more detailed description of the assembly process
follows.

The first assembly process loosely applies broad

acreage ofa TPS that is held to the primary structure

only by a soft capture. The large TPS panels are

hexagonal shaped and supported at the center and at
each of the six vertices. The soft capture allows the

large TPS panels to rotate slightly but not to trans-

late. Translation requirements are accounted for by

generous end tolerances that ensure the placement of

the next subassembly. The robot picks up these large

panels by the geometric (and mass) center to mini-

mize rotational inertia. The robot then positions the

panel over a truss node in the proper translational
and rotational alignment. Soft capture is achieved

when the robot places the panel onto the node and

the end effector is released. All of the large hexag-

onal TPS panels are installed prior to the installa-

tion of the next subassembly.

The objective of the second assembly step is to

fill the gaps between adjacent hex panels. The filler

strips, as they are called, are sized to fit along the
length of one side of the hexagonal TPS panels. The

filler strips are simply supported on each end by the

truss nodes located at the vertices of the hex panels.

Again, a soft capture is used to hold the filler strips

in place. The soft capture feature of this part is simi-

lar to a spring-loaded door latch which snaps in place
during assembly. This design allows for generous

end tolerances contributing to the overall ease of as-

sembly. After completing this phase of assembly, the

large hex panels have been aligned and the gaps be-
tween them have been filled. However, the overall

assembly is still in a loose state due to the soft

capture designs. All of the filler strips are installed

before moving on to the final assembly process.

The final assembly process performs the func-

tion of filler strip alignment and preloaded fastening
of the entire assembly. At this phase of assembly, 3-

in. sized holes exist at every truss node. A plug with
a "T" cross-section is inserted into these holes. This

cross-section is utilized to push the filler strips into

translational alignment along the edge of the hex

panels. Once the insertion of the plugs has aligned

the filler strips, the robot presses the plugs into
place. A spring-loaded backplate is compressed dur-

ing this process, providing preload at each node.

This preloading task is the final step in the assembly

of the aerobrake TPS. The following figure depicts

the final stages of TPS assembly for a partial section
of a large aerobrake.

The successful completion of robotic assembly

tests verifies the construction aspects of this design.
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Partial section TPS assembly using a dextrous manipulator.
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Aeroassist Flight Experiment (AFE)

PI: Donald Curry, Ph.D./ES3
Reference SST 57

The aeroassistflightexperiment (AFE) will in-

vestigate environmental and criticalvehicle design

technologies applicable to the design of aeroassist

space transfervehicles(ASTVs). Aeroassist isdefin-

ed as a generic term encompassing various aerody-

namic maneuvers in which a vehicleenters and exits

the atmosphere toachieve braking without making a

complete entry. An ASTV aerodynamic braking

maneuver will penetrate the upper regions of the

Earth's atmosphere at geosynchronous or planetary

return velocities;therefore,the AFE isneeded topro-
vide design environments that cannot be simulated

inground facilitiesor determined through validated

analysis.

The AFE is composed of three basic compo-

nents: the aerobrake, the carrier vehicle,and the

main propulsion unit. The AFE overall project is

managed by the Marshall Space Flight Center. The

Johnson Space Center (JSC) isresponsible forthe de-
sign and fabricationofthe aerobrake.

Using design drawings and analyses supplied

by the JSC design team, the JSC Technical Services

Division has fabricated four development test arti-

cles,including full-scalemockups of the aerobrake.

Foam tiles using the JSC generated thermal

protection system tilepatterns were fabricated by

Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Sunnyvale,

California. The tiles'structural components and

experiment instrumentation were installed in the

mockups. Figures 1 and 2 show the aerobrake TPS

tileinstallationon the full-scalemockup. The TPS
for the windward surface of the aerobrake is

composed of two types of high-temperature reusable

insulation tiles developed for the Space

Transportation System Orbiter. Figures I and 2

show the tilepattern and locationof the two kinds of

tilematerial: 22 pound per cubic foot (pcf)Lockheed

insulation (LI-2200) on the ellipticalsurface and 12

pcffibrousrefractorycomposite insulation (FRC I-12)

on the conicaland skirtsurfaces

A development test article(full-scale30° seg-

ments of the cone area) was designed and fabricated

for static,acoustic,and thermal testing. Flight tiles

and structures were used inthe fabrication.Figure 3

shows this test articlemounted in the JSC acoustic

chamber. Ithas successfullycompleted modal, acou-

stic,and staticload testing. A second acoustic/modal

testwas conducted using thistestarticlewith instru-

mented tiles,thermocouple reference junction brack-

ets,and representative mass for one radiometer and

associated bracket. These tests have provided

valuable engineering data and experience in install-

ing both tilesand instrumentation.

Aerobrake - frontal view (elliptical and conical surfaces).
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Aerobrake - side view (conical and skirt surfaces).

Aerobrake - full scale 30 ° conical segment test article.
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Intelligent Tutoring Systems Integrated

with Simulators

Ph ThomasT. Chen

Diann E. Barbee

TM: Robert T. Savely/PT4
Reference SST 58

Global Information Systems is developing an

Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) to be used with
NASA simulators of the Shuttle robotic arm. A

kinematic model of the arm is used on all but one of

the Space Shuttle simulators as well as on a stand-

alone version called the "P2T2," which is hosted on a

Silicon Graphics workstation. Prior to the Global

work, no built-in capabilities fbr tutoring, perform-

ance monitoring, or evaluation feedback existed for
any of these simulators: all tutoring and evaluation

had to be performed by human instructors.
The need for integrated expert-system-based

training functions such as performance monitoring

and evaluation in training using simulators is evi-

dent. These simulators usually deliver very complex
mission training scenarios and are quite expensive to

operate. For example, the Shuttle Mission Simulator

at the NASA Johnson Space Center can simulate

56 subsystems with 6800 possible malfunctions. In
addition, four teams of up to eight highly-qualified

instructors are required to support training on this
one simulator. The number of factors effective in the

simulation at any one moment can accrue exponen-

tially as the number of crewmembers, instructors,

other support personnel, active systems, relevant
switches, and malfunctions increases and interacts.

Clearly, a pressing need exists for monitoring
and evaluation capabilities integrated with current

and future simulators. Such capabilities would allow

training on simulators to become more efficient, uni-

form, objective, and less expensive. Also, the mis-

sions supported by these simulators would greatly

benefit from having built-in tutors to maintain high-
ly-perishable operator skills (most specifically, cog-

nitive-based skills} in the field; e.g., on Space Station
Freedom.

In implementing the ITS funded by this Small

Business Innovative Research contract, two goals
have been deemed of paramount importance: en-

hancing the adaptability of the ITS to other domains,

and easing maintenance of P2T2 and the ITS. In line

with these goals, the following general approach has
been taken:
• Minimize the modification of P2T2. As the P2T2

simulator is modified and enhanced, it is

P2T2/desirable to see those changes propagated

to the ITS. The number of changes to P2T2

required by the ITS has been minimized to make

it easier to maintain the P2T2 portion of the
tutor.

Segregate P2T2 and the ITS as much as possible.

To make the ITS portion of P2T2/ITS adaptable

to other domains and new tasks, the ITS portion
and the P2T2 portion of P2T2/ITS must commun-

icate through well-defined interfaces.

Minimize assumptions about the remote maneu-

vering system (RMS) domain. The ITS should

make as few assumptions about the RMS domain

as possible. This will make the ITS more porta-
ble to other task-oriented domains.

A system diagram is shown in the figure. The
ITS will have two modes besides the existing (un-
monitored) simulation mode:

The Tutorial Mode consists of an ordered series

of part tasks (using the simulator} which allows

guided practice with the various knowledges and
skills associated with flying the arm. Students must

master each part task at increasing levels of difficul-

ty before proceeding to the next task.
The Skill Maintenance Mode is used once the

student has mastered all the part tasks in Tutorial

Mode. The ITS first unobtrusively monitors the
student as he/she performs one of the two whole

tasks associated with flying the arm (i.e., deploy or

retrieve a payload). Regardless of student perform-

ance, no tutoring or evaluative feedback is given to

the student during this testing.

Future work will focus on the integration of the
P2T2/ITS for the robotic arm with a different simula-

tor: e.g., the Manipulator Development Facility (a

one-g arm). Such technology also could be used to

automate scenario generation based on performance
data. Moreover, this technology could be transition-

ed into an onboard training/advisory system.

To sum the important conclusions:

• Future simulators should have a built-in student

diagnostic and evaluation component as well as a
remedial training capability.

• The Intelligent Tutoring System methodology is

feasible for producing these types of training

capabilities.
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Adaptive Control of a Robot Arm Using

an Artificial Neural Network with

Stereo Vision Input

PI: Dr. Timothy F. Cleghorn/PT41
Reference SST 59

Teleoperation is the mode of operation current-
ly proposed for space and planetary surface robotics.

While this may prove satisfactory for tasks in the

immediate vicinity of a manned spacecraft, it is clear
that there will be numerous occasions for which more

autonomous robotic behavior will be required. Ex-

amples of such tasks include satellite servicing, for
which transmission time delays are unacceptable;

routine inspections, requiring intense human con-
centration for long periods of time, thus raising the

probability of error due to fatigue or boredom; and

planetary surface rover operations for which the

round-trip transmission times exceed the real-time

requirements.
Tasks of these sorts have been addressed, usu-

ally by what can be called "automatic" robotics; i.e.,
the arm or vehicle is preprogrammed to carry out a

specific operation. It has little or no sense of its envi-

ronment; and, if an unanticipated event occurs, at
best it shuts itself off and waits for a human to re-

start it. What will be needed to carry out more

demanding tasks is the development of "autono-
mous" robotics in which the computer attached to the

arm or vehicle possesses a wealth of sensory input

about the environment and the ability to respond to

that input without human intervention. The system

thus adapts to the environment and can continue to
function in the face of unforeseen events or obstacles.

Until recently, two major factors have limited

the development of autonomous robotics. The first of
these was a lack of sufficient computing power. This

is no longer seen as a limiting problem, especially

with the advent of parallel architectures. Even

serial computers are now becoming fast enough, and

have sufficient memory and storage capabilities, to

handle some of these problems. The other limiting
factor was the lack of success of the "classical" arti-

ficial intelligence techniques. Combinatorial explo-

sions usually derailed any attempt to teach comput-
ers about their environments. However, with the re-

discovery and development of artificial neural net-
work (NN) technology in the 1980's, this problem is

being addressed. One class of NN, adaptive reso-

nance theory (ART}, is particularly suitable for the

environment-sensing and response problem.

A simulation has been developed on a Silicon

Graphics computer, which demonstrates a Robotics

Research Corporation K-1607 robot arm learning to

reach out and touch a spherical target object. The

learning process occurs with an ART-like NN similar

to one developed by Neurogen, Inc., for a Microbot
arm. Inputs to these networks are stereo images of

the target and arm. There are two phases: a learn-

ing phase and a production phase. During the learn-

ing phase, the arm manipulates the target sphere
within the field of view (FOV) of the cameras in

much the same way that a baby observes his hands

moving in front of his face. This allows the weights
of the NN to make an association between the view

and the position and motion of the arm. During the

production phase, the target is placed at random
within the FOV of the cameras; and, depending upon

the degree of learning, the arm reaches out and

touches the target. It was found that, initially, learn-

ing occurred quite rapidly. After about 20 000 learn-
ing manipulations, the arm could touch the target in

more than half of its attempts. The system continued

to learn less rapidly for up to 200 000 manipulations,

at which point it was able to touch a randomly placed

target more than 90 percent of the time. The time
needed for 200 000 learning trials was -10 hours.

This demonstrates the potential of NN technol-

ogy for solving problems involving unstructured or

dynamic environments, which will likely be encoun-
tered both in space and planetary surface robotics

operations.
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A Machine Vision Algorithm for

Autonomous Proximity Operations

PI: Dr. Timothy F. Cleghorn/PT41
Reference SST 60

To perform a rendezvous and docking operation

in space, it is necessary to determine the attitude and

attitude rates of the target vehicle, as well as the

relative position and trajectory of the maneuvering

craft with respect to that target vehicle. These pa-
rameters are obtained currently by using Shuttle

astronauts' eyes to guide the maneuvering craft to

the desired position so that a grapple with the Shut-

tle remote manipulator system can be performed by a
crewmember. In the future, it will be desirable to

perform these operations with increasing degrees of

autonomy, particularly satellite servicing and lunar

and martian orbiter rendezvous. To do this, a full

array of sensors will be required; however, it is likely

that vision will remain as the major source of input

data. One of the chief drawbacks of any sensing

system based upon vision data is the sheer number of

those data, with the correspondingly long computa-

tion times required to process the input. Therefore, it

is very important to develop methods of data com-

pression that permit analyses in keeping with the
time scale defined by the characteristic motions of

the target/sensor system in question.

An algorithm has been developed which per-

mits small errors or drifts in trajectory to be identi-

fied and corrected, based upon the view of the target

vehicle as seen by a single camera on a maneuvering

craft. This algorithm runs on a personal computer

(PC) with EGA or VGA graphics. It is assumed that
the target object, as modeled by a PC-based com-

puter-aided drawing (CAD) system, (ModelMATE,

by Generic Software, Inc.), is located within the field

of view of the camera, and that the target is recog-

nized by the system; i.e., target identification is not

the issue, although the techniques described herein

could well be used for that purpose also. This algo-

rithm utilizes the radial signatures of a sequence of

images to determine a calculated position and

trajectory for the maneuvering craft.

The complete program consists of two parts: an

off-line training phase, and a series of run-time cal-

culations, as the maneuvering craft approaches the

target vehicle. The training phase presupposes the
existence of an accurate 3-dimensional CAD model of

the target vehicle, and typically runs for 2 days on an

80386-type computer for the level of accuracy used in

this work. The training phase consists of the build-

ing of decision trees which permit the association of a

radial signature of the target's image with an ang-

ular orientation of the target vehicle with respect to

the maneuvering craft. Following the off-line train-

ing, a "desired" rendezvous trajectory is selected. It

is assumed that the angular orientation of the target
craft is known to within an accuracy of about 20 deg

at some initial time t0. An angular normalization is

made around the camera-target axis to align the im-

age axes with those used during the training phase.

Radial signatures of successive images are extracted
as the maneuvering vehicle attempts to fly its desir-

ed course during the training phase.

Points on these radialsignatures are fed into a

decision tree todetermine whether the camera "rec-

ognizes" the view. Normally, several adjacent views

are recognized foreach image. Based upon the linear

extent of an image compared to a reference image,

the apparent distance between the camera and the

target also can be calculated. Thus, a sequence of

images generates a "point cloud" through which a

curve or apparent trajectorycan be fit.This permits

the trajectoryof the next segment to be predicted,

and correctionscan be made to drive itcloserto that

which was planned originally. [n addition, or as an

alternative,itis possible to calculate the attitude

and attitude rates of the target vehicle. These pa-

rameters are necessary foran autonomous docking to

be performed.
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The COSTMODL Program and Ada

COCOMO Calibration Database for

Space Station Freedom

Ph Bernie Roush/PT4

Bill ReinFPT4

Reference SST 61

The development of computer software is pro-

jected to be one of the largest single cost items asso-
ciated with the development of Space Station Free-
dom (SSF). It is therefore essential that NASA has

available a means of estimating the effort and sched-

ule required to develop a software product.
Several mathematical models have been con-

structed over the last decade which perform this

function. The most widely used of these models is the

Constructive Cost Model (COCOMO) devised by Dr.

Barry Boehm in 1979. Another is the "Keep It Sim-

ple, Stupid" [KISS] model, a simplified linear model

developed at the NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC)

using cost data derived from past NASA projects. An

automated implementation of these two models has

been developed at JSC for use on SSF software.
Since the COCOMO model is over 10 years old,

significant advances have occurred in software engi-

neering and the technology of developing and man-

aging computer software since COCOMO was devel-

oped. NASA is in the process of moving toward a

software development environment where much of

the new software will be developed employing the

Ada programming language using modern software

engineering practices. Therefore, it is necessary to
update the COCOMO model to reflect the changes in

software development productivity that can be antic-

ipated in this environment.
The JSC automated software cost estimation

tool (COSTMODL) was developed initially in fiscal

year 1987 and has been expanded to include the
latest enhancements to the COCOMO model. These

enhancements are designed specifically to

accommodate changes in programmer productivity

resulting from the development of software in Ada
using the latest in software engineering techniques.

However, any model must be calibrated for the

specific type of software developed by a particular

organization, as well as the development

environment which exists within that organization.

To accomplish the required calibration, a database

was constructed that contains productivity data

derived from completed aerospace projects developed

using the Ada programming language.

Due to the small number of Ada projects that

actually have been completed and the small number

of projects for which good productivity data were

captured, usable calibration data are very sparse.
The total database contains data for 191 non-Ada

projects and 50 Ada projects. This is the largest cur-

rently available database compiled specifically for

purposes of calibrating the COCOMO model for aero-

space projects in an Ada environment.
Using the calibrated Ada model, COSTMODL

can predict the effort required to complete the proj-

ects which make up the calibration database within

20 percent of the actual effort for more than 60 per-
cent of the cases.

This work has been of considerable interest to

the software cost-estimating community and has re-

sulted in several invitations to present the results to
conferences both here and abroad. The calibrated

COSTMODL program and its accompanying calibra-

tion database are being made available to govern-
ment agencies and their contractors.

Due to the fact that a model can be calibrated

only with data from completed projects, it is impor-
tant that the calibration database continue to be

developed as more projects are completed. The

COSTMODL program and its associated calibration

database will continue to be refined and expanded as

advances are made in software engineering meth-
odologies and as additional projects are completed

using the Ada programming language.
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Space Transportation Analysis and

Intelligent Space Systems

PI: Dan Greenwood

J. Villarreal/PT4

Reference SST 62

Work carried out in this area was principally

directed at health monitoring for space propulsion

systems. The primary method employed was the ap-

plication of feedforward neural networks (NNs)

trained with back propagation; and, in the case of

each problem area, the constructed NNs were able to

make the decisionsrequired ofthem successfully.

The firstwork, which isongoing, addresses the

problem ofon-line anomaly detection and fault typ-

ing for the Space Shuttle main engine (SSME). The

basic method under investigation involves sensor

data compression through NNs and is based on fea-

tures representing the time-variance ofand relation-

ships between SSME sensor values. Ithas been pos-

sibletomake use ofactual test-stand,test-casedata.

The second piece ofwork addresses the issue of

distinguishing valve signatures in the Atlas rocket

(which contains some 150 valves of various types),

again using feedforward NNs. In thiscase,data were

collectedin the form ofcurrent signatures from Atlas

rocket valves installed on a pneumatic test bench.

The data were then used as training and test data for

two NNs. One NN was trained to distinguish be-

tween signatures for individual valves falling into
three separate types of valves during a valve-open

state change (rising current), and the other NN was

trained to distinguish between signatures for the

same three types of valves during a valve-close state

change (failing current).

The third investigation involved the use of feed-
forward NNs to gauge cryogenic fuel tanks by esti-

mating the amount of mass in the tank from spectral
resonance measurements. Two types of networks

were investigated: the first employing a compact

representation of the input space, the second retain-

ing all of the information in the resonance measure-
ments.

The last piece of work is involved in determin-

ing the quality of an industrial inertia weld by exam-

ining data accumulated during the welding opera-
tion. This work could conceivably be applied in areas

where stringent weld requirements are necessary,

such as in the development of the SSMEs.

The techniques used to solve each of these prob-
lems from a different area of health monitoring for

space propulsion systems can be generalized to many
similar problems in space transportation analysis.
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Schematic of the rocket engine components.
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The NETS - A Tool for the Development

and Delivery of Neural Networks

TM: Robert O. Shelton/PT4

Reference SST 63

The NETS is a neural network simulator devel-

oped by the Information Systems Directorate at the

NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC). When using

NETS, it is possible to create and execute arbitrary

configurations of neural networks that use the "back
propagation" learning technique. The NETS is

portable and will run on a variety of machines from

mainframes to personal computers.
With the latest release of NETS (version 2.01),

the most significant addition is the delivery capa-

bility. A new "g" option allows the user to generate

C source code which implements the network loaded
into the system. This permits the placement of net-

works as components, or subroutines, in other sys-
tems; hence the name "delivery" option. In short,

once the network performs to the user's liking, the

"g" option provides the means for creating a program

separate from NETS for running the network.
Several users noted the fact that the weights

files produced by NETS were difficult to move among

computer systems due to the fact that the files were

written in binary format. The NETS 2.01 allows the

user an option when creating a weights file to use
either the old format (now termed FAST FORMAT)
or a new PORTABLE FORMAT which saves the

weights as ASCII text.

Earlier versions of NETS used a scaled integer

internal representation for floating-point numbers in

an effort to speed the learning process for machines

that did not have a floating-point coprocessor. How-

ever, many NETS users have access to higher power

machines or simply desire the extra precision

available when using true floating-point

representation. The NETS 2.01 includes a feature

for allowing the user to select, at compile time, which
of the two formats is desired. Note: The NETS

comes compiled to be used in scaled integer format.
The propagate feature ('p" command) has been

updated in version 2.01. Previously, only a single

input could be propagated through the network us-
ing the "p" command. In NETS 2.01, the user is

prompted for the number of inputs (starting with the

first in the file) to be propagated through the net-
work. The default case propagates the entire file

contents and prints the results.
Previous versions of NETS did not include a

feature of the back propagation algorithm called
"bias values." Biases are used to offset the value pro-

duced by the neurons of a network, thus adding an-
other dimension to a network's learning space. This,

together with the option to control how often NETS

prints out its error values, has served to greatly de-

crease learning time.
Another new feature in version 2.01 is the

addition of a scaling factor which modifies the learn-

ing rate. This scaling factor is dynamically calcula-
ted based on a network error generated during the

learning process. The result is a decrease in learning
time due to the fact that the learning rate is more

sensitive to the network error. This is especially true

for networks with very large layers.

Many times a network will learn more rapidly

if its input/output (I/O) pairs are presented in a ran-
dom order. The NETS 2.01 includes an "o" option

which will reorder an I/O file and create a new ASCII

version of the I/O pairs.
The NETS is free to NASA and its contractors,

and may be obtained by calling the Help Desk at
(713) 280-2233. The NETS also may be purchased by

the general public through COSMIC at

(404) 542-3265.
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Parametric Avalanche

Ph Robert Dawes

Robert O. Shelton/PT4

Reference SST 64

The Parametric Avalanche Neural Network

(PA} was introduced by the principal investigator in

1988. This network paradigm is composed of two

clusters of nodes, or neurons, which are intercon-

nected by adjustable synaptic weights that encode

learned knowledge acquired automatically during

operation of the network. The PA differs from most
network architectures in that it is designed to learn

the behavior of continuous dynamical systems by ex-

posure to example trajectories of such systems. Once

the dynamics are encoded in the synaptic weights,

this knowledge can be exploited to accomplish short-

term prediction which, among other things, can be

used to exercise effective adaptive control.
Use of the PA as a control module for a highly

nonlinear dynamical system was first demonstrated

in the research sponsored as a Phase I Small Busi-

ness Innovative Research (SBIR) grant awarded to
Martingale Research Corporation of Allen, Tex. A

prototype PA controller was constructed to maintain
control of an inverted pendulum. The inverted pen-

dulum or so-called "cart-pole" problem is known to be

extremely difficult to solve with an adaptive or

learning controller. This dfftieulty arises from the
fact that most network-based control systems do not

provide explicitly for encoding the dynamics of the
system but, rather, learn patterns of associations

between discrete system states. The PA proved to be

an extremely effective controller for this problem.
The PA was able to learn to control the system with-

out allowing the pendulum to fall. After the system

achieved equilibrium, the controller proved capable

of recovery from random perturbations which were of

sufficient magnitude and frequency to carry the

pendulum well away from the linear range of control;

e.g., maximum displacements of more than 70 deg
from vertical.

These impressive results motivated the award
of a Phase II (NAS 9-18355} continuation of the SBIR

grant. The goal of the second phase is to develop a

general adaptive controller for complex dynamical

systems based on the PA architecture. The partic-

ular system chosen as the first demonstration arena

for this technology is the control of tethered satel-

lites. A prototype version of the system has been
built which will simulate and control a satellite mod-

eled as a massless rigid tether. While extremely pre-

liminary, the results of this work are as encouraging
as the initial "cart-pole" studies. The current thrust
of the work is to

• Host realistic (bead model) simulation software

on high-performance platforms;

• Make such modifications as necessary to the con-
trol architecture based on deficiencies discovered

from the introduction of more realistic and,

therefore, less easily controlled simulations; and

• Include perturbations such as plume effects, elec-

tromagnetic forces, and atmospheric drag.
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A Space-Time Neural Network (STNN)

Ph James A. VillarreabPT4

Robert O. Shelton/PT4
Reference SST 65

Neural network (NN) technology has impres-

sively demonstrated the capability of modeling and
discovering patterns in spatial domains. However,

the application of NNs to processing temporal data

has been restricted severely. This work introduces a

novel technique which adds the dimension of time to

the well-known back propagation NN algorithm.

The need for space-time knowledge capture

representation clearly is evident. Human cognitive

thought processes involve the use of both space and
time. At the microscopic level, investigations reveal

a need to incorporate time or sequence discovery and

adaptation into the modeling framework. The more

advanced engineering systems have characteristics

that vary over time. For instance, complex machines
such as the Space Shuttle main engine abound with

sensors, each varying over the machine's operational

lifetime. These few examples demonstrate that a

model which is capable of automatically associating

spatial information with its appropriate position in

time becomes increasinglysignificant.

Another dimension can be added tothe process-

ing element shown in the firstfigure by replacing the

synaptic weights between two processing elements

with an adaptable-adjustable filter. Instead of a

single synaptic weight which, together with the

standard back propagation NN, represented the

association between two individual processing

elements, several weights now represent not only

associations but also temporal dependencies. In this

case, the synaptic weights are the coefficients to

adaptable digital filters. The biological implication of
this representation can be seen when one considers

that synapses undergo a refractoryperiod - respond-

ing less readily to stimulation after a response. The

second figure illustratesa space-time neural network

(STNN) where the regular synaptic weights have

been replaced with digitalfilters,thereby allowing a

whole sequence of patterns to be processed at each

synapse.

The STNN isa software package created by the

Information Systems Directorate at the NASA John-

son Space Center. The STNN has found uses in auto-

matically interpretingthe complex interrelationships

between the time-varying, multisensored signals

found in complicated machinery, learning the

temporal dependencies in visual patterns found in

vision-recognition problems, predicting future pat-

terns from past information such as those found in

chaotic sunspot patterns, and many more. Other

potential uses of the STNN include seismograph in-

terpretation,biomedical signal interpretation,DNA

encoding, and as an aid in financialdecision making,

trend analyses, etc.

Pj X10OO96B

Processing element in a back propagation network.
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A pictorial representation of the STNN processing element.
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Fuzzy-CLIPS- The C Language

Integrated Production System with

Fuzzy Language Capability

TM: Robert N. Lea/PT4
Reference SST 66

During Phase I of this Small Business Innova-

tive Research (SBIR) contract, a unique expert sys-

tem development environment has been explored

through combining the conventional symbolic proc-
essing capability of the NASA/Johnson Space Cen-

ter's (JSC's) C Language Integrated Production Syst-

em (CLIPS) with a fuzzy logic based approximate

reasoning capability. No commercial software tool of

this type currently exists which will allow the devel-

opment of fuzzy logic systems within the framework

of a conventional expert system shell.
Phase I SBIR results demonstrated that the in-

tegration of a fuzzy logic capability into CLIPS will

provide a useful tool for developing purely conven-

tional, purely fuzzy, and hybrid conventional/fuzzy

expert systems. During Phase I - as proof of both the

feasibility and applicability of a Fuzzy-CLIPS, - To-
gai Infralogic coded two software systems for evalua-

tion. The first is a limited prototype of Fuzzy-CLIPS

based on CLIPS version 4.3. This partial implemen-

tation augments CLIPS with three constructs which

allow the user to define a fuzzy logic system; i.e., the

deffuzzy construct defines a series of fuzzy logic pro-

duction rules, the defmember construct defines mem-

bership functions, and the dofuzzy construct provides
the mechanism for calling a fuzzy rule base from a

standard CLIPS rule. The second software system

demonstrates the implementation of a hybrid expert

system by exercising the prototype Fuzzy-CLIPS sys-

tem. In this software, the knowledge base to perform
single-axis spacecraft attitude control was developed

to demonstrate that Fuzzy-CLIPS can provide a flex-

ible interface for knowledge base de_nition and
execution.

During this Phase II SBIR, the prototype will be

enhanced by allowing different options for inferenc-

ing and defuzzification, supporting multiple outputs

from the fuzzy rule base, and determining which of

the rules has fired. In Phase II, Togai Infralogic pro-

poses to add a generalized differential competitive

learning (DCL) capability that can assist greatly in

developing rule bases and membership functions.

Preliminary studies of applications of DCL to the
inverted pendulum and to a class of target-tracking

problems during Phase I gave promising results.
Mechanisms for verification and validation of the

fuzzy ru]e bases and real-world system examples will

be developed to exercise fully the advanced capabil-

ities of the system including the DCL and fuzzy in-

formation processing.

Overall, the results of the Phase I efforts have

demonstrated that the combination of fuzzy logic and

CLIPS will empower CLIPS users with a cohesive,

leading-edge artificial intelligence tool. The archi-

tecture appears quite feasible to implement and will

give CLIPS users a new dimension in expert system

development with minimal learning time impact for

development of fuzzy logic systems. Such a tool will

be useful in many key technological areas (e.g., au-
tonomous vehicle control and guidance systems,

structure vibration control, health monitoring and

diagnostic systems, intelligence sensor fusion and

data interpretation, and heuristic pattern recogni-

tion and adaptation). These issues will be investi-

gated in the course of the Phase II implementation of

Fuzzy-CLIPS.

A fuzzy/symbolic computation capability can be

applied to flight planning and control, risk analysis,

intelligent data fusion and interpretation, heuristic

pattern recognition, and diagnostic systems. The
Fuzzy-CLIPS product should be particularly useful

in the area of system diagnostics where, currently,

the problem of integrating uncertainty into such sys-

tems has received little attention. Using this prod-
uct, it would be very convenient to mix crisp logic

and fuzzy logic in expert systems, as appropriate.
The DCL and verification and validation features

that will be added to Fuzzy-CLIPS during the Phase

II SBIR should make expert systems development

very flexible and less time consuming to implement

and verify.
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A Phoneme-Based Speech Recognition

System for High-Stress, Moderate-Noise

Environments

PI: J. Villarreal/PT4

D. TrawickJSpeech Systems Inc.
Reference SST 67

The main goal of this project was to develop a

high-performance, phoneme-based speech recogni-

tion development testbed for NASA. This has in-
cluded development in a number of areas to improve

system performance in general, and development in
a number of areas to make the system more appro-

priate for NASA's specific requirements. Applica-

tions with requirements similar to those of NASA

(i.e., those requiring accuracy under conditions of
moderate stress and noise) also have benefited from

these improvements.
The Phase II research was divided into three

primary tasks. The first task was the development of

a system tailored for NASA. Since NASA's require-
ments are not unique among Speech Systems Inc.'s

(SSI's} potential customer-application areas, this de-

velopment also has improved the performance, vers-

atility, and applicability of SSI's speech recognition

system in general. This task included research and

development in the areas of dialect sensitivity, using
a headset input device, and speech model develop-

ment for NASA personnel. This effort has produced

a headset system that is now SSI's standard input

device. It also had produced a method, called profil-

ing, which allows the system to adapt generic speak-

er models to new speech environments, including

new applications, new speakers, new dialects, etc.

(within reason).
The second task was work directed at improv-

ing system performance in general by making im-

provements to the basic technology. This task in-
cluded research and development in the areas of

parallel processing for the Phonetic Decoder, and im-

proved accuracy in the presence of noise. This effort

has resulted in performance improvements primarily

by reducing the decoding time and increasing the

recognition accuracy, especially in noise.
The third task was a consolidation of the results

and a delivery to NASA of the final improved system.
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Passive Knowledge Acquisition System

TM: Robert T. Save|y/PT4

Gary Riley/PT4
PI: Vince Kovarik

Reference SST 68

The acquisition and application of expert know-

ledge to complex reasoning tasks remains a human-

intensive activity. Efforts to extract knowledge di-

rectly from domain experts have not lived up to ex-

pectations. Current tools for knowledge acquisition

fall far short of the capabilities required to support

direct acquisition from the expert. This is because

tools developed previously have focused on providing

the knowledge engineer with powerful abstractions

for building the representation of the acquired know-
ledge, not on the actual acquisition process. Conse-

quently, current endeavors must rely heavily on the

knowledge engineer to both extract and appropriate-

ly represent the knowledge of an expert.

The goal of this project is to develop an ap-

proach to the direct acquisition of knowledge from

experts by emulating a human knowledge engineer.

Consequently, this effort is not a software environ-

ment for use by the knowledge engineer. Rather, the

Passive Knowledge Acquisition System (PaKAS) is
designed as an interactive system that "observes"

the expert in the performance of a task. Following
this observation, PaKAS elicits the expert's ration-

ale and background knowledge that led to the

observed actions and develops a rule-based represen-

tation of the acquired knowledge.

The observation of an expert by an automated

system does rest on certain assumptions and conces-
sions regarding the actual mode of observation. Of

course, PaKAS does not visually observe a human

carrying out a task. Instead, the PaKAS provides a
simulation of the task to be observed and monitors

the interactions of the expert with the simulation -

identifying the actions taken by the expert in re-

sponse to simulation stimuli, noting the objects acted
upon by the expert, and recording the changes of

state brought about by the expert's actions. The ex-

pert need have no knowledge of the observations that

are under way as the task is performed.

The PaKAS project builds on previous work at

the Johnson Space Center. In particular, the Vacu-

um Vent Line Intelligent Computer-Aided Training

system provides the simulation upon which this im-

plementation of PaKAS is built.

The figure shows the basic architecture of
PaKAS. The results of the Phase I effort have dem-

onstrated the feasibility of implementing a more

powerful and robust version of PaKAS that could

ultimately be integrated with the large-scale sim-
ulators that are available at the NASA field centers.

Such systems could provide access to the expert

knowledge of NASA astronauts and ground support

personnel in a manner which avoids the intrusions
and lack of domain context that characterizes the

usual knowledge acquisition process.
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The PaKAS ar¢hitecture.
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The Automated Online Library -

AutoLib

PI: Ernest M. Fridge III/PT4

Mark Rorvig/PT4
Reference SST 69

The Automated Online Library (AutoLib) is a

software system that catalogs, retrieves, and manip-

ulates information in a distributed, heterogeneous

computer environment. AutoLib provides an object-
oriented, X-window system interface for managing

on-line and off-line objects including program source

code, graphic images, documents, design drawings,

and data in many other formats. Users can easily

browse the library contents by topic, without concern

for physical location of the objects, operating system

differences, or object format. Descriptive information
about each object can be stored and displayed by the

system, and objects can be copied to the user's work-
station for reuse. Advanced information-retrieval

functions are provided, including a natural language

interface. The system supports UNIX workstations,
personal computers, Macintoshes, and other user

nodes. If desired, computer programs can be install-

ed in the library to run on remote machines to pro-

vide a friendly, distributed operating framework.

The AutoLib effort was motivated by the desire

to decrease system development costs by promoting

the reuse of existing products. Before building a new
object, the library can be searched for the existence

of an object of the same or similar function.

Since its initial release in 1987, the AutoLib

system has proven to be extremely useful for inte-

grating the capabilities of dispersed organizations
over wide-area networks. The distributed nature of

the system supports local autonomy while maintain-

ing a high degree of resource sharing.

During fiscal year 1990, many enhancements

were added to the system; the current production re-
lease is AutoLib Version 3.2. New capabilities in-

clude support for several graphic formats including
TIFF, GIF, Raster, and Interleaf. Distributed config-

uration management functions and many new secur-

ity features also have been introduced. Work con-

tinues with AutoLib Version 4 to incorporate the

Open Software Foundation [OSF] Motif interface
standard. An alternate VT100 Terminal Emulation

feature also will be provided to support text-oriented
workstations.

The benefits introduced by AutoLib are many.

Large, distributed organizations can better manage

their information resources. Productivity is increas-

ed by reducing dependency on humans for locating

information and products. Users do not have to be
trained on multiple computers and operating sys-

tems. Products can migrate between hardware plat-

forms, when convenient, without changing the user

interface. Redundancy can be managed better since

products may be shared across multivendor plat-

forms. Most importantly, AutoLib provides cost sav-

ings by promoting the reuse of existing resources.
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ART/Ada Prototype

PI: Chris Culbert/PT4

Reference SST 70

Although they have reached a point of commer-

cial viability, expert systems were developed origin-

ally in artificial intelligence (AI) research environ-

ments. Many of the available tools still work best in

such environments. These environments typically

utilize special hardware such as LISP machines and

relatively unfamiliar languages such as LISP or Pro-

log. Space Station applications will require deep in-

tegration of expert system technology with applica-

tions developed in conventional languages, specifi-

cally Ada. The ability to apply automation to Space
Station functions could be enhanced greatly by the

widespread availability of state-of-the-art expert
tools based on Ada. Although some efforts have been

exerted to examine the use of Ada for AI applica-

tions, when this project began in 1986, no existing

products provided state-of-the-art AI capabilities in
an Ada tool.

The goal of the ART/Ada Design Project is to

conduct research into the implementation in Ada of

state-of-the-art hybrid expert systems building tools

[ESBTs]. This project takes the following approach:

in using the existing design of the ART-IM tool as a

starting point, the project analyzes the impact of the

Ada language and Ada development methodologies

on that design, redesigns the system in Ada, and an-
alyzes its performance. The research project will at-

tempt to achieve a comprehensive understanding of
the potential for embedding an expert system in Ada

systems for eventual application in future Space Sta-

tion Freedom projects. During Phase I of the project,

initial requirements analysis, design, and implemen-
tation of the kernel subset of ART-IM functionality

were completed. During Phase II, the effort has been

focused on the implementation and performance an-

alysis of several versions with increasing functional-

ity. A fully functional prototype was completed early

in fiscal year (FY) 1990, and the majority of the FY
1990 tasks focused on an extended evaluation of the

ART/Ada prototype at a number of NASA and US.
Air Force (USAF) sites.

To evaluate properly how well we are able to

provide state-of-the-art expert system capabilities in

Ada, it is necessary to examine the products of the

ART/Ada development in representative technical

environments. This was accomplished by putting the

ART/Ada prototypes through an extensive user eval-

uation (beta test) period. This evaluation used eight
different evaluation sites; four NASA sites and four

USAF sites. Each beta test site was supposed to de-

velop or convert an appropriate expert system appli-

cation using the ART/Ada tool.

To begin the evaluation, ART-IM 1.5 with
ART/Ada 1.0 was delivered to each of the beta test

sites for use on either a VAX or a Sun system. These

sites evaluated ART/Ada by implementing appropri-

ate expert systems using the hardware and software
systems available. The ART/Ada 1.0 contained all

ART-IM functionality except for the schema object

description capabilities. While the evaluation teams

were beginning their development work, Inference

completed the schema additions to ART/Ada. Later

during the project, ART/Ada 1.0 was replaced with

ART/Ada 1.5, the full Ada implementation of ART-
IM 1.5. From feedback we received from the evalu-

ation sites, we tried to achieve a comprehensive un-

derstanding of the operational issues and the poten-

tial for embedding expert systems in Ada systems.

Near the end of FY 1990, evaluation responses

were gathered from each of the beta test sites and an
evaluation of both ART/Ada and a similar NASA-

developed tool (CLIPS/Ada) was documented in a

report delivered to NASA Headquarters in Novem-

ber 1990. The responses from the beta testers of

ART/Ada were generally positive. In particular, the

development environment was considered very use-
ful. Issues were raised about the cost of commercial

versions of ART/Ada, the size of the Ada source code

elements created by ART/Ada, and bugs in the de-
ployment code generated by ART/Ada. Inference
will address some of these issues in future commer-

cial releases of ART/Ada.

The FY 1990 work completed the original goals

of the ART/Ada project to evaluate the use of Ada for

state-of-the-art expert system tools. No future work

is anticipated on the project from NASA, although
Inference Corporation intends to sell a commercial
version of this tool.
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The Intelligent Physics Tutor

PI: Robert T. Savely/PT4
Dr. R. Bowen Loftin/U of H

Reference SST 71

The integration of the computer into the pre-

college instructional program began in the 1960's
and has accelerated with the availability of inexpen-

sive computing hardware and a growing amount of
useful instructional software. Unfortunately, the

bulk of computer-aided instruction today is limited

to rather simple programs that are useful for drill-

and-practice, automated "page-turning," and the ad-

ministration of objective examinations. The Intel-

ligent Physics Tutor exemplifies a new generation of
instructional software which relies upon artificial in-

telligence technology to provide individualized as-
sistance to students in a number of educational set-

tings. Intelligent Tutoring Systems will complement
other new technologies to provide an integrated

learning environment that has the potential to revo-
lutionize instructional delivery and permit every

student to acquire knowledge and skills under opti-
mal conditions.

Since 1986, the NASA Johnson Space Center

and the University of Houston-Downtown, with sup-

port from the Office of Space Flight, have been

actively developing intelligent computer-aided train-

ing (ICAT) systems for use within NASA by as-

tronauts, flight controllers, and systems engineers.
NASA's Technology Utilization Program is support-

ing the application of this ICAT technology to the

development of an intelligent tutoring system for in-

troductory physics. The tutor is designed to provide
an interactive environment for the application of

physics concepts to the solution of problems. The

principal goal of the tutor is to enable a student to

acquire efficiently the problem-solving skills nec-

essary for successful mastery of high school or in-

troductory college physics. The tutor is intended to

integrate with the lecture and laboratory portions

of a typical instructional program. Its strength lies
in its ability to observe the student develop prob-

lem solutions continually and to intervene, when

appropriate, with assistance specifically directed at
the student's difficulty and tailored to the skill

level and learning style of the student. Student

progress through the tutor is governed by a global

strategy that evolves the complexity of problems

presented to the student at a rate suitable for the
individual. In addition, the curriculum organiza-

tion and problem repertoire can be altered by the
teacher to match that of his/her own textbook and

instructional strategy. This same facility enables
the teacher to examine the performance models of

individual students or entire classes. The tutor has

been designed to facilitate its application to other

problem-solving domains; e.g., chemistry, mathe-
matics, and engineering.

During fiscal year (FY) 1990, the design of the

expert problem-solver portion of the tutor, together
with the error detection, error remediation, and

interface elements, reached maturity. The problem
sets for the areas of one- and two-dimensional kine-

matics also were completed. The tutor was employ-

ed in high school physics classes at Clear Creek

High School in League City, Texas, and at West

High School in Columbus, Ohio. Evaluations of the
tutor in these institutions have been exceptionally

positive. Feedback obtained from students and
teachers will be used during FY 1991 to refine the
tutor further as it is extended to statics and dynam-

ics.
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Principal investigator, Dr. R. Bowen Loftin, observes a physics student at Clear Creek High School, League City. Texas,

using the Intelligent Physics Tutor.
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A Literacy Tutor

Pl: James A. Villarreal/PT4
Reference SST 72

A Ford Foundation national study published in

1979 reported that one out of five American adults is

functionally illiterate. Since the appearance of that

report, the crisis has apparently worsened. Business,
education, and government have achieved a unani-

mous consensus that swift action is required now to

avoid and reverse a continuing growth in the number
of illiterate citizens in our nation.

The NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) in coop-

eration with the NASA Technology Utilization of-
rice, the Houston READ commission, the University

of Houston, and the Department of Justice are de-

veloping an adult Literacy Tutor. This project aims

at using NASA-developed technologies to eradicate

the illiteracy problem. The integration of technol-

ogies such as artificial intelligence to bring the ex-
pertise of the very best reading teachers and speech

recognition/synthesis to permit dialogue between

student and computer has the potential of providing
individualized, one-on-one instruction to large num-

bers of students in a distributed computing environ-
ment.

A committee with members from each of the

aforementioned participants was formed on April
1990 to structure requirements for the development

of the Literacy Tutor. This committee has isolated

two key areas that will form the core for the Literacy
Tutor. In general, these two areas consist of

• Interactive speech capabilities, such as pronunci-

ation and reading tools; and

• A closed-captioned television (CCTV) interceptor

for curriculum development.

Originally designed for the deaf and hard of

hearing, CCTV was used to teach reading to hard-of-

hearing elementary students (Koskinen, 1983) using
"Sesame Street" and "Different Strokes." Harvard

University has been using CCTV to teach students of

English as a Second Language. The Literacy Tutor
committee is embarking on a new initiative which

will integrate advanced computer technologies with

CCTV. The CCTV offers an ever-growing curricu-

lum filled with life-skill situations. Most, if not all,

adult curriculum suffers from being stagnant or in-
tended for an audience of children. That is, adult

students usually are not concerned with what hap-

pened 50 years ago but with what is happening today

- events that directly affect their everyday lives. Nor
are adult students concerned with the likes of "See

Jane run." The committee has determined that the

staffof the Houston READ commission along with its

adult student population should be responsible for

developing curriculum for adult students through
the use of CCTV.

The JSC will be integrating CCTV with other

advanced computer technologies in parallel with this

effort. The CCTV will provide adult students with

material which is both highly interesting and contin-
ually changing. As envisioned, a live (or previously

recorded} image from a television (TV) source can be

placed within a standard computer screen. By pro-

viding not only the TV image but also the accom-

panying text, a student can exercise complete control

over the incoming program. For instance, this capa-

bility will allow the student to pause the program to
study the usage and pronunciation of a particular

word. An on-line dictionary can be called to find the

meaning of a word, find other synonyms, or interact

a word with the pronunciation tools. In addition, a
computer-aided curriculum generator [CACG] will

be developed which provides the teacher a tool with

which to orchestrate the presentation of materials to

the student. For instance, while presenting a certain

program, the teacher may want to program the
Literacy Tutor to pause the video so it will interact

with the student to ensure comprehension. A periph-

eral that displays full-function TV on the Macintosh

II series will be used. Of particular interest is that

this device can capture and store, as a text file, any
closed-captioned information in the TV signal.

Visits to the various READ commission learn-

ing centers have demonstrated that pronunciation
assessment and aids are vital elements to successful

literacy training. Imagine a live speech therapist
(this is possible because of TV and laser disk tech-

nology) on the computer screen who is prompting the

student to speak several words. By integrating

speech recognition and other speech analysis tech-

niques that take into account the well-understood
mechanics of speech production, it is possible for the

computer to assess the student's speech and provide

the appropriate corrective prescriptions through vid-

eo - a simple indexing to the proper video segments

on the laser disk TV and/or a VHS VCR. Also, in

conjunction with the speech therapist on the video

screen, simple speech graphs will appear that form a
visual representation of the teacher's voice super-

imposed by the student's response to the same word

- in effect becoming a biofeedback mechanism. This

"bull's- eye" graphic representation now provides the
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studentwitha targetgoaltoaid in pronouncingthe
wordcorrectly.

Thelearningprocessalsowill beaidedbyacon-
tinuous-speech,speaker-independentspeechrecog-
nizer.Thiscapabilitywill allowstudentstoread text
aloud while the computer listens and interacts with

the student. The integration of CCTV, pronuncia-

tion tools, and computerized speech recognition and

generation promises a revolutionary new method to

aid in the fight against illiteracy. A configuration of

the various hardware peripherals for the Literacy

Tutor are displayed in the following figures.

w_,,,'_ _ M_m_
Americ_k This morning, the

Middle Eml CrJL_._ h_ IikQm •

N_ _rf_, .... ,_

X1OOO98B

_ _-_-I SpeechRecogmtionI

,' ,,A++,

I ..... I--+1 '------'--I Vid t J External
t_..___ I eo / _ Monitor

_ Xl_9B

Hardware configurationof the Literary tutor.

A typical Macintoshscreen illustrating the usesof CCTVfor

teachingreadingskills.
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Reference

Number

LS 1

LS 2

LS3

LS4

LS5

LIFE SCIENCES (LS)

Ventilator Function in Hyperbaric Conditions
Funded by: Code M/472-54-21-02

Technical Monitor: Charles W. Lloyd, Pharm.D./SD2/483-7120

Principal Investigators: Win. T. Norfleet/M.D./KRUG Life Sciences, Inc.

Jocy B. Boyce, M D./SD2

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

KRUG Life Sciences, Inc., NAS9-17720

Phase I Evaluation of Aerosolized Medications During Parabolic Flight

Funded by: Code S/199-02-31-40

Technical Monitor: Charles W. Lloyd, Pharm.D./SD2/483-7120

Principal Investigators: Charles W. Lloyd, PharmD./SD2

William J. Martin, Pharm. D./St. John Hospital, Detroit, MI
John Gosbee, M.D./KRUG Life Sciences, Inc.

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
KRUG Life Sciences, Inc., NAS9-17720

On-Orbit Formulation of Intravenous Fluids

Funded by: Code M/472-53-21-02

Technical Monitor: Charles W. Lloyd, Pharm.D./SD2/483-7120

Principal Investigators: Gerald J. Creager/KRUG Life Sciences, Inc.

Charles W. Lloyd, Pharm.D./SD2

J. Ogle/Baxter Healthcare

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

KRUG Life Sciences, Inc., NAS9-17720
Baxter Healthcare

Development of a Surgical Support System for Space Station Freedom
Funded by: Code M/472-53-21-02

Technical Monitor: Roger D. Billica, M.D./SD2

Principal Investigators: Roger D. Billica/M.D./SD2

Frank T. Eichstadt, M.D./MDSSC

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
KRUG Life Sciences, Inc., NAS9-17720

McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Company

Venipuncture and Indwelling Intravenous Infusion Access During

Zero-Gravity Flight

Funded by: Code S/199-02-31-40

Technical Monitor: Joey B. Boyce, MD./SD2/483-7890

Principal Investigators: Debra L. Krupa, R.N./KRUG Life Sciences, Inc.

Gerald J. Creager/KRUG Life Sciences, Inc.
Joey B. Boyce M.D./SD2

Task Performed by Johnson Space Center

KRUG Life Sciences, Inc., NAS9-17720



LS 6 Effectiveness of Intranasal Scopolamine in Normal Subjects
Funded by: Code S/199-18-11-16

Technical Monitor: Nitza M. Cintron, Ph. D./SD4/483-7165

Principal Investigators: Lakshmi Putcha, Ph.D./SD4

Robert P. Hunter/MS./KRUG Life Sciences, Inc.

Cecilia Parise, B.S./SD4

Karen Tietze, PhD./Philadetphia College of

Pharmacy and Science

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
KRUG Life Sciences, Inc., NAS9-17720

Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science

LS7 Development of a Card Filler Module for the Automated Microbiology System II

Funded by: Code S/199-04-11-20

Technical Monitor: Duane L. Pierson, Ph.D./SD4/483-7166

Principal Investigators: Duane L. Pierson, Ph.D./SD4

Saroj K. Mishra, Ph.D./KRUG Life Sciences, Inc.

Joyce A. Skweres, MTASCP/M.S./KRUG Life Sciences, Inc.
Laura L. Mallary/KRUG Life Sciences, Inc.

Russell L. Fortune/VITEK Systems

John L. Staples/VITEK Systems

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

KRUG Life Sciences, Inc., NAS9-17720

VITEK Systems

LS8 Determining Energy (Caloric) Requirements in Space

Funded by: 307-51-40-01

Technical Monitor: Helen W. Lane, Ph.D./SD4/483-7188

Principal Investigators: Everett K. Gibson, Jr./SN2

Richard A. Socki/Lockheed Engineering & Sciences, Co.

Dale A. Schoeller, PhD./Dept Medicine, Univ. Chicago

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
KRUG Life Sciences, Inc., NAS9-17720

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences, Co.

University of Chicago

LS9 A Combustion Products Analyzer for Contingency Use During Thermodegradation

Events on Spacecraft

Funded by: Code S/106-30-63-11

Technical Monitor: John T. James, Ph.D./SD4/483-7122

Principal Investigators: John T. James, Ph.D./SD4
Thomas F. Limero, Ph.D./KRUG Life Sciences, Inc.

Steve Beck./KRUG Life Sciences, Inc.

Raymond C. Cromer/Enterra Instrumentation Technologies
Steve Summerfield/Enterra Instrumentation Technologies

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

KRUG Life Sciences, Inc., NAS9-17720

Entera Instrumentation Technologies



LS 10 [on Mobility Spectrometry: A Key to Real-Time Monitoring of Volatile Organic

Compounds

Funded by: Code S/106-30-63-I l

Technical Monitor: ,John T. ,James, Ph. D./SD4/483-7122

Principal Investigators: John T. ,lames, Ph.D./SD4

Thomas F. Limero, Ph.D./KRUG Life Sciences, Inc.

Jay Cross, Ph.D. KRUG Life Sciences, Inc.

Steve Beck/KRUG Life Sciences, Inc.

Gary Eiceman Ph. D./New Mexico State University

John Brokenshire, Ph. D./Graseby Analytical, Watford, U.K.

Alan Rhodes/Graseby Analytical

Ed Overton, Ph. D./Louisana State University

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
KRUG Life Sciences Inc., NAS9-17720

New Mexico State University
Graseby Analytical

Louisana State University

LS 11 Sample Collection Device for Rapid Immunological Identification of Group A Strep
Funded by: 324-01-50-95

Technical Monitor: Clarence F. Sams, Ph.D./SD4/483-7160

Principal Investigators: David Bernstein/New Horizons Diagnostics

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

KRUG Life Sciences, Inc., NAS9-17720

New Horizons Diagnostics

LS 12 Endothelin Production by Blood-Brain Barrier Endothelial Cells

Funded by: Code S/199-18-11-15
Technical Monitor: Clarence F. Sams, Ph.D./SD4/483-7160

Principal Investigators: Peggy A. Whitson, Ph.D./SD4
M. Helen Huls/KRUG Life Sciences, Inc.

Yu-Ming Chen, Ph.D./KRUG Life Sciences, Inc.

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

KRUG Life Sciences, Inc., NAS9-17720

LS 13 Johnson Space Center Biotechnology: Cell Culture Process

Funded by: (ode S/694-01-23-03

Technical Monitor: Glenn F. Spaulding, M.D./SD4/483-7160
Principal Investigators: David A. Wolf, M.D./CB

Ray P. Schwartz/KRUG Life Sciences, Inc

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

KRUG Life Sciences, Inc., NAS9-17720

LS 14 Telemicrobiology: A Ground-Based System to Perform Microbiology
Tasks in Extraterrestrial Human Habitats

Funded by: Code S/99-04-11-20
Technical Monitor: Duane L. Pierson, Ph.D./SD4/483-7166

Principal Investigators: Saroj K. Mishra, Ph.DJKRUG Life Sciences, Inc.

Laura L. Mallary/KRUG Life Sciences, Inc.

B.W. Newburger/Corabi Telemetrics, Inc.

R.S Weinstein, M.D./Corabi Telemetrics, Inc.
Duane L. Pierson, Ph. D./SD4



TaskPerformedby: JohnsonSpaceCenter
KRUG Life Sciences, Inc., NAS9-17720

Corabi Telemetrics, Inc.

LS 15 Analysis of Eye, Head, and Body Movement During Locomotion

Funded by: Code S/106-30-63-11
Technical Monitor: Millard F.Reschke, Ph.D./SD5/483-7210

Principal Investigators: Jacob J. Bloomberg, Ph.D./SD5
Deborah Harm, Ph.D./SD5

Brian T. Peters/KRUG Life Sciences, Inc.

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
KRUG Life Sciences, Inc., NAS9-17720

LS 16 The Effect of In-Flight Exercise on Decompression Sickness

During Extravehicular Activities

Funded by: Code S/199-04-11-01, (Code M) 568-12-KK-95

Technical Monitor: James M. Waligora, M.S./SD5/483-7200
Principal Investigators: K Vasantha Kumar, M.D./National Research Council

James M. Waligora, M.S. /SD5

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
National Research Council

LS 17 Dynamic Posturography Laboratory

Funded by: Code S/106-30-11-42, 106-30-63-11
Technical Monitor: Millard F. Reschke, Ph.D/SD5

Principal Investigators: Millard F. Reschke, Ph.D./SD5
William J. Paloski, Ph.D/KRUG Life Sciences, Inc.

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
KRUG Life Sciences, Inc., NAS9-17720

LS 18 Effects of Prolonged Lower Body Negative Pressure and Saline Ingestion on Plasma

Volume During Bed Rest

Funded by: 307-51-69-09
Technical Monitor: Suzanne Fortney, Ph.D./SD5/483-7214

Principal Investigators: Nitza M. Cintron, Ph.D./SD4

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
KRUG Life Sciences, Inc., NAS9-17720

LS 19 An Intelligent Microscope Imaging System (IMIS)

Funded by: 141-20-41-04
Technical Monitor: Gerald R. Taylor, Ph.D./SD5/483-6057

Principal Investigators: Gerald R. Taylor, Ph. D./SD5
Norwood Hunter/KRUG Life Sciences, Inc.

Michael P. Caputo/KRUG Life Sciences, Inc
Dan BarineatYKRUG Life Sciences, Inc.

Karin Loftin, Ph.D./KRUG Life Sciences, Inc.

Laurie Looper/KRUG Life Sciences, lnc

Scott Smith/KRUG Life Sciences, Inc.

James Verlander/KRUG Life Sciences, Inc.

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
KRUG Life Sciences, Inc., NAS9-17720



LS2O PharmacologicalCountermeasures to Space Motion Sickness

Funded by: Code S/199-16-11-07
Technical Monitor: Millard F. Reschke, Ph.D./SDS/483-7210

Principal Investigators: Randall Lee Kohl, Ph.D./National Research Council
Millard F. Reschke, Ph.D./SD5

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

KRUG Life Sciences, Inc., NAS9-17720
National Research Council

LS21 Computer-Predicted Human Strength
Funded by: OAET/591-32
Technical Monitor:

Principal Investigators: Barbara Woolford/SP34

Abhilash Pandya/C95

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Company, NASg- 17900

LS 22 Overhead and Forward Reach Capability During Exposure to + X Accelerations

Fundedby: Code R/506-71

Principal Investigator: J.P. BagiarffCB/483-2775
L. E. Schafer/C95/333-6850

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900



SOLAR SYSTEM SCIENCES (SSS)

SSS 1 Sample Acquisition, Analysis, and Preservation

Funded by: Code RZ/591-12-89-01

Principal Investigators: Doug Ming/SN14

Doug Blanchard

Judy AItorgLESC

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900

SSS 2 Lunar Base Agriculture: Synthetic Soils for Plant Growth

Funded by: OSSA (Code SB)/99-61-11-01

Principal Investigators: Doug Ming/SN14
Don Henninger/EC3

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900

sss 3 The Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) Satellite: New Data on

Cosmic Dust and Spacecraft Debris

Funded by: RTOP 152-11-40-23 and 152-20-40-05
Principal Investigator: MichaelZolensky/SN2

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

SSS 4 Manned Observation Technologies: Optical-Quallty Windows for Space Station

Freedom & Beyond

Funded by: OSSA (UPN 506-49-31)
Principal Investigator: David L. Amsbury/SN15

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900

SSS 5 Optical Observations of Orbital Debris

Funded by: 906-34

Principal Investigators: Karl G. Henize/SN3
Andrew E. Potter/SN3

John Stanley/SN3
Christine A. O'Neill/SN3

Co-Investigators: Barbara S. Nowakowski]LESC

Mark K. Mulrooney/LESC
Keith WarrergLESC

David L. TalentJLESC

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9- ! 7900



SSS6 Orbital Debris Radar Measurements

Funded by: 906-34

Principal Investigators: .John F. StanleytSN3

Eugene G. Stansbery/SN3

Co-lnvestigators: Andrew E. Potter/SN3
[ [erb Schaeper/LESC
I,eslie Hock/LESC

Nick Young/Xontech
Carl Pitts/Xontech

George Bohannon/Xontech

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900
Xonteeh

SSS7 Hypervelocity Impact (HVI) Effects on Materials
Funded by: 506-43-21

Principal Investigator: Eric L. Christiansen/SN3

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NASg-17900

SSS 8 Lunar Meteorites

Funded by: RTOP 142-13-40-21 and 152-20-40-04

Principal Investigator: Marilyn M. Lindstrom/SN2

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

SSS 9 The Angrite Meteorites: New Insights

Funded by: RTOP 152-12-40-24
Principal Investigator: d. H. Jones/SN2

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

SSSI0 Europium in Mare Basalts: Support for a Global Lunar

Magma Ocean?

Funded by: RTOP 152-12-40-21

Principal Investigator: GordonMcKay/SN2
Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NA89-17900



SPACE TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGY (STT)

STT 1 Real-Time Data System

Funded by: Code M/906-21-01-01, Code PJ590-12-21-01, Code S/488-60-01-01

Principal Investigator: Troy A. Heindel/DF24/483-2639

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Unisys Corp., NAS9-18000

Mitre Corp., NAS9-18057

DUAL & Assoc., NAS9-18273

STT 2 Flight-to-Flight Overlay of Shuttle Mission Data

Funded by: Code bi]906-21-03-04

Principal Investigator: LindaA. Perrine/DF72/483-2885
Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

lntergraph Corp., NAS9-18000

STT 3 Voice Command System Flight Experiment

Fundedby: Code MD/928-50-03-01

Principal Investigator: George A. Salazar/EE22/483-0162
Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

STT 4

STT 5

Intelligent Computer-Aided Training (ICAT)

Funded by: Code MD/906-21-03
Code MT/488-60-03

Principal Investigator: Robert T Savely/PT4/483-8105

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
Univ of Houston NAG9-405

Computer Sciences Corp., NAS9-17885

Computer Aided Scheduling System: COMPASS

Funded by: Code MD/906-21

Principal Investigator: Ervin Grice/PT4/483-8082

Task Performed by: McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Co., NAS9-17885

STT6 Expert Systems for Crew Procedures Execution

Funded by: Code M/906-21-03-10

Principal Investigator: H.K. Hiers/ER2/483-2036

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900

STT 7 Fuzzy Logic for Adaptive Control and Operational Decision Making
Funded by: Code MD/906-21-03

Principal Investigator: Robert N. Lea/PT4/483-8085

Task Performed by: LinCom Corporation, NAS9-17885

STT 8 Advanced Software Development Workstation (ASDW}

Funded by: Code MD/906-21-03-04
Code MT/488-80-01

Principal Investigator: Ernest M. Fridge 11I/PT4/483-8109
Charles L. Pitman/PT4/483-2469

Task Performed by: lnferenceCorp. NCC9-16, SE.25

Softech Inc. NCC9-16, SE.33

Knowledge Based Systems Inc., NCC9-16, SE.37



STT 9 C Language Integrated Production System (CLIPS)

Funded by: Code MT/488-80-09

Principal Investigator: Gary Riley/PT4/483-8073
Chris Culbert/PT4/483-8080

Task Performed by: .Johnson Space Center

Computer Sciences Corp., NAS9-17885

Barrios Technology, NAS9-18002

STT 10 Cooperating Expert Systems

Funded by: Code MD/906-21
Code MT/488-80

Principal Investigator: Chris Culbert/PT4/483-8080
Task Performed by: McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Co., NAS9-17885

STT 11 Knowledge-Based System Verification and Validation

Funded by: Code MT/488-80

Principal Investigator: Chris Culbert/PT4/483-8080

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
IBM, RICIS NCC9-16AI.15

STT 12 Logistics and Operations Integration Requirements

Fundedby: Code M/906-21-03-30

Principal Investigator: LesQuiocho/ER3/483-8633

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
LinCom Corporation, NAS9-17885

STT 13 Development of Advanced Graphics Lab Applications

Funded by: Code M/906-21-03-25

PrincipalInvestigator: Mike Goza/ER42/483-4695

Task Performed by: McDonnell Douglas, NAS9-17885

STT 14 Autonomous Guidance

Fundedby: CodeM/906-21-03-85
PrincipalInvestigator: Gene McSwain]EG2/483-8295

Task Performed by: McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Co., NAS9-17885

STT 15 Dynatube Insert Development and Test Program

Funded by: In-house

Principal Investigator: KarlaFulton/EP4/483-6019
Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

STT 16 Electromechanical Orbiter Fuel Cell Program

Funded by: Code M/906-11-01-04

Principal Investigator: Nanette M. Faget/EP5/483-9045
Michael Le/EP5/483-9044

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center International Fuel Cells, NAS9-18277

STT 17 Uprated Orbital Maneuvering System (OMS) Engine
Funded by: Code ME/551-15-15-06

Principal [nvestigator: Richard J. Schoenberg/EP4/483-6437

Task Performed by: Aerojet Propulsion Div., NAS9-17215



STT18

STT 19

STT 20

STT 21

STT 22

STT 23

STT 24

Shuttle Evolution Phase II Crew Escape Study

Funded by: Code MD/560-30-GF-01

Principal Investigator: Kevin C. Templin/ET2

Steven R. Nagel/CB

Task Performed by: Rockwell International-Space Systems Division, NAS9-18400

Shuttle Evolution Crew Escape Module (CEM) Study

Funded by: Code M/906-11-01-02

Principal Investigator: KevinC. Templin/ET2
Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center Rockwell Space Systems Division,

NAS9-14000

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900

Assured Crew Return Vehicle (ACRV)

Funded by: Code M/906-42-00

Principal Investigator: Jerry Craig/IA13/283-5311

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., NAS9-18284

Rockwell International, NAS9-18285

Eagle Technical Services, NAS9-18401

Kennedy Space Center

Personnel Launch System (PLS)

Funded by: Code M/906-II-01-01

PrincipalInvestigator: Andrew Petro/ET2/483-6622

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Boeing Aerospace and Electronics,NAS9-18255

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co.,NAS9-17900

Optical Communication Through the Shuttle Window (OCTW)

Fundedby: Code M/906-30-04-40

Principal Investigator: J.L. Prather/EE6/483-1483
Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900

Visual Docking Aids

Fundedby: Code M/906-25-01-02

Principal Investigator: Richard D. Juday/EE6/483-1486

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900

Laser Docking Sensor (LDS) Flight Demonstration

Funded by: Code M/906-30-04-41

Principal Investigator: J.L. Prather/EE6/483-1483

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900

MacDonnetl Douglass Systems Co.



STT25 ! mage-Based Tracking Systems Development
Funded by: Code MD/906-30-03-30

Principal Investigator: Tim Fisher/EEJ/483-1456

Richard Juday/EEJ/483-1486

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900

STT 26 Superfluid Helium Orbital Resupply Coupling
Fundedby: Code MD/906-30-03

Principal Investigator: RichardJ. Schoenberg/EP4/483-6437

Task Performed by: MoogSpace Products, NAS9-17872

Ball Aerospace, NAS9-18021

STT 27 Automatic Storable Fluid Resupply Coupling
Funded by: Code MD/906-30-03-04

Principal Investigator: Mark S. FalIs/EP4/483-8627

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center



SPACESYSTEMSTECHNOLOGY(SST)

SST1 Rotating Bubble Membrane Radiator for Spacecraft Waste Heat

Funded by: RTOP (Code 506-41-51-01)

Principal Investigator: John Thornborrow/EC2/483-9130

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Battelle-Pacific Northwest Laboratories, T-6762P

SST 2 High Heat Flux Thin Film Condenser for Spacecraft Thermal Management
Funded by: SBIR(Code 324-02)

Principal Investigators: John Thornborrow/EC2/483-9130

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Creare, Inc., NAS9-17989

SST 3

SST 4

SST 5

SST 6

SST 7

Investigation of Long-Term Stability in Metal Hydrides

Funded by: OAET Code R/(506-41-51-01-6A)

Principal Investigators: Patricia A. Petete/EC2/483-9119
Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Hydrogen Consultants, Inc., NAS9-18175

Fundamental Process Enhancements in Electrochemical C02 Removal
Funded by: OAET/506-41-61

Principal[nvestigator: Mariann F. Brown/EC3/483-9238

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
Life Systems, Inc., NAS9-17913

Engineering Analysis of Regenerative Life Support Systems
with a Process Simulator

Funded by: OAET/Code 591-34

Principal Investigators: Marybeth A. Edeen/EC7/483-9122

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Science Co., NAS9-17900

Electrochemical Water Recovery System for Treatment of
Waste Waters

Funded by: CR/SB[R Program Office/324-01-89-01-6A-EC2511

Principal Investigator: Charles E. Verostko/EC3/483-9228

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Umpqua Research Co., NAS9-18336

Proton Exchange Membrane-Based Electrolyzer for Water
Reclamation Post-Treatment

Funded by: CR/SBIR Program Office/324-01-89-01-6A-EC25 l 1

Principal Investigator: Charles E. Verostko/EC3/483-9228

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lynntech, Inc., NAS9-18317

SST 8 Lunar/Mars Candidate Extravehicular Activity Materials
Dust and Abrasion Resistance Test

Funded by: (Code RC/591-31-I 1-01)

Principal Investigator: ,Joseph J Kosmo/EC6/483-9235

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Albany International Research Corp., NAS9-17635



SST 9 Human-Computer Interaction Laboratory - Applied Research

Funded by: OAET/506-47-ll-34

Principal Investigator: Marianne Rudisill, Ph.DJSP34/483-3706

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900

SST 10 Human-Computer Interaction Laboratory- Multitasking Research

Funded by: OAET/506-49-31-02

Principal Investigator: Marianne Rudisill, Ph.D./SP34/483-3706

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900

SST 11 Human-Computer Interaction Laboratory - Pathfinder Research

Funded by: OAET/591-32-21-01

Principal Investigator: Marianne Rudisill, Ph.D./SP34/483-3706

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900

SS'F 12 Concept Maintenance Workbench- Work Surface Evaluation

Funded by: OSF/472-48

Principal Investigators: Frances Mount/SP34/483-3723
Jason Beierle/C95/333-6656

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900

SST 13 Hatch Viewport Size and Its Impact on Viewing on

Space Station Freedom
Funded by: OSF/1472-48

Principal Investigators: Frances MountYSP34/483-3723

Boyd Morrison/C95/333-7464

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900

SST 14 Derivation of Space Station Window Viewing Locations
Funded by: OSF/1472-48

Principal Investigators: Frances Mount/SP34/483-3723

Boyd Morrison/C95/333-7464

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900

SST 15 The Role of Perturbed Sensory Feedback in Space Remote
Manipulation Tasks - Preliminary Guidelines
Funded by: OAET/506-47

Principal Investigator: A. Jay Legendre/SP34/483-3697

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900

SST 16 Space Station Hand Controller Commonality Tests

Funded by: OSF/472-48

Principal Investigators: Dean G. Jensen, Ph.D./SP34/483-4798

Gregory C. Blackburn/EK54/483-1517
Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900



SST 17 Space Station Freedom Fluid Coupling Tasks - An Evaluation of

Their Space Operational Compatibility

Funded by: 486-81

Principalinvestigator: A. Jay Legendre/SP34/483-3697
Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900

SST 18 Extravehicular Activity (EVA) Speech Recognition

Funded by: OAET (Code R) 506-47

Principal Investigator: Barbara Woolford/SP34/483-3701
Jose Marmo/ECS/483-9233

Charles Sheperd/C95/333-6746

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900

SST 19 Computer-Aided 3-Dimensional (CAT) Stowage

Funded by: SBIR-Code CU

PrincipalInvestigator: L.W. Lew/SP33/483-3741

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Aptek, Inc., NAS9-18305

SST 20

SST 21

Space Station Prototype Laundry Filter

Fundedby: SBIR-CodeCU

Principal Investigator: PhyllisGrounds/SP44/483-7479

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Umpqua Research Company, NAS9-17996

Photonics for Autonomous Rendezvous, Docking, Navigation, Hazard Detection,
and Avoidance

Funded by: 591-21-31-01,591-13-31-01

Principal Investigator: Richard D. Juday/EE6/483-1486

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900

SST 22 LADAR Tracking of Orbital Debris
Funded by: RC/584-01-31-01

Principal Investigator: K.F. Dekome/EE6/483-1453

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

SST 23 Autonomous Lander Sensor Program

Funded by: OAET/591-13

Principal Investigator: W.X.Culpepper/EE6/483-1479
Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

C. S. Draper Laboratory, NAS9-18147

SST 24 Tunable Laser Diode and Optical Phase-Locked Loop

Funded by: CRI324-02-EA-11

Principal Investigator: K.F. Dekome/EE6/483-1453

Task Performed by: E-Teck Dynamics Inc., NAS9-17922



SST 25 Integrated Optic Device for Laser Beam Scanning

Funded by: CPJ324-02-EA-07

Principal Investigator: K.F. Dekome/EE6/483-1453

Task Performed by: APA Optics, Inc., NAS9-17813

SST 26 Hierarchical 3-Dimensional and Doppler-Imaging Laser Radar

Funded by: RC/324-02-EA-12

Principal Investigator: J.L. Prather/EE6/483-1483

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
Autonomous Technologies Corporation, NAS9-18166

SST 27 Laser Orientation Transceiver System

Funded by: Code M/324-01-87-12

Principal Investigator: J.L. Prather/EE6/483-1483
Task Performed by: Applied Research Inc., NAS9-18164

SST 28 Multiuser Muitiaccess Infrared Communications

Funded by: M/324-01-EA-10

Principal Investigator: J. L Prather/EE6/483-1483

Task Performed by: Wilton Industries, NAS9-17988

SST 29 Monolithic GaAS UHF IF Switch for Space Station Applications

Funded by: SBIR

Principal Investigator: PhongNgo/EE3/483-7990
Task Performed by: Microwave Monolithics, Inc., NAS9-18319

SST 30 Power- and Bandwidth-Efficient Digital Communications

Funded by: SBIR

Principal Investigator: William A. Geisel/EE3/483-0164

Task Performed by: SCSTelecom, Inc.

SST 31 Ku-band Active Antenna Module for Space Station User Application

Funded by: 324-02-EE-02

Principal Investigator: John Ngo/EE3/483-7494
Task Performed by: Shason Microwave Corp., NAS9-18358

SST 32 Lifting Body Approach/Land Trajectory Analysis

Funded by: Code MD and R

Principal Investigator: J.P. Ruppert/EG22/483-6515
Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900

SST 33 Pathfinder Autonomous Rendezvous and Docking

Funded by: Code RC-591-21

Principal Investigator: Stephen Lamkin/EG4/483-8264

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900



SST 34 Laser-Induced Fluorescence and Spectroscopic Arc Jet Diagnostics
Funded by: Code M/551-15-01-04, Code R/591-42-21-00

Principal Investigator: Carl D. Scott, Ph.D./EG3/483-6643
Eric Yuen/ES3

Sivaram Arepalli, Ph. D./C95
Harvel Blackwell, Ph.D/C95
BSA Services

Stan Bouslog/C95

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900

SST 35 Advanced Control Techniques of Large Flexible Spacecraft

Funded by: OAET/Code RC-506-59-61

Principal Investigator: John W. Sunkel/EG3/483-8591
Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Texas A&M University, NAG-347

University of Houston, NAG-385

Arizona State University, NCC-9-16

Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, NAS9-18147

SST 36 Benefits of Using Expert Systems to Perform Fault Detection,
Isolation, and Recovery on Space Station Freedom

Funded by: Code RC/506-49

Principal Investigator: Dennis Lawler/ER2/483-2037

Task Peformed by: Mitre Corp., NAS9-18057

SST 37 Developing Intelligent Systems for Monitoring and Fault Management:
CONFIG Intelligent Modeling and Analysis Tool Kit

Funded by: 951-15

Principal Investigator: J.T. Malin, Ph.D./ER22/483-2046

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Mitre Corp., NAS9-18057

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900

SST 38 Making Intelligent System Team Players - Design Guidance
Funded by: OAET/CST1/590-11-12

Principal Investigator: J.T. Malin, Ph.D./ER22/483-2037

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Mitre Corp., NAS9-18057

SST 39 Tool Kit for User-Intelligent System Interaction Design
Funded by: OAET/506-71-51

Principal Investigator: J.T. Malin/ER22/483-2037

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Mitre Corp., NAS9-18057

SST 40 Space Station Freedom Exercise Countermeasures

Intelligent System (ExerCISys)

Funded by: RTOP/199-70-31-11

Principal Investigator: l,aurie Webster/Et_2/483-2034

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences, Co., 054-22-ASX



SST41 Shuttle Remote Manipulator System (SRMS) Advanced Force

Torque Control
Funded by: Code RC/590-1 l

Principal Investigator: Donald A. Barron/ER3/483-1529

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900

SST 42 Failure-Tolerant Manipulator Joint and Controller Development

Funded by: Code RC/590-11
Technical Monitor: John Chladek/ER4/483-1528

Principal Investigators: James Hwang/C95

Eugene Wu/C95

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900

SST 43 Implementation of a Compact 6-Degree-of-Freedom Force Reflecting

Hand Controller with Cueing Modes

Funded by: 324-02

Principal Investigator: DuaneJohnson/ER3/483-1519

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Cybernet Systems Corp., NASg- 18351

SST 44 Automated Robotic Assembly of the Space Station

Fundedby: Code RC/590-11

Principal Investigators: George ParmaJESJ/483-8959
LeBarian Stokes/ER4/483-8965

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900

SST 45 Autonomous Lander Project

Funded by: 591-13-11,591-13-31
Technical Monitor: K. Baker/ER2/483-3041

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, NAS9-18147
Environmental Research Inst. of Michigan

SST 46 Architectures for Semiautonomous Planning

Funded by: Code C/324-02

Principal Investigator: Jon D. Erickson, Ph.D./ER/483-1508

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
Advanced Decision Systems, N AS9-18162

SST 47 Long-Life Monopropellant Hydrazine Thruster Evaluation for Space Station

Freedom Application

Funded by: Space Station Program Office/472 28

Principal Investigator: ChristopherG Popp/EP4/483-9014

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
Hamilton Standard, NAS9-18376

Rocket Research Company, NAS9-18375
The Marquardt Company, NAS9-18374



SST 48 Gaseous Oxygen/Hydrogen Engine
Funded by: N/A

Principal Investigators: D. Krohn/EP4/483-9000
T. Lueht/EP4/483-9054

B. Studak/EP4/483-9029

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

SST 49 On-Orbit Compressor Technology

Funded by: Space Station: Non-Prime: 472-49

Principal Investigator: John P. Masetta/EP4/483-9007
Task Performed by: Southwest Research Institute, NAS9-18051

SST 5O

SST 51

SST 52

SST 53

Electronically Variable Pressure Regulator
Funded by: IR&D

Principal Investigator: EricHurlbert/EP4/483-9016

Task Performed by: Fairchild Controls

Space Station Waste Gas System Material Compatibility Study
Funded by: N/A

Principal Investigator: Gerald 13. Sanders/EP4/483-9066

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Generic Fluid Transfer Model Computer Program
Funded by: Space Station, 472-28-06

Principal Investigator: Richard J. Schoenberg/EP4/483-6437
Task Performed by: Rockwell STSD, NAS9-18048

Experimental Investigations of Spacecraft Glow

Funded by: OAET/589-01-21

PrincipalInvestigator: JamesT. Visentine/ES5/483-8923

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory, NAS9-13287

SST 54 Space Environment Effects - Materials Technology
Funded by: OAET/506-43-21

Principal Investigator: Steven L. Koontz, Ph.D./ES53/483-5906

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
Los Alamos National Laboratory, T5726P

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900

SST 55 Large Space Robot- A Multisegment Approach
Funded by: OAET/591-22

PrincipalInvestigator: Reginald B.BerkaJES221/483-8808

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

SST 56 Robotic Assembly of the Aerobrake Thermal Protection System {TI'S)

Funded by: OAET/593-22

Principal Investigators: Reginald B. BerkaYES22/483-8808
Gerard D. Valle/ES2/483-8835

Irene E. Verinder/ES22/483-8844

Task Performed by: ,Johnson Space Center



SST57 Aeroassist Flight Experiment (AFE)

Funded by: OAET/592-01

Principal Investigator: Donald Curry, Ph.D./ES32/483-8865
Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co., NAS9-17900

SST 58 Intelligent Tutoring Systems Integrated with Simulators
Fundedby: SBIR(Code CR)

Technical Monitor: Robert T. Savely/PT4/483-8105

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Global Information Systems, NAS9-18170

SST 59 Adaptive Control of a Robot Arm Using an Artificial Neural Network

with Stereo Vision Input

Funded by: SBIR

Principal Investigator: Dr. Timothy F. CleghornIPT41/483-8090

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
Machine Vision International

University of Washington, NAS9-17814

SST 60 A Machine Vision Algorithm for Autonomous Proximity Operations

Funded by: SBIR

Principal Investigator: Dr. Timothy F. Cleghorn/PT41/483-8090

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
Machine Vision International

University of Washington, NAS9-17814

SST 61 The COSTMODL Program and Ada COCOMO Calibration Database
for Space Station Freedom

Funded by: In-house

Principal Investigators: Bernie Roush/PT4/483-9092
Bill Reini/PT4/483-8099

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

SST 62 Space Transportation Analysis and Intelligent Space Systems

Funded by: In-house
Principal Investigators: Dan Greenwood

J. Villarreal/PT4/483-8076

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

SST 63 The NETS - A Tool for the Development and Delivery of Neural Networks

Funded by: In-house
Technical Monitor: Robert O. Shelton/PT4/483-5901

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

SST 64 Parametric Avalanche

Funded by: SBIR Phase II, NAS9-18355

Principal Investigators: Robert O. SheltorgPT4/483-5901

R. Dawes/Martingale

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Martingale, NAS9-18355



SST65

SST 66

SST 67

SST 68

SST 69

SST 70

SST 71

A Space-Time Neural Network (STNN)

Funded by: In-house
Principal Investigators: James A. Villarreal/PT4/483-8076

Robert O. Shelton/PT4/483-5901

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Fuzzy-CLIPS - The C Language Integrated Production System

with Fuzzy Language Capability

Funded by: SBIR Phase I, NAS9-18335
Technical Monitor: Robert N. Lea/PT4/483-8085

Principal Investigator: M. Togai
Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Togai Infralogic, Inc., FTS 525-8085

A Phoneme-Based Speech Recognition System for High-Stress,
Moderate-Noise Environments

Funded by: NASA SBIR Phase II

Principal Investigators: J. Villarreal/PT4/483-8076
David Trawick

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

Speech Systems Inc., NAS9-17994

Passive Knowledge Acquisition System

Fundedby: SBIR(Code CR)
Technical Monitors: Robert T. Savely/PT4/483-8105

Gary Riley/PT4/483-8073

Principal Investigator: Vince Kovarik

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
Software Productivity Solutions, Inc., NAS9-18334

The Automated Online Library - AutoLib

Funded by: In-house
Principal Investigators: Ernest M. Fridge III/PT4/483-8109

Mark Rorvig/PT4/483-4808

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
Barrios Inc., NAS9-18002

ART/Ada Prototype

Funded by: In-house

Principal Investigator: ChrisCulbert/PT4/483-8080
Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center

The Intelligent Physics Tutor

Funded by: Code cufrhe State of Texas Higher Education

Principal Investigators: Robert T. Savely/PT4/483-8105
Dr. R. Bowen Loftin

Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
University of Houston, NAG9-405

Computer Sciences Corp., NAS9-17885



SST 72 A Literacy Tutor
Funded by: NASA TU and Department of Justice

Principal Investigator: James A. Villarreal/PT4/483-8076
Task Performed by: Johnson Space Center
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